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PREFACE 
The history of English music is often pictured as having an · 
irregular course
1
because a few culmination points separate· period• 
which are obscure in comparison. Despite the decline which immedi-
ately precedes the sixteenth century, there can be little doubt that 
the English Renaissance represents a remarkably high peak. It com-
pares most favorably with the Renaissance on the Continent, and in 
the sheer number of outstanding composers, it is perhaps England's 
greatest period. 
The course of the English Reformation, together with the 
patronage of the courts and the developing middle class, gave rise 
to a flowering of secular music. The English madrigal, music for 
voice and lute, and the large number of virginal books typifies the 
1 excellence of music in the Elizabethan period. 
Sometimes overlooked, but no less significant, is chamber 
music. Although instrumental ensemble music existed before the six-
teenth century, mostly in the form of dances or as accompaniment to· 
voices, chamber music, as an abstract art, is largely the creation of 
the Elizabethan age. It is the only major medium which continued to 
be extensively developed after the death of the majority of the Eliza-
bethan composers, around 1625. 
1 The Elizabethan Period implies the reign of Elizabeth (1558-1603) 
and that of James I (1603-1625). This is usual in writings concerning 
the period because the major Elizabethan composers lived into the seven-
teenth century (dying around 1625) and, with few exceptions, continued 
writing in sixteenth-century style. Cf. Morrison c. Boyd, Elizabethan 
Music and Music Criticism (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 1940), p. vii. 
---------------------------------------------------
Most of the research in the Elizabethan Period has been concen-
trated in areas other than that of chamber music. E. H. Fellowes's 
work on the English madrigal school and the English school of lutenist 
song writers is remarkable for its breadth and scholarly approach. 
The work of J. A. Fuller-Maitland, W. Barclay Squire, and Hilda A. 
Andrews in the field of virginal literature is also outstanding. 
Many such•efforts in these and allied fields are only indirectly con-
nected with the subject of sixteenth-century instrumental ensemble 
music. 
Research in the field of old English chamber music was insti-
r, gated by Arnold Dolmetscb who, in the last decade of the nineteenth 
century, began his work of rebuilding old instruments and performing 
old music. He was followed by writers o~ the instruments of the 
times--F. w. Galpin1 and G. R. Hayea. 2 
is 
Only one book is devoted exclusively to chamber music in England--
E. H. Meyer•s English Chamber Music. 3 It covers the beginnings of 
English instrumental ensemble music to that of Purcell. A single 
volume of early English chamber music is available in modern edition--
- 4 Musica Britannica, Volume IX, 11Jacobean Consort Music11 • It is 
1 -F. w. Galpin, Old English Instruments of Music (London: Methuen 
& Co., Ltd., 1910). 
2Gerald R. Hayes, Musical Instruments and Their Music (2 vola.; 
London: Oxford University Press, 1928-1930). 
3 E. H. Meyer, English Chamber Music (London: Lawrence & 
Wishart, 1951). 
4Thurston Dart and Wi1liam Coates (eds.), Musics Britannica, Vol. 
IX: 11Jacobean Consort Music11 (London: Stainer and Bell, Ltd., 1955). 
X 
concerned with consort music during the first half of the seventeenth 
century. 
Apart from these publications, additional works which are related 
to sixteenth-century instrumental ensemble music have been utilized, to 
varying degrees, in this dissertation. Gerald R. Hayes's King's Music1 
has been most valuable in tracing the development of English Chapel· 
Royal. Data on little-known instrumentalists and composers have been 
provided by H. c. de Lafontaine's The King's ~sick: A Transcript of 
. . 2 
Records Relating to Music and Musicians (1460-1700). 
Mention should also be made of three important general histories 
of English Music: Henry Davey's History of English Music, 3 Dr. Wilibald 
4 Nagel's Geschichte der Musik in England, and Ernest \-lalker's A History 
of Music in England. 5 
Elizabethan manuscripts, entitled "apt for voices or instruments," 
and manuscripts for which no specific instrumentation is mentioned have 
been somewhat neglected in most sbudies on English music. Since they 
are quite extensive, several conditions governed the selection of those 
1937). 
1 Gerald R. Hayes, King's Music (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2 H. c. de Lafontaine, The King's Musick: A Transcript of Recorda 
Relating to Music and Musicians (1460-1700) (London: Novello and Co., 
Ltd., 1909). 
3 Henry Davey, History of English Music (London: Curwen~ 1895). 
4nr. Wilibald Nagel, Geschichte der Musik in England (Strassburg: 
Verlag von Karl J. Trubner, 1897). 
5 Ernest Walker, A History of Music in England, revised and 
enlarged by J. A. Westrup (3rd ed.; Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1952) • 
...................... ____________ __ 
xi 
with which this dissertation is concerned. They are as follows: 
(1) the manuscripts should contain a representative number of composers 
from the period under ccnsideration; (2) they should picture, as clearly 
as possible, the evolution of Elizabethan instrumental ensemble music; 
(3) they should contain a sufficient number of compositions of one 
instrumental form so that a valid analysis of that form might be con-
eluded; and (4) the music should be as gratifying as possible. 
Two manuscripts meeting the forementioned conditions were 
selected--London, British Museum, Additional Manuscript 31,390, and 
Oxford, Bodleian Library, MuRic School Manuscripts D. 212-216. The 
two sources contain almost two hundred vocal and instrumental works 
by both Continental and English composers. Half of the compositions 
are In Nomines, an instrumental form developed only in England during 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. No specialized study of the 
manuscripts had been undertaken previously.1 
A relatively small number of the compositions in the two sources 
are available in modern edition, the majority of these being by well-
known composers. All the compositions by William Byrd are printed in 
1In November of 1959, it was learned that a related dissertation, 
entitled The Early In Nomine: A Genesis of Chamber Music, was in pro-
gress by Mr. Robert W. \.Jeidner at the University of Rochester. Unfor-
tunately, both Mr. Weidner and the present writer had progressed too far 
for either to relinquish their respective titles. Although some dupli-
cation of effort was unavoidable, it was learned, through correspondence, 
that Mr. Weidner's topic was concerned with a smaller number of composers 
and that it was developing along different lines than this dissertation. 
,, · . -
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The Collected Works of William Byrd. 1 Modern editions of music by John 
Taverner and Thomas Tallis are in Volumes I, III, and VI of Tudor Church 
Music. 2 Isolated examples of modern editions were found and are noted 
in the main body of the dissertation. 3 
The contents of the two sources have determined the following 
major divisions in the main body of the dissertation: 
1. Continental Compositions; 
2. Vocal Compositions by English Authors; 
3. The Early In Nomines; 
4. The In Nomine During the Third Quarter of the Sixteenth 
Century; 
5. The Late In Nomine; 
6. Miscellaneous Instrumental Works by English Composers. 
In addition to the above divisions, two preliminary chapters were 
designed in order to give a background to the study. The first is 
concerned with the development of instrumental ensemble music from 
the Middle Ages through the reign of King Henry VIII, and the second, 
with Elizabethan consort music. It was endeavored to determine the 
extent of instrumental practice in these periods. 
1E. H. Fellowes (ed.), The Collected Works of William Byrd (20 
vols.; London: Stainer & Bell, Ltd., 1937-50). 
2 P. c. Buck, E. H. Fellowes, A. Ramsbotham, R. R. Terry, and 
s. T. Warner (eds.), Tudor Church Music (10 vols.; London: Oxford 
University Press, 1922-29). 
3Including the works of Byrd, Taverner, and Tallis, a total of 
29 compositions were found in modern edition. 
xiii 
A total of ninety-six works from the two manuscripts were trans-
scribed in their entirety. In addition, a large number of compositions 
were transcribed in part. The thirty-one transcriptions which comprise 
the Appendix of this dissertation were selected on the following basis: 
(1) they should be representative of the contents of the manuscripts; 
(2) they should present a general picture of the evolution of charac-
teristic instrumental writing; (3) duplications of readily available 
modern editions should be avoided whenever possible; and (4) the indi-
vidual works should be as interesting as possible. 
The foregoing conditions resulted in the omission of a number 
of works by well-known composers represented in collected editions~ 
As a recompense, however, compositions by l~ttle-known, but skillful, 
authors are included, many of whom are not represented in any modern 
edition. As might be expected, modern editions of vocal music from 
the period under consideration are more plentiful than those of instru-
mental music. Consequently, original chamber music, rather than trans-
criptions of vocal works, comprises the greater part of the Appendix. 
A number of obstacles were encountered in the transcriptions. 
The most important were the problems involved in "Musica Ficta" and 
peculiarities which, in many instances, could only be considered ae 
mistakes. Those works selected for inclusion in the dissertation 
adhere to the original whenever possible. The ~ajor changes are as 
follows: (1) the addition of bar lines to facilitate reading; (2) the 
reduction of note values two to one; and (3) the use of modern clefs. 
All accidental& in the manuscripts are retained, even if they duplicate 
. ' 
xiv 
earlier ones, i.e., two F-sharp accidentals in the same measure. Acci-
dentals not given in the original are placed above the note to which 
they refer. Despite the desire to preserve the appearance of the 
original, some deletions and additions were necessary. Such changes 
are always placed in brackets. 
After transcribing and checking the manuscripts, an analysis of 
the compositions was made. Particularly emphasized were: (1) the 
development of a characteristic instrumental style; (2) formal features, 
including musical unifying devices, texture, and contrapuntal idiom; 
(3) melodic characteristics; (4) the vertical interval technique, 
including consonance, dissonance, and the use of modes; and (5) 
"Musica Ficta," notational features, and problems of transcription. 
An effort was made to present the material within chapters in the 
foregoing order. This was not always possible because these features 
1 
were often inseparably connected. In such instances, this order baa· 
been sacrificed for a more logical presentation. Although modern 
editions were consulted in the analysis, the majority of the examples 
in this dissertation were transcribed from the two manuscripts. 
Those taken from other sources are notated as such in footnotes. 
In the course of analyzing the English and Continental composi-
tions from the manuscript, it became increasingly evident that vocal 
works by English composers were quite a contrast to those .by their 
1 
''Musica Ficta," for example, was the result of melodic and ver-
tical elements, yet led to the disintegration of the modal system. In 
the late In Nomine, the melodic characteristics are a necessary part of 
the formal structure. 
XV 
Continental counterparts. In some instances, English vocal compositions 
contained features which, in the ~ixteenth century, might be considered 
as characteristics of early instrumental writing, i.e., large melodic· 
skips, extensive range, free use of dissonance, etc. Such observations 
have prompted a comparison between the two styles as they are repre-
. 1 
sented in the contents of the British Museum manuscript. Although 
attractive, a comparative study of sixteenth-century English and Con-
tinental style is not the major concern of this dissertation, and 
. 2 
conclusions have been stated in the most general terms. 
Biographical details have been treated as secondary material and 
have been restricted because of the large number of composers represented 
in the two manuscripts. 3 The inclusion of such details seems justified 
since many of the lesser-known authors are of considerable importance 
1 The contents of Bodl. Lib. MSS. 212-216 are restricted to In 
Nomines with the exception of ten verse anthems which are discussed 
only in the general description of the two MSS. See Chapter III. 
~ost of the Continental compositions are French chansons by one 
author--Pbillipe van Wilder--while the majority of the English vocal 
works are motets. It would be illogical to base the whole of Continen-
tal and English styles on such different forms. The conclusions have, 
therefore, been restricted to what is considered the normal practice in 
sixteenth-century counterpoint. 
3Biographical details are often restricted to a few lines--only 
enough to place the composer in a certain chronological setting. For 
the most part, they have been taken from such standard works as the 
following: Jeffrey Pulver, A Biographical Dictionary of Old English 
Music (London: Kegan, Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd., 1927); Sir 
Leslie Stephen and Sir Sidney Lee {eds.), The Dictionary of National 
Biography {Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1937-38); Eric Blom (ed.), 
Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians (5th ed.; London: Macmillan 
& Co., Ltd., 1954); and Baker's Biographical Dictionary of Musicians, 
rev. and enl. by Nicholas Slonimsky (New York: Schirmer, 1958). 
r 
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and, in some instances, works are listed with only the last name of the 
composer. When more than one musician of the period was known by the 
name ·in question, additional time bas been devoted to determine, aa 
.1 
accurately as possible, the actual composer. The credit, with few 
exceptions, for identifying anonymous compositions in the British 
2 Museum manuscript belongs to Jeremy Noble. 
The findings, resulting from the research and from the analysis 
of the music, are presented in the dissertation. The author has endea-
vored to be objective and to place the two manuscripts into their 
proper perspective. 
The writer expresses his appreciation to Dr. Karl Geiringer, 
Dr. Hugo Norden, and Professor John Hasson for their advice and 
counsel during the preparation of this dissertation. 
1 .. 
Composers with the same surname were not uncommon. Since a 
number of works in Add. MS. 31,390 are signed "Phillipes", it bas been 
necessary to determine whether they are by Robert Phillips, Peter 
Phillips, or Phillipe van Wilder. Another name in the same manuscript 
is "Parsons". There were three musicians by that name who were active 
in the sixteenth century--Robert, William, and John. 
2Jeremy Noble, "Le Repertoire Instrumental Anglais: 1550-1585," 
in Le Musigue Instrumentale de la Renaissance, Etudes reunies et 
presentees par Jean Jacquot (Paris: editions du Centre National de 
la Recherche Scientifique, 1955), pp. 97-107. 
~::• 
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CBAPTEil 1 
A BRIEF SURVEY OF INSTRUMENtAL ENSEMBLE MUSIC IR IIG.ARD 
PROM ITS BEGINNINGS TO THI ELIZABETJWf PERIOD 
The Middle .Age! 
The one gr~at unifyins factor of the Middle Ages was the church. 
It brought a new moral standard to the masses and gave a certain degree 
of economic security and hope to its subjects. Since it was ·the center 
of art and learning, no musical practice could hope for official recog-
nition unless it were devoted to religion. 
The attitude of the young Christian Church was not always kindly 
1 disposed toward instrumental music. Although instruments represented 
paganism to many of the early Christians, the pre-Roman Church in 
England seemed to exercise a greater tolerance toward the practice of 
instrumental music. The Celtic bards had filled an important function 
in the social community of ancient England by singing and playins of 
the deeds of heroes and th~ir instrumental art was held in high esteea.-2 
After the Synod of Whitby (664}, the church had to establish its 
universal rule by breaking down the influence of tribal customs and froa 
1The extent to which instruments were used in church music of the 
early centuries is inconclusive. Gustave Reese gives different views of 
early writers and examples of early instruments in his Music in the 
Middle Ages (New York: w. w. Norton & Co., 1940), pp. 61-64 and 123-124. 
2Ernest Walker, A History of MUsic in England (rev. and eol. by 
J. A. Westrup, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1952), p. 1. 
,. 
.. ,. 
this time on there are numerous decrees against objects of secular 
interest--including instrumental art. Prohibitions of minstrels and 
the like were proclaimed at various councils, such as, Cavaillon (650). 
Tours (813), and Glasgow (747). 1 In the tenth century St. Dunstan was 
called a sorcerer for constructing an Aeolic harp. 2 
Despite the protests of the church, popular music--includin& 
2 
instrumental art--continued to grow. Since the church could not abolish 
instrumental music, it pictured angels and saints praising God by play-
ing harps and dulcimers. Illuminated manuscripts and ecclesiastical 
carvings from the period show large numbers of various instruments 
grouped together.3 
Of particular importance in the cultivation of popular music 
during the early Middle Ages was the minstrel. The word "minstrel" 
appears to have been first used in England sometime after the Norman 
lpaul Henry Lang, Music in Western Civilization (New York: 
w. w. Norton & Co., 1941), p. 83. 
2F. w. Galpin, Old English Instruments of MUsic (London: 
Methuen & Co., Ltd., 1910), p. 72. 
3such representations are many and only a few need be mentioned. 
The Lansdowne MS. 431 (dated by Henry Davey at about 1064) contains a 
harpist and a figure playing a fithele with a very long bow. The manu-
script ascribed to "John Cotton" contains a description of musical 
instruments as well as a picture of David and his "gleemen". David is 
playing a psaltery, one of his "gleemen" is tossing knives and balls, 
and the other three have musical instruments, one of which is bowed. 
Reese dates this manuscript at ca. 1100 and Davey dates it at ca. 1000. 
Illustrations of harps and trumpets are in Harley MS. 603 and Cleopatra 
C8 pictures a harp and a double-flute. Both these MSS. are from the 
tenth or eleventh century. Henry Davey, History of English Music 
(London: Curwen, 1895), PP• 14-15. Reese, op. cit., p. 127. 
... .. 
,... 
... , 
conquest. 1 There were different grades among the minstrelsy; those who 
tramped about the country amusing the masses were not on the same level 
as those who attended court. 
The medieval courts show~d more tolerance towards minstrelsy, 
vocal and instrumental, than the church. 2 The rising merchant and 
feudal noble began to patronize instrumental music and, in the thir• 
teenth century, minstrels had become welcome guests in many manors and 
castles. From the times of Henry III (1216-1272) and Edward I (1272-
1307) more is heard of musicians in courts.l 
With court acceptance of musicians comes the emergence of tbe 
English Chapel Royal which perhaps has the longest history of all the 
royal institutions. It is first mentioned in 1135 during the reign of 
Henry 1.4 An entry recording the payment of twenty-five shillings to 
3 
the "clerks who sang 'Christus Vincit' on Christmas day" dates froaa the . 
first year of King John's reign (1200).5 
lH. c. Lafontaine (ed.), The King's MUsick: A Transcript of 
Records Relating to Music and Musicians (1460-1700) (London: NOvello 
& Co., Ltd., 1909), p. 477. 
2Galpin gives numerous references to instruments in the courts. 
Galpin, op. cit., pp. 36·37. 
· 3Gerald R. Hayes, King's Music, An Anthology (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1937), P• 30. 
~oat writers are in agreement with this date. Davey, however, 
places the first "definite account" during the reign of Edward IV (1399-
1413). Cf. E. s. Roper, "Music at the English Chapel Royal,i' Proceed-
ings of the Musical Association, LIV (1927-1928), p. 21; Hayes, op. cit., 
p. 75; and Davey, op. cit., p. 80. 
5Bayes, loc. cit. 
. ' 
4 
From the reisn of Edward I (1272-1307) the Chapel R07al can be 
traced with aome detail. I In the ''Liber Niger Domua Regia" there ia an 
account recording the household expense• of Edward IV (1399-1413). 2 
Expenses were for twenty-four chaplains and clerks; food (aa well aa 
regulations) for thirteen minstrels, the ·~ayte" (whose duty it vas to 
sound three times nightly during summer and four times during winter), 
and for the eight choir-boys with their ''Master of Song". BenrJ 'I 
(1413-1422) had a complete chapel of singers and both be and his 
successor, Henry VI (1422-1461), are said to have been composers.l 
Although the history of the English Chapel Royal is lona and 
impressive, its presence was not peculiar to England. Such chapels 
were established in moat parts of western Europe by the middle of the 
fifteenth century in imitation of the Papal Choir at Rome. They afforded 
a more dignified position and a greater artistic opportunity for the 
musician than he had as a wandering minstrel or could get from an 
. ordinary church appointment. 
Even though the English linga patronized instrumental muaic before 
1500, there is little reason to assume that their contribution waa .ucb 
greater than that of the rising middle class.4 In the fifteenth century, 
the textile industry was spreading into the rural districta and, with the 
1tbtd., P• a. 
2navey, toe. cit. 
lnae Old Hall MS. contains compoaitiona ascribed to Benr7 'f. 
Walker, op. cit., p. 19; and Bayea, op. cit., pp. 11-19. 
4-rhia is due to the scarcity of inatrumental sources and the 
intermingling of secular music characteristics from the court~ the 
middle class, and the peasantrJ. 
" ... 
growth of cloth manufacturing and commerce, there arose a new middle 
class which vas more educated. Aa the feudal rule began to break, the 
art of tbe peasantry and townsfolk began to merge and the cultural life 
of the towns became more intensive and indepenclent of the Churc:b. 
The town. had their own forma of instrumental playina.· B¥er7 
town was walled in the Middle Ages, and a number of men called ''Waites" 
patrolled the 1ates. Their name comes from the Anglo-Saxon ''Wachian" 
which means to watch or suard, not, as has been supposed, frora their 
musical instrument. 1 The statutes given to London by Edward I, who 
reigned from 1272 to 1307, prescribe that eech gate "shall be abut at 
night by the Servant dwelling there; and each Servant shall have a 
Wayte as his own expense."2 Mention has already been ·made of the 
duties of the waite at Edward IV's palace.l 
The watch of the cities sradually formed municipal bands. Their 
s 
duties included playing at civic functions, much like that of the Geraaa 
Stadtpfeiferen and the Italian city musicians. 
There is very little s_urviving instrumental ensemble ausic prior 
to the sixteenth century. What the Waite, the Mlnatrel, and the Court 
Instrumentalist played is largely a guess. Among the earliest example• 
are three, two-part dance tunes in the British MUseum--Barley 978, the 
1
.J. c. Bridge, "Town Waites and Tlleir Times," Proceedings of the 
Musical Association, LIV (1928), p. 63. 
2navey, op. cit., p. 41. 
lpap 4. 
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same manuscript which contains the famous "Sumer is icumen in."1 Tbe 
date of the manuscript, or perhaps more correctly the "Sumer" canon, is 
subject to dispute.2 For present purposes, it would be safe to conclude 
that the three instrumental compositions in the manuscript date fro. tba 
second half of the thirteenth or the early fourteenth century.3 
The compositiona are in two-part harmony and ~~vement is laraely 
contrary. Dance-like periods of eight or sixteen bars are apparent 
with a consonance always on the main beat of the bar. 
Another early dance tune is in the Bodleian Library--Douce 139, 
f 1 5v.4 0 • It is purely monophonic, apart from the end which is in 
three parts. It is in duple time and is markedly instrumental in 
character. 
lrhe three instrumental compositions in this manuscript are 
available in modern edition. Nos. 1 and 2 are in A. T. ~vison & 
Willi Apel (eds.), Historical Anthology of Music (2 vola.; Cambridae, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1946), I, PP• 43-44. NO. 3 is in 
Walker, op. cit., pp. 15-16. 
2M. F. Bukofzer s:ates that the composition, "Sumer is icumen in," 
dates from 1310-25. B. Schofield rejects this on palaeographical arounda,· 
stating that it is from the early thirteenth century. Cf. Reese, op. cit., 
P• 396; M. F. Bukofzer, "'Sumer is icumen in': A Revision," University of 
California Publications in Music, II (1944), p. 79; and B. Schofield, 
"The Provenance and Date of. 'Sumer is icumen in'," The Music Review, 
May, 1948, PP• 81-86. 
3since this dissertation is primarily concerned with the Eliza-
bethan Period, no effort has been made to discuss the various views 
concernina the date of the compositions in the manuscript. It may be 
added, however, that the possibility exists that all the compositions 
in the manuscript may not date from the same period. 
4A transcription is in Davison & Ape! (eds.), op• cit., P• 43. 
·s;:· 
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Gerald R. Bayes states that there was instrumental susie of a 
high order in the fifteenth century and that viola played an important 
part in this muaic. 1 Be clatm. knowledge of ~nly two compoaitiona t~t 
can be assigned to thf.a century--a piece for. four viols by Ceroo, writ-
teo about 1480, and another, also for four viola by Alexander Agricola 
(who died in 1480). 2 Both these musicians were European--Caron waa 
French or Flemish and Agricola was Belsiao. 
A manuscript at.Magdalene College, Cambridge, containa a four-
part composition without words which is dated from the first half of 
the fifteenth century.3 Though the use of common time might suggest 
secular or instrumental use, it is in the style of the vocal motets of 
the time.4 
Numerous references to instruments prior to the sixteenth cen-
tury would lead one to believe that there was considerable development 
of instrumental art. The absence of English manuscripts, however, 
questions the premise that this development was independent of vocal 
music. It is evident that instruments were used, though exactly what 
they played or the manner of performance is somewhat of a mystery. 
1Gerald R. Bayes, Musical Instruments and Their MUsic, 1500-1750 
(2 vola.; London: Oxford University Press, 1928-1930), I, p. 38. 
2Ibid. 
·3eambridge, Magdalene College, MS. Pepya 1236. 
~yer, op. cit., P• 58. 
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Purely unaccompanied vocal music might well have been rare, ancl 
instruments woulcl seem to have been used to support voicea. 1 MBa, vocal 
compositions contain ritornelli which are "sans text". Others are "sau 
text" throughout •. Instruments were most probably used in such compod• 
tiona, and they might also have been used in some sort of improvisor, 
manner• Though the possibility of a strong development of instrumental 
music exists, sacred vocal music was the official art prior to the six· 
teenth century. 
Instrumental Ensemble Music in the 
Time of. Henry VIII 
As the center of power passed frOM the mediaeval church, ita 
cultural influence diminished, 2 and the feudal order gradually disinte-
grated. A developing middle _class and revival of interest in art ancl 
learning characterizes the reigns of the early Tudor kinga.3 A. the 
lwalker, op. cit., p. 46. 
2Professor Frederick B. Artz aptly stresses this in the follow-
ing: "Another line of transition from mediaeval to modern is· shown in 
the growth of vernacular literature and fact that learning, art, ancl 
music become, with each century after 1200, less the monopoly of the 
cl~rgy. Secular subjects push into art and literature ancl into the 
curriculum of the schools ••• The old never disappears, but the new 
comes alongside it, and in the course of time the balance is shlftecl." 
Frederick B. Artz, The Mind .of the Middle Ages (3rcl ed.; New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, 1958), p. 452. 
3A large number of characteristics of the late fifteenth ancl 
early sixteenth centuries are pointed out by Ernest B. Meyer. Amons 
them are: the liberation of the serfs; transformation of the lancl 
from growing corn to producing sheep; upward surge of trade; lnven• 
tion of gunpowder and the printing press; and the revival of ~eek 
and Roman ideals. Meyer, op. cit., P• 46. 
, 
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court took over the church's function as the center of the country's 
musical activities. new standards of art and new art forma quite 
naturally arose. 
The tremendous development of music. both sacred and secular. in 
the sixteenth century was centered around the Chapel Royal for nearly 
every monarch.after the early fifteenth century• periodically sent a 
commission through the country to impress the best-musicians into the 
royal aervice.l The result was that the greatest musical talent of the 
century was absorbed into the Chapel Royal. 2 
' 
The musical power of the English Chapel Royal was due in no siDIIll 
measure to the talent and interest in music of the English monarchs an4 
numerous contemporary recorda describe their ability. 3 
lRecords show that the deocendanta of Henry VIII continued 
impressing musicians into the Chapel Royal. Burney recorda an example 
in 1550: "A commission to Philip Van Wilder, Gent. of the Privy chamber 
to Edward VI, in any churches or chapels or other places within England, 
to take to the King's use such, and a1 as many singing children or 
choristers, as he or his deputy shall think gocxl." Charles Burney, A· 
General History of Music From the Earliest Ages to the Present (2 vola.; 
New York: Dover Publications, Inc.,.l957). II, P• 96. Cf. Bayes, 
King's Music, p. 8. 
2rh1s is particularly true after the suppression of the aonaa• 
teries by Henry VIII in the first half of the sixteenth century. Davey, 
op. cit., PP• 120 and 166. 
3Referencea to the musical talents of the royal family are in 
several sources. Morrison c. Boyd devotes a chapter to this purpose in 
his Elizabethan Music and Musical Criticism (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 1940), pp. 1-12. The fame of Henry VIII in par-
ticular seems quite widespread. In the seventeenth century, Henry 
Peacham states: "King Henry the Eighth could not only· sing hh part 
sure. but of himself composed a servlc:ecf four, five, and six parts, as 
Erasmus in a cartain epistle 'Farragine Epistola' testifieth of his ova 
knowledge." Henry Peacham, ''The Compleat Gentleman" (pub. in 1622, 
reissued in 1626 and 1627), printed by Oliver Strunk (ed.) ia Source 
Readings in Music History (New York: W. W. Horton & Co., Inc., 1950), 
P• 331. . 
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Eighty musicians, twenty of whom were listed as "GentUmen of tbe 
Chapell", were in the Chapel Royal at the death of Henry VIII.1 The 
inventory of the ling's instruments--British Museua, Barley 1419--la 
very larse and would suggest a considerable interest in instrumental 
mua1c. 2 · 
One of the most famous music manuscripts from the time of Benry 
VIII is in the British Museum--Additional Manuscript 31,922. Possibly 
belongins to the King, it contains on~ hundred and twelve compositions 
by Fayrfax, Cornish, John Fluyd, Thomas Farthing, Dr. Cooper, Williaa 
Daggere, Pygott, Kemp, and Rysbye. Henry is represented by no less 
than thirty-three compositions, almost one-fourth of the works in the 
manuscript. 3 Probably written in the first quarter of the sixteenth 
lcomplete list (under "Account for the liveries for the Household 
for the burial of King Henry VIII, 21st February 1547") in Lafontaine, 
The King's Musick, PP• 7-8; and Hayes, King's Music, p. 77. 
Zrhe inventory was taken by Philipp van Wilder at the death of 
Henry and includes well over one hundred items. Some itema are rather 
large: under "Instruments of Soundrie Kindes • • • Item xix Viallea 
great and small w~ iii cases of woodde couered w~ black leather to the 
same ••• Item xxiii Lutes w~ xxiii cases to theim." Reprints are in 
Bayes, King's Music, pp. 86-88; F. w. Galpin, Old English Instruments 
of Music (London: Methuen & Co., Ltd., 1910), pp. 292-300; and La~ 
Mary Trefusis (ed.), Songs, Ballads and Instrumental Pieces Co!posed· 
by King Henry the Eighth Reproduced from the British Museum MS. 31922 -
To which is Prefixed a List of the King's Instruments Fromthe Britiah 
Museum MS. (Harl. MSS. 1419), (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1912). 
PP• xxiii-xxx. 
lttodern edition of compositions by Henry VIII, illi• 
.s- ) . 
' ~ 
century, many of the compositions are without text and have been con-
sidered as inatrumental aasic.1 
The compositiona by Henry VIII have been viewed with different 
conclusions. Gerald Bayes considers the king a "great musician"• 
stating that his compositions are "full of charlll" and that "2 or 3 are 
truely noble in outlook". 2 On the other hand, Walker states tut: 
Of the compositions of Henry VIII himself, though he wrote a con-
siderable number of them, very little need be said; he was an 
eclectic of the feeblest kind, producing sometimes , • • dull 
exercise-work, sometimes, ••• an amateurish and equally dull 
mixture of incongruous methods, and sometimes, .... harmoniziD&. 
a plain tune, which though bright has very littl~ quality, in s 
fairly pleasing but decidedly elementary manner. 
Tfte king•s compositions are simple and folk-like, as is most of 
11 
the instrumental ensemble music during the early sixteenth century. It 
is largely non-contfapuntal and common time is quite prevalent. Melodic 
interest is usually centered in the highest voice. 
Polyphonic non-dance instrumental music had scarcely besun to 
exist--surviving examples are chiefly for keyboard instruments. While 
the reign of Henry VIII was marked by a gradual transition frOIIl sacrecl 
to secular and s development of instrumental performance. instrumental 
ensemble music was secondary. MUsic for consort was not developed as an 
independent art medium until the second half of the sixteenth century, 4 
1Davey does not believe the compositions without text are inatru-
mental. Davey, op. cit,, P• 95. Cf. Bayes, Musical Instruments and 
Their Music, II, PP• 88-89, 
2aayea, ~steal Instrument~ and Their MUsic, pp. 88-90. 
lwalker, op. cit,, P• 45. 
~yer emphasizes this. See, e.g., Meyer, op. cit •• pp. 74 and 78. 
:;:·. 
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CHAPTER II 
ELIZABETBAB CONSORT MUSIC 
Secularization and the Growth of 
Instrumental Art 
~ 
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In 1559 the Anglican Church called for the use of a "modelt ancl 
distinct song so used in all parts ef the prayer that the same might be 
understanded as if it were read with sinsing."l The music in the Paala 
Books which followed was simple, homophonic, and syllabic--very much 
unlike the sixteenth-century polyphonic motet. Some composers con-
tinued writing Catholic music in the old tradition; many more wrote 
in the new style; some wrote in both styles; but moat began to seek 
additional outlets in secular form. which were growin& more and aore 
popular. 
The danger of reli&ious strife passed completely froa Bnslaacl 
with the defeat of the Armada in 1588. This same year, Byrd's "Paal .. s, 
Sonets, and Songs for Five Voices" a_nd "Musics Tranaalpina" wer~ pub• 
lished. The great wealth of English secular music was soon to follow. 
The change from sacred to secular was not made with complete 
abruptness. 2 IC can be seen to a certain degree in the music fraa ·the 
1
"The 49th Injunction in Cranmer's Reform" in Meyer, op. cit,. 
P• 79. 
2rhough examples of early secular music exist, the moat important 
sources of madrigals, ayrea, vir&inal books, and instrumental ensemble 
music appear in the last quarter of the sixteenth and first quarter of 
the seventeenth centuries. See, e.g., Reese, Music in the Renaissance. 
PP• 821, 835, 842, 849-852, and 867-876. 
:;-..· 
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first half of the century. The end of the Latin rite, however, marka 
the close of the medieval period, and Renaissance features are pursued 
with increasing enthusiasm after 1558. 1 
13. 
Secularization was perhap~ encouraged by Elizabeth's interest in 
music2 and the fact that her reign was marked by general tranquility. 
Over one hundred musicians were in her service at the time of her 
3 death. 
Of no small importance in the rise of secular music during the 
4 English Renaissance was the attitude of the Elizabethan citizen. 
Morley states that the well-educated Elizabethan was expected to sing 
5 
at sight and, in the first quarter of the seventeenth century, Henry 
. Peacham writes: 
I desire no more in you than to sing your part sure and at first 
sight, withal to play the same ~pon the viol, or the exercise of 
the lute privately to yourself. (Italics mine.) 
1 . 
Harrison st:resses the fact that Renaissance features d_o not take 
over in England until after the mid-sixteenth century. Frank L1. Harri-
son, Music in Medieval Britain (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1958), 
p. xiii. 
2 Elizabeth played the virginal and appears to have been a gifted 
amateur. Cf. Burney, op. cit., II, p. 260. · 
3A list is printed in Lafontain~, op. cit., pp. 44-46. 
4Turner states that "it j;,usis:f was the universal recreation of 
the people from the labourer to the Court and cultivated classes." 
Turner, English Music (London: Collins, rev. ed., 1947), p. 18. 
5Tbomas Morley, "A Plaine and Easie Introduction to Practical 
Musicke," in Boyd, op. cit.", p. 3. 
6Henry Peacham, "The Compleat Gentleman," in Source Readings in 
Music History, Selected and Annotated by Oliver Strunk (New York: 
W. W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1950), P• 334 •. 
The middle class which formed the core of Elizabethan soeiety 
cultivated music--particularly singing--and, after 1600, tbe pl87im& 
of instruments, especially lutes and viols, was quite fashionable. 
There were other private musical establishments besides that of the 
royal family, and many of the major citi~a had their Waites. 1 The 
Chapel Royal, however, remained the principal center of professional 
musical life and membership was a high honor. 2 
14 
The increasing patronage of musicians in the courts and cultiva-
tion of music in the cities resulted in a change in the social structure 
of the musicians. The mediaeval-type minstrel, though active in_ tbe 
sixteenth century, was pushed lower and lower and, in the latter part 
of the century, he was treated as a vagabond. 
Three volumes of music for concerted instruments were published 
in England before 1600: Anthony Holborne's "Cittharn Schoole" (1597) 
and Pavans, Galliards, Almains, and other short Aeirs •nd Thomas 
Morley's The first Booke of Consort Lessons made by divers exguisite 
1 . Waites were city musicians who performed mucb the same functioa 
as did their counterparts in Germany. Among the other musical eatab-
lishments which existed in the sixteenth century, Davey mentions the 
ones of the Duke of Buckingham, the Northumberland.Household, Cardinal 
Wolsey, and Magdalen College in Oxford. Davey, op. cit., P• 81; aad 
supra, pp. 4-5. 
2Also honored were the degrees of Bachelor and Doctor of Music 
from Oxford and C~bridge. The creation of a Gresham Profeaaor of 
Music (in 1596) and of an Oxford Professor Music (in 1627) added fur• 
ther distinction to the musical profession. Ibid., p. Z42. 
j('.; • 
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Authors (the latter two in 1599). The popularity of· these collectioaa 
is illustrated by the fact that eight more were published by 1611.1 
In addition to the printed collections- of instrumental enae-ble 
music, many volumes of secular vocal music were considered suitable to 
be played or suns. 2 Byrd's "PsalJU, Sonnets, and Songs" (1588), f« 
example, was originally written for solo voice and atr1ass, 3 and his 
"Psalms, Songs, and Sonnets" (1611) is described as "fit for Voyces « 
Viola". 4 Thomas Why thorne's "DUos or Songi for two voycea" (1590} had 
as its sub-title "playne and easie to be sung or played on Musical 
Instrumenta".s 
lS 
lrurther evidence of the popularity of printed collections for 
concerted instruments is given by Phillip Rosseter in the preface to 
his "Lessons for Consort" (1609}. Be a Utes that "The good success• 
and franke entertainment which the late imprinted Set of Consort bookes 
generally received, have given mee incouragement to second them witk 
these my gatberiqs." A list of early published collections is given 
by Boyd and Davey. Boyd omits Holborne' s 11Cittharne Schoole" (1597), 
probably because it also contains compositions for solo cittharae. 
Cf. Boyd, op. cit., P• 163 and Davey, op. cit., PP• 183-184 •. 
Zvocal music suitable for instrumental performance is not limited 
to the secular realm or peculiar to England. Part of Attaingnant'a 
"Chansons musicales" (1533) were edited for cross-flutes and recorders, 
and Gombert's motets of 1539 and 1541 were considered suitable for viols 
or wind instruments. Por madrigals playable by viola, see Boyd, op. cit.,· 
·p. 108. 
lwalker, op. cit., PP• 78-79. 
4xbid. 
5rbia collection has been considered as instrumental ausic and, 
as such, the earliest printed Enslish collection. Reese, Music in the 
Renaissance, P• 871. 
/';:. 
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~far the moat outstanding in sources of.sixteenth-eentury con-
sort music ia the large mass of instrumental music in manuscript, .ucla 
. 1 
of which has been relatively untouched by research. Some of it la 
vocal music without text, no doubt intended for instrumental perfor• 
mance. A great deal of it is written without mention of specific 
instl'UJD6lnt8 but, when examined stylistically, can only be described aa 
pure instrumental ensemble music. 2 
A Growing Awareness of the Value of 
Elizabethan Consort MUsic 
The importance of late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century 
English chamber music has been stressed to different degrees. Some 
writers, emphasizing the high quality of the music, indicate a rather 
strong and lengthy development of instrumental art; others, noting the 
high regard of Continental courts for English composers and instrumen-
talists, express surprise that the sources of English viol music are 
lrhe list of such sources is so large that only a few need .be 
mentioned. All the following are from a single Museum--The British 
Museum in London: Add. MS. 29,996 is quite large and baa a personal 
interest. It was begun by Redford, probably continued by Tallis an4 
Byrd and completed by T. Tompkins in the seventeenth century; Add. MSS. 
18,940-4 contains pieces by Deering, Webster, T. Mudd, and several com-
posers prominent during the early seventeenth century; Add. MS. 31,416 
is an autograph of Coperario (Cooper who·died in 1626) containing fan-
tasies for viols with a figured bass for organ; Add. MS. 30,513 contains 
more than one hundred compositions of instrumental and vocal music; Add. 
MS. 33,933 contains various instrumental pieces at the end. These Genu-
scripts and numerous others are described in Augustus Hughes-Hughes, 
Catalogue of Manuscript Music in the British Museum (3 vola.; Londoa; 
William Clowes and Sons, Ltd., 1909), vol. III: 11 Instrumental Music; 
Treatises, etc." 
2For an example of such a c~osition, see British Muaeua Add. 
MS. 31,390, f. 28: "Trye" by Christopher Tye. 
, .. ,-
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not more plentiful; and still others, discounting the importance of 
English instrumental ensemble music altog6ther, imply little or no 
significant development. 
Charles Burney, writing in the late eighteenth century about tbe 
instrumental music of Queen Elizabeth's reign, says: 
It seems to partake of the pedantry and foppery of the times: 
eternal fugues upon dry and unmeaning subjects were the means 
of establishing reputation for learning and contrivance; as dull 
divisions and variations, in which the change was generally fro. 
bad to worse, seem to have been the only qualifications which 
entitled a professor to eminence for taste and invention.l 
Burney's antagonism is based on the fact that violins were hardly 
known by Elizabethans and his own lg~ opinion of the viols which he 
describes as "too feeble". 2 The example he quotes as sixteenth-century 
instrumental ensemble practice is hardly applicable to the period as a 
whole3 and such opinions based on like evidence have prompted some 
writers to reproach hia.4 
lBurney, op. cit., II, p. 96. 
2Ibid., P• 122. 
lAs a description of instrumental practice during the sixteenth 
century, Burney quotes from accounts in "Hall's" and "Hollingshead's 
Chronicles" which mention concerts of "Drums and Fifes" during the reign 
of Henry VIII and an entertainment during Elizabeth's reign of "twelve 
trumpets, and two kettle-drums; ••• together with fifes, cornets, and 
side drums." While there is little doubt that such performances took 
place during the century, there is no indication that they constitute 
the only instrumental practice of the time. Ibid., pp. 122·123. 
4none need not mince words about Burney, since be indulges in the 
foulest of superlatives; for the last century and a half 'historians• 
have followed one another in copying out his personal prejudice• with• 
out thinking to look further. One wonders if any other single writer 
has had such a long continued evil influence." Hayes, Musical Instru• 
ments, II, p. 68. 
Both Henry Davey and Ernest Walker etreaa the fact that instna• 
mentalists in various courte of Europe,during the late sixteenth an4 
early seventeenth centuriea, were senerally English.1 They alao take 
note of various instrumental collections publi~bed on the Continent 
during the early part of the seventeenth century which contain worka 
by English composera. 2 
Morrison c. Boyd, taking the information supplied by Davey and 
Walker, expresses surprise that the list of English viol music is not 
larger. 3 He notes that English instrumentalists were employed on the 
Continent during the early part of the seventeenth century and list1 
instrW1lental collections printed in Englancl.4 
The opinions of Ernest B. Meyer and Gerald R. Bayes are perhap1 
the strongest which have been advanced in favor of English chamber 
music of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuriea. Meyer statea that: 
Among all the Musical centres of Europe in the 16th and 17th cen-
turies Britain was first and foremost in the realm of chamber 
music. In this field the supremacy of this country was undisputed. 
lnavey, op. cit., P• 186; and Walker, op. cit., P• 85. 
2 . 
Davey, ibid., p. 187; and Walker, ibid., p. 85. 
3Boyd further states that Bull seems to have written none and 
that by Byrd i1 unimportant. Bull did write a few instrumental ensem• 
ble compositions, one of which is included in Oxford, Bodl. Lib. Mua. 
Sch. MSS. D. 212-216. Ria statement concerning Byrd is difficult to 
understand because be quotes the following from E. B. Fellowea'a 
William Byrd. A Short Account of His Life ag.d Work: "while for the 
viols be lEyr~ produced chamber music which today amazes the 1tudent1 
of musical form when its date is borne in mind." Cf. Boyd, op. cit,, 
pp. 80, 162-163, and 176-177. 
4lbid., PP• 162-163. 
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For decades English instrumental music influenced all kinda of 
instrumental art in other nations, and after 1600 .. DJ Englisk 
musicians, especially string players, were engaged by foreisa 
courts and cbapels.l 
A comparable view concerning early seventeenth-century Enalish 
consort music 1a held by Bayes. Be writes that: 
19 
The English school of violists vas acknowledged to be the model for 
Europe in the first thirty years of tbe seventeenth century, and 
there is abundant contemporary evidence of tbfl respect in which it 
was held. Moreover, whatever opinion may be held of the concerted 
pieces for viola as a type of music, there can be no question that 
relatively the English composers were producing work that vas far 
in advance of anything being done on the Continent; not only is 
this superiority shown in the greater depth of outlook but also ia 
the amazing freed~ of their contrapuntal te~hniqua and in their 
fertility of invention of phrase and rhythm. 
Though the foregoing views are quite different, some general 
conclusions might be reached. English instrumentalists were active on 
the Continent durin& the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. 
The patronage system vas such that capable musicians would be sought by 
courts regardless of nationality. The P'errabosco and Lupo · f811l1liea . 
were examples of Italians active in England. Many Catholic muaiciaoa 
left England for the Continent during a period which was characterized 
to a certain degree by religious strife, and it could be expected that 
they would be represented in Continental collectiona. 
The number of such musicians active in Europe would see. to indi• 
cate more than simply a by-product of the patronage ayatea. Jobn Dow-
land, John Bull, Peter Phillips, Thomas Simpson, and WUUaa Brady all 
~yer, op. cit., P• l.· 
2Bayea, op. cit., PP• 25·26. 
.... .' 
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held important posts on the Continent, 1 and, in some instances, Eagliah-
men were preferred.2 These facts tend to indicate a rather hi&h level 
of achievement~ 
It would seem almost impossible for Englishmen to have been so 
honored if there was not some development prior to the early seventeenth 
century. The few published collectiona before 1600 serve only to illus-
trate that viol playing had perhaps not taken hold of the populat.ioa at 
large and that most of the instrumental performance was in the bands of 
the profeasiqnal or the talented amateur.l 
Elizabethan manuscripts ti'tled "apt for voices or viols" and manu-
script! for which no specif!e in:tru=entsticn 1a ~utioned are n~roue. 
They represent the work of some of the finest English composers--such 
as, Taverner, tye, Tallis, Byrd, Gibbons, and Weelkes--as well as impor-
tant lesser-known men--such as, Parsons, Randall, Strogera, Woodcocke, 
and Ferrabosco. In them is found the beginnings of an important art 
which was to culminate, in the seventeenth century, into what ai&ht be 
called "the Golden Age of English Viol Mulic". 
lJohn Dowland was royal lutenist to Christian IV of Denmark. 
John Bull was active in Brussels, as was Peter Phillips. Thomas Simpsou 
and William Brady were violists in Christian's employ. Brady also held 
important posts as Kapellmeister at Bamburg, Balle, and Berlin. Bo1d, 
op. cit., pp. 217-218. 
2Especially in the case of Christian IV of Denmark~ Ibid. 
3tt should be emphasized that the great wealth of English secular 
vocal music does not start until the last ten or twelve years of the si~­
teenth century. Only one collection--by Thomas Whythorne in 1571--waa 
published between 1530 and 1588. In the next forty years, over eighty 
collectiona were published containing between 1,500 and 2,000 composi• 
ti~-=· Th~ ri:~ of pwbli•h~d eoll~etiona for concerted in•trumeut• 
follows only ten years later. Cf. Walker, op. cit., p. 76. 
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CBAPrER III 
A DESCRIPTION OP THE MANUSCRIPTS 
Two manuscripts are particularly outstanding in sources of 
Elizabethan consort music--British MUseum Additional Manuscript 31~390 
and Bodleian Library Manuscripts D. 212-216. The importance of the .. 
two sources is based primarily on the generally high quality of the 
composers represented and the large number of In N~nes which they 
contain.1 
British ~seum Additional ¥~nuscript 31,390 
Additional Manuscript 31,390 in the British MUseum dates froa 
about 1578.2 It is entitled "A booke of In nominee and other solfain&e 
.[8ol-fa-i~/ songs of V, VI, VII, and VIII partes for voyces or instru-
·menta" and has, as its motto, "Vermis et non hano". It is a sinsle• 
paper volume with the voice-parts facing in different directioDS--
horizontal, perpendicular, and upside-down--so that the compositioaa 
might be played seated around a table, much like German tafel musik.3 
At the end of the manuscript is a rough draft of a memorandua 
referrina to a grant of "Pagham Vicarage, co. Sussex, on Oct., 1596 to 
10ver one hundred are in the two MSS. For the ori&in and 
description of the In Nomine, see Chapter VI. 
. . 
2At the end of the composition on f. 3 is ''W., 1578". 
3A facsimile from the MS. is .siven on th_! precedins pase. It 
is an In Nomine entitled "Trye" by LCbristophe,r/ 'f7e. 
.... -·' 
- .· 
I 
William Whalley., M.A."1 In 1728 the manuscript belonged to Bierurj/ 
Gates; 2 for some time it was in the possession of the North au 
L'Estrange families; and, in 1843, was in the library of Edward r. 
JUmbaul t. 3 
The facsimile on the following page is a table explainiua tt.e 
signatures taken from folio 128. Reading from top to bottom, it gives 
the following mensurations: 
1. Perfect mode, perfect time, perfect prolation. 
2. Perfect mode, perfect time, imperfect prolation. 
3. Imperfect mode., imperfect time, perfect prolatiora. 
4. Imperfect mode, imperfect time, imperfect prolation. 
The diversified contents of the manuscript include sacred and 
secular vocal compositions by English and Continental composers. as 
well as In Nominee and miscellaneous instrumental works.4 All worka 
are without text and are arranged in no particular order. Most are 
24. 
for five instruments; however, one four-part and one twelve-part campo-
sition is included. A late hand has added works on folios 124·127. 
lrbe memorandum is on f. 129. 
17~··. 
2under a reproduction of the titleon f. 129 is "B. Gates 13tb 
3Rimbault, writing about different volumes of In Nomdnes, states 
that "One of these volumes,formerly in the possession of the North and 
L'Estrange families, is now in my Library." He then gives the title of 
the MS. Edward F. Rimbault, Musical Antiquarian Society, Vol.VIII: 
Fantasies, in three Parts, by Orlando Gibbons - Parthenia - and a Col• 
lection of Anthems, by Composers of the Madrigalan Era (London: Chap· 
pell, 1842/43), p. 6. . 
4ror the number of compositions in these different classifica-
tions, see table on p. 31. 
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Bodleian Library H8nuacripts D. 212-216 
Manuscripts D. 212·216 in the Bodleian Library consist of five 
vellum-bound, paper part-books which were owned or written by "Jo: 
. 1 
Evelyn" in the first half of the seventeenth century. Tbe individual 
books, measuring eleven and three-fourths b~ eight inches, are entitled 
''Quintus," "Mediue," "Contra tenor," "Tenor," and "Bas sus•• and conta1a, 
respectively, ·63, 85, 91, 88, and 89 leaves. 2 
On the back of the title page of the "Quintus" part-book is tlae 
following: 
Tho: Lupo. 
- 11. 
Jo: Ward. ·- 6. 
Cranford. 6. 
W: White.. - . 4. 
The exact meaning of this is uncertain though it might conceivably 
refer to some kind of payment. 
The contents are arranged according to number of voices. Tbe 
first section contains four-part In Homines, numbering one tlirougla 
1 . . 
On f. 2 of the Tenor part-book h written ".Jo: Evelyn". 
2The measurements of the part-books are taken from Falconer 
Madan, A Summary Catalogue of Western Manuscripts in the Bodleian 
Library at Oxford, Vol. V: Collections received during the secon4 
half of the 19th century and miscellaneous MSS. ac~ired between 1695 
and 1890 (Oxford: At the Clarendon Prese, 1905), p. 212. 
27 
twenty-four, and the second, five-part In Homines, numbered one tbroaah 
forty. Separatiaa the two parts is the followiaa: 1 
Beere endeth the songs of four partes, and heere bepu those 
songea of five partes. 
Tbe In Homines vitbiu the two aectiona are arranged accordins to 
key, starting with no flats and going through two flats. At the end of 
the books, nine separately numbered In Homines and ten Verse Antheaa 
have been added by a later hand. 2 Other than the Anthems, the eource 
contains only In Nominee. 
A General Sumnary of the Contents of· 
The Two Manuscripts 
Approximately two-thirds of the known In NOminee are in the two 
sourcee. 3 The one from the British Museum contains forty-two, the 
Oxford part-books contain seventy-three. Eleven are in both aauu-
scripta and two appear twice in the Bodleian source. This represeuta 
1Tbe quotation is on f. 27 of the Medius, Contratenor, renor, and 
Bassus part-books. A slight variation in the wording occurs, the above 
being taken from the Medius. The Contratenor reads ''Beere endetb the 
songes of four parts, and heerafter followe are songs of five partes." 
The renor is "Deere endeth ••• and beere followth songes of five 
parts." 'the Bassus is "Heere endetla ••• and heerafter followe songea 
of five partee." (Italics mine.) 
2Though the verse anthem used instruments, it ie not • part of 
the development of consort music. Since a discussion of those iu the 
Oxford part-books would open an entirely different field, it is omitted. 
The anthems are, hovever, a part of the manuscripts and properly belona 
in the description. · 
3About 150 examples of In Nomines are still in existence, 100 of 
which date from the sixteenth century. Meyer, English Chamber Music• 
P• 84. 
a total of one hundre~ and tvo different In NOmines--over half tbe 
contents of the two •anuscripta. 
The majority of the composers are English. the earliest ia 
John Taverner and the latest. Edwarde Gibbona.1 Almost all vere 
active during the Elizabethan Period. The fourteen Continental c~ 
posers represented in the British Museum manuscript are mostly fro. 
the second and third quarters of the sixteenth century, however, one 
Italian work from the late sixteenth century is at the end-·',.i 11 
Bavari" by Giovanni Croce. 
The music presents an excellent picture of the development of 
instrumental writing frau ita vocal origins through ·one of the earliest 
instrumental forms--the In Nomine. Most works are in duple meter and 
bar lines are nonexistent. Examples of ligatures, conflicting signa-
tures. and coloration are found in both manuscripts, although, leas 
are in the Bodleian source. 
A summary of the compositions and a table of contents are stveu 
on the follQWing pages. In the summary, works are divided into claasi• 
fications, i.e., Continental compositions, English vocal works. miscel• 
laneous instrumental compositions, In Homines, and Verse Anthems •. The 
following columna sive the total number of works in each classification. 
the number of compositions which are anonymous in the original, the . 
1 . One work ("Gaude virgo" on folio 45) in the British Musewa MS. ia 
signed "Jhonson". If this refers to the Scottish priest, Robert .Johnson. 
it is by the oldest composer represented in the MS. There were, however, 
a large number of sixteenth century composers by the name Johnaon. 
, 
..... _.' 
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number of anonymous works which have been identified, ~d the total 
number of composers vithiu each classificatioa. 
The table of contents baa been divided into the same classifica• 
tiona as the aWIIDary, and works are liated according to COIIIposer •1 '1'be 
title of each work is followed by the number of voices for which it ia 
written. 2 Folio numb~rs are given for compositions in the British 
Museum Manuscript,and the number of the composition is given for tho .. 
in the Oxford part-booka.l 
When a work appears in both manuscripts and is the same except 
for the number of voices, the first number applies to the number of 
voices in the British Museum Manuscript,· the second to the Oxford 
1The listing of contents in the British Museum MS. follows closely 
that of Augustus Hughes-Hughes and Jeremy Noble. The principle differ-
ence is that Hughes-~Jghes lists them according to the number of voices, 
and Noble lists tbem in tbe order in which they appear in the manuscript. 
Cf. Augustus Hughes-Hughes, Catalogue of Manuscript trusic in the British 
Museum, Vol. III, pp. 202, 216-218, 231, 234, 279; and Jeremy Noble iu 
Le Musique Instrumentale de la Renaissance, Etudes reunies et presentees 
par Jean Jacquot (Paris: Editions Du Centre National de la Recherche 
Scientifique, 1955), PP• 97-107. 
2Many of the In NOodnes have titles other than In Nomine which 
have been omitted in the table of contents. 
3compositions in the British Hus~um MS. appear on a double pace--
on one side of one folio and the back of the preceding one. To avoid 
giving two folio numbers, the preceding folio is omitted. Tbe number 
of the work, rather than the page number, is given for works in tbe 
Bodleian Y~S. because page numbers differ within the different part-
books. Confusion,arising from compositions with the same number, can 
be alleviated by noting the number of voices. For example, two Iu 
Nomines by Byrd in the Oxford source are No. 12--one is in the quintet 
section, the other in the quartet section. The letters "NS" represent 
th• In Romines in the Bodleian source which are numbered separately at 
the end by a later hand. 
'~~·· 
··• .· -· 
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part-books.1 Anonymous compositions which have been identified are 
given under the composer and are designated as anonymous in footnotea.z 
A concordance of works of dubious authorship is also given ia foot-
notea.3 
1 See, e.g., Johnson, P• 49. In Nomine f. -53 of the British 
Muaeum MS. is a 5 and a duplication of No. 20 1 a 4 of the Bodl. MSS. 
2The credit, with few exceptions, for identifying anonymoua 
works in the British Museum MS. belongs to Jeremy Noble who gives a 
more complete concordance than is reproduced on the following pagea.-
Cf. Noble, op. cit •• pp. 97-107. 
3see, e.g. • Verdelot, p. 40. •'Madona SUIII mia corto•• is anony-
mous in the British Museum MS. and is by tye, Phillips, Verdelot 1 and 
anonymous in various other sources. 
, 'f 
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'UBLB 1 
SUMMARY OP CONrBftS 
B. M, ADD, 
MS, 31,390 
TOTAL R>, OF 
COMPOSITIONS 
ANONrMOUS 
WORKS IN MS, 
Ali>N'iMOUS WORD 
IDENTIPI.ED 
m. or DDlll 
COMPOSERS 
Continental 
Composition• • • • 39 • , , • , 16 • , • · , • • 10 .• • , , • • 14 
English Vocal 
Compositions ••• 
Hiacellaneoua 
Instrumental· 
Compoaitiona • • • 
In Nominee . . . . 
Total • • • • • 
BODL, LIB. MSS, 
D, 212·216 
• • 
Verse Anthema • 
. . 
• • 
Total • • • • • 
28 • • • • • 
19 ••••• 
42 • . . • • 
128 . . . . . 
11, 
• • • • 
10 • • • • • 
81 • • • • • 
1 • • • • . .. 4 
1 •• • • • • 1 
4 •• • • • • 2 
29 • • • • • • 18 
4 • • • . . . 2 
4 •• • • • • 1 
8 • • • • • • 
11 In Nominee appear in both sources, 
••••••. 12 
. . . . ·• . 8 
• • • • • • 14 
• • • • • • 34* 
• • • • • • JS 
• • • • • • 6 
• • • • • • 39* 
Total of 102 In NOminee by 38 composers (including 4 anonymoga), 
lS composers appear in both sourcea. 
Total of 198 compositions by 58 authors (including 16 anonymoua). 
1There are 73 In Nomine• in the Bodl. MSS, Two 1 however, are 
duplications of onea which appear earlier in the MSS, 
*Total• take into account duplication•. 
... 
~LE 1--Continued 
CONriNENl'AL COMPOSITIONS 
IR B. M. ADD. MS. 31,3~0 
·~· 
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COMPOSE& TITLE 
m.OP 
VOICES 
1. · Anonymou11 
2. 
J. 
4. 
a. Si grand'e 1• pieta • • • • . . . . . . • • • • • • 6 • • • • 14 
b. Vraie d[ 1] eu cl 'nour • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 .•• • • lS 
c. Je nilli (ac. ne le?) croyas • • • • • • • • • • • 5 • • • • 86 
d. Sittu languia .• •. . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • s • • • ~ 111 
e. Le cure de vou•.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • s • • • • ll8b 
f. Doge Juramore (sc. Un jour amour?) · • • • • • .•• s • . . • 123 
Bertoldo, Sperindio2(t) a. · Orsabien cavien • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
b. Frayse gallyard (i.e., frais et gaillard) 3 
• • • 
. . . 
• s • • • • 115 
• s • • • • 116 
Clemens 
a. Qui consolabatur4 ••••••.••••••••••• S ••• • 9S 
Crequillon 
a. Et perfice (2nd part of the following) . . . . . . • s • • • • 49 
b •. Deus virtutum. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • s • • . . so 
1For other Continental compositions listed as anonymous in the MS., 
see Berto1do, Clemens, Crequillon, Croce, Gallus, Phillipes van Wilder, 
Lassus, and Verdelot. 
2Thia title is included in "Canzoni francese intavolate d• 
Sperindio Bertoldd', Venice 1591; Sartori 1591b. Noble, op. cit., p. 106. 
lsee n. 2 above. 
4Anonymous in MS. By Clemens in the following: "Liber pri.mu1 
' cantionura sacrarwa ••• •• Pbalese, Louvain 1553 and 1555; "Quintul tOIIlUI 
evangeloriua ••• " Montanus et Neuber, Nuremberg 1556; "Quintus liber 
modulorl:Dl ••• " a Bosco et Gueroult, Pari1 1556; and "Liber XIIII 
eccleaiasticarum cantionum •• •" Susato, Anvere 1557. ~. p. 104. 
... 
COKPOSU 
4. 
,... 
,. ·_t 
.,;< ...... -: ·~ ........ 
m.or 
VOICES 
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CrequUloa 
c. Unge gabersere1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • s • • • • 103b 
s • . Croce 2 a. Me 11 lavari •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 •• · •• 124 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Perrabosco, A1fonciul 
•· Piece unilalaed •• 
Callu1 
• • • • • • • • • • •••••••• 6 • • • • 
a. Le bergere3 • • • • . . . • •• • • • • • • • . . . . . . s • . ' .. 
Gerardus, Dyrick 
a. Chera 1a fountayne • • • • • • • • • • • ••••• ·s • • •• 
9. Gombert 
10. 
a. Piece unnamed ••••• • • • • • • 
Holland, Sebastian (Christian Bolland?) 
a. Dum transisset4 ••••••• • •• 
• • • • • • • • 6 •••• 
. . • • • • • • S. • • • • 
16 
lOla 
30 
19• 
91 
1Anonymoua in MS. Crequillon in the following: "Preaier livre 
des ebanso• ••• " Susato, Anvera 1543; "Sixietme livre ••• " Du Cheain, 
1550; and "Septiesme livre de• Chansons ••• " Phal~se, Louvain 1560 •. 
~. P• lOS. 
2Anonymous in MS. Croce in ''Mascarate Piacevoli et Ridico1o•• per 
11 Carnevale •• •" di G1ovanR1 Croce Chiozzotto ••• Vencenti, Venise 
1590. .!!!!!:.. P• 107. 
3 Anonymou1 in HS. 
su.ato, Anvers, c. 1542. 
P• lOS. 
lo. Gallua ia -"Vlngt et aix chausona • • •" 
Anonymou1 in B. M. Add. MS. 32,377/Sv. Ibid., 
4
sebaatian Rolland in MS. Sebastian Hollander in "Liber prtaul 
cantioDWil sacrarwa ••• " Phalese, Louvain 1553, reprint in lSSS. 
Christianua Hollander in ''Liber decimua ecclesiasticarua cantt.ouua 
••• " Susato, Anvera 1555. Mr. Orlandua in Oxford, Ch. Cb., MSS. 
979-83, NO. 28. ~. P• 104. 
COMPOS.£& 
11. Laaaua· 
•· Ubi est Abelll 
12. MaUlart 
TABLE 1--Contiaued 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
m.or 
VOICES 
• s .•••• 
34 
80 
•· Assendo (i.e., Aaendo ad patrem) 2 • • • • • • • • 5 • • • • 108 
13. Romano, Allexandro 
a. Piece unnamed . . . . . ·• . . . . • • • • • • • • 5 • • • • 122 
14. Verde1ot (f) 
a. Madona, ae 1 l morire3 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 • • • • 5b 
b. Madona su mia corto4 . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 • • • • 52b 
1 . . 
Anonymous in MS. Lassus in the following: uPrimo Libro de gli 
eterni motetti di Orlando Lasso, Cipriano Rore et d'altri eccel. musici. 
a cinque et sei voci, di novo posti in luce da Giulio Bonagionta di San 
Genesi • • • " Scotto, Venise 1567; "Selectissimae cantiones, quas wlgo 
motetas vocant ••• quinque et quatuor vocibus compositae ••• per 
Orlandum di Lassua" Gerlach, Nuremberg 1568; "Secundus liber modulorum, 
quinis vocibus, constantium, Orlando Lassusio auctore." Le Roy et 
Ballard, 1511; and "Magnum Opus Musicum Orlandi de Lasso ••• " Benricua. 
Munich 1604. Douglas in Oxford, Cb. Cb., MSS. 979-83, No. 52 and Anou;y• 
mous in B. M. Add. MS. 22.597/17. Ibid., p. 102. 
Mr • 
. . 
• • 
~illart in MS. Tye in Oxford, Cb. Ch., MSS. 984-88, No. 78. · 
Maillart Italyan in the following: "Sucundua tomue evangeliorum 
• " Mantanus et Neuber, Nuremberg 1555; "Sextus liber. modulorua 
... a Bosco et Gueroult, Paris 1556; and "Quartus liber modulorua 
." Sylvius (c. 1557). !l!!!b. p. 106. 
3Anonymous in MS. ·Ascribed to Verdelot. Ibid., p. 100. 
4 Anonymous in MS. Tye in Oxford, Cb. Ch., No. 78; Mr. Phillips 
in Tenbury, St. Michael's College, MS. 389, p. 28; and anonymous in 
B. K. Add. MS. 22,597/4lv and 4,900/65. Also anon;ymous in Oxford, Cia. 
Cb., MS. 371. Noble ascribes it to Verd.elot in "De i madrigaU. di 
Verdelotto et de altri eccellentissimi autori a cinque voci: libro 
second~' (Scotto, Venice) 1538. Be has not seen thi1 latter source. 
Ibid., P• 100. 
(~' 
-& ., ... ·~ 
· .. -. 
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TAB~ 1--Contiouecl 
CQROSBR nTLB 
m.or 
VOICES 
15. L~an Wil~£7, Pbillipea 
a. Vide (sc. Vidi) civitatea1 • • • • • • • • • • •• 6 • • • • 
b. Arouses vcus vay (i.e.' violeta) • • • • • • • • • • 
c. Si de beau comp £refi2 • • • • • . . . . . • • • • s • • • • 
d. Triste de parte3 • • • • . . . . • • • • • • • • •• s • • • • 
e. Quall iniqua aia sort• . • • • • • • • • • . • • • .s . • . • 
f. Amour me vaye • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0' • s • • • • 
I• 0 dulka (ac. doux) regard • . • • . • . . • • . • s . • • . 
h. Dunge (sc. D'un) novieu.darte4 . • • • • • . • • . s • • • • 
1. Vois commant • • • • • • • • • ••••• • • • s • .. . . 
j. Sl vous voules5 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • s • • • • 
k. 'Las, que ferray6 • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • s • • • • 
1. Cest vester bruten (ac. C'est vostre beaute) • • • s . • • • 
35" 
4 
13 
32 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38' 
39 
40 
41 
42 
1Phillipes in MS. Gombert in Tenbury, St. Michael's College, MS. 
1464/46. Anonymous in Edinburgh University Lib., MS. Db.I.7;·and TenburJ, 
St. Michael'• College, MS. 389, P• 173. Ibid., P• 97. 
2Phl. VuUdre in "Mellange de chanson• •• •" I.e Roy et Ballarcl, · 
Paris 1573. Ibid., p. 99. 
• • 
3Pbillipes in MS. Gombert in "le dnquiernae livre des chanaona 
." Susato, Anver1 1544. ~. p. 97. 
4 . 
Phillipe1 in MS. Anonymous in a. M. Add. MSS. 30,480-84/79. 
Ibid., P• 99 •. 
5Phillipes in MS. Anonymou1 in a. K. Add. MS. 22, 597/45v. lbicl. 
6PhUlipes iu MS. Anonymous in B. H. Add. MSS. 22,597/45 and 
30,485/36. Ibid. 
. ,; ~, 
,~-·.n_,._.,.t.-.-• 
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-
~ 1--Contiaued 
m.OP 
VOICES rot.IO 
15. £van Wildes./, Phillipea 
m. Pour vous aialer • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • s .• • • • 
n. 
1 Un novie.n (i.e., nonnain) •••••• • • • • • • s • • • • 
o. 
P• 
q. 
z Pour un plaiair • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 •• • • 
Ploranc plora (i.e., plorana ploravit, 2nd part 
of folloWing composition) • • • • ·• •••••• 
. . . . . . . • • • e • • • • • 
• 5 • . . ·• 
• 5 • • • • 
43 
54 
85 
87 
88 
r. Es~erantea • • • • • c • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 5 • • • • 113 
1. Anonymoua4 
a. Piece unnamed 
'IRANSCRIPriONS OF VOCAL WOUS 
BY EIGLISB COMPOSERS 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 6 • • • • 19b 
b. Si JOJ moy plaina5 . ... • • • • • • • • • • • . . 5 • • • • 106 
1 Phillipes in MS. Phil. Vuildre in ''Mellange de chanaona •• •" 
Le Roy et Ballard, Paris 1572. Ibid. 
2 . 
Anonymous and ur-.nau;ed in MS. "Pour un Plaisir" by Phl. Vuildre ill 
· ·~llange de chansons ••• " Le Roy et Ballard, Paris 1572. Ibid., p. 103. 
3Philippes in MS. Philipes the Italian in Tenbury, St. Mlchael'a 
College, MS. 1464/lv; Mr. Philipps in Tenbury, St. Michael 'a College, MS. 
389, P• 177; Mr. Philips of the Kina's privi chamber in Oxford, Cb. Ch., 
~s. 979-83, No. 6; Mr. Phillipes with the date 1568 in Oxford, Bodle 
Lib., MSS. Mus. Sch. e 1-5, No. 13. Anonymous in B. M. Add. MS. 22,597/ 
25v. Ibid., P• 103. 
4For other English vocal compositions listed a1 anonymou1 in tbe 
MS., see Mundye, Shepberde, Tallis, and Taverner. 
5Noble list• a large number of English sources which ipclude th11 
composition. The work, itself, contains features which are characteris-
tically English. Cf. Noble, op. cit., p. 105. 
1. ~0~· 
c. Ill baucke • • • • • • • 
2. BbDkea • Edvarcl 
a. Credo quod Redemptor . . 
3 .. Byrd. Willian 
a. 0 aalutaria hostia . . . 
,.. 
,_· -~~· 
.J,-.., .•. ;~·::..-. ....... 
m.OP 
VOICES 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • s • ••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • .12 • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 • ••• 
31 
us. 
20 
b. Beu Mlhi (2nd part of the followin&) • • • • • • • 8 • • • • 126 
c. Ad DcxnitlUDl, cwa tribularer .• ......... . • • 8 • • • •. 127 
4. 
s. 
Duglaa 
a. Converteri 
following) 
(sic), Domine (2ncl part of the 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ • • 
b. In converteudo • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Jholl80D 
• s • • • • 
•. s. • • • 
a. Gaude, . 1 vireo • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• s •••.• 
6. Htlery 
a. Yf man in care .... • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • 6 • 
Prayse the Lord, 0 my sowll • • • • • 
1 •. Mundye. Willia. 
a. In eterm.ua • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • s • 
• • • • • • • 6 • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
89 
90 
45 
22 
96 
3 
b. Domine, non exultatur (sc. exaltatum) ••••••• 6 •.• • • S 
c. Let the sea make a noyae2 • • • • • • • • •• • • • 6 • • • • 2la 
l"Gaude Karia virgo" a 4 in B. M. Add. KsS. 17,802-805/227. Ibid., 
P• 99. 
2Listed as a 12-part composition in tbe B. M. catalogue. Tbe 
folio contains 2 similar but different worka--the second being an uxu 
Nomine". Cf. Augustus Hughes-Hughes, Catalogue of Manuscript Mudc iu 
the British Museum, Vol. 111, P• 279. 
------
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TABLE l·-Contiaue4 
COIPOSBR. 
ao.or 
VOICES 
7. Mundye, wuu- l 
cl. 0 sater mun41 • • • • • • • • 
e. 0 admirable • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • s • • • • 82 
• • • • • • • • • • • s •••• 104 
s. · Parsley• 
a. Spease noster (sic) ••••••••.• • • • • • ~ • s • • • • 120 
9. Shephercle 
a. Sabatum (i.e., Dum tranaiaait Sabatum) • • • • • • 6 • • • • 6 
b. Jeruaalea • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • 6 • • • • 7 
c •. Procedence (aic)2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 • • • • 8 
d. Owr Father • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• s • • • • 94 
10. Ta 1111, Thomas 
a. 0 salutaris hoatie3 . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • s • • • • 62a 
b. Sabatum (i.e., Dum transi1sit Sabatum) • • • • • • s • • • • 84 
c. Absterge, pomine • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• s • • • • 105 
d. 0 sacra (sic) convi.viwa • • • • • • • • • • • • • • s • • • • 114 
1Anonymous in MS. Bugbes-Hugbea suggests that it might be part of 
the preceding work by Parsons. Lilted as a "aofaing song" by Mundy in 
B. H. Add. MS. 32,377/2lv and aa "0 mater mundi" by Mundy in Che1uforcl. 
Essex Record Office: D/DP.Z.6/l/60. Cf. Ibid., p. 217 and Noble,~ · 
£!L., p. 103. 
2Anonymou; in MS. Hr. Sbepberde in Oxford, Ch. Ch., MSS. 979-73, 
No. 144. Ibicl. 
)Anonymous in MS. Tallis in Tenbury, St. Michael's College, MsS. 
341-4, 389 (p. 79) and l469-7l/50v; Oxford, Cb. Cb., MSS. 984-8, p. 79; 
and B. M. Add. MS. 29,247/12. Ibid., P• 101. 
_.. 
# ·._,. 
·: -~·--····· ... -· .. 
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TABLE 1--ContiDued 
COMPOS II. 
m.or 
VOICES POLIO 
11. Taverner, Joha1 2 a. Quea ad moclua • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 6 •• • • 12 
b. Sabatum (i.e., Dum tranaissit Sabatum) • • • • • • 5 • • • • 107 
12. Tye, Cbriatopber3 
•• Amavit •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 • • • • 112 
13. Whyte (ltobertt) 
a. Mr. Whyte his SOD&e . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • 5 • • • • 119 
2. 
Blankes, K. 
a. ·A phancy 
Byrde 
. . 
MISCELLANEOUS ER;LISB 
INSTRUMENTAL COMPOSITIOBS 
.... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 • ~ •• 31 
a. The leaves be grene • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 • • • • 125 
3. Jbonson 
a. · A knell • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • s • • • • 26 
4 •. Halery 
a. Sol re sol ~ sole • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 • • • • 17 
. 5. Parsw 
a. Mr. Parson his Sonae •••••••••••• • •• 6 • • • • 
1Taverner's "In Nomine" (f. 101) h d•o a vocal transcriptioa 
(Benedictua of the Mass "Gloria tibi trinitas"). Since it is the firat 
of a large number of In Homines, it ia listed in the sectioa of Ia 
Homines. 
2 Anonymous in the MS. Taverner in Oxford, Ch. Cb. 1 MSS. 979-83, 
Ho. 160; and Chelmsford, Essex Record Office: D/DP.Z.6/l/l/7lv. It is 
anonymous in Tenbury, St. Michael's College, MS. 3899 1 p. 175• Noble, 
op. cit., P• 97. 
11 
3seven other worka by Tye have sacred titles but are stylistically 
instrumental. See Miscellaneous English Instrumental Compositioaa on the 
followin& pages. 
TABLE 1--Contiaued 
r . .,,. 
- ...... -~~-
COMPOSE& 
ro.or 
VOICES 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Par sou 
b. .Je fijle1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 • • • • 
c. A Songe of Mr. lt. Par sona • • • • • • • • • • • •• 5 . . • • 
d. De la court the second pte2 • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 • • • • 
e. De 1a court the fyrst pte 
Stonings (i.e., Stroninges) 
• • . . . . • • • • • •• 5 • • • • 
a. Misserere • • • • •••••. • • • • • • • • • • •• 5 . ~ . . 
b. BrOWllinge, my dere . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 • . . .. 
Tye, Cbristop1aer3 
a. Dum transisset oace agayne • • • • • • • • • • • •• 5 • • • • 
b. Lawdes deo • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 5 • • • • 
c. Dum trancisset Sabatum • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 • • • • 
d. Dum trancisset Saba tum • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 • • • • 
e. Dum trancisset • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 • • • • 
f. 0 lux • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • s • • • • 
g. Christus resurgena • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 • • • • 
40 
51b 
608 
81 
83 
58 
60b 
33 
52a 
68 
69 
11 
75 
76 
1Anonymous in MS. Ph1. Vuilder in "Mellange de chansona •• •" 
Le Roy et Ballard_, Paris 1572; Pbillipes in "Le Rossignol Musical •• •" 
..... Phalese, Anvers 1597; Parsons in .Oxford, Cb. Cb., MSS. 984-88, No. 82; 
and anonymous in B. M. Add. MS. 4,900/62. ill,!b, p. 100. This work 
could be by either Parsons or van Wilder. It is listed as an Englisk 
composition on the basis of style. 
2 . d Anonymous in MS. Parsons in the following: B. M. A d. MSS. 
17,786-91/1 and 32,377/2lv; Roy. College of Mus. MSS. 2049 I-IV; Tenbury, 
St. Michael's College, MS. 389/7; Bodl. Lib., MS. Mus. Sch. • 423; and 
Oxford_, Cb. Ch., MSS. 984-88, Mo. 80. Ibid •• P• 103. 
lrhe seven compositions by tye are listed as inatruaenta1 worka 
on the basis of style. 
r;, . 
"''' ... : . .'~ ...... 
.: .. 
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TABLE 1-·Continued 
COMPOSER 
10. OP 
VOICES POLIO 
8. Woodcocke, Cl-nt 
a. BackDay • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
b. lrownynp, ay clere •••••••••••• 
IH NOMINIS 
• • • • • s • • • • ,. 
• • • • • 5 •••• 102 
COMPOSER. 
!0. OF 
VOICES 
I.M.MS.ADD. 
31390:FOLIO 
IODL.D.212·16: 
~. OF WOut 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Allison, Richard . ·• • • • • • • 5 • • • • • • 
Anonymoua1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 • • • • 9 
s • • • • 92 
5 • • • • • • 
s • • • • • • 
. . . . ~ . 33 
• • • 
• • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
•. NS6 
• NS7 
Beven, Elway • • • • • • • • • • s .. 
s • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
6 
38 
Brewster • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 • • • • 109 
Bruster • • • • • • • • • • • • • s • • • • • • • • • • • • 27 
Bucke, John •••• • • • • • • • 4 • • • • • . .. . . . . .. 22 
Bull, John •••••••••• • s • • • • • • • • • • . . . 11. 
Byrd (Bird), Williaa2 • • • • • • s • • • • 44 
s • • 59 ... • . • • 12 
s • • • • 121 • • • • • • 25 
4 • • • • • • • • • • • • 12 
4 . .. • • • • • • • • • • 15 
s • • . • • • • • • • • • s 
s . • • • • • • • • • • • •• 
Cocke,-Arthur •••••• • • • • s • • • • • • • • • • • • 22 
1ror other anonymous In Naminea in MS., see Ferraboaco, Tallla, aDd 
Tye. The letters "NS" represent Numbered Separately. 
211Mundy" baa been erased and "Bird" added to f. 44 of B. M. MS. 
, . 
..... J~ 
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tABLE 1··Contiaue4 
RO. OF 
VOICES 
I.M.MS.ADD. 
31390:POUO 
BODL.D.212•16: 
10. 
11. 
12. 
• • • • • • • 
Ferrabosco II, Alfonso1 . . . 
• $ 
s 
• s 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • 
NO. OP WOB 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• • 
1 
40 
••• 7&11S8 
• 9 & RS9 
• • • • 11 
• •• RSl 
••• lfS2 
• • • 1183 
5 • • • • • • • • • 
s • •. • • • • • • 
s • • • • • • ~ • • 
5 • • • • • • • • • 
s • • • • ~ • • • • 
Gibbons, E~arde • • • ••••• S • • • • • • • • • • • • 10 
13. Gibbons, Orlando •••••••• 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • 10 
s • • • • • • • • • • • • 23 
s •••••••••••• MS4 
S •••••••••••• RSS 
14. Gibbs, .John • • • • • • • . • . 
15. Bake • • • • • • • • • • • . • • 
16. .Johnson .. • • • • • • • • • • • 
11. Halery • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
18. Mericocke, Thomas • • • • • • • 
19. Mudd, Benr:y 
• • • • • • • • • • 
5 . • • • 
5 • • • • 
5&4 • • 
5 • • • • 
5 • • • • 
s •••• 
4 •••• 
• • 
• • 
53 
118 
• • 
117 
• • 
• • • • • • 16 
• • • • • • 29 
• • . • • • 20 
• ·• • • • • 13 
••••••• 11 
20. Huncl:y, .John • • • · • • • • • • • 5 • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 
21. 
22. 
Mundy, Willis. • 
Parsons, Kobert2 
. . .. • • 
• • • • • 
• • • s 
• • • 7 
1 
·S 
• • • 
.. 
• • 
• • • 
• • • 
. . ·• 
• 
• 
• 
24 
25 
9l 
• • • • • • 32 
• • • • • • 19 
1uss and NS9 are anonymous duplicates of Bos. 7 and 9 of the 
Quintet section. 
2Tbe In Romine on f. 24 in tbe B. M. MS. is listed as by Jly&'d 
in B. M. Add. MS. 32,377/10. NOble, op. cit., P• 98. 
'.::... 
-.i.:: ..•• ~ .. ). 
22. 
23. 
24. 
2S. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
43 
TABLE 1--Coutlaued 
R>. or 
VOICES 
B.M.MS.ADD. 
31390:FOLIO 
BODL.D.212·16: 
10. or WORK 
Parsoas, Robert • • • • • • • 
Persley, Oabert • • • • • • • 
Picforth • • • • • • • • • • • 
Poyut(&) • • •• • • • ••• • • 
• 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • 
4 • • • • • • • • • • • • 
4 • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 • • • • • • • • • • ... 
s • • .. • • • • • • • • • 
• s • • • • 79 
• s • • • • 48 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Preatooe, Thomas • • • • • • • • 4 • " • • • • • • • • • • 
Randall, Williaa • 
• • • • • • • s • • • • • • • • • • • • 
StaDDar, Willi .. • • • • • • • • 
Stoninse, Beary • • • • • • • • 
Strogera, Richollaa • . • . • • 
1 Tallis, Thaaaaa • • • • • • • • 
s •• 
s •• 
4 • • 
6 & s 
s • • 
s • • 
s • • 
5&4 
4 •• 
. .. . • • • • • • • 
• • 51 • • • • • • 
. . . . . . . ·• • • 
• • 10 • • . • • • 
• • ss • • • • • • 
• • 56 • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • 93 •• • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
Taveruer, Joha • • • • • • • • • s & 4 • • 101 • • • • • • 
Thorne, John • ••• • • • • . . 4 •• • • • • • • • • • • 
Tye, Chriatopher2 • • • • • • • 6 • • • • 211» 
s • • • • 27 
s • • • • 28 
s • • • • 29 
lne Iu Hoadne on f. 93 iu the B. M. MS. 1a aaoayaoua. 
4 
14 
21 
17 
24 
37 
19 
13 
17 
14 
1 
31 
.34 
2 
31 
18 
3 
2 
• 
2.rhe Iu Hoadue on f. 2lb in the B. M. MS. is anony.oua. It 11 
b7 Dr. tye iu B. M. Add. MS. 32,377/13v. Noble, op. cit,, P• 98. 
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TABLE 1-·Cootlau•• 
R>. OF 
VOICES 
B.M.MS.ADD. 
31390:FOLIO 
BODL.D.212·16: 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
Tye, Chrlatopher • • • • • • • • 
• • • •••• 
Whit brooke • • • • • • • • • • • 
White, Iober t • • • • • • • • • 
HO. OF WOU 
s • • • • ·46 
s • • • • 47 
s • • • • 61a • • • 
s • • • • 61b 
s • • • • 63 
s • • • • 64• 
s • • • • 6Sa 
s • • • • 6Sb 
s . • • • 66 
s • • • • 67 
s • • • • 70 
s • • • • 72 
s • • • • 73 
s • • • • 74 
s • • • • 77 
s • • • • 78 
4 • • • • • • . . • • • 
4 ••••••• •.•• 
s . • . . . • • . • . 
s • • . • • •. • • • • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
4 • • • • • • • • • • • • 
4 • • • • • • • • • • • • 
4 •••.••••••••• 
4 • • • • • • • • • • • • 
5 • • • • • • • • • • • • 
21 
1 
s 
35 
39 
23 
6 
' 16 24 
Woodcocke, Clement • • • • • • • 5 • • • • 99 
100 s . • . • 
s •••• • • • • • • • • 36 
39. Woodeson, Leonarde ••••••• S. • • • • • • • • • •.• 3 
s • • • • • • • • • • • • 26 
s • • • • • • • • • • • • 28 
s . . . • • • • • • • • • 30 
.:;.;_ 
. ., -r;,. 
- ~ .. t>l',.~i .. ~ .... 
4S 
TABLE 1--Contizwed 
VBasE .AHrBEKS Ill BODL. U.. 
MSS. D. 212-216 _ 
Anonymous •••••• 0 Give thank8 unto the Lord • • • • • • • • • • liSS 
0 Lord consider ay [transgreasio;i •••• • • IIS7 
o Sins unto tbe Lord a new Sona • • •••• • • liSlO 
Dr. Bull • • ••• • Alllightie Gocl. who by _the Lead.ins of a Surr • liSl . 
Byr4 • • • • • • • • Sing Joyfully • • • • ...... • • • • • • • • ·BS8 
tilton • • • • • • • Teach me 0 Lord • ..... • • • • • • • • • • • JIS4 
Nicholson, Richard • When Jesus sat at meatl • • • • • • • • • • •• 883 
0 pray for the peace of Jeru·saleaa • .... • • • MS2 
Pearson • • • • • • • Blow oat ye the Trumpet • • • . . • • • • • • • RS9 
TOIIIkins • Thomas • • • Above the lstar,_7 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • RS6 
1 .· 
Anonymous in KSS. Richard Nicholson ia given •• the caapoaer by 
Jeffrey Mark in Groves Dictionary of MUsic and Musicians. Vol. IIX. 
P• 630_. 
CBAPTEB. IV 
CONl'INENl'AL COMPOSITIONS 
Sacred Work• 
Instrumental performance prior to the sixteenth century wa1 no 
doubt extensive, however, the scarcity of pure instrumental music aug-
gest& that instruments were primarily used in popular muRic, dances, 
and to acco~pany voices. Since voc~l c~po&ition had enjoyed a mu~h 
longer and richer development, it is tQ be expected that sources of 
sixteenth-century polyphonic non-dance music for instLur~nts would 
inclu~e vocal works. This is illustrated by the contents of Addi-
tional Manuscript 31,390 in which sane of the greatest Continental 
masters of the Renaissance are represented. Though the majority of 
their coopositions is secular, eight Motets by Gombert, Clemens, 
Crequillon, Phillipes van Wilder, Maillart, Holland, end Lsssus are 
particularly outstanding. 
An Unnamed Motet by Nicholas Gombert 
The earliest Continental composition is by Nicholas Gombert who 
was born in southern Flanders between 1480 and 1500. 1 Be ~as possibly 
1the date of birth is taken from Reese. Slonimsky gives c. 1490 
and J. R. Sterndale Bennett gives c. 1505. Cf. Nicholas Slonimsky, 
Baker's Eior:raphlcal Dictionary of Y.uoician~, p. 586; J. R. Sterndale 
Bennett in Grove!': Dictionary of l~usic and l~usicians, Vol. II, P• 705; 
and Reese, P.~sic in the Renaissance, p. 303. 
47 
a student of Josquin. In 1526, be was a member of Charles V'a imperial 
chapel singers and, from 1529, was magister perorum. Bia last yeara 
were most probably spent in Tournai, where be died after 1556. 
The work itself, unnamed in the manuscript except for "Gombert", 
is in the form of the classical motet with a succession of different 
"subjects" being imitated by individual voices in dovetailed fashion. 
Despite this polyp~onic technique, the ~hythm of t»e parts is often in 
equal minimas (original notation) and cote-against-note style tenda to 
give soo:-e passages the appearance of ".::hordel" texture. Specific sec• 
tions, however, are not marked by significant textural contras~. No 
unifying muaical device, such as, a C3ntus firm'Js or the repetitive 
use of thematic material, is Dpparent in the composition. 
In the beginning of the work (F.xample 1), voices sre paired in 
imitation at close time-intervals and the contrapuntal idiom is fugal. 1 
The variety of fugal procedure used is of the 'single-subject" type, 
even though the individual .entr~nce• of the voicea are melodic and 
rhythmic variations of the first seven notes of the initial subject. 
Answers to the initial theme are at the fourth below, or the fifth 
above, with the exception of one (the tenor) which i• at the second. 
1The terms "fugal" and "fugue" in reference to sixteenth-century 
polyphonic music do not imply the fugal process involved in the seven-
teenth century, but rather, a musical texture in which a subject, 
announced by one voice, is imitated in whole or in part by succeeding 
voices. 
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Example 1. Opening of an unnamed motet by Gombert (f. 19a). 
-
--
-
-
-----r---·-- --t------
~ t I • e ..----l-~~i__l_~ _l t+-*-
-
As illustrated in Example 1. outer voices are more reserved ia 
movement than the inner ones. Although thematic contrast often occurs 
between voices sounding simultaneously,·there is not a large degree of 
contrast between themes of different sections. Movement is largely 
conjunct in long stretches, and the range of individual voices is 
rather restricted.! 
Disjunct melodic intervals are given careful treatment throughout 
the c~osition. No leap larger than an octave is found, and those of 
an octave or a minor sixth are followed by movement in the opposite 
1Tbe range of individual voices ia aa follows: Voices I and II, 
an octave; III and V, a ninth; and IV and VI, a tenth. 
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direction or unison.1 Although a melodic leap of a major sixth waa 
usually avoided in sixteenth-century vocal counterpoint, three example• 
appear in the work. In the folloWing exnples, commas mark tbeae .ajor 
sixth leaps. It will be noted that the leap occurs between phrase• in 
each example. The leap in Example 2c precedes a motive which 11 iai• 
tated (illustrated by brackets). 
Example 2a. Extract from an unnamed motet by Gombert (f. 19a). 
~ ., j • I j J !1ll I 1 11 , • l j Voice I : . • I • I • 
Example 2b. 
Example 2c. 
-
., 
I!" I'Lk • • l)..rtl , 'I • • • I I ' Voice III ~""' 1:1 I 
' 
I I I • _L IIW' I I I .!. !l 
I I 
II~. 
!.l". 
' 
• I ,.._ 
' 
I 
.. 
._ l L • • 
..., 
• 
_._ 
• I Voice IV 
.J • - I . • 
• 
Successive disjunct interval• in similar motion are also treate4 
with care--more than two are avoided altogether. Seven examples of two 
leaps in similar motion are found in the composition--four are in Voice 
V, two in Voice IV, and one in Voice VI. Only one of these is precede4 
by movement in the same direction and followed by s leap. The others 
1 See, e.g., the minor sixth in Voice I, measure 3, of Exaaple 1. 
Octave l~aps followed by contrary motion are in Voice II, measures 4-6. 
. ... .. 
~ . 
are both preceded and followed by conjunct motion in the opposite 
directlon.1 
The vertical tecbnique2 employed by Gombert is relatively coa• 
servative. Dissonances are prepared and are usually preceded and fol• 
lowed by conjunct motion. By far the most commonly used diasooance ia 
the suspension. This is followed in order of frequency by passing 
ton~a, a few auxiliary notes, and one cambiata. The most outstandina 
rhythmic feature is the use of syncopation in conjunction with suspen• 
sions, as in Example 3 (superius).3 
1 See, e.g., the second measur~ in Voice V, Exemple 2b (D-A-C-B 
flat). 
2The phrase "vertical interval technique" seems advanta;eoua 
in view of the fact that harmonic thought in the sense of tbe later 
periods was a secondary consideration during the sixteenth century. 
Andrews appropriately emphasizes this aspect of Renaissance technique 
in the following quotation: "Harmonic thought had been developina ia 
rudi~ntary form for at least a hundred years before Palestrina. 
though it had not progressed much beyond cadence formations. The 
cadences of polyphony, contrapuntal in origin, bad probably become 
fixed and standardized in their vertical aspect before Palestrina's 
time; but a system of logical harmonic progressions covering the 
relationship of each 'chord' to a 'tonic' and to every other chord 
was as yet unknown; it was not until diatonic tonality had become 
firmly established a century or so later that anything like a com• 
prehensive harmonic system could exist." B. D. Andrews, An Intro-
duction to the Technique of Palestrina (London: Novello and Company. 
Ltd., 1958), P• 62. 
laotb "F's" in Example 3 (superius) seem to require an editorial 
sharp, however, it should be pointed out that other voices have r-
natural. 
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Example 3. Extract from an unnamed motet by Gombert (f. 19a). 
polyphonic compositions is important; however, it should be emphasized 
that the movement of "chor~" a~ well as the cadence fo~ations, are 
the result of horizontal elements. Harmonic thought must, therefore, 
be regarded as the result of linear weaving of melodic lines and not as 
a system of preconceived ba~onic progressions. The vertical movement · 
of voices in Gombert's work falls into a particular pattern. Most aove-
ment is between "chords" in which the roots are a second apart. Next ill 
frequency are those in which the roots are a third apart, a fourth apart, 
and a fifth apart. Particularly noticeable, is the fact that root move-
ment of a second separates root movement involving a leap. A typical 
"chordal progressioD" is as follows: 
Chord: 
Interval 
between rootll 4th 2nd 
a I 
3rd 2nd 5th 2nd 3rd 2ncl 
As is evident from the above, first inversions are quite frequeDt. 
Movement of the bass sometimes approaches that of an harmonic baas, 
thus emphasizing the growing awaremess of the vertical aspect of 
musical composition during the sixteenth century. 
a 
' '1 
The composition is written in the transposed Dorian aode in it• 
plagal form, however, the frequent use of E·flat•, particularly in the 
inner voices, tends to obscure the mode, mersins it into the Aeoltaa. 
Intermediate cadences are, nevertheless, modal and almost all occur oa 
G and D. Most of them are approached by the mov~nt of a fourth or 
fifth in the bass, a few by a major second, and one by a minor third. 
A rather difficult problem ia caused by the use of c~nflictiaa 
signatures. The following example represents the key signatures of 
individual voices at the beginning of each staff. It will be noticed 
that they are not on~y different at the beginning of the work, but 
also, that signatures change uithin ~he parts, that is, Voice Ill 
omits E-flat, starting on the third staff, and Voice IV omits B-flat, 
starting on the second staff. 
Example 4. Key signatures of individual voices from an unnamed motet 
by Gombert (f. 19a). 
Voice I II Ill IV y VI 
· Staff 1 ~ ~&b 9 t• ~b ~b ~~ 
Staff 2 I 9L~ 3 &' - ~b ., 
: 
~ 
Staff 3 ~~~ 3~ ~. : 
Staff 4 
Staff S 
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In numerous instances, a flat is omitted from the signeture of •• 
individual voice and is retained in the remaining parts.· Thi• oftea 
'< 
S3 
indicates that the note to which the flat would refer is absent frca tke 
staff. It seeas aa if the writer of the aaouscript avoided vrltin& aa 
accidental in a aignature if the note in question appeared only a few 
tLmes. The bigbeat voice of t~e Gombert work h•s only one flat ia the 
signature, while Voices II and III have two flats. It is interestiD& 
to note that only one "E" appears in the upper voice, aad its .aae--at 
a cadence point--would suggest E-natural eveu if the signature bad 
E-fht. 
Example 5. Extract from an unnamed motet by Gombert (f. 19a). 
-·tb _::::L_,.-;,::-J.., ill s-~ m .=b~~ -
: _•___!~· • -- L•--n-- -- -.f"t- . -- --- ---
-- . -- ~ ~'!:::: ... ~~----
Tbe above ex~le, however, does not apply in all in•tancea. 
The third voice omit• E-flat from ita signature, beginning with the 
third staff, yet there are numerous "E 'a" remaining in the part. ancl 
the fourth voice--which has no £lata from the second ataff-.:conuina 
numerous "B'a" and "K'a" in the last three staves. Thouah accidental• 
occur on these notes in the manuscript, others are required. Many are 
the result of ''Muaica Fleta". Others have very little to do with 
''Musica Fleta" but need to be added to avoid sharp dissonances vbf.cla 
are clearly uniutended. Tbia might be illustrated in Example 6, ia 
which editorial accidental• have been added to the lowest two voicae 
to avoid a aharp dissonance with the second voice (last measure of 
example). 
..... · 
Example 6. Extract from unnamed motet by Gombert (f. 19a). 
I 
l -----::,----.--------
~): ~-=-L =y--~-J---+-+.---... - -_ -----=.-~-~- -r---:+_-1 
' -- - 1.. 
• 
"· II _. .!_"i-- ~ 
• 
III 
IV 
v 
VI 
1-=:-------+------ - ~---- --
"': ----,=--1=;_,._-_--+----+ ,--=-=-=-:.,.- -j; - .-+-f_=1""-.. -_-+. _-.t-·---~--~ +=---. - - -y 
111.--
The followiD& observations might abo be made in the above example: 
1. A eros• relation exists between the fourth voice and the first 
voice (illuatrated by arrow); 
2. An accidental does not necessarily remain in effect until cancelled 
(i.e., the E-natural in Voice V does not hold until tbe next "&"); 
3. There seems to be little need for the B-flat accidental in the tbird 
measure of Voice III because B-fht is in the li&uature. 
The fact that key signature• change at the begin.nin& of stavea. 
within individual voices, creates a problem in transcription. Ou the 
one band, the change might be considered a mistake in the manuscript. 
and the original signature could be retained. It could also be 
ss 
considered a true chauge and notated aa such. Unfortunately. no conaia-
tent procedure can be followed because numerous passages support both 
views. 
The general, appearance of the third voice in the Example 7 would 
seem to indicate that the omission of !-flat from its signature la 
genuine. The large llWilber of editorial accidentala needed in the 
f~rth voice. however, suggests that the B-flat should be retaiued 
in ita signature. 
Example 7. Extract from unnamed motet by Gombert (f. 19a). 
I 
. II 
III 
IV 
v 
VI 
---- .. ----
- -- ·--
- -- I -f---------· 
(At the beginning of the composition, Voice III had two flats in 
the signature and Voice IV bad one.) 
. ·•··· ... ·-· 
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The two views might be summarize4 as follows: 
1. The oadssion of !-flat frca the signature ill the tbir4 voice is • 
genuine change because: 
a. a melodic tritone is avoided ill .-asure one"; 
b. a dissonance is avoided with the !-natural in the fourth voice 
'measure one); 
c. an accidental is present in the manuscript when needed (measure 
two, !-flat in Voice III and the bass); 
d. an accidental often remains in effect until cancelled, t~ua 
justifying the editorial accidental in measure four. 
2. The omission of B-flat from the signature in the fourth voice.is a 
mistake because: 
a. B-flat is needed_~~ avoid a melodic tritone in measure two; 
b. B-flats (in Voices I, III, and V) appear with "B" in measure 
three; 
c. B-flat ia necessary to avoid an augmented triad in measure four; 
d. B-flat (in the bass) appears with "B" in measure four; 
e. every editorial accidental on "B" could be avoided if B-flat 
were retained in the signature. 
Some of the above statements might be interpreted differently--
melodic tritones, for example, were avoided through use of ·~sica Picta" 
regardless of the 8ignature. 1 Each composition must be treated 
lit might be added that accidentals often do not reuin ~n effect· 
until cancelled. See, e.g., the fifth voice in the example--three "E's" 
are in the part, the first two have flats, the last does not. Other 
examples could be quoted in which flats are overlooked soon after their 
appearance. 
individually, and no specific rule will apply to every problea. In 
general, however, chanaes in sianature at the beginnin& of a staff, 
within an individual voice, can be treated as genuiae chansea. 1 AD 
accidental found ia the manuscript usually r~ina in effect if tbe 
part. returna quickly to the note in queatio~and editorial accidentala 
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should be added only when unavoidable. These "rules" in transcription · · 
are very elastic, althou&h they can be followed to a certain degree ia 
works by Continental composera. 
"Qui consolabatur" by Cleme118 non Papa 
A single motet frCXIl the manuscript, "Qui consolabatur" on folio 
95, ia by Clemens non Papa who was born about 1510, probably on the 
island of Walcheren. Little ia known of his life, although hia early 
years wer~ most probably spent in Paris. Returning to the Low Coun• 
tries before 1545, he died in 1557 or 1558. 2 
The composition, anonymous in the manuscript, 3 is characteristic 
of the Flemish style of the mid-sixteenth century, that ia, equalization 
1The signature at the beginning of an individual part is usually 
retained and accidental& added in the voice in examples in this disser-
tation and transcriptions in Vol. II. This aeema to be the be81t proce-
dure because individual voices often have as many as 12 staves and omit 
or add flats freely. Sometimes, the note to which the flat refers ia 
absent. 
2Reese dates Clemens's early life in Paris and hi1 return to the 
Low Countries by the inclusion of his works in collections issued b1 
Attaingnant (1539) and Susato (1545). Reese, 9P• cit., p. 303. 
lrhe sources identifying anonymous compoaitiona are siven in 
Chapter III and will not be repeated throughout this dissertation. 
.... :. ·· . .. .. ;,r, 
-sa 
of individual voicea through the consistent use of imitation.l Ita fora 
is the eame aa that of the classical aotet, however, two featvree 
deserve special emphasis--variation and repetition. Not only are 
points of iaitation between voices varied but also succeedin& atate-
ments of a single voice are often variations of preceding phraaea. 
Example 8, taken from the bass, illu1trates the manner in which the 
initial phrase (A) is varied on repetition (A') and how a character-
istic motive (B) is developed into an ostinato-like figure (B' and B"). 
Example 8. Bass frooa ''Qui cocsolabatur" by Clemens (£. 95). 
ffi"4 ·t=~ ffi¥1-iij1 I noo-
~J j bj iii j i 
E l't 1)jj i Hj 
P i] 1 i I; j 1 I 
r (Jliiljii] 
• 
At the conclusion of the composition, the initial subject is recalled 
as the second half of the final theme. 
Clemens's technique of variation and repetition is apparent 
throughout the motet. Quite often a single melodic figure, such ae, a 
leap of a third, then a stepwise return (as in the first notee of the 
initial subject), is repeated in the middle or at the beginning of 
themes. Further variation is provided by the occasional diminution of 
1Altbough individual voices in this particular 
equal, this is not always characteristic of Clemens. 
the superius. Cf. Reese, op. cit., P• 354 •. 
work are fairly 
Be tends to favor 
s 
... ·' 
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the initial notes of a pbrase1 and the melodic inversion of the general 
outline of a specific motive. This formal device is extremel7 signifi-
cant because it &ivea the complete work a sense of unity tbroup 
variety. Texture of individual sections is generall7 polyphonlce 
however, a degree of contrast b provided by the frequent uae of 
long notes and occasional note-againat-note style. 
Unlike the preceding motet by Ccmbert, "Qui consolabatur" begina 
with imitatiou at large rather than small tiae-intervala. The contra-
puntal idiom is f~gal, and the answers to the initial subject; although 
varied, are more real than tonal. Frequently, voices are paired in 
fagal answers.2 Example 9 might be compared with the opening of tbe 
work by Gombert.l 
Example 9. Opening of "Qui consolabatur" by Clemena (f. 95). 
'} ~ • :=-~:~_- = ~-- --=--- ---~ . -~~-+-== --~ -_:~ _---~~----==-=t=-=~~~ 
El14==:=:: ~~-: ;, --;_~ J::u E: ~· :~; ~1~ • ~-·~---=..JI 
. -- - -- ---- - ------- ------- -- ------- -1--
------t----=T--J 
1See, e.g., Example 9, staff 3, measure 5, superius, in which the 
first three notes are a diminution of the tones of the initial subject. 
2see, e.g., the four lowest voices in the secoed staff of Exaaple 
9. 
3supra, Exa.ple 1, p. 48. 
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Example 9--Continued. 
voice-leading of the late Roman School (Palestrina) are present. Tbe 
largest melodic leaps are found in the lowest voice.and all octave akipl 
are followed by conjunctive motion in the opposite direction or a unieon. 
The only leap larger than an octave appears in the bass and is both pre• 
ceded and followed by contrary motion. TWo melodic leaps in the eame 
direction are rare and are alwaya fcllowed by contra~ motiOD. 
The range of individual voices is not excessive--the upper three 
are restricted to a ninth. the lower two to an eleventh. Counterpoint 
is often note-againet-note.and the rhythmic movement 11 mostly iD 
mini~ (original notation). There are no long melisaa•. 
.... _.·· 
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Clemens'• vertical interval technique is not aa reatricted aa ia 
that of Gombert, although the frequency of types of dissonance• i.e .ada 
the aame in both worka. Passing tones and auapensiona are the aoat fre• 
quent, the latter are particularly effective. They are often u••• ia 
paira, that is, double auspe111iona, and pauages are often in sequential 
patterns. The following extract illuatratea this effect, the auapen-
sions occurring in the third and fourth voices (second and tbir4 
measurea). 
ExBtllple 10. Extract from "Qui consolabatur" by Clemens (f. 95). 
• :=;~_ ~ 
---_-_ .__ .~ ~·~_-f--.o-.!-1 :_- = . . . - 1 ·=--=t-~---~-~+-+-__ ---
' 
. -
- ~-- .. --1 I . 
Root movement· of "chords" does not fall into a particular pattera. 
aa in the Gombert motet. Many more involving a leap are present, 
although, the moat frequent are seconda and thirda. 
The work is written in the transposed Dorian mode in ita plagal 
form; however, the fairly consiltent use of £-flat and nuaerous inter-
mediate cadencea on B-flat tends to obscure the aode--much aore so than 
in the previous co.position. JCey signatures change within the parta, 
particularly noticeable ia the fourth voice which opens with two flata 
and omita E-flat after the firat staff. It baa been stated that tba 
·~~ ·, '. 
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omission of a flat often indicates tbat tbe note to wbicb it would refer 
is not pre~ent in the staff. The opposite is true in this particular 
instance. because tbe first staff (whicb baa £-flat in the signature) 
is the only one which does not contain an "£". The work is diatonic, 
and only two accidental• are in the orisinal--totb in tbe outer voices. 
Editorial accidentals are required in many instances, as in the follow• 
ing three examples taken fro. the fourth voice. 
Example llb. 
": -'--~~ tl ~--!--i t ~~- ... ::~:- ----~--
,__ ~ -----,- --- ~~ _r--- _-___ --- - ==- ~--=:------
--- ------- ---------- ----- -----
The flats in Examples lla and llb avoid melodic tritones, as does-
the second one in Example llc. The other "E's" in Example llc would 
1 
seem to also require flats. Although the above editorial accidental• 
are derived melodically, they are also justified by a transcription of 
the c~positioo because, appearing simultaneously, £-flats and 1-flats 
1It will be noticed tbat the part rises and falls a major aecon• 
at the first "E" in Example llc. There was a tendency, during the six-
teenth century, to apply ''Musica Ficta" to such passages, asking t'be 
interval a minor second (D, £-flat, D). Cf. 1. o. Morris, Contrapuntal 
Technique in the 16th Century (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1922), 
p"p. 11-12. The last "B" is actually a cadence on E-flat. 
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are in the other voices. 1 The result of such accidental& emphasizes the 
growing awareness of a two-scale tonal system and.the gradual disinte-
gration of the old ecclesiastical modes. 
Compositions by Phillipes van Wilder 
A total of eighteen works, including two motets, are by Pbillipea 
van Wilder, a relatively little-known, but highly esteemed, Netherlands 
musician, who lived in London from about 1525. 2 A lutenist and "Gentrl.l-
man of lhe Chapel Royal", he must have been accorded a certain amount of 
respect, for, during the reign of Edward VI, be was called ''Mr. Philips 
of the Privy :hamber". 3 Mentiou has been made of his inventory of 
Henry VIII's instruments and that he was in charge of impressing 
choristers for the Chapel Royal.4 
Most of the compositions are signed "Mr. Phillipes" or "Mr. 
Phillips". This results in some confusion as to the actual composer--
1In Example lla, the "E" appears with an E-flat in Voice 1; in 
Example llb, with E-flat in Voice II; and Example llc, with E-flat in 
Voice V and B-flat in Voice III. 
2 After 1529, there are numerous references 
van Wilder, but also, Henry and Peter van Wilder. 
cit., pp. 7-12; and Hayes, King's Music, p. 81. 
not only to Phillipes 
Cf. Lafontaine, ~ 
3rn reference to the respect in which van Wilder was held, it 
should be mentioned that be was Princess Mary's lute teacher, and in 
the inventory of her jewels, there is a marginal note beside "another 
little chayne of golde" which reads "given to Mr. Philips wyfe." 
Hayes, ibid. 
4see n. 1, p. 9; and n. 2, p. 10. 
Philip van Wilder, Robert Pbelips (or Pbilips)1 who was a contemporar7 
of van Wilder, or Peter Philips who was active in England and on tbe 
Continent during the late sixteenth and eaAly seventeenth centuriea. 
The works are ascribed to van Wilder for several reasona •. The 
majority have French titles and were published in various Paris and 
• 2 
Antwerp collections of 1544, 1545, 1572, and 1597. This would indi-
cate a composer who was better known on the Continent than was Robert 
Philips. The works in the collections of 1544 and 1545 are too earl7 
for Peter Philips) and chos~ in the coll~ction of 1572 ar .. often 
signed "Phil. Vuilder". The music, itself, is stylistically too 
early to be by Peter Philip•.4 
"Vide (sc. Vidi) civitatem" on folio 4 18 perhaps the more 
interesting of the two motets. 5 Written for six voices, the texture 
is consistently polyphonic with pairs of voices entering in imitation 
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1Robert Philips was a pupil of Cornysshe in 1514 and a singing- . 
man at St. George's Chapel, Windsor, before 1550. Be was a "Gentilman 
of the Chapel Royal" at the burial of Henry VIII and the Coronation of 
Edward VI. None of his COCipOsitiona have survived. Lafontaine, .22.£. 
cit., PP• 5·8. 
2see nn., pp. 34-36. 
J Peter Philips died about 1628 and would have lived approximately 
100 years if his works appeared in 1544 and 1545. Those in the collec-
tion of 1597 are listed under the name "Phillips" and are often duplica-· 
tiona of ones in earlier collectiona. 
4sixteen of the eighteen compositions are characteristic of the 
French Chansons in the mid-sixteenth century. 
5Tbe other motet ia on folios 87 and 88 of the manuscript. 
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as in the Gombert motet •1 Contrast between sections b provided by 
vocal orchestration, and the writing is often a four or a five. Tbe 
contrapuntal idiom ie fugal throughout. 
the unifying musical device used in the work ia the preponder-
anc:e of scalewiae passages. The second section, for example, ia com-
pletely scalic, and this same technique is repeated in the next to last 
section. 
The motet opens with a subject in two parts--an antecedent and 
a con~quent. The similarity between motives in the two parts cannot 
go unnoticed and ia illustrated in the following example. 
Example l2a. Initial subject from "Vide civitatem" by Philippes (van 
Wilcher) rf. 4). 
Example 12b illustrates the beginnin& of the composition. The 
duration between the entrances of the first and last voices (twelve 
and a half Breves in the original notation) is much larger than in 
the other Continental works. The flat in parenthesis refers to th• 
bass and is not in the original. Ita omissiop from the signature must 
be considered a mistake, because B-flat is invariably required and ita 
addition, in most instances, cannot be justified through the use of 
''Muaica Fieta." 
1It should be noted that one source lists the work under Gombert. 
See n. l, P• 35. 
... 
" .. .., 
. Example 12b. Opening of "Vide civitatem" by Philippea (van Wilder) 
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The most noticeable melodic feature is the preponderance of scale-
Wise passages. Such passages, far from simple repetition of scales, are 
outstanding in that they give sections of the work a sense of growth. 
In the following example, phrases are gradually extended as the scale 
is lengthened. The first phrase of the superius is based on a fiftb, 
the second on a seventh. and the third on a ninth. The last pbraae 
begins on the highest point in the composition. 
~·,. 
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Example 13. Extract from "Vide c:ivitatem" by Philippe• (van Wilder) 
(f. 4). 
~·-~ I 
Individual voices in the motet have a rather large range in comparison 
to those in the other Continental worka. 1 Conjunct motion is the moat 
frequent melodic movement,and the most common rhythmic unit is the minima. 
Dissonant tones are treated in the common sixteenth-century manner; 
the most canmon are suspensions and passing tones. In addition, • rela-
tively large number of Cambiatas are found in the work. 2 The root 
1 The ranges of individual voices are as follows: Voices I and V--
llth; II and VI--12th; III--lOth; and IV--13th. The range of voices, 
during the sixteenth century, was usually restricted to an 11th. Cf. 
Morris, op. cit., P• 28. 
2 See, e.g., Example 12b, second staff, final measure, Voice IV. 
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move~~~ent of "chords11 is usually by thirds .. soJDetimes by second• .. fourths .. 
and fifths. Only in the scalic sections of tbe work is the "baraony11 
relatively static. 
The work is written in the transposed Dorian mode in itl plagal 
form with almost all intermediate cadences on D and G. It should be 
mentioned .. however, that the range of the tenor ia larger than wa1 
normal in the sixteenth century and that tbe two forms of the ·~ 
tend to merge in the composition. Relatively few proble~ of ·~•ica 
Ficta" or notational difficulties were found. 
Three !-!otets by Maillart, Holland, ar..d CrequUlon 
The motets by MBillart, 1 Holland, 2 and Crequillon3 are similar 
in many respects to the preceding ones by Continental canposer1. The 
range of individual voices is usually between an octave and a tenth, 
large disjunct intervals are normally preceded and followed by contrary 
motion. the most common rhythmic unit is the Minim (original notation), 
1 No record of a sixteenth century musician by the name of 
Maillart can be found. He may be identical with Jean Maillard, a French 
composer of the earlier part of the century, or Mallorie (Halorie, 
Mallery, or ~lory) who is represented by four other works in the MS. 
Other sources, however, list the co;nposer as "Mr. Maillart Italyan." 
See n. 2, p. 34, and PP• 37, 39, and 42. 
2 Sebastian Holland (or Christian Hollander) was cholr~ater at 
St. Walburg's, Audenarde, fr~ 1549. In 1559, he became a singer at 
the Hapsburg Court and served under the Emperors Ferdinand I and 
Maximilian II, dying probably before 1570. 
3Tbomas Crequillon was probably born quite early in the century 
since his works began to appear in Attaingnant prints in 1539. Be va1 
director of Charles V's chapel and spent his last years as • canon at 
Namur, Termonde, and Bethune, dying around 1557. 
..... : 
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an~ phrasea invariably overlap. All are in the form of the cla11ical 
motet. 
Conflicting signatures do not constitute a problem, although two 
of the worka, "Deu• virtutUIII Et perfice" by Crequillon (on folio• 49 
and 50) and ••Dum tranaisset" by Sebaatbn Holland (on folio 91), 
include examples. In both instance•, a flat i• added to a ainsle 
staff of the third voice. Both are of little consequence in trana• 
cription since the duration of the staves involved ia only four and 
one-half Breves. It appears as though the writer of the ~nuscript 
sometimes preferred to change the key 1ignature of an indi~dual staff 
rather than add an accidental. If this is true, then m&ny pas••s•• 
which appear to be written in conflicting signatures are actually 
• 
peculiarities of this particular manuscript. 1 
Despite existing similarities, each work employs a rather dis-
tinct and contrasting technique. The melodic contour of the motet by 
Maillart, for example, is more irregular than that of the other Conti-
nental work•. The initial phrase begins with an ascending F major 
triad,and some voices cover their complete ranges in a surprisingly 
short duration. This is, no doubt, a tone-painting of its title, 
"Aasendo". The effect is at times rather sweeping and aore charac• 
teristic of the English motets to be discua1ed later. 2 
~ost examples of "conflicting signatures" occur in conjunction 
with the third voice which, in five-voice works, is in the center of a 
double page. This part consists of two rows of very short ataves,and 
flats are frequently added or omitted in tbe aignature as though they 
were accidentale. 
2rt sh~ld be noted that one source listl the coapo1er of the 
work as Tye. See n. 2, P• 34; 
................... ______________ __ 
.· ... ., 
Example 14. Opening of "Asaendo" by MaUlart (f. 108). 
The oytline of the initial motive provides much of the melodic 
material for the work. Themes often encompass the interval of a fifth 
either through the use of scalewise passages or triadic phrases. It 
is interesting to note that both ascending and descending phrasea are 
frequently between C and F and that many of the triadic phrases are 
actually inversions of the initial phrase of the composition. Tbe 
consistent u~e of such a melodic technique gives the work a rather 
high degree of unity. even though melodies in succeeding sections are 
contrasted. The texture of the motet is fairly consistently poly-
phonic. and the polyphonic idiom is fugal throughout. The foregoina 
features might be illustrated in the followiDS extract: 
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IX8JIIple 15. Extract from 11A.sendo" by MAUlart (f. 108). 
~- . 
,. -.. ·. 
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The vertical synthesis of incli vidual voices is governed by the 
type of melodic phrases used in the motet. When motives are triadic, 
.•• in the beginning, the "chordal 11 root movement is almost exclusively 
by thirds. Although this type of movement does not dominate the c011-
plete work, it f.e the most frequent. 
Both accented and unaccented passing tones are used, however, tbe 
most expressive dissonance is the suspension. A striking use of it is 
found in measures nine and ten of the preceding example. The three 
chords involved are A minor, G major, and C m2jor. The sua~ension Dn 
D and C, in the first voice, moves in parallel sevenths with the fourth 
voice. 
The work is written in the Lydian mode in ita authentic fo~. 
lt should be noted that the B-flat in the key signature is common to 
this particular mode1 and that it has the overall effect of mergiua 
the mode into tb~ transposed Ionian. This is further emphasized by 
the fact that almost all intermediate cadences are on F or C and 
n~erous subjects often outli~~ the interval of a perfect fifth between 
F and C. Most cadences on F, however, are plagal. 
The motet by Holland, "Dum transisset" on folio 91, opens in 
imitation at relatively long time intervals. lt is built around the 
general contour of the Gregorian responsory which is "Cum trancisset" 
~orris brings out the point that B-flat sometimes appears as 
the key signature in the Lydian mode. Morris, op. cit,, p. 13. 
' ... ' 
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in current liturgical uae. 1 Only the first fev notes of tbe chant. 
however, are used in the composition. The following example illua-
trates tbe initial subject of the vork, tosether with part of the 
Example 16. Initial eubject from "Dum transisaet" by Sebastian Hollalld 
(f. 91) and Responsory "Cum tranc:isset" (liber, P• 775). 
Jy4. ~=~-fi•~rr~J-: :--~t-1·. lj-=t~ __ :::llr-.-; •• ~,1..-t 1~ ltu-_ -· i t1 ~ _ L . ~-i 1 ~~--· - _L _r=- _j_ ~u-=~-\t-1 y_--~ . :::..:.=_ !-
~ :::-~=-=-=---: ., ______ :::~ -- ---- - -- _____ .. _:.--.- ..... - .. -- ·_:.. "--~'-.__ ____ - -~ __ ., ___ ,...._- ~~=-=-~_::_::::::_:_....::::::-_' - ••• - ··-· ,.....:~-- ' ' -~-==-~~=-~--==--=-=-=··_ -- ·--------·- --------
The texture of tbe composition is generally polyphonic, however. 
occasional note-against-note style, simultaneous long notee, ancl tbe 
tendency to group melodic motives ill pairs sometimes resulte in an 
intermediate musical texture between polyphonic and homophonic. TheH 
feature• might be seen in the followin& extract: 
l Printed in Liber Usualis, The Benedictines of Solesmes (ecle.) 
(Tournai, Belgium: Desclee & Cie, 1934), P• 775. 
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Example 17. Extract from "Dum transiaset" by Sebutiao Hollan• (f. 91). 
l -,- • • • 
11 ~ , -r- -
--1 --f~- o=---=-. 
·l· -.. - - - --
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Throushout the work. there ia a decided preference for repeated notes 
in the thematic material. Such repetitions frequently occur at tbe 
beginning of melodic phrases and tend to act aa unifying devices. 
Melodic movement is usually conjunct; and the ranges of indi-
vidual voices are not excessive. The most c~on rhythmic unit is the 
minima, although there is a tendency toward the uae of semi-mini .. • 
near the conclusion. The use of descendin& thirds, as tbe basis for 
melodic invention, as in the preceding example, ia exceptional and ia 
not c~on in other sections of the work. Tbe 1imilarity between it 
and sections in "Assendo" by Maillart, however, cannot so unnoticed.!_ 
The vertical interval technique used in the work ia quite inter• 
eating. Suspension• and passing tonea are the mo~t frequent and all 
1cf. Example lS. 
1IL .: 
... 
diasonancea are usually very effective. One of the aost outstandin& 
vertical techniques employed is the dissonant entry. This is appro• 
priately illuatrated in the openins of tbe composition (diaaonant 
entries are aarked by an asteri~k)~ 
Example 18. 
·=-t=-----
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"Chordal" root movement ia usually by aeconda and thircia. 
As in the motet by Maillart. the mode of the composition is the 
Lydian. and the use of B-flat in the key ai&nature tends to emphaaize 
the transposed Ionian. Although the melodic material does not always 
emphasi~e major tonality, authentic cadences on Pare frequent. Host 
other intermediate cadences are on c. 
The motet by Crel c_/quillon is in two parts·-"Deua virtutwa Et 
perfice" on folios 50 and 49, respectively. A slight formal connection 
exists between the two: both begin with a leap of a fourth, tbe general 
character of both is similar, and the final subject of the first part is 
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similar to the second principal theme of the concluding part. This last 
feature is the moat significant of the three and deserves illustration. 
Example 19a. Concluding subject from "Deus virtutum" by CrequillOD 
(f. 50). 
~ -~ • •• f.i' n . ·-i---+=-=-· ~l:E I 1 ·E~-F.--!·---~-~ :=t=t=-r ' n I . -. · -~- ~--=---== 3 = · -:-· --- -~-rrr~~--~i~---~--=-~ -" --:_ 
Ex~ple l9b. Second subject from "Et perfiC:e" by CrequUlon (f. 49). 
Since the general technique of both parts of t~ motet is similar, only 
the second need be discussed in detail. The polyphonic idiom of tbe 
entire part is·fugal. however. there is a tendency to group voices in 
pairs,and occasional note-against-note style often results in an inter-
mediate musical texture between polyphonic and homophonic. 
The part is divided formally into four sections. The first i1 
fugal throughout, and the subject is characterized by an upward leap 
of a fourth (or fifth) followed by a descending scalewise pattern. 
This is illustrated by the following example: 
Example 20a. Subject from First Section of "Et perfice" by Crequillon 
(f. 49). 
...... / 
I 
I 
I 
f; 
I 
! 
' 
The aecond section is also fugal, although tbera is a tendency 
toward an intermediate texture because of occasional note•againat•note 
style, repeated notes in tbe subject, and pairs of voices enterin& on 
the theme. The third section is quite similar in polYPhonic idio., 
texture, and thematic material. The principal subject• of both sec-
tiona are aa follows: 
Example 20b. Subject from Third Section of "Et perfice" by Crequillon 
(f. 49). 
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Example 20c. S~bject fr.Jm Second Section of "Et perfice" by Cre~uillon 
(f. 49). 
The concluding section is scalic, and the texture tends more 
toward a homophonic style than the preceding ones. It should be empha-
sized, however, that the complete aection is based on imitative entries. 
The following extract will illustrate thia feature; the imitative 
entries of individual voices are marked. 
.-_ 
• 7 
Example 21. Extract from "Et perfic:e11 by Crequillon (f. 49). 
The most apparent unifying device is the relationship between the 
beginning of the second and third sec:tiona.1 
The vertical interval technique is relatively conservative and 
"chordal" root movement is most frequently by thirds. That the type 
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of thematic: material used in specific: sections greatly affects "chordal" 
movement might be seen in the preceding example. The subject matter 
consists of scales, and the "harmony" is predominantly parallel lixtla 
chords. The aost frequent dissonance ia the accented passing tone used 
in conjunction with the suspension. This might be seen in the following 
example, measure three, the second and third voic:es. 2 
1Both themes of the ~o sections begin with repeated notes, 
followed by a descending and ascending leap. Cf. Examples 20b and 
20c. 
2 See also Example 21, measures 2 and 3, voices 3 and 4. 
. ' 
'· ! .. • 
Example 22. Extract from "Et perfice" by Crequillon (f. 49). 
The mode. of the ~ork is the Ionian in its plsgal form. and aost 
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intermediate ~adenccs are on C and G. Many of those on C are authenti~, 
and some are entered through the leading-tone triad in firet inversion. 
"Ubi est Abell" by Orlando di Lasso 
"Ubi est Abell" (on folio 80) h by Orlando di Lasso (Roland 
de Lassus) who was· born at Mons. probably in 1532, and received his 
early training as a choirboy in St. Nicholas Church there. At an early 
age, he was in the service of Ferdinand Gonzaga. Viceroy of Sicily. and 
in 1554 or 1555. returned to Antwerp. In 155&, he was a singer in tbe 
court of Duke Albert V of Bavaria and a few years later was made ~Spell• 
meister. Knighted by Maximilian II, he re~ined a member of tbe court 
until his death in 1594. 
The work, which is anonymous in the manuscript, is a strikin& 
contrast to the other Continental motets. Sane sections are charac• 
terized by the same smoothness and equal quality found in the precedin& 
compositions, yet other passages are marked by leaps and breaks. A few 
passages are truly polyphonic, others are chordal. In general, tbe 
motet is characterized by an expressive combinatiOG of contraatiaa 
elements which is .both rugged and indivi~l. 
The motet is in two parts; the only formal connection between 
the two being a similarity between the initial subject of the first 
part and the concluding one of the second part. 1 A degree of contrast 
is provided by the opening of the two sections; the first begins with 
fugal imitation, the second opens with imitation, but the musical 
texture is an intermediate one. 
One of the most outstanding features is that of rhythmic eon• 
trast. Although the work is ~itten in duple meter, phrases are fre~ 
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quently grouped in triple meter by the use of dotted notes and syncopa-
tiona. The writing is often chordal in such passages, but an effect of 
polyphony is obtained by successive entrances of voices on the different 
members of a chord. This technique cheracterizes the principal differ-
ence between this and other Continental motets--rhythmic rather than 
melodic independence--and is illustrated in the following example: 
1 The melodic contour of both subjects from the two sections is 
characterized by falling thirds. 
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Bar lines have been arranged in the above example so that the 
alternation of rhythms might be seen aore clearly. The complete passase 
is based on descending thirds and, although it appears to be polyphonic, 
it is fundamentally chordal. The chordal nature of the section might be 
seen more clearly ia the following condensed version. It will be noticed 
that points of imitation are provided by successive entrances on differ-
ent chord meabers. 
Example 23b. Extract from "Ubi est Abell" by Lasso (£. 80). 
: 
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While melodic aovement is largely conjunct. the work doe1 contaia 
sections which are unusually disjunct. In the following example. takea 
from the second voice. it will be noted that only two conjunct interval• 
are present. 
Example 24. Theme from "Ubi est Abell" by La88o (f. 80). 
Inner voices are not the only parts which tend toward disjunct movement. 
Particularly prominent is the bass which frequently progresses by leaps 
of fourths and fifths. 
Other characteristics which should be mentioned are as follows: 
1. frequent changes from regular accents to marked syncopatiooa; 
2. compactness and fullness of sound; aDd 
J. preference for the complete triad with the root in the bas1 and the 
third in the top voice. 
The composition is quite similar to the preceding Continental 
motets in the treatment of dissonance and. with one exception. succes-
sive disjunct intervals. 1 The range of individual voices is a little 
1Tbis is the only Continental work with more than two successive 
disjunct intervals. Although not mentioned in the foregoing pages. tbe 
bass approaches the final caG.ence u·sing the following notes: c, A, P • 
c, and G. All these notes are descendiaa. 
larger and more leaps are preaent. 1 In thia respect, it ia somewhat 
closer to the Eng~iab compositions in the aaauscript. 2 
The mode employed ia the Mixolydian and, despite cadential 
sharpening of F, the individuality of the aode is usually retaioed. 
The use of B·flat in some passages, hwever, tends to suggest tbe 
transposed Dorian. 
Secular COmposition~ 
Secular works by Continental compo,ers include Aeventeen rrencb 
Chansons by van Wilder, Crequillon, and Galluse two Italian Msdriga18 
• by Verdelot; three instrumental works by Bertoldo and Gerardus; and 
two unnamed works by Ferrabosco and Romano. Also included are atx 
anonymous compositions, five of which appear to be chansons, and one 
which is in all probability a madrigal. 
The exact national origin and classification of another anouy• · 
mous work--"Je jijle" on folio 5lb-- ia somewhat doubtful. Noble 
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ascribes it to van Wilder because it appears in two collections of 
Chansons under the name of Phillipea and Phil. Vuilder. 3 Peter Warlock 
and Andre Mangeot, however, have publiabed a perfor~ng edition liatin& 
1 . It is interesting to note that all melodic leaps larger than • 
fifth are found in the lower four voices. The larsest leap in the 
superius ia a fifth. 
20ne source lists the composer as "Douglas". See n. 1, p. 34. 
3Jeremy Noble, op. cit., P• 100. 
'. 
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the Englishman Robert Parsons as the composer. 1 Tbe work, itself, ia iD 
triple meter and ia similar to the Engliah compoaitiont in the .. au-
acript.2 Diacuation baa, therefore, been reserved for Chapter IX.3 · 
The Chansons by Phillipet van Wilder 
Of the French Chansons, fifteen are by Phillipet van Wilder. and 
all but one--"Arouaes voua voy" on folio 13--are for five voicea. "Si 
de beau cocnpe(re)" on folio 32 ia perhaps the most cbaracteriatic of 
the group. It is short and, although it begi~s imitatively, counter-
point ia often note-against-note, giving the appearance of homophonic 
texture. 
The most outstanding formal feature is the repetition of .elodic 
material. The opening of the highest voice, for example, consist• of 
two melodic phrases which are repeated at follova: 
1 
A-B A-B 
(A) 
D-E-b A·B A-1 {i) (A) 
Robert Parsons, ".Je file" ed. from MSS. 984-8, Cb. Ch., Oxfor4 
by Peter Warlock and Andre Mangeot (London: J. Curven & Sons, Ltcl., 
n.cl.)• 
2It might be mentioned that only two short aectiona of Continen-
tal compositions are in triple meter. 
3ro neglect the possibility of van Wilder'• authorship would be 
an overaight because he spent moat of hit life in England and could be 
expected to assume some English trait1. On the basi• of hit work• iu 
Add. MS. 31,390, however, this cannot be seen. The French title aeaa. 
little, for Paraona used one for ''De la court11 (foliot 81 and 83) •. 
Example 25. Initial 1ubject from "Si de beau compe(re)" by Pbillipea 
van Wilder (f. 32). 
~~~. ;ar:-J~i:~lt!J!:--:u.f!nf- ·· !J J. ~)J! 
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The preceding fo~l technique ia characteriatic of aeven of the 
remaining worka. Four othera end with a aubject which baa a motivic 
connection with the initial aubject. The reaainins four are aectional, 
each section containin& a different theme. 
Melodic pbrasea in "Si de beau compe(re)" are generally short 
.. nd frequentlt overlap. In moat other respecta, it and the other chan· 
sons are very ~cb like the normal French Chanson of the lixteenth cen· 
tury, i.e., polyphonic, but with an inclination toward homophonic tex-
ture, frequen~ repetition of sections, and the use of repeated note1 
in the initial subject. 1 
The range of individual voices ia ••ually between an octave and 
a tenth. 2 Voice-leading il largely conjunctive with very few large 
leapa, and the moat cOIIDIIIon rhythmic unit ia the minima (original no.ta-
tion). Voices almost invariably enter at the beginning of a compoli-
3 tion within the duration of four and one-half breves and, in approxi• 
mately half of the work1, two or more voicea begin simultaneou1ly 
rather than in imitation. 
1 Only five chansons by van Wilder do not have repeated notea in 
the initial aubject. 
20n1y three voices in the 15 chanaona exceed the range of a tenth. 
3
"Pour un plailer" on folio 85 is the only exception to thil fea-
ture. Individual voicea enter within the duration of- aix brevea. 
· .. ·'!f. 
The vertical interval technique used in the chansons is, on the 
whole, relatively conservative; however, suspensions are sometimes 
striking. Effective use of this dissonance can be seen in measure 
four of the following extract. The superius suspends the B-flat which 
creates a sharp dissonance with the fourth voice.· The resolution note 
(A) is then suspended and resolved downward.· This also creates a 
sharp dissonance with the third and fourth voices. Although cross 
relations occur in the works, they are relatively rare. One is illus-
trated in the example by an arrow. 
Example 26. Extract from "8i de beau compe(re)" by Phillipes van 
Wilder (f. 32). 
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The suspension is perhaps the most effective dissonance used in 
the chansons. Another example might be quoted from "Amour me vaye" on 
folio 36. In this instance,. an A in the second voice is suspended and 
resolved dowuward--seventh to sixth (measure three). Also noticeable 
in the example is the pairing of the two lower voices. 
0· 
•,, ...... I •: •: t- .... ,._ 
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The mode of "Si de beau compe(re)" is the transposed Dorian in 
its plagal form, althotigh occasional E-flata and F-sharps, together 
with authentic cadences on G, tend to imply G minor at times. This 
gradual acceptance of a two-mode system is apparent in all of van 
Wilder's chansons. A total of five of the works are in the Ionian 
(transposed) with B-flat in the signature or the Lydian with B-flat 
in the signature. Another chanson is in the Ionian. Thh tendency 
to flatten thefOurth degree of the Lydian mode equates ita intervalic 
series with that of the Ionian. The inclination to lower the B ia 
the Dorian mode (or E-flat in the transposed form) tends to draw it 
into the Aeolian. It ~st be emphasized, however, that this is a 
tendency and that remnants of the modal system still exist. 
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Two Chansons by Io. Gallua and Tbomaa Crequillou 
Folio 103 contaia. two anonymous compositions--"Le beraere" aucl 
"Unge gabergere"·-both of which were printed in various chaa.on collec• 
tt"ons durin& the middle of the sixteenth century. The composer of "Le 
bergere" in these publications is listed aa "Io. Gallus 11 who waa aoat 
probably Jeban le Cocq, about whom little is known. Be was active 
during the firat half of the century and, in 1534 and 1541, was maeatro 
& 
di Cappella to the Duke of Ferrara. A younger German composer, Jakob 
Handl, al~o Latinized his name into Gallus; however, he could not 
possibly have written the c~anson since he was born in 1550--about 
eight years after it first appeared in a Susato collection. 
The work is similar to the chansons by van Wilder, inasmuch •• 
it makes use of A-B-A form, repeated notes in the initial subject, ancl 
homophonic writing. It begins polyphonically with a theme which ia 
much more animated than those of van Wilder. The following example 
illustrates the opening of the chanson. No time signature is giveD 
in the manuscript and, although sections of the work seem to be triple, 
duple meter is the most satisfactory for the composition aa a whole. 
8t 
Exaaple 28a. Opening of "Le bersere" by Io. Gallus (.7ehan le Cocq) 
(f. 103). 
1- ~-~- -n.-- ~-~~A-- • -~~- -~ -l-! 
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The most noticeable features in the above extract are the di•-
junctive melodic intervals in the theme and the use of variation betveeu 
,_.. 
' , 
.. ·--·· ~ 
subject and answer. This last characteristic can be seen more clearly 
in a comparison between the first and fourth voices. 
Example 28b. Voices I and IV from "Le bergere" by Io. Gallus (Jeban 
le Cocq) (f. 103). $ ~ ~ ~ Jb"t! lllb - r ·s I -1 Voice I 1 i • : 
lb -~ ~~ i·~t! 8la tj Voice IV l·a-~ ~ ~ I I I • • 
Homophonic texture in Eections of the composition is more pro-
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nounced th~ that of the van Wilder chansons, In the following extract, 
voices alternate entrances in an antiph~nal-typc technique (illustrated 
by brackets) which leads gradually to an animated section in eighth 
notes. This is near the conclusion of the work, and it will be 
noticed that the eighth-note motives are taken from the initial sub-
ject of the chanson. 
Example 29. Extract from "Le bergere" by lo. Gallus (Jehan Le Cocq) 
(f. 103) • 
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Example 29--continued. 
Treatment of dissonance and voice-leading conforms to the noraal 
sixteenth-century practice. Chordal •ovement is often in root position •. 
especially in homophonic sections. The aode is the transposed Dorian in 
its authentic form. however, frequent E-flats and implied F-sharpa 
(through the application of principles of "'Musica Ficta") tend to give 
the effect of modern minor tonality. Intermediate cadences are uaually 
OD G, n. and 1-flat. 
the two preceding examples also illustrate the peculiar function 
of conflicting signatures in the manuscript. At the beginning of the 
work, all voices have B-flat in the signature. The bass adds E-flat on 
the final staff of the original. and the remaining voices use accidental• 
1 
when necessary •. 
1see. e.g., the accidental• in Voice II of the preceding exaaple 
(last two measures). The "C" in brackets iu the last measure ia a aeai• 
ainiaa in the origiual. 
The other chanson on folio 103·-"Unge gabersere" ("Ung say 
bergier") --was printed in numerou• collections of the sixteentla cea-
tury wbieh list the eomposer as Crequillon. It was known in Spain• 
Italy. ~ohemia, and England and has been appropriately described bJ 
Gustave Reese as "ubiquitoua".l 
In many respects, it is similar to other chanaoll8 in the manu-
script, i.e., the use o£. IIIUsical repetition, "conflicting signatures," 
repeated notes in the initial subjeet, and normal sixteenth-century 
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t~eatment of dissonances. In contrast, it is more animated (the moat 
commoQ rhythmic unit is the semi-minima) and more polyphonic. 2 Alth~&h 
voice-leading is lzrgeiy conjunctive, disjunctive intervals are numer• 
ous. 3 A short, homophonic, triple-metered section occurs in the middle 
of the work. 
The mode of the composition ia the Mixolydian, altboush the range 
of individual voices tends to merge the two forma (authentic and plagal). 
Most intermediate cadences are on G, and although many are entered by 
the Bass through a downward leap of a fifth, P-natural is usedso 
1 The faet that "Unge gabergere" is present in an English manu-
script is evidence of its being known in England. In addition, it vaa 
used as a basis for keyboard transcriptions by Cabezoo in Spain and 
Andrea Gabrieli in Italy. It was also used as a basis for a parody Mase 
by -Gallus (• .Jakob Handl). Cf. Reese, op. cit,, pp. 538, 628, and 731. 
2Although the work is generally polyphonic, sections in note-
against-note style sometimes give the appearance of homophony. See. 
e.g., ~asures 7 end 8 in Example 30, p. 93. 
3It might be mentioned that a melodic leap 
in Voice III. See measure 12, Example 30, P• 93. 
brackets .. 
of a ainor 7th oc:cur• 
The 7th ia ia 
. ) 
consistently that mucb of the flavor of the mode ia retaioed. 1 The 
following exaaple illustrate• the openiaa of the cbaaeon. 
Example 30. Openina of "Unge gabergere" (i.e •• "Uq gay bergter") by 
Crequillon (f. 103). 
1 Cadential sharpening of F in the Mixolydian mode tenda to rob 
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the mode of its individuality. In this particular c~osition, P often 
appears in the highest voice at cadential points simultaneously with F 
in other voices. Examples of this might be seen in Exltlllple 301 
measures 9 and 10. 
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Example·JO--Cootiaued. 
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The fint staff of the third voice in the Crequillon cunson 1:a .. 
B-flat iD the signature, the remaining voices do not. In .oat ca .. a, 
the application of the principles of "Muaica l'icta" will not reaol'tll 
resulting dissonances, and the sisnature must be considered a aistake. 1 
Another notational peculiarity of the ~nuscript, which has not, 
as yet, been mentioned, is the inconsistent meaning of ligatures. Tbe 
bass of the chanson, for example, contains three examples of lisatura 
binaria in descending form with a downward stem to the left of tbe 
initial note ( ~ • cum propietate et cum perfectio~). This would 
normally be tranacribed as Brevis ~ Longa. Aa in the case ot "cOil-
flicting signatures", each ligature must be treated as a separate 
problem. In this particular instance, the two notes are both Semi-
breves (after the reduction of twoto one in a transcription, half 
notes), and no manipulation of the remaining voices will allow auy 
other interpretation.2 
The remainin& five anonymous works are styliatically the .... •• 
the preceding chansona, and since their ~itlea are French, they aight 
be considered as Chansons. Voice-leading is largely conjunctive, and 
large or successive disjunct intervals are almost always followed bJ 
motion in the opposite direction. 3 Dissonances are prepared aD4 
1rn the extract on the preceding page, simultaneous "B'a" are 
marked by an asterisk. 
20ne of the ligatures i1 marked by a bracket iD measures 7 and 
8 of Exaaple 30. 
3No melodic leap larger than an octave occurs iD any of tbe fiw 
works. 
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resolved in the noraal sixteenth-century ~nner, and the aoet common 
rhytbraic unit is the Minima. The only feature which llight be ..antioswd 
is the relatively large nuaber (five) of major sixth melodic intervale 
in "Unge .Juramore" on folio 123. 
Two Madrigals Ascribed to Philippe Verdelot 
Two compositions which are both anonymous in the manuscript are 
ascribed to Philippe Verdelot. 1 Be was •ctive in Italy in tbe first 
half of the sixteen~h century, particularly in Florence and Venice~ 
and died around 1540. Other than these few facts, littl~ ia known of 
· his biography. 2 
The works, probably madrigals, are quite similar and only one 
need .be discuased--"Madona su mia corto," folio 52b. It begina illita-
tively, the first voice being answered tonally. Although imitation ia 
used throughout, some of the counterpoint Ja note-against-note. Thia 
results in chordal-sounding sections which have been appropriately 
described as "polyphonically animated homopho117."3 
The form of the work is A-B-C with repetition of the sectione. 
There is a tendency to unify the different sections through the utili· 
zation of aimilar motives. This might be seen in the following exaaple. 
1supra, nn. 3 and 4, P• 34. 
2He may be identical with Philippe Deslouges. Reese, op. cit., 
PP• 316-17. 
~instein, Alfred. The Italian Madrigal translated by Roger B. 
Sessions, Alexander B. Krappe, and Oliver Strunk (Princeton, New Jersey: 
Princeton University Preas, 1949), Vol. I, p. 153. 
Example 31. Principal subjecu fro. "Kadon. 1u aia corto" by Verdelot 
('l) (f. 52b). 
Cadences are often concluded by all voices simultaneously. In 
Example 32, all voices aRiroech an authentic cadence, the lower voices 
sustain their notes after the cade~ce, and the work continues with an 
imitative se,tion. Parallel fifths occur iu the first measure between 
the two upper voices. "Sound" fifths and octaves also occur in the 
first two measures between Voices II, III, and V. Such auccessiona 
are fairly common in music of the period and are not objectionable 
since they do not occur between the same voicea. 1 
A rather striking dissonance occurs near the conclusion. The 
bass holds B-flat while the remaining voicea move to a D minor triad. 
1cf. Andrews, op. cit., p. 65. 
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The third voice approaches the dissonaat "A" by clisjunct motion au 
leaves bf conjunct mocion. The clissonant 1-flat is left by a leap of a 
major sixth--the only skip larger thaa a fifth in the entire work. '!be 
clissonant chord is illustrated by an asterisk ia the followias example. 
Example 33. Extract from ''Y.adona su mia corto" by Verclelot (f. 52b). 
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The editorial B-flat in the example above is required ia order 
to avoid a mel~c tritone. It results in a cross-relation between the 
bass and the third voice. Compared with other worka in the manuscript, 
this particular composition contains few problems. Themes are, for the 
most part, baaed on repeated notes and scalewiae intervals. The clis-
junct intervals which do occur are small and editorial accidentala are 
few. The mode of the work is the plagal form of the Aeolian with inter• 
mediate oedences usually on A and D. 
"Cbera la fountayne" by Gerarclue 
An instrumental c:omposttion, "Chera la fountayne" on folio 30, 
is signed Gerardus. This is most likely Derike Gerard (or ~rick 
Gerarde) about whom very little is known with certainty. A large 
,.. 
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number of manuscripta in the British Museum contain his works. and it 
haa been conjectured that he lived and campoaed in England froa about 
1544.1 
The entrances of the third and fourth voices are delayed iu the 
beginning of the work, the latter voice imitating the soprano. The 
overall effect is, however, chordal. A more polyphonic texture is 
apparent soon after the beginning aa phrases are opened with tbe 
characteristic leap of a fourth--first in Voice IV, then Voices V,. 
III, I, and II. Although chordal and polyphonic sections alternate 
throughout the work, the contrapuntal sectio~ tend ta.rard an inter-. 
mediate texture. The form Qf the work consists of a succession of 
contrasted parts with very little musical repetitiona. 
The most characteristic rhythmic feature is that of syncopa-
tion, examples occurring at the beginning as well as in the middle 
of phrases. Although the most coauon unit of measurement is tbe 
minima, a sudden change in texture appears approximately half-way 
through the work. Tbe common unit changes frora the mini.u to the 
· fusa and the treatment from homophonic to polyphonic. This section 
lasts for a very abort time and ends as suddenly as it begins. the 
following example will illustrate this abrupt change as well as some 
peculiar dissonances. 
1Jeffrey Mark in Groves Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Vol. 
III, p .. 597. 
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Editorial accidentals in the fourth voice are required to avoid 
dissonances ~thme first voice. Other dissonances, including parallel 
seconds in measure five (Voices III and IV), are ~rked with an asterisk. 
Particularly noticeable are the cadences, many of which are 
approached by all voices simultaneously and are followed by a rest. 
Measures five through seven of the above example illustrate this fea-
ture, together with a tonal cadence which is remarkably clear. The 
harmonic analysis is aa follows: 
G: V • I - IV 
C: I - IV - Y • I 
The mode of the work ia the transposed Ionian. 
.... ,· .. 
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A abort, chordal' section in triple meter, notated by colorati•• 
in the manuscript, is near the conclusion of the canposition. This, 
together with the final measures, offers little that baa not been .. n-
tioned. The only thing which might be cited is the final chord, tba 
spelling of which (from the bass upward) is F, F, C, F#, and A. Tbis 
is,undoubtedly, a mistake in the original. 
"Cr sabien cavien" and "Frayae gallyard" 
Two compositiou--"Or sabic::n cavien" and 11Frayse gallyard" 
(i.e., "Frais et gaillard11). on folios 115 and 116--are anonymous in 
the manyscript, but their titles are included in the collection, 
Caozoni francese intavolate da Sperindio Bertoldo (Venice, 1591).1 
They might, therefore, be by Bertoldo who was born at Modena (c. 
1530), was organist of the Cathedral of Padua, and died there OD 
August 13, 1570. 
If the two works are by Bertoldo and are identical with those 
in the above collection, a question arises concerning their true 
origin. The Canzona developed from the Franco-Flemish chanson which 
was published in large numbers in ltaly under the naae "Canzoa 
francese". They were quite popular and arrangements of thea were 
made for lute and keyboard. Canzonas for instrumental ensemble were 
first composed in the 1570's. The two works might be arrangements of 
1supra, nn. 2 and 3, P• 32. 
'·• 
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French chansons or Italian canzonas. If they are original instrumental 
ensemble canzonas, they are certainly very early examples of that fora. 
The early canzona and the chanson are characteristically statler, 
and it is often difficult to distinguish be~een the two when the text 
is emitted froaa the latter. "Or sabien cavten." for exaaple, begins ancl 
ends with the same musical material. giving tbe.overall form of A·B-A. 
The polyphonic beginning is ·followed by alternating sections of boac-
phonic and imitative styles, and the work is generally marked by • 
light and lively rhythm. Although tha initial theme does not make use 
of repeated notes, later ooes do. 
All the foregoing characteristics are found, to a degree, in 
both the canzona and the chanson; however, the rhythmic variety, rela-
tively fast octave leap1, and minor seventh leaps in the work would 
seem to suggest instrumental rather than vocal performance. The tex-
ture in Example 35 is, for instance, quite instrumental, particularly 
the "motivic" writing in the fourth voice in measures two and three. 
. . . •·. -
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Ex811ple 35. Extract fro. "Or aabien c:avien" by Sperindio Bertoldo (7) 
(f. 115). 
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The mode of the work ia the transposed Dorian in ita authentic 
fora. Although E-flats oc:c:aaionally appear, the flavor of the Dorian 
ia generally retaiaed. 
. ~ :·", . 
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Su.aary 
An important aapect of the Continental compositioaa in Additioaal 
Manuscript 31,39dtis the fact that they are all presented aa inst~a-
tal worka. It waa natural that instrumentalists wbo detired to plaJ 
non-dance polyphonic music would turn to vocal JDUsic, for it bad enjoyed 
a much richer development than bad instrumental art. The vocal coapoai-
tio~ in the msnuscript are, in fact, a great deal aore aatiaf£CtQry 
than the simple English dances or the few instrumental worka whick 
survive fr~ the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. 
Despite the attr~tiveness of some, it must be stated cbat the 
Continent$1 compositions, as a whole, leave a good deal to be desired 
when performed "sans text". '11lis is not to say that instrumental 
=uaic is auf better than its vocal counterpart, but only that there 
is a fundamental difference between the two. 
Tbe most obvious difference is that of text. Renaissance coa• 
posers were not unmindful of tbe importance of text or the senae of 
the words. The text bad, indeed, greatly influenced coapositi~l 
technique in both fora and content. In the motet, textual sentences 
were set to different musical phrases in such a manner that one phraae 
began before the preceding one bad ended. As the text changed, ao did 
tbe musical phrase. This stream of different phrases, together with 
the thought expressed by the text, is quite meaningful. When the vorka 
are performed .. sans text", however • the effect ia different, for tae 
reaul~ ia often a never-endiug aucce•sion of differen~ theaes-·aometiaea 
with little connectioa. 
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Altlaoug)a text deaands and justifies certain foraal peculiarities 
vbicb are lese meaningful in inatrumental music, it is not tbe oaly 
aspect of sixteenth-century for.. Equally important are tbe questioaa 
of musical textures, vocal orchestration, and repetitive use of musical 
aaterials.1 
Tbe Continental composers seemed to recognize the need for same 
unifying device, other than that of text. Phillipes van Wilder rapeats 
a acalic section in his 11lotet, giving an overall fora of A-B-C-1-D; tbe 
work by Maillart empl01• the interval of a fifth as a basir of melodic 
invention; Holland builds his ~lodic lines around the general contour 
of a Gregorian chAnt; and Crequillon unifies th~ formal structure of 
his motet through an unmistakable aiadlarity between subjects. Tbe 
strongest unifyins musical devices used ia the motets, however, are 
.. 
found in the works by Clemens non Papa and Lassus. Clemens employs a 
variation technique which emphasizes thematic contrast while retainiDI 
a large degree of continuity. In the Lasaus motet, the initial subject, · 
which is treated in fugal imitation in the be&inning, ia employed as ~ 
concluding subject. The texture in this final section is chordal, evea 
though an appearance of polyphony is retained tbroush tbe entry of 
voices on successive chord meabers. 
1u. D. Andrews appropriately emphasizes the fact that foraal 
criteria of later periods cannot be applied to sixteenth-century poly-
phonic music, particularly since diatonic tonality plays such an impor-
tant part in structure of more recent works. Be further stresses the 
inseparable nature of form and musical texture in music fro. the 
period. Cf. Andrews, op. cit., pp. 174-217. 
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The formal concept of repetition after contrast is much ~• 
obvious in the secular worka than in the aacred, for in alaoat all of 
them, a decided preferenee for an A-B-A fo~ is apparent. 
Almost all of the sacred worka are polyphonic tbroupout, aiMI 
most textual contrast is provided by occasional note-against-note 
style, or the use of simultaneous lon; notes. Theae two features 
are found in all the motet:, although tne technique used in the two 
by Maillart and Lassus is the moat notable. In both these workl, 
chordal texture is ~rovided by imitation Qf subjects which are 
characterized by falling thirds~ Tb~ tecbni~ue employed by Laaaus 
is much more successful sin~ be uses notes of longer duration. The 
most noticeable use of contrast in vocal orchestration is found in 
the works of van Wilder and Lassus. The former alternates between 
' ' ...... a 4, a 5, and a 6 writing, while the technique used by Lassus h 
concerned sore with contrasts in vocal range. 
Textural contrast between sections of the compositions is .ucb 
more noticeable in the secular works, particularly those by Gallua, 
Crequillon, Gerardua, and Bertoldo. Sections in the works by van 
Wilder and Verdelot often approach a homophonic texture; however, 
both their techniques might be described as "polyphonically aniaatecl 
homophony". 
The contrapuntal idiom most consistently employed ia fugal iai• 
tation. Voices are often paired in fugal imitation in the motets by 
Clemens, Bolland, and Crequillon. No aignificant u.e of contrapuntal 
,. .... ~-­
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devices, such as, augmentation, dimiaution, or inversion, are found in 
any of the wort.. 
All the compositions are generally characterized by a spirit of 
reservedness ancl uniforlldty which h brought about chiefly by the con-
stant overlapping, or dovetailing, of relatively long phrases and con• 
jun~t movement of individual voices. Such movement is varied by tbe 
changing values of notes and occasional disjunct movement, with apecial 
treatmeut invariably given to large or successive disjunct melodic · 
intervals. Theee features are quite noticeahle in the motets although 
less so in the secular works. The works by Y~illart and Lassus, in 
which the melodic contour is more irregular, are the moast notable 
exceptions of the sacred compositions. The r40ge of voices in the 
motets is usually restricted to an octave and a fourth--slightly less 
in the secular work8. 
Chordal progressions are the result. of the type of melodic mate-
rial used in any specific passage. In scalic sections, such as used by 
Phillipes van Wilder and Crequillon, the harmonies consist pri .. rily of 
parallel sixth chords. Passages made up of subjects in thirds 11 such as 11 
those in the motets by Maillart and Lassus, result in chordal progres-
sions by thirds. The fact that most of the compositions are characterized 
by conjunct melodic lines results primarily in chordal movement of a con-
junct nature with numerous first inversions. Chordal progressions in a 
more modern sense are extremely rare and are found only at cadential 
points in the work by Gerardus. 
-- ... · 
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Cadences apprcached simultaneously by all voices are relatively 
rare and are found in secular worka more frequently than ia tbe sacred. 
Most are approached by movement of a fourth or fifth in the baas. 
Although the practices involving the preparation and resolution 
of dissonances were c~on property during the century, s~ of the 
conbinations used by specific CQnposers are outstanding. Clemens's 
use uf the double suspension and sequential patterns, for example. · 
is very effective. Some of the lesser-known composers, such ••• 
Maillart and Gerardus, empl"f t~ same dissonances; however, they 
often result in rather peculiar pasFages of parallel sevenths or 
s~conds. Most dissonances are prepareo and resolved by conjunct 
motion. Although cross relations. sometimes occur, they are rare. 
The old modal system, as originally constructed, was concerned 
with monophonic music. When it was used in polyphonic music of the 
sixteenth century, an entirely different effect was the result. Tbia 
is quite clearly illustrated in all the continental compositions. Tbe 
Lydian mode, for example, almost invariably requires a B-flat. thus 
equating ita intervalic series with that of the transposed Ionian. 
Works written in the Dorian mode also made frequent use of B-flats. 
either through the application of principles of ''Musica Fleta" or 
accidental& written in the original. ~his tends to equate the interval 
aeries of the mode· with that of the transposed Aeolian and '• quite 
noticeable in the works by Clemens, Gallus, and van Wilder. The 
raised seventh of the Mixolydian mode sometimes gives the appearance 
of a transposed Ionion; h~ver, when this mode is used by Laasus and 
·----------------------- -----
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Crequillon, the flavor of the mode is usually retained through the use 
of descending paesages containing F-natural. Although the sacred cOD-
positions, as a whole, are more consistent in their approach to the 
modal system, all the continental works point toward a'growing aware-
ness of a two-scale system. 
Problems of transcription are primarily the result of the dis-
integration of the mensural notational system and conflicting signa-
tures, and ligatures are often interpreted differently than is normal • 
. Although a difficult problem is caused by the applicati~n of princi-
ples of "Musica Fi!ta," such problems are not insolvable. 
In a final appraisal of the Continental compositions in Addi-
tional Manuscript 31,390, it must be stated that the secular works, 
on the whole, are more suitable for instrumental performance than are 
the sacred. This is primarily due to their more animated mood, greater 
textural contrast, and fairly consistent use of a rounded A-B-A form. 
They are, however, light compositions and lack the more serious approach 
which generally characterizes truly great works of art. The motets, on 
the other band, are somewhat hampered by their serious nature, for when 
perfopmed "sans text," the result often borders on an effect of ''epical 
evenness." Some of these shortcomings would, no doubt, be resolved if 
text were present,for examples of tone painting and the like probably 
exist. 
Despite the foregoing criticisms, three works leap to the fore-
front--"Qui consolabatur" by Clemens, "Ubi est Abell" ~ Lsssus, and 
"Unge gabergere" by Crequillon. All are cherecterized by unity, 
~­
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variety, and contrast. Even in these three works, however, con~raa~ 
.. 
is somewhat limited by the restrictions of vocal technique. Regardleaa 
of their value, they are not instrumental compositions, and diacuaaioa 
of them "sans text" is somewhat akin to viewing half a work of ar~. 
, 
VOCAL CCMPOSITIONS BY Etm.ISB AtJl'II)U 
The Britilh Muaeua maouacript cootaioa a total of twenty-eisbt 
compositions by Engliah authora which ar• aoat probably vocal in ori• 
gin. Moat of thea appear to be 1acred and included are eighteen vit~ 
Latin titles, nine with lngli1b titlea, and one vbich ie unaa.ed • 
• Since English did not becoae the official language of the Anglicaa 
Church until tbe second half of the sixteenth century, and since 
Latin worka vere often adapted to English words, it ia difficult to 
determine whether a 1pecif1c work ,. .. originally intended for tiM 
Roman Catholic or the Anglican service. 1 For the 1ake of aiaplicity, 
the following compo1itiona are discussed in two seetion•--Worka vitb 
Latin Titles and Works with English Titles--and no effort ~·• beea 
made to deteraine the service for which they vere o~iginall:y intended. 2 
A more basic problea concern~ the difficulty involved in deter-
mining whether a 1pecific piece is truly instrumental or, in reality, 
1 Since Latin compositions were performed in the Anglican service 
during the first half of the century, many works with Latin titlea .tgbt 
well be Anglican inatead of Catholic. That Latin works were oftea 
adapted to English texts might be emphasized by the fact that all four 
of the Latin Motets by Tbomas Tallis in this particular MS. also aurvtve 
with English words. Many of the worka with English titles in the MS. 
might, therefore, be transcriptions of Latin compositions. Cf. E. B. 
Fellowes in the article on Thomas Tallis in Grove's Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians, Vol. VI, P• 299. 
lrbia division is made for convenience and vitb the realizatioa 
of certain ahortc:.ominga. It ia uaually followed in vritiD&I concerniq 
the period. Cf. Tudor Church MUsic, Vola. I-X and Reese, op. cit., 
P• 781. 
r::·.-
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a vocal transcription. This parti~lar problem exists in au.J study of 
early instrumental muaic because a characteristic style of vritiD& is 
not alway• present, and 1Ditruaental composition was not ca.pletely 
free fr0111 its vocal modele. Englbh cc.posers, for exa11ple, wrote 
instrumental works based on .acred ~~~elodiea which retained a sacr~d 
title, and if given a text, could be easily taken for sacred vocal 
1 music. The probl~ is further magnifi£d by the fact that both vocal 
and instrumental works frequently used the same cantua fir-us and bad 
the same titles. 2 The omission of text in Additional Manuacript 
31,390 meana little since approximately half of the contents are 
found in other som:c:ea with text. 
The problea of intended performance aedium is complicated still 
further by the fact that English vocal music frequently displays .any 
traits which might normally be considered eharacteriatic of early 
instrumental music, that is, numeroua large disjunctive intervals 
and relatively large range. 
1Tbe "In Nomine" (sOaletimea entitled ''Gloria tibi trinitas" or 
"In Nomine Domine") is based on the Gregorian Chant, "Gloria tibi 
trinitas", and the ''Kiaserere" on the "Miserere mei Deua" (Psala 50 
in the Vulgate). It is now generally believed that almost all of the 
"In .Nominee" and many of the ''Misereres" are inatrumental. Other 
melodies were used in a siailar faahioa. 
2 . 
Eight of the works in the B. M. MS •. are entitled "Sabatua'' or 
"Dum trancisset" and are based on the responsory whicb ia "Cwa trancis-
set" in current liturgical practice (Liber, P• 775). Some of tbese 
pieces are vocal (i.e., those by Taverner and Talli•), however, those 
by Tye are found in no other source with words and are characteris-
tically instrumental. 
:; .. 
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An accurate solutioo to this perplexing eituatioo caDDOt alwa7a 
be found and, although the •ajorit7 of the coapoaitiona diacuaaed OD 
aucceeding pagea ara vocal in oriain, it. ahould be eapbaai&a4 tlaat •~ 
might well be inatruaeatal. 
Compositions with Latin Titles 
~o Moteta by ·.John Tave~ner 
The earliest English compos~ r~presented in the manuscript 11 
1 
.John Taverner. Born ca. 1495, he was a boy chorister at Collegiate 
Church at Tattexahall and, in 1524, became the Haste~ of Cboristera. 
In 1526r he was Informator of the Children of Wolsey's Chapel and a 
~~ber of the Guild of Corpu1 Christi from 1537 to 1543. B11 last 
years were spent under a very strong, if not extreme, relisious cOD-
viction, and he gave up mueical composition altogether, dying on 
October 25, 1545.2 
Taverner'• importance to the history of English muaic is sucb 
that he has been called "the greatest composer of his period"3 and . 
hi a music baa been de1cribed a a "one of the moat impresai ve 110numents 
1 Add. MS. 31,390 contains one composition which is attributed to 
a Scottish composer, lobert Johnson, who was older than Taverner. 
2otber biographical details, including the posaibilit7 of 
Taverner'• being imprisoned, are included in William B. Grattan Flood's 
Early Tudor Composers (London: Oxford Univer1ity Preas, 1925), pp. 
49-51. 
~eeae, op. cit., p. 778. 
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of early dxteenth-century polyphony ... l Although he h uaually cond• 
dared a member of the faiiiOUa ''T-trhd" with Tallie and Tye, it ahoul4 
be emphasized that hia period of productivity waa confined to tbe earl7 
part of the century and that the latter two men lived conaiderably 
longer. Aa the leading composer of the poat-Fayrfax and Aaton period, 
Taverner waa the first Bngliabman to consistently apply the technique 
of imitation and was one of the earliest representative• of the buddin& 
Renaissance apirit in England. 
A six-voice motet, "Quem ad modum" (folio 12), and a five-voice 
setting of the reaponsory, "Dum tranaisaet" (entitled "Sabatwa" on 
folio 107), are fOund in the manuscript. 2 "Quem 11d modum" ia in tvo 
parte, the second part beginning with an inversion of the initial 
ascending scalewise phrase of the first part. Both sections open vitb 
fugal imitation at relatively long time-intervals. The texture of the 
composition is generally polyphonic; however, individual voices often 
move in equal aemibrevea vhicb tenda to give a chordal effect. the 
following example illustrates the opening of the vork. 
lwalker, A History of Music in England, P• 45. 
~odern editiona of these two works, taken from Ch. Ch. MSS. 979· 
83, Nos. 160 and 23, are printed in Tudor Church Music, Vol. III. 117 
and 43, respectively. "Quem ad modum" is anonymous in B. M. Add. MS. 
31,390. 
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Example 36. Openina of "Quem ad aodua" by Taverraer (f. 12). 
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· Thematic msterial i1 cberacterized by an abundance of •calevi•• 
pas•age•. and most pbra1e1 are relatively long and dovetailed. Parti• 
cularly noticeable in both section• is tbe use of syncopation vhicb 
group• 1ections of phrase• in triple meter (Exa.ple 37). 
Example 37. Voice II froa "Quem ad modum" by Taverner (f • 12) • 
\ 
r. 
• 'I 
<~a~,;:._·~· 
Tbe vertical interval technique ia relatively conaervative la 
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comparison to other English works from the manuscript. Tbe aoat out-
standins features are cross relatione. accented paaaina tones which are 
frequently very dissonant, and occaaional minor •econd combiutioru. 
This last characteristic usually conaista of the simultaneous employment 
of both the major and minor third of a specific chord. In Example 38, a 
cross relation is illustrated by an arrow. An accented paasina tone on 
B (in the final measure, Voice I) sounds with C in the third voice. 
Example 38. Extract from "Quem ad modum" hy Taverner (f. 12). 
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Example 38--coutiaued. 
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The mode of the work is centered in the Phrygian, however, the 
final (E) plays a relatively insignificant part in the formation of 
cadences in the first part. The melodic contour of individual voices 
in this section, together with intermediate cadences on A, point toward 
the Aeolian mode. The second section is in the Phrygian mode in its 
plagal form. Intermediate cadences are onE, G, A, P, C, and D. 
The other motet, "Sabatum," is one of two surviving settings of 
the responsory, "Dum transisset," by Taverner and one of eight settinp 
of the same chant in the manuscript. 1 The cantua firmus is in the 
1The other setting by Taverner is found in Ch. Ch. MSS. 979-83 
and 984·88, both for five voices. An alternative version is in B. M. 
Add. MSS. 17,802-805. Other settings in Add. MS. 31,390 are by t)e, 
Tallis, Shepherde, and Bolland. Supra, n. 2, P• 112; and E. B. Pel-
lowes in Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Vol. VI, p. 276. · 
(S; 
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tenor and is no~lly in semibreves (original notation). Altbouah the 
composition opens with fugal imitation. some sections are relatively 
free from i~tation. As in the preceding work. the texture frequently 
approaches a chordal ~chnique. This effect is obtained in "Sautua" 
by the tendency to employ equal semibreves in the voices and relatively 
long notes. 
Two melodic characteristics of English music from the period are 
found in the composition. The first ia the sweeping and soaring effect 
obtained frOG indivi~ual voices, covering lacge ranges in a short period 
• 
of time, and the second is the tendency to end phrases on a low note and 
to begin the succeeding phrase on a much higher note--often an octave ~ 
more. These two features are illustrated in the third voice of Example 
39, particularly measures four through seven. 
Example 39. Extract from "SabatUDI" by Taverner (f. 107). 
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Example 39--contiuued. 
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The vertical interval technique employed in the composition is 
conservative; dissonances commonly move between consonBncea and are 
prepared and resolved in the normal sixteenth-century manner. Crosa · 
rel~tions sometimes occur. 
Tbe final cadence ia on A, and the range of the cantua fir.ua is 
from C to B-flat. The B-flat in the key signature, nuueroua cadences 
on D and F, and melodic contour of individual voicea point to a mixture 
of the transposed Aeolian and the transposed Ionian. Such freedaa froa 
restriction in the formation of cadences--others in the work are en C, 
. ,F; 
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A, B, and B-flat--and melodic invention indicates a gradual acceptance 
of a two-scale system at a relatively early date. 
The two motets by Taverner might also illustrate.tbe difficulty 
caused by the inconsistent use of ligatures. Voices II and VI in 
Example 36 begin wita ascending semibreves which are notated in.tbe 
original and transcribed as follows: 
-- --·- ~· - -- -
=' -· --
- - - -- ,, ~ 1_1_1=-._.t . ----
$ ~~ --- --- . -----
-1" 1~·-~ \:j:(. L • --J - - ··-- ._.. ____ _ 
----
The ligatura ternaria (in Voice II) and the two examples of ligatura 
binaria (in Voice VI) are transcribed according to the normal rule• 
1 
concerning ligatures. That this is not always the case might be seen 
in the original notation of the first voice of Example 39, which is as 
follows: 
Voice I extracted from Example 39 (original notation). 
- -- =:=-- v- ,o------- -· -·- ---~-· -""' .. -
~- ~~---- - ---=-=- . -___ r=- -
1willi Apel. The Notation of Polyphonic Music 900-1600 (2nd ed., 
Cambridge, Mass.: The Medieval Academy of America, 1944), pp. 91-92. 
lZl 
The lisatura binaria in the above quotation would normally be considere• 
as a brevia aacl a dotted loaga, 1 however, the two notes aaat be trau-
cribed as seal breves, the second of which is dotte4. 2 
Three Motets by Joba Sbepber4e 
Three works, all based on a cantua flrmus and a 6, are by Joba 
Shepberde. Born ca. 1520-1525, be was chorister at St. Paul's Cathedral 
3 . 
and organist at Magdalen College at Oxford. A member of the CbapeL 
Roya1 during tbe reign of Queen Mary, he died ca. 1563. 
The compositions--"Sabatum" (i.e., "Dum transisset Sabatum") on 
. 4 
folio 6, ".Jerusal•m" on folio 7, and "Proc::eclence" on folio 8--are quite 
free and fall into no distinguishable pattern. They conlist of a sue• 
cession of clifferent subjects connected in dovetailed fashion and repe-
tition plays no significant part in unifying the susical structure. 
Only in "Precedence" is there a tendency to base thematic aaterial 011 a 
specific .. loclic figure--an upward leap of a fourth or liftb followe• 
by a descending scalewiae passage. The figure is not used conshtently 
enough to bedescribed as a unifying device. 
21£ the notes are transcribed as brevia - dotted longa, the 
phrases end on an F major chord with "E" in the soprano. 
lrrank Ll. Rsrrisoo states that,due to confusion of Sbepberde 
with Shepprey, some writers have mistakenly written that the former vaa 
a Pellow at Magdalen College from 1549-1551. This particular JohD 
Shepberde ah~~ld not be confused with another of the aa-e name who vaa 
sworn a Gentleman of the Chapel Royal on December 1, 1606. Cf. Barri• 
son, op. cit., p. 36 and Reese, op. cit., P• 784. 
4
"Proc:e4ence" is anon)'JBOUS in the KS. Supra~ •· 2, P• 38. 
I? 
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5o consistent placing of the cantua firaus is followed--it is lR 
Voice II in "Sabatuaa," in Voice V in "Proce4ence." and in Voice II io 
".Jerusalem." In only oae of tbe worb, ".Jerusalem," ia tha bdtial 
subject in imitation witb. the begil1Ding of tb.e plaiuonc. 
All three works open fugally, •lthougb. only the initial note• of 
a specific subject are treated polyphonically. Some aectioas are c~ 
paratively free and rhythmic imitation is used •• au:b. as ia Mlodic 
imitation. Bomopb.oni~ texture is often approached through tbe pairin& 
of voices, movement of voices in equa! seadbr~ves (original notation), 
and occasional note-aga~nst-note style. The chordal nature of some 
sections is further emphaaiz:ed by the baa• which is frequently given 
an harmonic character and enters the polyphonic play of remainiQ& 
voices only at cadential pointa. 
The beginninga of 11Sabatumn and "Procedence" are based OD sub-
jects wbicb. are in contrast to their respective cantua find. "Proce• 
deuce" (Example 40) opens fugally with only the first few note1 of tb.e 
subject employed in imitation. The harmonic nature of the baas ia 
illustrated in the second half of tbe example. 
e 
-':&..:.~-~- ~. 
Example 40. Opening of "Procedence" by Shepherde (f. 8). 
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Example 40--continued. 
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The two-subject type of fugue is approached in ".Jeruulea". It• 
opening (Example 41) portrays a simplified antiphonal technique vitb 
voices entering in pair•~ the ascending •calewiae pattern of the cantua 
firmua being imitated by the second and fifth voice•. Particularly 
noticeable 11 the rhythmic imitation of a dotted minima, followed by 
aemiminima (original notation). It should be emphasized that the work 
is not of tbe strict, two-subject type of fugue; the lower voicea in 
the paired voices are closer to a harmonized part. 
f!t<> 
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Example 41. Openina of "Jerusalea" by Sbepberde (f. 7). 
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Thematic .aterial in all three work. is characterized by exten-
aive use of acalewise passages aa well as numerous disjunctive melodic 
intervaia. The range of individual voices ia relatively large and tbe 
complete range of apecific parts is often covered rapidly. 1 Althou&b 
moat pbrasea are long and dovetailed, abort onea do occur, particularly 
in the lower parts. Such phrases are frequently repeated by the baas 
in an ostinato·like fashion. This technique i8 illustrated in Exaaple 
1tn two of the woru, "Sabatum" and "Jerusalem," voices oftea 
exceed the no~l sixteenth·centu17 range of au llt~. 
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42, in which t:be lower two voices anaver back ancl forth with en ascencl-
ing figure, similar to the opening three notes of tbe compo•it:ioa. 
Example 42. Extract frca ".Jeruaal .. " by Shepbercle (f. 7). 
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lxaaple 42--cODtiaued. 
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The vertical synthesis of individual voices is, as in aost 
English music of the period, quite free. loth accented and unaccented 
"non-harmonic" tonea are used; however, Shepherde seems to shov a pre• 
ference for sequential suspensions. The disjunct character of the 
parts often results in chordal "root" movement of a disjunct nature~ 
Several feature• deserve apecial emphasia--dissonance, aodea, 
and cadences. In moat·English sacred muJic of the period, cross rela-
- tions and simultaneous minor second dissonanc:es are COIIDOn. In aeasure 
two (second voice) of the preceding example, the "F11 (marked by an 
aaterisk) would appear to be F-sharp becauae of its use at a cadence 
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and becauae of the accidental in the preceding .eaaure. The r-natur•l 
in the aecond voice. however, would result in • 1harp dia1onance. Su~ 
combinatiODI are by no meana reatricted to tbe application of princi• 
plea of ''Mulica ~:leta". In the following example. another uae of tbe 
llinor second di .. onanee ia in zeaaure four between the firat and thir4 
voices. In thia particular instance, the dia1onance cannot be reaolved 
unleaa the C-aharp in the auperiu• il omit~. 
• Example 43. Concluaion of "Sabatum" by Shefuerde (f. 6) • 
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Example 43--cootiuued. 
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Both "Jerusalem" and "Procedence" have A ae their final; the 
ranae of the cantua firaus in the former ia froa E toP, and in tbe 
latter, D to D. Although aome atavea in the two vorka have B•fbt i.a 
their aignaturea, they are,in effect, accidental• and not true exaaplea 
of conflicting aignaturea. Moat intermediate cadence• in both vorka 
are on A, D, c, and G. These features point toward the Aeolian •o4e 
in ita plagal fora, however, many melodic figures and complete aectioaa 
in the two compositions are clearly not in the Aeolian aode. Tbie i.e. 
perhaps, most appropriately illustrated in !x~le 42, in which C .. J~ 
ie the implied tonality. _ 
•·. . "";· ~-··-
' 
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The ao.te of "Sabatwa" is even more difficult to detenaiDe. Tbe 
final note of the baas is E, and the range of the cantua firaus is froa 
C to B-flat. The flat in the key signature would seea to indicate 
either a transposed mode or, perhaps, the Lydian or Dor1an. 1 Modern 
authorities differ in some detail as to the list of cadences in tbe 
different modes, and sixteenth-century theorists usually apply such 
2 lists to monophonic music. Moat intermediate cadences in "Sabatua" 
are on F, D, G, c, A, and E. Although these cadences, the final of 
the bass, and the range of the cantua firmus would point to the 
Phrygian mode in its plagal form, B-flat is not a part of the mode. 
Melodic figures, 21 well as the vertical synthesis of individual 
voices, often point to a more modern view of the tonal system and 
the work fluctuates between major and minor--particularly F major and 
d minor. This is illustrated,to a certain degree, in the following 
extra~ which gravitates t~ard F major despite the B-naturals in 
measures three and four. 
lTh . ere was a tendency to flatten the fourth degree of the Lydian 
mode, and B-flat often occurs in the key signature. There was also an 
inclination to flatten the sixth degree of the Dorian, however, the 
flat usually does not appear in the key signature. 
2cf. Andrews, op. cit,, p. 17. 
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Example 44. E"Jttract fraa "Sabatura" by Sbepberde (f. 6) • 
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The cantua firmus in both "Procedellce" and "Jerusalem" is notated 
in blackened breves which would normally be considered sa a diadDUtioa 
of three to two. The breves in the remaining voices are never blackened. 
This must be interpreted as an indication that the mensural notational 
syetem is disintegrating because both cantus firai are, in reality, se.l• 
breves (half notes in transcription; see Examples ~1, 42, and 44). 
"Amavit"'' by Christopher Tye 
A single motet-·"Amavit" on folio 112--is by Christopher Tye, vbo 
was born ca. 1500. Be was a singer at Kin&'• College, cambridge, sod iD 
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1541~ was appointed Magister Choristerum (.Master of the Cboriatera) at 
Ely Cathedral. Be took the Music Bachelor's degree fraa Cambridse ia 
1536, the Musical Doctor •s degree in 1545 at the same uniwreity·. aDCI 
in 1548, was incorporated in the University of Oxford. In hit last 
years, be took orders in the Reformed Church and died in 1573 as rector 
of Doddington on the Isle of Ely.1 
In addition to "Amavit," there are seven additional worka vltla 
Latin titles by Tye--"Laudes Deo" (folio 52), "0 llD:" (folio 75), 
"Christus resurgens" (folio 76), and four set tin~& of tbe responaory • 
"Dum transisset11 (folios 33, 68, 69, and 71). The problem of original 
performance medium is evident in these works to a far greate~ degree 
than in any others frQD the manuscript. Despite their sacred titl21, 
they are instrumental in appearance and known surviving copies do not 
have texts. 2 For these reasons, they are considered aa instrumental 
compositions. 3 
1on the basis of a few lines in R011ley • 1 play, ''When You See Me 
You Know Me," it has been assumed that Tye was possibly Prince Edward 
VI's music master. In the play, the Prince addresses Tye as follows: 
"Doctor, I thank you and commend your cunning. I oft have heard rq 
father merrily speak In your bye praise and thus his Righneaae aaytla. 
England one God, one truth, one Doctor bath For Musicks Art and that 
is Doctor Tye. 11 Reese, op. cit., P• 782. 
2see the list of Tye's compositions by Jeremy Noble in Crove'a 
Dictionary of Music and MUsicians, Vol. VI, p. 627. 
)Jeremy Noble concurs in believing that the compositions are, 
in all probability, instrumental. Although be lbta "Amavit" aa an 
instrumental composition, he notes its presence in other sources with 
a text. It should also be noted that the tenor part from a vocal 
motet, entitled "Christus resurgens," survives in Bodl. E 423. It ia 
not known if it is identical with the composition of the same name on 
f. 76 of B. M. Add. MS. 31,390. ~ 
e, 
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"Amavit" i1 for five voice•, and the polyphonic !clio. i•fuaal 
throughout. Although the texture il geuerally polyphoDic, the uae of 
long notes in some voices tend• toward • hoaophonic •tyle. lfo unifyiq 
auaicd device is employed in the work although a dadlarity exists 
between the initial subject and the concluding one. 1 There is. aliaht 
tendency to begin some theme• with repeated note•• 
The most outatanding feature, the etmpltcity of counterpoint and 
harmony, il illustrated in the following exa~~ple. 
Example 45. Opening of .. Amavtt" by 'l'ye (£. 112). 
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~be last subject is a melodic inversion of the first, b~ever, 
any unifying effect is lost because the rhythm is considerably changed. 
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Tbe ranse• of all voices are large and are frequently covere4 ia 
relatively abort durationa. The third voice exceeda the n~l ranse 
of the sixteenth century--ita range is an octave and • sixth. The .. lo-
clic contour b, at ti.ea, quite disjunct, and inclividual phr11ea are 
usually quite loua and overlap. These features can be seen ia tbe 
following extract: 
Example 46. Extract frOIIl "Am&vit" by Tye (f. 112) (Voice III). 
The vertical interval technique is somewhat more conservative 
than that in other English works from the JRanuscr1pt. Chordal ''root" 
movement is often disjunctive, and the harmony is relatively at.ple. 
Although individual voices and the verti,al synthesis of partl some• 
times give the iapression of Aeolian, the aode of the work, a1 a whole, 
is Phrygian in its authentic form. Intermediate cadences are on 1, A, 
G, and I. 
Although ligatures are not numerous, special care aust. be taken 
in transcribing those which do occur. I a Esample 47, notes which are 
notated by ligature• in the manuscript and which are interpreted dif-
ferently than it noraal are placed in brackets. The one• in Voices I 
and IV would noraally be a breve -followed by a longa (whole note fol-
lowed by a double whole note in tbe tranacriptioo). Tbe three notes ia 
the baas would usually be conaidered •• three breves (whole notea ia 
the trauscription). 
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Example 47. Extract froaa "Amavit" by Tye (f~ 112). · 
Four Motets by Thomas Tallie 
The manuscript contains four aotets by Thomas Tallis whose life 
spans over three-fourtbs.of the sixteenth century. Born in about 1505. 
be was organist of the Abbey of the Holy Cross at Waltbaa aoaetl.e 
before 1540. Shortly before 1550, he entered the Chapel Royal and 
. 1 
served until his death in 1585. In 1575, Queen Elizabeth granted 
Tallis and Byrd a monopoly for printing music and music paper in England. 
The license proved to be a financial burden, and the two compoaera 
1It is generally held that Tallis ent~ed the Chapel Royal ia 
1540 or earlier, however, the earliest record this author bas aeea 
dates from the burial of Henry VIII and the coronation of Edward VI 
in 1547. Cf. Lafontaine. op. cit •• pp. 7-8 and Ieese. op• cit., 
P• 785. 
"-; . 
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presented a petition to the Queen. asking her to grant thea a lease fac 
twenty-one years, the annual value of wbic:h was thirty pounds. Tbe 
petition was granted. 
Tallis's importance is sucla that be bas been deacribecl aia "oae 
of the greatest ausic:ians, ~ot only of this country, but of Europe, 
1 during the sixteenth century." Be bridges the gap between Payrfas 
and the la'e Elizabethans and is generally considered the· "greatest 
Elizabethan composer older than Byrd. n 2 
The four 111otets are "0 salutaris hostie" (folio 62at, ftSabatUJII" 
(folio 84) • "Absterge Doadne" (folio 105), and "0 sacra c:onvivua" 
(folio 114). They survive in a number of alanuacri,pta ancl are .. 1 
printed in Volume VI of Tudor Church Muaic:.l 
The works are for five voices and are all in the form of the 
sixteenth-century classical motet. Although they are through-c:ompoaed, 
variation and repetition figure importantly in Tallis's technique. 
Example 48b illustrates the opening of "0 aalutari& hoatie". It will 
be noticed that each phrase is repeated once with a alight variation. 
1 Burney, op. cit •• Vol. II, p. 65. 
2 Reese. op. cit., p. 785. 
3Tbe transcriptions printed in Tudor Church Music are taken fr• 
MSS. other than the Add. MS. 31.390 and differ in some respecu, parti-
cularly in acc:identals. Moreover, the editors hBve not reduced tbe 
note values, and bar lines are irregularly placed. For these reasons, 
the examples on the following pages are taken froa Add. MS. 31.390. 
For a list of c:t:her MS. containing the works, see Tudor Church Music. 
Vol. Vl, pp. xxxii, xxxi, xxix, and xxx, respectively. The tranaerlp• 
tiona are in the same volume, PP• 276, 257. 180, and 210, respectively. 
,_ . 
.. ·~ 
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Less obvious, but perhaps just as important, is the fact that each~ 
phrase ia, in part, baaecl on, or ia similar in outline to, tbe prececliaa 
phrase. This llli.ght be seen more clearly in the following extncta. 
Example 48a. Soprano ancl bass frOIIl "0 salutaris host.ie" by Tallis 
(f. 62a). 
Phrase 1 
=& ·; . ·lti t'ij9' j ,, ~~ ..1.' lj, , I; ljJJ • ki 'i I I 
Phrase 2. 
$ d1ij'ijH J.~t;~ 19 I • :! ~ l:t ij: • '\ 'i 
Phrase 3 
' 
l i j' 8 i i 'j 11 i ~ 1: ~ ~··j 1 1 i i j' ~J 
Example 48b. Opening of "0 salutaria hostie" by Tallh (f. 62a). 
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Example 48b--continue4. 
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The JDUaical texture of "0 aalutaris has tie" is polyphonic • and 
fugal imitation is consistently employed. Although the melodic contour 
sometimes leans toward disjunctive motion, themes are, on tbe whole, 
more conjunctive than those in moat other English works. 
Cross relations and minor second dissonances are found, however, 
the moat expressive dissonance is the double auspension. 1 The compost-
tion is written in the Dorian ~ with most intermediate cadences on 
D and A. The occasional use of B-flat, however, tends to suggest the 
transposed Aeolian. 
"Saba tum" by Tallis is based on the responsory, "Cum transiaaet;• 
and employs a si~ilar variation technique to the one noted previously. 
The cantua firmua is pitched rather high in the auperius and opens 
with an ascending and descending figure baaed on a second. Both the 
first and third subjects are based on thia figure, yet both a_re well 
contrasted. The second subject is a further contrast to the initial 
theme. 
Example 49. Cantua firmus and principal subjects from "Sabatua'' by 
Tallis (f. 84). 
Cantua firmu.-=•~: _____ _ 
Fi_·· .. _·r-~~--z-.r ~J-j_::_~_-Lj-__ _] __ ---
1see, e.g., measures 5 and 6, Voices II and III, and measures 15 
and 16, Voices II and IV of the Example 48b. 
Example 49--contiaued. 
Thircl subject: 
Although the preceding features give the work a certain aaount 
of continuity~nd unity, care must be taken not to pla~ t~o much 
importanc~ in them. A melodic moti'411e, cons:fsting of an ascending ancl 
• 
des~ending second, for example, was so common that principles of 
''Musica Ficta'' were often applied to it. 1 The fact that Tallis often 
uses a variation-type technique, however, emphasizes that such formal 
characteristics should not be overlooked. 
In Continental works, the melody is usually cha~acteriaecl by 
conjunct movement which is varied by the changing values of notes ancl 
occasional disjunct intervals. It has been stated that melody in the 
English compositions from this manuscript, though still largely con-
junct, is frequently characterized by numerous disjunct intervala~ 
"Sabatum" illustrates this trait to a great degree, particularly in 
the lower voices. In Example 50, the lowest three voices are larsely 
disjunct, the principal motives being built on triads. Also notice-
able in the example below is the fact that all voices approach the 
1The tendency to shorten whole tone returning steps--A, 1, A 
becoming A, B-flat, A--baa been mentioned previously. Cf. Morris, ~ 
£!h, pp. 11-12, and Andrews, op. cit., p. 15. 
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cadence aimuluneoualy and that the baaa enter• the final atepwiae 
rather than by a leap of a fourth or fifth •• waa commoa. 
Example 50. Extract frOID "Saba tum" by Tdlia (f. 84). 
4t---- - -
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An addittonal extract from the aame composition might alao illu•-
trate two related problema--''Muaic:a Fic:ta" and diaaonanc:e. Very f~v 
accidental& are present in aourc:ea of the period, and when they do occur, 
they often cause trouble with the remaining parts. The four editorial 
ac:cidentals in Example 51 have been added in order to avoid a vertical 
tritone; however, su•h tritones oc:c:ur so frequently that they seem to 
be a characteristic of English music. Considered in thia light, the 
addition of editorial ac:cidentals in such instances should-be justified 
melodically ~~ well as harmonically. 
Example 51. P.xtract from "Sabat•.Jm" by Tallis (f. 84). 
" ... ~J. 
., -- -- _...,, 1-t--- - -- -·--t 
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£xa11ple 51--continued. 
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The dissonances in the above example are rather remarkable. In 
measure seven, the chord is an "A" minor seventh with the fifth omitted 
(marked by an asterisk). The chord in measure nine is "J>I' mi,nor with 
an anticipation on E in the soprano (marked by an asterisk). This par-
ticular chord is outstanding, if not shattering, for reading froa the 
bass upward, it is F-D-A-D-E. Needless to say, the caden~~ which is 
approached simultaneously by all voices in a pyramid-like effect, is 
emphasized. Parallel fifths between the two highest voices in measures 
seven and eight are ~rked. 
The mode of "Sabatum" ie something of a problem. The key signa-
ture has B-flat, the final of tbe Bass is E, and the range of the cantua 
firmus is froa C to B-flat. Most intermediate cadences occur on D and 
F, and the melodic outline of individual voices, as well as the vertical 
synthesis of parts, most frequently point to the Aeolian and Ionian, 
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both transposed. This seems to support R. o. Morris's suggestion tbat 
the English composers had practicall]fabandoned the aodal aystea far • 
two-scale one early in the sixteenth century. 1 
The remaining two works by Tallis are much the same, except that 
they are not based on a cantua firaus. Both long and short phrasea 
which usually overlap are used, numerous disjunctive intervals charac-
terize the melodic contour, and the entire range of specific voicea ia 
often covered rapidly. The principal difference between the ~aoteta by 
Tallis and earlier ones is the more frequent use of shorter phrasee, 
the approaching of some cadences simultaneously ty all voices, and· the 
use of variation technique. Particularly .011tatanding in thi• last 
respect is "O sacra convivum" in which the ovc:call form is as follows: 
A, B, C (A'), D, E (C'), D, and E. 
The mode of the two compositions presents the same picture of 
English tonality noted previously. Both works have G na their final, 
the tenor range is from C to D, and most intermediate cadences occur on 
G. Both compositions have two flats in their key aignaturea. The fre-
quent sharpening of F at cadences emphasizes G minor, however, peculiar 
aspects of English harmony often obscure the tonality. This mig~t be 
aeen in the following extract in which ~he editorial accidentals have 
been taken from the modern edition in Volume VI of Tudor Church Music. 2 
~orris, op. cit., p. 65. 
2Buck, P. c., and others (~ds.), Tudor Church MUsic, Vol. VI, p. 
210. It should be mentioned that the above example without the editor• 
ial accidental& is an exact duplication of the pa1sage as it appears in 
B. M. MS. Add. 31,390 and that the accidentals are ~ editorial addi· 
tions in the-transcription in Tu~or Cburca Music. 
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The most noticeable feature in the above example ia the aimultaneoua 
use of F-natural and F·shar~ This emphasizes the inseparable nature 
of ''Musica Fic:ta" and English dissonance in a disc:uasion of tranac:rip- · 
tiona froaa the manuscript.· 
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.Four Motets by William Mundye 
William Mundye is represented by four works with Latin titles.1 
While neither the date nor the place of his birth are known, he aa a 
2 
chorister at Westminster Abbey as early as 1542-43. Later a vicar 
choral of St. Paul's, 3 he was sworn a Gentleman of the Chapel Royal 
in 1563 or 1564 and nothing more is heard of him until his place was 
4 filled on October 12, 1591. 
The four compositions, all motets, are similar in many respects 
to those discussed previously and o~ly a few examples need be quoted. 
As in the work~ by Tallis, the tendency to repeat motives, phrases, and 
subjects has a unifying effect. A characteri~tic motive is utilized 
in various forms throughout "In eternum" (folio 3). In "Domine, 
1 One of the works--"0 mater mundi" (folio 82)--is unnemed and 
anonymous in the MS. but is listed under Mundy in two other .sources. 
"Domine, no exultatur (i.e., exultatum)" (folio 5) is listed only under 
the name "Mundye." A question could be raised as to whether William or 
John Mundye (who was the former's son) wrote these two compositions. 
John was organist of Eton College and, in about 1585, succeeded Mar-
becke as organist of St. George's Chapel, dying in 1630. Although the 
lives of the two men overlap and include the date of Add. MS. 31,390, 
John is primarily remembered for his church music with English text 
and his secular music. It seems unlikely, though not impossible, that 
be would be the composer of Latin works. The.otber two compositions--
"In eternum" (folio 3) and ''0 admirable" (folio 104)--have either the 
initial "W." or the first name, "Wyll"~ Supra, n. 1, p. 38; and Rev. 
E. H. Fellowes, The Music of Saint George's Chapel (London: J. M. Dent 
and Sons, Ltd., 1927), p. 39. 
2 Harrison, op. cit., p. 288 from Pine, "Westminster Abbey: Some 
Early Masters of the Choristers," p. 259. 
laayes, King's Music, p. 20. 
4Davey, op. cit., 152-153. 
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no exultatur" the initial subject is repeated in variation Dear tba con• 
elusion and. in 110 IIUiter 111Undi •" the initial subject in ita origioal 
fora is repeated ss a concludin& t~. 
All the works open with imitation at rather larae time-intervale. 
and individual voices often cover their respective ranaes in a rapid 
sweep. As in the other English motet•• voice-leading is frequently 
marked by numerous disjunctive intervals. The musical texture is poly-
phonic despite occasional ~ote-against-note style. 
Example 53 illustrates the opening of Mundye's "In EternWil". It 
will be QOticed that Voice III leaps a minor seventh in measure ·five. 
Also noteworthy is Voice IV which spans dB octsve and a third in a series 
of three successive disjunct intervals (measures seven and eight). 
During the sixteenth century, such melodic intervals were aiven special 
treatment. more than two usually being avoided ~ltogether. 1 English 
composers. however. were not bound by the rules of Continental-practice 
and such intervals are quite frequent in their works. 
l Cf. Morris. op. cit., p. 29. It should be emphasized that only 
~ example of more than two successive disjunct intervals was found in 
the Continental works from the MS. Supra. n. 2. p. 85. 
·.~ > ._· ... ":-·~· .. 
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Exliilple' 53. Opening of "In eternum" by Mundye (f. 3). 
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That individual voices cover relatively large rangea quickly aDd 
that disjunctive voice-leading is cbaracteriatic of tbe Engliah ca.po-
aitiona of the period might be further illustrated by two abort extracta. 
The first (Example 54) is taken from the second voice which apaaa an 
octave and a fourth in a abort duratiOQ. 
Example 54. Extract from "In eternua" by Hundye (f. 3) •. 
The second extract (Example 55) is a continuation cf Voice IV froa 
Example 53. Such an abundance of leaps, many in similar moti~. is 
not what one would normally expect of Renaissance vocal music. 
Exau:ple 55 • 
.. 9: __ -~ . ~ 
Extract from "In eternum" by Mundye (f. 3). 
The vertical interval technique employed in the compositiona ia. 
in a 1ense, conservative; the most effective dissonance used is the 
suspension. This might be seen in Example 56 in which a note ia aua-
pended, repeated, and then resolved (the suspension marked by an 
asterisk). Parallel fifths are barely avoided in measure four of tbe 
example. 
.. --~: 
,~~-~~--, ... ~ 
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Example 56. Extract from "Domine, no exultatur" by Munclye (f. 5). 
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The mode ot &11 four wor~ 6jproaches the mod~rn major or ainqa. 
"In eternum" is proedomin~ntly in the Molian mode, although the final 
(A) doea not play aa important a role in the formation of intermediate 
cadences as woulcl normally be expected. "0 mater mundi" (folio 82) is 
in the Mixolydian, however, the two fo~ of the mode are merged into 
one by the large range of individual voicet. Some of the flavor of 
the mocle is retained by n~roua descending passages which employ P· 
natural. Both "0 admirable" and "Domine, no exultatur" are in the 
-transposed Ionian with most intermediate cadences on F. This aight 
be seen in the preceding example in which the two lowest voices iai· 
tate a brief figure emphasizing F major. The authentic cadence is 
employed to a great degree in both these last work8. 
.· 
...... 
lSl 
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Compositions by Johnson, ~alae, 
Blanke&, and Paral~ye 
The manuscript contains four compositions by four authors wbo 
are relatively obscure. They are "Jhonson" (i.e., Johnson), "Dual•• •" 
"E. Blanltes," and "Paraleye". 
The name, "Jbonson," lllight conceivably refer to any one of • 
1 
number of sixteenth-century composers by that name, b~ever, the aoat 
likely author is the elder Robert Jobnson. 2 Born ca. 1410, -e was a 
S·::ot t•sb priest who was b-anished to England, ilpparently for heresy, 
before the Reformation. Be bas been identified aa chaplain to Anpe 
Boleyn, altho~gh thete seems to be little evidence to support the 
fact. 3 His name appears in quite a few manuscripts of sacred music, 
1A John Johnson, who died in 1594, ia survived by a few pieces in 
a lute MS. in Archbishop ¥~rsb's Library, Doublin. Be was one of Queen 
Elizabeth's muaiciane for the lute and is mentioned as early aa 1581, 
only three years after the date of Add. MS. 31,390. An Edward Johnson 
was graduated Music aachelor at Cambridge freD Conville and Caius Col-
lege in 1594. Although his known works are few, be contributed to 
East •s Psalter and to ''The Triumphs of Oriana". Additional works sur-
vive in B. H. Add. MSS. 30,480-84. Other authors named Johnson include 
Gilbert, James, and Mathew; however, they are slightly later. Davey, 
op. cit., p. 203; Reese, op. cit.,pp. 807 and 844; and Lafontaine,~ 
cit., pp. 49-50, 52, 57-58, 59, 61, 65-66, 76, 85-87, and 104. 
2 A younger Robert Johnson dates from the late sixteenth and 
early seventeenth centuries, however, be would appear to have been too 
young to be the composer. Moreover, the work has been ascribed to the 
elder Johnson by its presence in B. H. Add. MSS. 17,802-805/227 under 
the tic:le, "Gaude Maria virgo". Supra, n. 1, p. 37; and Harrison, ~ 
~. pp. 194 and 344. 
3 Cf. Reese, op. cit., pp. 777-778 and BarrisoP, ibid., p. 344. 
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along with Aston, Redford. Wbytbroke, and Taverner. and·if he ia the 
author of the work, be is the oldest composer represented in Additional 
. . 1 
Manuscript 31,390. Gustave Reese gives the date of his death aa 1554. 
"Duglas" probably refers to Robert Douglas, also a Scottiab 
priest and composer, who was presumably born in Dunkeld and whose works 
survive in the "Antiphonarium Ecclesiae Dunkeldensic" in the Edinburgh 
University Library. 2 Neither the date of bh birth nor the date of his 
death are known. 
Nothing is known of Edward llankes, except that he was active in 
the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuriei and that he was a 
~ 
contributor to 'East's psalter of 1592 and Ravenscroft's psalter of 
3 ·4 1&21. According to Davey, be also contributed to a psalter by Barley. 
The last of the four composers, Osbert Parsleye, was a contem-
porary of Tallis and a singing man at Norwich Cachedral. All that b 
known of his biography is the information given on his aonuaent in 
Norwich Cathedral. Dated "Anno 1585," it states that he lived "Seventy 
1oavey mentions a Robert Johnson ~bo died and was buried in St. 
Faith-under-Paul's in 1558. It is not known if this is the same Johnson. 
Cf. Reese, ibid., and Davey, op. cit., pp. 149-50. 
2 H. G. Farmer in the article on Robert Douglas in Grove's Dic-
tionary of Music and Musicians. Vol. II, p. 753. 
laeese, -=op~·-c:.:i:..::t::.::•, p. 808. · 
4aarley was a printer, not a composer. The psalter to which 
Davey refers was probably that of Allison's. printed by .Barley in 1599. 
Davey, op. cit •• p. 203. 
r 
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and Four Years". This would place his birth •• ca. 1511. SOllie of hia 
compositions are printed in Volume X in Tudor Church Muaic • 
.Jobnaon • s setting of "Gaude .ffi,ari!_l virgo" and other works have 
been used by Barriaon to point out that the ausical style of Scotland, 
during the first half of the sixteenth century, vas affected by Prencb 
music and that be bad moved closer to the Franco-Netherlands style than 
had most of his English contemporariea. 2 
The work opens with voices paired and in imitation. Althougb 
fugal procedure is employed in the composition, this tendency to palr 
• voices, together with note-against-note style, often results in a 
musical texture between polyphonic and homophonic. No aignificRnt 
unifying device is apparent in the work. Example 57 illustrates the 
beginning of the motet, as well as the style which is moat consistently 
used. 
1Tbe inscription from Parsleye's monument is reprinted in Grove's 
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Vol. IV, p. 65. · 
2Bsrriaon, loc. cit. 
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!x811lple 57. Opening of "Gaude virgo" by .1bonson (i.e •• .Johnson) (f. 4S). 
¥~1f: ~sc_ 
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- ----
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1.55. 
· De1pite the French influence, "Gaude virgo" does portray ••DY of 
the characteri1tic1 of Engliah .utic of the ti.e and two abort extcacta 
ld.ght be quoted. · Tbe first (Example 58) 11 taken froaa the fourth voice 
and illustrate• a phra1e whicb ia noticeably disjunct. One cannot help 
but feel P aajor, e1pecially in the center of the quote wbicb ie built 
On a~ P aajor triad. 
Example 58. Extract fr0111 "Gaude virgo" by Jbonson (i.e., John1on) 
(f. 45). 
Voice IV: 
The second extract (Example 59) ia taken from the third voice and 
, 
illustrates not only numerous disjunct intervals, but alao,. the aweepin& 
effect of a single voice which is obtained by covering a large range 
relatively quickly. A minor aeventh leap ia in bracketa. 
Example 59. Extract from "Gaude virgo" by .Jhonaon (i.e., .Johnaoo) 
(f. 45.) 
Voice III: 
The vertical synthesis of individual voices ia quite conaervative 
and offers little of great aignificance. The work ia written in the 
transposed Ionian with moat intermediate cadences on P and C. 
~ r:,. 
_..,,,-f.-,; .... -. 
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The two-part motet--"In convertendo" and ••converter!, Doad.oe" 
(folios 90 and 8S, respectively)--by Douglas is even more similar to 
the Franco-Netherlands style. Fugal imitation is consistently employed 
throughout the work, except in one very brief passage which is dis-
tinctly homophonic. There is no significant .unifyill$ musical device. 
Voice-leading is generally smooth, and the ranges of individual voices 
are not excess! ve. 1. 
The most effective "harmonic" pattern used in the composition is 
the sequ~nce. Such p4ogressions, however, are the result of fugal imi-
tation and not preconceived harmonies. A passage, occurring in the first 
half of the motet, is illustrated in Example 60. Triads are sometimes 
incomplete, that is, they contain only a root and a third or fifth. 2 
Cross relations sometimes occur due to conflicting signatures. 
~he range of the third voice is an octave and a fifth which is 
a little larger than was normal in Continental practice. Two of the 
remaining voices have a range of an octave and a fourth and two have 
an octave and a third. 
2 See, e.g •• the last chord in Example 60. 
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Example 60. Extract fro. "In convertendo" by Duglas (f. 90). 
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As in many English works from the period. the problema of 
''Musica Ficta" cannot be separated from dissonance. This proble• is 
considerably enlarged in the Douglas motet by the use of conflictiD& 
signatures. The moat c~on use of accidental& in music fraa the 
period concern cadences and tritones, that is. the raised leadina 
tone before the final chord, the raised third of the final chord. 
and the avoidance of both melodic and harmonic tritones. In Example 
61, editorial accidental& have been added to "E" in measure one (Voice 
III) in order to avoid a harmonic tritone (Voices II. IV, and V have 
an "A"). The third measure of the example contains two editorial acci-
dentala--a natural on "E" and a sharp on "C". The former avoict. a bar-
monic tritone with the "A" in Voices III and v. while the latter has 
been added because "C" is the leadins tone. This presents a rather 
interesting situation because the first."E" in Voice III (measure 
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three) baa to be flat (B-flat is _in Voice I)._ Melodically, the aeconcl 
"I" (same voice, aame meaaure) would also appear to be 1-flat, however, 
thia would result in a chord containing both a flat and a aharp. 1 Aa -
is ao often the case, a "gueaa" must be made to aolve the problea. ID 
this particular instance, 'it would aeem to be more appropriate to bave 
an A major triad before the cadence than a diminished chord. 
Example 61. Extract from "COnverteri Domine" by Douglas (f. 89). 
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1It has already been mentioned that a tendency existed during tbe 
sixteenth century to apply ''Muaica Ficta" to pauages which rise and 
fall a major second, making the interval a minor second. In the pasaage 
in question (measures 3 and 4, Voice III), theE-flat in the signature 
would take care of this situation. Chords contairiing both a sharp an4 
a flat are not unknown in English music of the period. Por a quotatiou 
which contains one, see Example 66, "0 salutaris hostia," by Byrd. · 
,:;,. ' 
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Example 61--continued. 
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Also outstanding in the above is the use of disaonanc:e in Voicel 
I and II. The second note of the subject i1 suspended and resolved 
stepwise (marked by an a1terisk). 
"Spease noster" by Paraleye is similar in many respects to the 
preceding English motets. It is WTitten in the standard form of the 
sixteenth-century motet with dovetailed phrases. Large ranges are fre• 
quently covered by individual voices quickly, and voice-leading is very 
disjunctive. 
The moat outstanding difference between the work and prec:ediq 
ones is the rhythm, which is quintuple, despite the duple signature ia 
the original. Tbe two lowest voices in the composition begin in canoa 
which 11 broken soon after the initial statement,and the work conai•-
tectly employs -fugal imitation. Example 62 illustrate& the·openina of 
the vork. 
. . 
Example 62. Opening of "Spease noster" by Pauleye (f. 120). 
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The disjunctive nature of thematic aaterial in "Spease noster" 
affects the texture and aode of the work perhaps sore than in any other 
Enalish vocal compodtioo. Themes are so often triadic that the tez-
ture frequently approaches a cllordal nature. not too much unlike that 
in the Lasaus motet previously discussed. The mode of the work. the 
transposed Ionian. is emphasized considerably through the use of P 
major triads used in subjects. 
The one outstanding feature about "Credo quod Redemptor" by 
Edward »lankes is that it is written f~ twelve voices--the only 
twelve-part composition in the manuscript. Writing ia oft~n note-
against-note. and a great deal of the work is ~t a 12. Although the 
antiphonal technique is employed in the composition. the individual 
voices are not assigned to a specific first or second choir. Iaita-
tion plays a very insignificant part in the work. It is written in 
the transposed Dorian mode with many intermediate cadences on major 
and minor chords in D, F, and G. The most striking harmonic effect 
is the ending of a phrase on a major chord and beginning the succeed-
ing one on a major chord a third below. 1 The following extract will 
illustrate the style of the compOiitioa. 
1see. e.g •• measure 3 of Example 63. 
•. 
Example 63. Extract from "Credo quod Redemptor" by Edward Blankea 
(f. 20). 
····-----··· 
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Two 'Worb by Willi- Byrd 
T\to Latin compositions in the manuscript are by William Byrd vbo . 
was born in 1543, probably in Lincolnshire. A pupil of Talli1, he was 
appointed organist of Lincoln Cathedral on February 27, 1563, and in 
1570, succeeded Robert Parsons 8s 8 Gentleman of the Chapel Royal. On 
the death of Tallis (1585), the patent they both held for the exclusive 
privilege of printini music and music pap~r fell to him. He died at 
Stondon, Essex, Jult 4, 1623. 
Byrd's biography bas been documented to a far greater degre• 
1 than that of any of the Eli~sbethan composers. Ria early life was, 
. 2 
in many ways, entwined with Talli~ and his eighty yeara span the whoie 
of the Elizabethan period. When ·~usica transalpina" was published in 
1588, he was the most respected of the English composers, and he is 
described in the Cheque Book as ''William Bird, a Father of Musick."3 
Thomas Morley refers to him as "never without reverence to be named of 
the musicians"4 and Henry Peacham, writing in the seventeenth century, 
states that 
tor motets and music of piety and devotion as well for the honor of 
our nation as the merit of the man, I prefer above all others our 
phoenix, Mr. William Byrd, whom in that kind I know whether any may 
1The most extensive work is E. H. Fellowes's William Byrd (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2nd ed., 1948). 
2Not only was Byrd a student of Tallis, but also, they both simul-
taneously held the position of organist in the Chapel Ro,al. 
ltafontaine, op.· cit., p. 441. 
4aeeae, op. cit., p. 787. 
~~· 
-·. ~--•-l'f..--~: 
equal, I am sure none excel, even by the judgment of France aDd 
Italy, who are very sparing in the commendation1of atraQgera in 
regard of that conceit they hold of themaelvea. 
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Byrd's output embraces almost every branch of sixteenth-century 
composition, and the number of his surviving works far exceeasthat of 
. 2 
any English composer from the period. His accomplishments have been 
appropriately described by Canon Fellowes who writes: · 
If we consider Byrd's versatility alone, and the fact that he pro-
duced work of the htghest class in every field that be explored• it 
becomes abundafely clear that he did stand above all his contempo-
raries. Like Palestrina, he wrote magnificently for the Latin 
rites of the Church. Nor was be behind any of his contemporaries 
in his capac~ty for handling ingenious and complex co~trapuntal 
devices such as were in vogue among the Church musi.cians of the 
sixteenth century. ~s contrapuntal skill was astonishing. Like 
Ta ll:Ls, Tye, and Robert Whyte, he excelled in music: for the Englisll 
Church whether for the Latin or English rites. Like Marenzio, 
Wilbye, and Weelkes, he could write finely in the madrigalian 
style, not only when treating the severer subjects, where again 
he stands alone, but also in the lighter vein. • • • Like Bull, 
Gibbons, and Giles Farnaby, he wrote with exceptional fertility 
of invention for the keyed instruments of his day, yet here again 
he excelled the others; while for the viols he produced chamber-
music which today amaz~s the students of musical form when its 
date is borne in mind. 
The two works in Additional Manuscript 31,390 are "0 salutaria 
hostia" (a 6, folio 18) and a two-part motet, "Ad Dominwa, cua 
1Benry Peacham, "The Compleat Gentleman," 1622, in Source Readings 
in Music History, Selected and Annotated by Oliver Strunk (New York: 
w. w. Norton & Co., Inc., 1950), pp. 334-35. Peacham was no~ guilty of 
national pride nor was he ignorant of Continental practice. Be had 
traveled in France, Italy, Westphalia, and the Netherlands in 1613 and. 
1~14. 
2 
Modern editions of Byrd's music: are so numerous that only two 
need be mentioned: Vols. II, VII, and IX of Tudor Church Music and The 
Collected Works of William Byrd (20 Vola.). 
lrellowea, E. R. William Byrd: A Short Account of his Life and 
~ (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1923), pp. 24-25. 
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tribularer" and "Beu aihi fQuia incolatu.!.l" (a 8, folioa 126-127).-
Both worka were included in "Peal .. , Sonnets, and Souga" which lyr4 
published in 1588. 
"0 salutaris hoatia" (verse five of Verbum supern&~~~) is perhapa 
the most interesting of the two. 1 Three of the voices (I, III, andY) 
are written in strict canon throughout, the remaining parts are in ial-
tation of the subject but are not, themselves, a pa~t of the canon. 
Example 64 illustrates the opening of the work. 
Example 64. Opening of "O salutaris hoatia" by Byrd (f. 18). 
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1Despite the availability of this work in modern editions, a trans• 
cription from Add. MS. 31,390 ia included in Vol. II of thia dissertation. 
r 
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Voice-leading is more conjunct in both of Byrd's work8 than ia 
previous compositions by English authors~ Diajunct aotion is, however, 
quite prevalent in sections of tbe work, and aoae uncaaaon aelodic inter-· 
val• do occur. 1 Leap1 of an octave were fairly common in music of the 
period although they were given special treatment, that ia, they were 
usually followed by contrary motion. That octaves were not always so 
treated in English music of the period might be seen in tbe second 
voice, measure four of Example 64~ The leap i1 here followed by con-
junct similar motion. 
The second voice is the only part with a r~latively large range--
an octave and a fifth. As inpreceding English works, the ranges of 
individual voices are sometimes covered rapidly. 
Particularly noticeable in Example 64 is the bold use of tbe 
tritone (measures three, four, seven, and eight--marked by an asterisk). 
Such use of the vertical tritone occur• often in the composition and 
cannot be changed through the application of principles of ·~aica 
Ficta". 2 The use of accented passing tones in the example also results 
in very sharp dissonances of a minor second in aeaaurea four, seven, 
and eight (aarked by arrowa). 
1 See, 
Example 64. 
melodic leap 
e.g., the minor seventh leap in Voice IV, measure 5, of 
Although such intervals are rare, this il not the only 
of a seventh in the work. 
2It should be noted that the minor second dissonances and the 
vertical tritones are clear)y notated in the MS. and appear to be 
intended by the composer. They are also found in the edition by Canon 
Fellowes. Cf. Fellowes, The Collected Works of William Byrd, Vol. IX, 
p. 48. . 
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The diaaooaneea in the precedina example are but a prelude to 
those which follow. In Example 65, not only are haoaoDic tritoaea 
numerous, but also F-sharpa and F-naturala (or G-sharpa and G-naturala) 
are simultaneously used in different voices. In tbe example, a broken 
arrow baa been used to illustrate vertical tritonea, while an unbroken 
arrov marks the moat outstanding minor second dissonances. Such diaso-
nancea are listed in th~ following table. An aateriak marks those 
caused by editorial accidental•• 
Measure Minor Second Di1sonancea Number of Tritonea 
1 Voice Iti-F .4 
Voice v---F# 
2 Voice II--F 3 
Voice IV--F# 
3 Voice III-C# 1 
Voice v---c 
Voice I---F# 3 
Voioe IV--F 
*Voice I---GI 
*Voice IV--C 
6 *Voice I1I-C 3 
*Voice v---GI 
Voice I1I-FI 
Voice IV--F 
10 Voice I---c 
Voice I1I-CI · 
~-
r;. 
- ...... J-~..:,..::·_:" 
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Example 65. Extract from "0 aaluteria hostta•• by Byrcl (f. 18). 
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Example 65--contlaued. 
;· ---------
~- 1 
--·=---<- -- __._ _ _,_ 
The editorial accidental• in the above example are implied b7 tbe 
voices in question, and moat of the dissonances are clearly written in 
the ·original. 1 In measure seven. it will be noted that the laat chor• 
contains an £-flat and a C-sbarp (chord in brackets). It baa been 
pointed out that the leading-tone before a cadence was frequently 
raised and that ''Musica Ficta" was often applied to passages which 
rise and fall a major second, making the resulting interval • adnor 
1see. e.g., mea•ure six, Voice v. The G-sbarps are retained froa 
the preceding measure and are required in order to keep tbe strict 
canon. The clearest minor second dissonance occurs in measure six 
between the third and fourth voices (last note in each). 
,- .... 
. . . ' ~ ~ . 
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second. The simultaneous application of both theae principles is only 
a short step away. The accidental& are clearly written in the .aau-
script, and the individual voices, if considered separately, seea to 
require them. It must be admitted, however, that the chord ia rather 
strange. 1 It should be noted that the E·flat in the third voice (mea• 
sure seven) breaks the strict canon and, for this reason, could be a 
mistake in the .anuscript.2 
It is almost impossible to accurately determine the mode of the 
composition. The !inal of the baseus is G, and intermediate cadencea 
are on c, A, G, and D. This would indicate the Mixoly4ian, hQWev•r, 
the simult.~~neous use of F-natural and F-sharp, G-n~tural and G-lharp, 
or C-natural and C-sharp, destroys the individuality of that mode. 
The work cannot be described as being in aajoc or minor since chord. 
frequently contain both the major and minor third. In general, tbe 
work is centered in a transposed form of the Ionian (startina on·G) 
with individual voicea retaining a considerable amount of melodic free-
dom. Such independence is the result of horizontal energy and is 
unmatched in any of the vocal compositions from the manuscript. 
1Tbe chord can be analyzed as an Italian sixth, although it wouid 
seem ludicrous to do so, considering the date of the MS. and the fact 
that the accidentals are derived melodically--not harmonically. 
2cf. Voices I (measure 8) and IV (measure 10) of Example.65 which 
do not make use of the minor second in the same place of the canon. 
Accidental& are found at these points in the MS. which retain the major 
second. Another reason for considering the E-flat a mistake can be 
found in Fellowes's remark that the augmented sixth chords are confined 
to the two books of "Cantiones Sacrae". Fellowes, William Byrd, p. 230. 
/'fl. .. , .. 
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Compositions with English Titles 
.The problem of determiniDS the specific service for wbicb lnaliala 
sacred vocal compositions were orisinally intended is appropriatel7 
illustrated ~y the worka with Enslish titles. They are larsely no dif• 
ferent than those with Latin titles and only a few examples need be 
quoted. 
"Owr Father" by John Shep~rde 
The earliest work is by Shepberde--"Owr Fatller" on folio 94--
and is polyphonic throughout with long dovetailed phrases. This is in 
contrast to the decree of Archbishop Cranmer which cal~ed for a charac-
teristically homophonic atyle. 1 It also emphasizes the fact that the 
English anthem of the sixteenth century ia simply a motet with English 
text.2 
Although the ranges of individual voices in Sbepherde's anthem 
are not excessive, the same sweeping and soaring effect of the pre• 
vious English Latin motets is present. In this particular work, the 
effect is caused by the use of numerous scalewise passages and not, as 
is often the case in other English compositions, by numerous successive 
disjunct intervals. Example 66 illustrates the opening of the work. 
The most noticeable thing about the extract is the use of the diminished 
chord in the fifth measure which is resolved stepwise by two voices 
(Voices I and IV). 
1supra, p. 12. 
2Reese, op. cit., p. 798. 
- ---~------------------------------------------------------------~-----
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Example 66. Opening of "Owr Father11 by Shepherde (f. 94). 
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The final note of the bass is G. the tenor range is fro. D to E, 
and most intermediate cadences are on G. This would indicate the Mixo-
lydian mode in its plagal form, however, the seventh of the mode is 
almost always sharped. This results in a predaninantly G major tonality. 
The feeling for such a tonality is considerably enlarged by the use of 
. 
suspensions, many of which form a tritone with F-sharp and resolve to G 
major triads. This effect is illustrated in Example 67, particularly 
in the final measure. 1 
lTbe editorial accidental& in Example 67 are justified on melodic 
grounds, i.e., lowering whole tone returning steps, raia~ng the seventh 
in cadences, and avoiding a melodic tritone. 
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Example 67. Extract from "Owr Father" by Shepherde (f. ~4). 
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"Let the sea make a noyse" by William Mundye 
A single composition with an English title is by William Mundye--
"Let the sea make a noyse" on folio 2la. It is included on a folio in 
the manuscript with an anonymous six-part In Nomine, and similarities 
between the two have caused the cataloguer of the British Museum to list 
1 the work as a twelve-part composition. A transcription of the two 
works, however, illustrates that they are two separate compositiona. 2 
1 Augustus Hugbes-Bughes, op. cit., Vol. III, p. 279. 
2In stating thattwo separate works are on folio 21 of the manu-
script, the possibility of a relationship between the title, "Let the 
sea make a noyse," and English humor has not been overlooked. Both 
works were transcribed, one under the other, and compared. If they 
were played simultaneously a "noyse" would certainly result. The In 
Nomine is by Christopher Tye and is considerably longer than Mundye'a 
work. The text (or rather title) of "Let the sea make a noyse" ia 
taken from the 98th Psalm. 
t-::. 
. ., 
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Note-against-note style is more prevalent in the work than in the 
previous anthem by Shepherde, although the overall style is still poly• 
phonic with dovetailed phrases. The composition is generally alaple, 
the ranges of individual voices are not excessive, and a few cadences 
are approached simultaneously by all voices. Mild dissonances are fre• 
quentl_y caused by suspensions. Example 68 illustrates the beginning of 
the wor¥. Only the two upper voices employ imitation. This style 
changes, however, starting in measure five (points of imitation marked 
by brac~eta). 
Example 68. Openinz of ''Let the sea make a noyse" by Mundye (f. 2la). 
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Example 68--continued. 
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Throughout the work, there is a tendency to pair voices in fugal 
entries and to employ note-against-note style. This chordal effect is 
stressed even further by the bass which sometimes tends to take on a 
harmonic character. The composition is written in the transposed· 
Aeolian mode with most intermediate cadences on D, A, and G. 
"Mr. Whyte his Songe" and "Ill baucke" 
One composition is listed in the manuscript as ·~. Whyte his 
Songe" (folio 119) and might conceivably be by one of several musiciana 
of the same name who were active in England during the middle of tbe 
sixteenth century. A Thanas Wayte (or Wbayt) is listed as a "Gentilman 
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of the Chapell" at the Coronation of Edward VI and the burial of BeDr)' 
. l 
VIII in 1547. A .John 'White is listed aa an "Ot·diuary Musician" in a 
notation dated 1558. 2 The most likely composer, however, ia Robert 
White who was born ca. 1530 or 15353 and was Master of Choristers at 
Ely Cathedral, Chester Cathedral, and 'Westminster Abbey, successively. 
In part-books from Christ Church, Oxford. be is described as "Bachelor 
of Arts, Bachelor of MUsic, organist and Master of the Children at 
'Westminster Abbey."4 Be married Ellen Tye, who was probably the 
daughter o_f Christopher Tye. 5 'White, who bas been called "one of t.be 
best English composers of liis time", is survived mostly by Latin 
sacred works. 6 Be died in 1$74. 
The composition is imitative thr~ugbout, and there is reason to 
suppose that it could be a transcription of a sacred vocal work rather 
than secular. Particularly notable is the technique of. repeatins 
phrases wbich·are varied on repetition--aimilar to the technique of 
Tallis. It bas an overall form of A-B-C--each section repeated and 
varied. Thia technique is illustrated in Example 69. Also noticeable 
states 
P• xi. 
1Lafonta1ne, op. cit., pp. S-1. 
2Ibid., P• 12. 
3Boyd gives the date of 'White's birth as ca. 1530 and Harrison 
1535. Harrison takes the date from Tudor Church Music, Vol. V, 
Cf. Boyd, op. cit., pp. 66 and 75, and Harrison, op. cit., p. 288. 
4Davey, op. cit., p. 155. 
5Reese, op. cit., P• 783 from Tudor Church Music, Vol. V, p. xill. 
61bid., PP• 783·784. 
-in the extract 1• the aimplicity of harmony and counterpoint whicb ia 
not unlike that found in the motet by Cbriatopher Tye. 1 
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Example 69. Opening of ''Mr. Whyte hia Songe" by ii.obers_7 yilyte (f. 119). 
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1Gustave Reese mentions the possibility of White's being influ• 
enced by tye. In addition to his marriage to Tye's daughter, White auc-
ceeded the older man at Ely Cathedral. Reese. op. cit., p. 783. 
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The composition i8 written in the-transposed Ionian mode with 
most intermediate cadences OD P. 
The only remaining composition with an English title vbicb should 
be mentioned is the anonymouta "Ill baucke" on folio USa. Similar to 
the sacred works in the manuscript, it employs dovetailed phrases, ia 
primarily p~lyphonic, and relatively large ranges are covered rapidly 
by individual voices. This does net, however • indicate whether it 1s 
sacred or secular--the title suggests the latter. It display£ a 
slightly different technique than the prec~ing motets and anthema, 
since two different subjects appear at the outset--one in Voices I 
and lll, tb~ other in Voices II, IV, and V. The technique of imitat-
ing, simultaneously, two subjects does not carry through the complete 
composition. 1 The work is written in the transposed Ionian mode with 
the majority of intermediate cadenc~s on F. Example 70 illustrates 
the beginning of the compositiOn. 
lsee, e.g., the last two measures of Example 70 in which the aaae 
melodic material appears in tbe highest three voices. 
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Example 70. OpeJJ,ing of "Ill ba.,.clr.e"• Anonymous (f. ll8a). 
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The English vocal. works in Additional Manuscript 31,390 •r• often 
characterized by the aame spirit of reservedness and unifor.ity as tbe 
Continental COIIlpoaf.tiona. The moat cC:mabtently used unifyiq device--
the long-note cantua firmua--adds to this effect of "epical evenness". 
Only a few of the composers consistently employ additional unifying . 
· techniques. Tbe moat notable is Tb~s Tallis who, not unlike Cl~ 
non Papa, uses a 'ftriation tecknique, emphasizing unity throu~h variety. 
The lesser-known Mundye, however, sb~~ld pot be overlooked. In one work, 
be ~ploys a character~tic motive in various forms; in another, he 
repeats the initial subject in variation near the conclusion; and in ont 
mot~t, be employs a single theme as the first and last subject. This 
latter feature is extremely rare in the sacred works from the manuscript. 
As in the Continental compositions, fugal imitation is by far the 
most prevailing polyphonic idiom. Canonic imitation was found only in 
Paraleye's "Spease noster" and Byrd's "0 aalutaris hostia". Texture is 
usually polyphonic with textural contrast between sections of specific 
works, provided by occasional note-against-note style and simultaneous 
long notes. The most distinct use of homophonic texture was found ia 
Edwarde Blanke 1 s "Credo quod Redemptor•. 
English melody is often characterized by disjunct motion, and 
lM-se ranges are frequently covered quickly. Although successive melo-
die leaps are usually treated in the same manner by both Continental and 
English composers, the latter are not always bound by the same "rules of 
-;J J!""•;,·' 
.~ . ' . ' 
~.:"' . _,...,_. · .. ~- ~ ' . ' -.., .. 
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practice". Whereas, only one instance of more than two successiw dis-
junct intervals was found in the Continental worka, numerous exa-.plea 
are present in the English compositioaa. 
Such a melodic technique tends to break the serene qualit7 so 
often associated with Renaissance sacred music and results in an effect 
which ia beat described aa sweeping and soaring. When employed in the 
lowest voice of a work, it gives the baas a chordal character. It also 
affects the mode of specific works--when modal writing ia present--for 
it tends to merge ~he plagal and auth~ntic forma. When subjects out-
line triads, as in "Spease noster" by Parsleye and "SabiPtwa" by Tallis, 
the result is often a distinct feeling of major or miner tonelity. Tbe 
two most notable exceptions in the use of leaping melodic liaec are 
Tallis and Byrd, however, they sometimes employ odd melodic intervals. 
such as, the minor seventh. 
The vertical interval technique employed by the Engl~sbmen ia, 
in a sense, conservative. The cross relation, for instance, was caa-
paratively rare in Continental work. but is employed in almost all the 
English motets. Dissonances commonly move between consonances and are 
prepared and resolved in the usual sixteenth century manner. Althou&b 
most of the composers employ the same types of dissonances, the tecb-
Diques used by certain men are particularly outstanding. These include 
the strong, accented passing tone by Taverner, sequential suspensions 
by Shepherde, and double suspensions by Tallis. Sequential chord pro-
gressiona were found in some works, however, Douslas'a use of such 
·progression~ through imitative play of individual voicea, is particu-
larl7 notable. 
.... . 
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Although conserva~ive in their use of such features as cantua 
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firaua and cross relations, the English composers are very progressive 
and anything but conservative in their use of tritones, minor second 
dissonances, and rather strange chord combinations. Tritones often are 
clearly marked in the manuscript and resolve in a manner not unlike the 
harmonic practice -cf later periods. The minor second dissonances are 
exhibited in moat all the works and are eo cha~acteristic that they 
become almost a stock-in-trade. Augmented sixth chorda are relatively 
rare but are used with great effectiveness, particularly in the mu•ic 
of Byrd. It would be ridiculous to attempt to "correct such mistakes" 
because they often appear to Pe intentional~ 
The vertical mysteries pictured in the English music fraa the 
period, particularly in that of William Byrd, are the result of a 
driving horizontal force and, when viewed on a melodic plane, are quite 
logical or sometimes necessary. The presence of such combinations, 
however, causes a· very difficult and almost insurmountable problem in 
the application of principles of ''Musica Ficta "• Bow often, for 
instance, should a whole tone returning step be lowered to a half 
step? How often should a not~ be raised or lowered in order to avoid 
the tritone? Should the leading-tone in cadences be raised in all 
cases except those in the Phrygian mode? 
There is, of course, no easy answer to the foregoing puzzles. 
Unless the principles of ''Musica Ficta" are applied with great care and 
judiciousness, the result can be disastrous. As in most problems of 
--..,-------------c----------~----
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this nature, only through musical intelligence and good taste can an 
acceptable solution be fOund. 
With only • few exceptions, the English composers adopt a two-
mode system. The system, however, requires rather careful description, 
because tonality is not always modern in the sense of a relationship of 
all notes to a tonic. Although a more modern concept of major or minor 
is frequently approached, voice-leading in the two scales, the Aeolian 
and Ionian, is so free that certain degrees of ·the scale may be lowered · 
or raised at Vill. :rn a pro_greseion from "dominant to tonic," for 
example, the chord of resolutio&might have both a major and a minor 
third. This !s appropriately illustrated i-n the work by Willia• Byrd, 
and to a lesser degree in all the English works. Frequently, the 
horizontal flow of individual voices is given emphasis by accidentals 
with apparently little regard for the remaining voices. 
As in the Continental works, problems of transcription, other 
than those caused by ''Musica Ficta," are primarily the result of the . 
gradual disintegration of the mensural notational system. Conflicting 
signatures, ligatures, and coloration are often interpreted differently 
than was normal. 
The same criticisms might be directed toward the English vocal 
works, as those mentioned in the discussion of the Continental compoai-
tiona, that is, that they are in reality works of art without a most 
important feature--text. Despite these criticisms, two men are parti• 
cularly outstsnding--Thomas Tallis and William Byrd. Tallis 'a works 
are ·unified, yet contain well-contrasted sections. Particularly 
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effective are his cadences which are emphasized by striking dissonance 
and a degree of finality not present in the worka of lesser men. 
William Byrd is, by far,. the most adventuresome composer. Although 
his control in canonic writing is nothing less than astonishing. it is ia 
his vertical approach and the compelling force of his melody that be is 
truly outstanding. Other Englishmen make use of the minor second disso-
nance, free passing tone. and to a lesser degree, the augmented sixth 
chord; however. Byrd's works employ such features to a much greater 
extent. The composer was probably aware of the pioneer spirit exbi-
. . ... 
bited in his music when he watned. 
In the expressing of these songs • • • if there happen to be any 
jarre or .dissonance, blame not the Printer, who (I doe assure thee) 
through his great paines1and diligence doth heere deliver to thee a perfect and true Copple. 
l..rhis warning is addressed to the "Begigne Reader" of Byrd's 
"Psalms, Sonnets, and Songs" of 1588. Fellowes, 'William Byrd, 1936, 
P• 224. 
CBAP1'EJt 'VI 
THE EARLY IN RJMIRES 
The Origin and Description of the Early In Nominee 
The most outstanding feature of Additional Manuscript 31,390 and 
Bodleian Library Manuscripts D. 212-216 ia the fact that together they 
contain two-thirds of the known In Nominee for instrumental ensedble, 
Approximately one hundr~d and fifty have survived~ one hundred of which 
·date from the sixteenth cent~ry, and although written for various ~a, 
those for consort. far ~utn~r these for keyboard or lute. 1 One of the 
most important forms from the English Renaissance~ its entire develop-
.2 
ment spans over one hundred and fifty years--from about 1530 to 1680 • 
• All true In Homines are based on the Gregorian chant, "Gloria 
tibi trinitas, 11 an antiphon sung at second vespers on Trinity Sunday. 
The chant is usually sounded in long notes, as a cantua firmua, by the 
second voice. Although it sometimes takes part in the imitation of the 
other voices, such embellishment is always .slight and the plainsong ia 
never obscured. The In Nomine cantua firmus, as it usually appears, ic 
as follows: 
~yer, English Chamber Music, p. 84. 
2rhe earliest known In Nomine is by Taverner and dates from about 
1525~30. The last one was written by Purcell in 1680. Robert Doningtoa 
and Thurston Dart, "The Origin of the In Nomine" in Music and Letters, 
Vol. XXX, No. 2 (April, 1949), p. 106. 
.,;: '; ~ . • ........ < •••••• ;·.: .··.·.;,;.;.{~· 
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Example·n. In Nomine cantua finma. 
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Works in the species are usually entitled "In Nemine" but same-
times "In Nomine Domine" or "Gloria tibi trinitas" are used. 1n addi-
tion, many of those by Christopher Tye, in Additional Manuscript 
31,390, have subtitles, such as, "Free frOG all" and "Trye." Although 
these subtitles tend to give the impression of preexistent vocal compo-
sitions, it bas not been proven that such works do exist. 1 
Since the text of the "Gloria tibi trinitas" does not mention 
the words, "In Nomine," the origin of the form'• name waa a mystery. 
Just as puzzling was the reason why this particular melody was chosen 
out of many possibilities and why so ma~ works in the fona were com-
posed. 
Almost simultaneously in 1949, Gustave Reese in the United Statea 
and Robert Donington and Tburstou Dart in England advanced what baa 
1Reese, "The Origin of the English In Nomine" in Journal of the 
American Musicological Society, Vol. II (1949), P• 7. 
1 proved to be the most acceptable solution to part of the puzzle. 
Noting that the earliest knmm In Nomine, dating frCIIIl about: 1525 or 
1530, was by ~averner, they discovered that: it: was actually a trao• 
scription of the Benedictus of his ''Mia .. Gloria tibi trioitaa." It 
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was further noted that the work was quite famous in the sixteenth cen-
tury, appeared in a large number·of sources from the century, 2 and that 
man~ of the In Nominee by other composers began in a ve~y similar mao-
ner.3 It was, therefore, deduced that the Origin of the fora was pro-
• bably in the Mass by Taverner and that the title of the species came 
from the text of the Benedictus. The In Nomine became so popular that 
almost every Elizabethan composer of consequence wrote compos,tiQDS io 
the for~~. 
The oldest In Nominee are very much like original vocal music in 
style and character. The cantua firmus is strictly kept, is seldom a 
part of the polyphonic movement of the remaining parts, and is usually 
sounded in notes of the same duration. The remaining voices are vocal 
in character and flow in long and continuous streams. Phrases are 
1 Ibid., p. 7, and Donington and Dart, op. cit., p. 101. 
2raverner's In Nomine survives in tbe following sources: a ver• 
sion in the Mulliner MS. (B. M. Add. MS. 30,513), a four-part version 
in Bodl. Lib. MSS. D. 212-216, a five-part version in B. M. Add. MS. 
31,390, and a lute arrangement in B. M. Add. MS. 29,246. There are 
also other ver,ions with English and Latin texts. A modern edition of 
the ''Missa Gloria tibi trinitas" is in Tudor Church Music, Vol. I, p. 
126 ("Benedictus" on pp. 148-150). 
3Tbe initial phrase in many of these compositions is melodically 
and rhythmically similar to Taverner's In Nomine. It should be mentioned, 
however, that ~averner's work begins in imitation of the cantua fi~l. 
Such a technique is quite common in works from tbe period. 
. ..~ 
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dovetailed and the formal principle is that of sectional development of 
euceessive themee. The overall appearance i1 identical to the lnsli•b 
cantue firmue vocal motet of tbe period. 
Taverner '• In NomiDe 
Taverner's In Nomine is in both Additional Manuecript 31,390 
(a ~) and the Oxford part-booke (a 4). The additional part in the 
earlier source is eomewhat of a contrast to the remaining voices; ita 
range ia larger, it is more animated, and it appeara to have been 
added to what was originally a four-part work. 
Fugal imitaticm is consistently employed in the cgmposition and 
musical texture is polyphonic, despite the use of simultaneous Brevea 
and Semibreves. Example 72 illustrates the opening of the work in 
which all voices begin with an ascendiDg minor third and, with the 
exception of the cantua firmus, continue with a descending scalewiae 
pattern. _This melodic outlir~:e is followed in a great many In Homi~aes. 
The concluding subject in Taverner's work has this aame melodic contour, 
however, its rhythm is altered and most of the unifying effect is loet. 
Example 72. 
-n 
Opening of "In Nomine" by Taverner (f. 101). 
--.-_*' ·~----=---2---:---t~- -~=- J- -J--~--' __ ..::: 
• 
-----·-
--- ..... ----. -· - -. ----+----
--------i 
- ------------ --- ---. -
--+-------·r- -----1 
J ~ J I 
- - ... II 
- - - -
I 
• 
---+------- --- - -· 
~~ 
- ---
--~------·-----~ 
J I I 
' 
------
• 
. -~--
------r--------+----- ---
-------
-- - -
-
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Example 72--continued •. 
,~ _b_ 
==r 
-- ~----1-- .• t ~---J J--__ · __ -
-, + --:J_- -- ... -----t---.:.__ __ --1 
• ----f----
--+--·--- ---
:. -.-_- -- •-t----- f----+-r-- -----+-.;~~~--_:_-r==---- ----.---- -----=-= ~ -- -----4f--+=r·-- ..t----+-1'1--
::r .: • - --1--- •• I 
l ' -+------ ~._l_ -·-'-~ ... ~ rj 
- :.~ -\-~ . _.._~=-~1-#---~------,1--1--
~ I J:-- ~---1 
• - -f- - ----. - ,_ 
---------:-
111:1 -·------~~ ~~-----~- -~---- I -~------ -
The melodic technique employed by Taverner is similar to that · 
used in hts other vocal works. There is extensiv~ use 'of scales &nd-
occasional use of rather large melodic leaps. These two features are 
more apparent in the fourth voice than in the remaining ones. 
Aa in the vocal compositions of the period, cross relations and 
minor second dissonances often occur. Such a passage is illustrated 
in the following example: 
Example 73. Extract from In Nomine by Taverner (f. 101). · 
_____ ...__ ____ ----~ J- ---r- d -- .. -t-.. :1-
__ _, -- ---- -- -+--------:J.I4t------+JI'------------------f 
•. / 
:8~/ p H----~- -- ---==------1-...,_ -~ --- _d _____ -----11---
... 
+ I. 
•• ----1 
l 
-----tt--- ---
----t_·-----+ 
--=----- ··------
The most difficult problem in transcription concerns the acciden-
tala found in the original and their effect on "Musica Ficta." This is 
appropriately illustrated in the conclusion of the work (Example 74). 
It will be noticed that F-natural and F-sharp appear simultaneously in 
•·. 
,,,, •' 
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Voices I and III of the first measure, a feature frequently found in 
English works from the period. The composition contains a larger number 
of accidental& than is generally found in works from the manuscript, ao4 
they result in numerous editorial problems. Such a problem might be seen 
in the fourth voice of the example, especially the B-natural and F-aharp 
in measures two and four. A remarkable thing about the work is the 
final cadence in which the bass approaches the final stepwise and the 
cadence is authentic--second inversion of the dominant seventh to tonic. 
Example·74. Extract from In Nomine by Taverner (f. 101). 
·b ~.h-_}1,J--iE --"\ -· l -~f-l- 1-l +rL·--:-. · ~ :L---;;r~ 
_ i -----, ., -r-t--- fool- • +--t.;r!f•·-;r+-~~-H .... --f.....,...--
• 
·---·- .~-= 
__ } .\~-~~ ~~ ..,---==--_·--·-_._==--=-------_-+-! ___ _ 
-r--~~'~L..+-----1 -- ~-J-1 _,_ .... 
-
jliil '-" w 
·---- . ~,, •• .-? . - .... 
---
• • ..L J • .... : ~ A 
.. 
- ~- • I~ • ~ . "to 
------
·-
_J • • 
IJ - t .... -- -. ·--·-
---
Iii ~~ ~ ...-----.. 
----
---·-- ---
.. -. 
--- -
The final of the bass (G) and the range of the cantua firmus (C 
to D) indicates the transposed Dorian mode in its Plagal form, however, 
the final plays a relatively insignificant part in the formation of 
intermediate cadences. The frequent use of D and F as cadential points, 
together with the contour of individual voices, tends to emphasize the 
transposed Aeolian and Ionian. 
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As previously stated, the mensural notational system was in the 
process of disintegration and ligatures in works from the British MUseum 
manuscript are frequently interpreted "incorrectly". The followin& 
example illustrates such ligatures from Voices.I~ III, and V. In the 
example, each ligature is followed by what would be the normal tran-
scription, the same figure as it is found in the Oxford part-books, 
and finaily, the manner in which it must be transcribed. The numbers 
· h ligature refer to measures of the transcription in·tbe 
under eac • · 
t his dissert8tion. appendix of 
Example 75. 
Selected ligatures from Voices I, III, and V of In Nomine 
by taverner (B· M. Add. MS. 31,390 and Bodl. Lib. MSS. D •. 
212-216)· 
Add. 31,.390 Voice I, 
iptiOD 
Normal transcr 
Medius, 
bookS art-Oleford P 
i tiotl rranscr P . 
..... 
-llt!Jl 
~T 
.... ' 
-L~· 
1..l: 
ll 
7!~ 
'1.1 'rL 
-w~ 
... _ 
_.. ......_ 
--~ ~ 
'1.J... -
• 
-
IIIII 
~· T 
,.. Jill\ 
..,-T 
I 
.. 
.. :O.o 
'"' 
_._, 
I 
l 
32 - 33 
..... 
-
__, r:l 
.... 
M. 
... 
"" ... 1 .. Ill, ~ 
I"'' 
t 
., 
-
. 
.. "!); 
I I 
35 - 36 
;. .. -._,,·,' -;.. ·,.__. ,. 
Example 75--continued. 
-• Voice III, Add. 31,390 
-
~ 11 
-
-
.11'1. 
.IIJ" I 
J/"1\ It Normal transcription 
-
ll.t 
~ 
Tenor, Oxford part-book s ~Jl 
Transcription 
Voice V, 
Add. 31,390 
Normal 
transcription 
Bassus, Oxford 
part-books 
Transcription 
:ll 
=~ Ill 
.... 
IIJ"_ 
, h 
y 
:ill 
_Ill 
I 
A• 
_¥ ,. t 
, "' 
" 
II~ 
11r 
1"1"\11 
llol. 
.... 
~ 
Tl'\ 
. ::. .::1 
-
~ c 
.. 
8 - 9 
""' P" ':::: 
I 
I 
... 
.... ;;; 
= 
-....... 
. 
' 
' 
~ 
25 - 26 
loot 
1"'1: ~ 
I 
.~ 
•.. ,, ... , .. ,.. '• 
I ~ 
I 
' 
.. 
:;J 
.. 
~· 
. :::; t::: :J I 
.. r:::::::l 
;;::. ;J 
25 - 26 
I 
•. 1/W .. 
"'-.; ..... fii 
~-'!. 
-
j;iil• 
... _l 
.. g ., 
_, 
30 -31-32 
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~ 
~ 
~ 
. 
"' -.. 
-
:It 
' 
33 - 34 
~ ... 
-aoc 
..... 
b~ 1"!_ 
... ,-
~.~ 
~ jalf_ 
1"!_ 
~ ., 
;J 
I 
• 
35 - 36 
Differences frequently occur between the two versions of the same 
composition, however, they are usually restricted to durations of single 
.. ' ... : .. · ... ; .~. :. 
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notes or accidentals. 1 With these exceptions and the addition of the 
extra voice in the British Museum version, the overall appearance of 
both versions is much the same. 
Two In Nominee by Thomas Tallis 
Two four-part In Nomines by Thomas Tallis are in the Oxford 
part-books, one o£ which is duplicated in.an anonymous five-part ver-
sion in the British Museum manuscript. In both compositions, tba 
·cantus firmus is sounded in long notes by the second voice, and the 
form is identical to that of the cantua firmus vocal motet. 
While the general character of Taverner's ·In Nomine is much the 
same throughout, that is, it is vocal in style with long, dovetailed 
phrases, Tallis's works undergo something of a change as they progress. 
The technique he employs is almost identical to that found in his vocal 
works--variation of the preceding phrases. This might be seen in the 
following example which represents themes and an extract from In NOmine 
Number 18. 
Example 76. 
b 14 -
Melodic phrases and extract from In Nomine by Tallis 
' (a 4, No. 18). 
1- d IJ I .. jr ·~j I J ! 1.1 • I I • j I •• 
• • 
~ : 
1The F-sharp in the bass of Example 74, for example, is not in 
the Oxford version. In measures 5 aud 6 of example 72, the cantua 
firmus is a longs in the Bodleian source and two breves in the British 
Museum manuscript. Although these differences are significant, they do 
not alter the composition as a whole. The advantage of the F-natural 
in Example 74 is evident because it avoids the editorial accidental in 
the fourth voice. 
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Example 76--continued. 
gfl ~ : . I J i J J I· : • I 11 • I • • I t 
I I I I 
,_ & I 
.. 
' 
• 
,. 
-
-(: rl • I I ··---
• 
' ! r J,. ! l ( . , .. t i I ..___ I 
..... 
., .. . " 
-.. . .. 
f_ .. I :-. 
'f I -r 
I "! '~· Tallis's variation technique results in a highly unified struc-
ture, however, textural contrast between sections is often marked. 
Although his works are mainly polyphonic, an inclination toward note-
against-note style sometimes gives the impression of homophony. This 
feature is illustrated in Example 77b which is taken from his In 
' Nomine a 4, Number 18. Although the section is note-against-note. it 
is based on a sequence derived through imitation of the following 
figure: 
Example 77a. ' Sequential motive from In Nomine by Thomas Tallis (a 4, 
No. 18). 
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Example 77b. 
..... 
Extract from In Nomine by Thomas Tallis (a 4, No. 18). 
Medius b-
J. . ~ ~ 1 1 , ---r _L_L ~oH-J -~t=l+ J-1-r 1-ok------- '!.~~·-·· ·- t_:_rJ·t ---r-F 
' - ·" • • '.:l • • • 
Contra-
- I~ - • 
tenor 
Tenor 
Bass us 9: b 
I I I I I I I I ~ f I I I 1 ~I I t :t. :t:t•J .J. • • I .... J oi l ... •• I 
-- • ~--·---I I t-- ••• 
.. I I • • • 
I • I 
• 
' 
• 
--- -· I I 
Among the principal differences between the Taverner In Nomine 
and those by Tallis is that the latter have slightly shorter phrases. 
Although Tallis's motives often outline triads, the melodic contour of 
individual voices is generally vocal. 
The· vertical interval technique employed in the works is ch•rac-
teristic of the vocal music from the period, and cross relations, verti-
cal tritones, and minor second dissonances sometime occur. The two most 
effective devices are the sequence, illustrated in Example 77b, and the 
dissonant entry. This last feature is illustrated in the followinS 
extract from his In Nomine Number. 3, in which the Basaus enters on F 
against E in the Contratenor (marked with an asterisk). 
Example 78. Extract from In Nomine by Thomas Tallis (~ 4, No. J) • 
• 
• 
-----
• 
I J I .. 
• 
• 
>~ - • 
~&,:-,_,".-,' .... ..:.: ...... . ..J .... - .. . . : ... .,._ : -~ 
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The mode of In Nomine Number 3 is similar to that of Taverner's 
work. The final is G, the range of the cantua firmua is from C to D, 
and·most intermediate cadences are on r and D. The final playa a rela-
tively insignificant part in the formation of cadences and many passages 
appear to be in the transp~sed Ionian and Aeolian. 1 The remaining In 
Nomine (Number 18) is in the transposed Aeolian. 
Other Early In Nominee 
Among the In Nomines in the form of the cantua firmus vocal motet 
is a five-part work in the British Museum manuscript signed "Jhonso~". f 
It is duplicated in the ~ford part-books in a four-part version and 
signed "Johnson". The exact identity of the composer is obscure 
because of the large number of sixteenth-century English musicians of 
the same name, however, it is probably the elder Robert Johnaon. 3 
The In Nomine begins similarly to Taverner's and is vocal in 
concept. Two important innovations, however, are present. The first 
is the placing of the cantua firmus in the superius, and the second, 
a reappearance of the initial subject (in variation) at the conclusion 
of the work. The texture is polyphonic and fugal imitation is 
lsee, e.g., the final cadence in Example 78. 
2The work is on f. 53 of the B. M. MS. and is No. 19 in the 
quartet-section of the Oxford part-books. 
Jsince the work is in the B. M. MS., it would seem too early 
(1578) to be by Edward, Gilbert, James, Mathew, or the younger Robert 
Johnson. It could, however, be by John Johnson who died in 1594. 
'· 
.... ~:.~ ... •.. 
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cOnsistently employed. Example 79 illustrates the openina of the c~ 
position which might be compared with that of Taverner.1 
Example 79 Opening of In Nomine by ji..obert J] Johnson (f. 53). ~-·- ~- ~-~+------.. 
+---~ ----
--------~~~~---------
-· l· • I •. -+-------1----------·-
~ 1.-.:::s------+-+ ----=.--11-.- 7T • -.-~E-~ -~----------~'-L---~-----~~--~,--~~j;~'~.--~H.--~ L I 
11-"-.-..--- I ---- --~·- -L I 'T 
·- b_,_-~ --.,.~-----!-~+-·· ___ --4-·-··.t~::;;-.~-.~- f ~~--------=-= 
·-'--++--t ... , .;•;._~--_i- ---- - -----:::;~.-;..:.:.:.:.---
Johnson's phrases, like those in Tallis's In Nomines, are some-
times short and, except for a few eighth-note runs, the contour of 
melodic lines ia vocal. 
The dissonances employed in the composition are the same as those 
found in previous In Nomines--minor seconds, tritones, and cross rela-
tions. Other than these features, few vertical combinations are as 
interesting as those used by Tallis. 
The final, the range of the cantus firmus, and intermediate 
cadences indicate the transposed Dorian mode, how~ver, the use of E-flat 
frequently emphasizes the transposed Aeolian (starting oo G). As stated 
· 
1supra, pp. 188-89, Example 72. 
' .. ~ 
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previously. a tendency existed to lower the sixth degree of the Doriaa 
mode and that this resulted in an equal intervalic aeries betweea it 
and the Aeolian. The manner in which this is accomplished in tbe two 
versions of the composition is quite interesting and in some way ~ght 
depict the changing attitude toward the old modes. The version ia the 
British Museum manuscript. for example. constantly changes key signa· 
tures from one flat to two flats •. This w~ld seem to indicate that the 
accidentals. usually implied through the application of principles of 
''Musica Ficta" • were becoming accepted as a part of the scale system 
and that they were gradually admitted to. the key signature. The ver· 
sian in the Oxford part-books, on the other band. is much clearer, and 
the signature has two flats throughout. Although E is sometimes raised 
by accidental& in this latter source, the signature indicates that 
principles of ''Musica Ficta" had almost destroyed the old modes and a 
two-scale system had resulted. 
The Bodleian manuscript contains a four-part In Nomine which is 
signed ''Whitbrooke". · This was probably William Wbitbrooke (or Wbyt-
broke) who was a contemporary of Aston, Redford, Taverner, and Robert 
Johnson. Although his date of birth is unknown, he was at Cardinal 
College in Oxford in 1525 and ordained to priesthood in 1529. Ia 1531, 
be was appointed subdean of St. Paul's Cathedral, a post which he 
resigned in 1535. Flood suggests that he retired to his vicarage of 
All Saints', Stanton, and probably did not live as late as 1561. 1 
lOne of the reasons for this assumption is the fact that ·~t­
brooke 's music bears evidence of a period 20 years earlier." Flood, 
op. cit., pp.89·91. 
'• 
~ ' ~~:.:::;:;~~,::-~~-~~t~., .. ~;~~:...-...... 
, 
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The In Nomine begins siudlarly to Taverner's and is in the fora 
of the.cantus firmus vocal ~otet. The fact that moat melodiee are 
characterized by an upward leap, followed by a descending scale. gives 
an effect of monothematicism. Texture is consistently polyphonic and . 
·fugal imitation is the most prevalent polyphonic idiom~ The placing of 
the cantua firmus in the Bassus is extremely rare. 
<> 
The work makes use of a few eighth-note runs (semiminima in ori-
ginal.notation) which might suggest instrumental perft>rmance. Such a 
passage is illustrated in ~ample 80. 
Example 80. Extract from In Nomirrt by Whitbrooke (a 4, No. 23). 
~~-~i~ -- .4=~---~_j=-:-==-=fF:t---i---~~r -r -~-~L+=¥--' -- J)l.-
l.- ' " \- ___ -J,:._ -- 4-l---4-, --!'!... ... ,--....,-J-!'!.--.,t-4-----=:....--~ 
-- • •• • _____ ....,_1----L-------1 
i "" - - --+------ ____ ,__ -----
''\- •"- •- - ---.--- .. I -- ------- ------! 
__ --r_' '---·,!----Jf---+-,l--~ • l ... 
-~ ~ J--~~~~----------~·-~~----------~ , . . 
• • 
• • 
--- ___ - f---- ____ _:__~--~= 
;,;;loiii'f ,.._. "' -- -1--------~ -~--- ~ r1-~~-.l. --..- J=~~ _-. ----""'r -----
- ' ~-~~-~~---~--._--+-~~--~-~--4------~ 
---- -- .f-.. -. 
-- --f\- J_--F:_--;:---_-- --~--,~-- ~-:--___ --- ~-- , .. 1 
• •, • • I 
-.-- ---
,,, ____ _ 
-- ---~------ --------+--•• ------------
.. 
-· .. ~ 
_; ,_ ... :.#; ..... - :~ -.. : •.. ····~ ..... 
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A more outstanding feature of the composition, and_one which is 
frequently found in English music, is the freer use of dissonance on 
the strong part of the tactus. This is illustrated in Example 81 ill 
which the combination of suspensions and appoggiaturas is striking. 
At the beginning of measure two, an appoggiatura in the second voice . 
and a suspension in the third voice produce a chord which reads,· from 
the bass upwa~d, E, D, B-flat, G. The beginni~g of the third measure. 
is just a~ striking, the chord is D, D, B-flat, and F-sharp. 
Example 81. Extract from In Nomine by Whit brooke (~ 4, No. 23). 
., -
- ~---·=--.::._-~-~-~--~---··_--:_-_-_--_-~--i-+ ..... -_-_ --_-__::'-::_:_··-=--=~----- -----
----------'-------------'-- ------
The work is written in the transposed Dorian, although the final 
does not figure importantly in the forma~ion of intermediate cadences. 
The melodic contour of individual voices and intermediate cadences on D 
sometimes suggest the transposed Aeolian. 
" ..;..J9:~~;-, 
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The only remaining work that is vocal in its entirety ia an 
anonymous In Nomine found on folio 92 of the British Museum manuscript.l 
The cantua firmus is placed in the second voice, as was normal, and' the 
voices are vocal in outline. As in most of the In Nominee. crosa rela-
tions often occur. 2 A single example will serve to illustrate the work. 
Example 82. Opening of In Nomine, Anonymous (f. 92). 
-- --.J--- r--- :; 
---~----:-~.=- =---~ f--:- __ -- ~~-----------<-~------ ---~-+-
'4----~---- ---- _.,__ --- ' ----4-t.t ., 
. '------ - . ----- - -- . - --- . ---- . '-------
----- --- --' :- - ---- '" -- ----- --- --
-
-
~l J- J_----- J. ~~~- --
\t---------_---+-'=;...--------+-.+--=-~Jt·-·::_-_:••;_"'---4--~---_::----_-_-_-_--_!J~-------114.-. It--::::-_-_~_-_--_ ... 1._--- 1 
.- Q 
·-- -.,_ 
--------+------------- ---------~ 
---+h4------,--=---Jr.==1~ ... ~~-------_-::_-_:-=-~+ ~~~~--- --- r'J ____ -J --
---1----~·t~---- ----~--------=·=--__,.:_ _ ___:__ ,. ----- --
------------- - -- --- ----- -~;~ -=:: -J -_-:~ =-=- -~ -- H---d --==lJ= 
-- --- -----~------------J--------=- -tt------ -f.-, ----~-
- -.-- -- --------~~-~---~~-~~-------J-----------J~ -----
1Features of the earlier style continue to be present throughout 
the development of the In Nomine. Many, however, are in works by rela-
tively conservative composers who were active in the late sixteen~h and 
early seventeenth centuries. 
2 . See, e.g., the last measure in Example 82, Voices III and IV--
F-sharp and F-natural. 
Example 82--contiuued. 
~-- ---+ ...\ t,-:--1 •1·-,~. -- . --~·'~-:--
.... ~- --
1 --- j---... •----~, 
The early In Nomines_ on the whol~, are little different- from 
the cantus firmus vocal motet. The formal principle is that of fugal 
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imitation of overlapping themes,and textural contrast,between sectiona 
is re~atively slight. Only in the two works by Thomas Tallis is there 
a degree of contrast in musical texture. 
Desire for unity, aside from that provided by the cantua firmus. 
is evident in the works. The initial subject is repeated at the con-
elusion of the work by Johnson, and there is a tende~cy toward mono-
thematicism in the In Nomine by Whitbrooke. The same variation tech-
nique, noted previously in the vocal compositions of Tallis, is employed 
in his In Nomines and is most outstandins. 
The melodic contour of individual voices is,for the most part, 
vocal; however, the_small semiminima runs employed by Vhitbrooke and 
.... -~ •-:=" •• ·:., ··'' ... ,..._ .· 
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the imitation of short triadic motives used by Tallis sive a forecast 
of a developing instrumental style. 
Dissonances are almost identical to those found in the Inglish 
vocal compositions and include minor second combinations, cross rela-
tiona, and vertical tritones. The most striking combinations were 
found in-the In Nomine by Whitbrooke. 
Throughout the works, a tendency toward a two-scale tonal system 
was noticed. The use of cross relations and minor second dissonances, 
however, results in a tonality whi~ is often half-modal and half-rnajor.-
All of the early In Nomines are hampered by the restrictions of 
a style which is vocal. Despite this criticism~ the composition' by 
Thomas Tallis are notably outstanding. T-hey are unified, yet contain 
a degree of contrast missing in the works of lesser men. Although his 
two compositions are attractive, the In Nomine is still largely vocal. 
A characteristic instrumental style is yet to be developed. 
CBAPrER VII 
·THE IN NOMINE DURING THE THIRD QUARTEit 
OF THE SIXTEENrB CENIUU 
The Assimilation of Inst~umental Feature• 
The In Nomine, although in some respects still depen~ on the 
cantus firmus vocal motet, underwent a 8umber of rather oignificant 
changes during the thit·d quarter of the sixteenth c~ntury. 1 One of 
the principal developments was the gradual change from a vocal con-
cept of form to one which was much more inatr~ntal. 
As has been stated, the length and form of Renaissance vocal 
compositions were largely determined by the text, and in the case of 
the motet, this developed into a succession of overlapping points with 
the subject changing along with the text. In some of the In Nomines, 
a section in duple meter is followed by one in triple. This technique 
was probably the result of the current practice of connecting dancea 
in two meters, such as, the pavan and the galliard. In other worka, 
the contrast is from slow to fast, or from imitative treatment of com-
paratively long phrases to short motives. The unifying principle of 
repetition after contrast is found in a few of the In Nomines in which 
lit is possible to arrive at this date by taking into considera-
tion the dates of individual composers, many of whom died i.n the 1570's, 
and the date of the British Museum manuscript (1578). Some conjecture 
has been necessary with composers represented in the Oxford.part-booka 
about whom little is knoWn. This same division is made by Ernest Meyer 
in En&lish Chamber Music. 
- .)' .. -
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the initial subject is repeated at the conclusion. It ~•t be empba-
sized. however • that this last feature is much more of a tendency than 
a leading characteristic of the form as a whole. 
The melodic lines of individual voices were generally still 
extended and dovetailed as they were in the motet, however, many 
phrases were no longer so indefinite and some were marked or separated 
by rests. "Motivic develop~Jent.'' that is, the development of. short, 
characteristic motives. begins to appear with increasing frequency~ 
The composers of the period were rela~vely quick in t•e reali- · 
z4tion that instruments offered many possibilities which were not pre-
sent in vocal composition. As a result, rapid figures, leap•, and tone 
repetitions soon found their way into the form. The melodic lines 
become much more characteristic of instrumental music, and the begin-
ning and ending of phrases become more definite. 
Equally important in the initiation of these changes were the 
peculiar features of English vocal polyphony, particularly the sweep-
ing, soaring, and unusually disjunct melodic lines, as well as the 
English affection for dissonance. In vocal works, large ranges were 
frequently spanned relatively quickly. either through the use of 
scalewise figures or by successive disjunct intervals. Many of these 
passages were based on triads. and since instruments were capable of 
playing phrases quickly. a more acute awareness of chordal writing 
became apparent. This is quite noticeable in the development of 
''motivic writing" in which numerous short. characteristic motives 
are based on triads. 
"· . 
• ,.., .......... c 
,_- . 
. :4 :·: ~"'"..;..,.,..._ .. · .... ~· .,.;,,,_,~.:. ~,: 
The dissonant character of En~ish music begins to play an 
increasingly important role in the emergence of a moce acute tonal 
awareness. More and more vertical tritones are resolved aatiafac-
torily, and dominant to tonic harmonic relationships are much more 
apparent. 
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The In Nomine, during these years; becomes a significant factor 
for the subsequent development of instrumental art. In the banda of a 
few bo.ld and daring English cauposers, a true instrumental art form 
emerges. 
The In Nomines of Christopher tye 
The most important In Nomine composer of the mid-sixteenth een-
tury and one of the most prominent canposers of early English consort 
music is Dr. Christopher Tye. His twenty-one In Nomines--twenty in the 
British Museum manuscript and one in the Oxford part-books1--represent 
approximately twenty per cent of those which have survived from the cen-
tury. As a group, they embody certain features of the early styie, as 
well as the transition stage. Some even point toward the development of 
the form in the early seventeenth century. 
Tye 's Early In Nominee 
Certain stylistic features of the early In Nomine are present, 
to a degree, in most of Tye's works, however, five of his In Nominea 
lAn additional work in the Bodleian Manuscript--a 5, No. 21--ia 
duplicated on 6la of .the British Museum manuscript. 
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are predominantly early. They· include an unnamed and anonymous ccmposi-
tion (folio 2lb), ''Free from all" (folio 27), ''In nomine" (folio 46), 
"Blamles" (folio 47), and "Weepe no more, Racbell" (folio 77). 
All five of these works are in the form of the cantua firmua 
vocal motet, and other than the cantua firmus, no significant unifyina 
device is present. They consist of a succession of themes treated in 
· fugal imitation with little textural contrast between sections. 
Phrases are normally quite long, dovetailed, and indefinite. 
Voi~e-leading, although marked by a few leaps and eighth notes, b 
mostly conjunct., and the c.ontour of individual melodic lines is vocal~ 
The overall appearance of these compositions might be seen in Example 
83. 
Example 83. Opening of "Blamles" "In Nomine" by Tye (f. 47) • 
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The vertical interval technique, employed in Tye's early In 
Nomines, is much the same as that found in the vocal works from the 
manuscript. Sometimes, rather strong dissonances result from suspen· 
sions; 1 however, the most noticeable is the minor second combination. 
Such a dissonance is illustrated in the third measure of Example 84, 
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taken from the In Nomine on folio 2lb of the British Museum manuscript. 
As is invariably the case, the direction of the voices involved deter· 
mines the accidental. The second part moves from E-natural up to F; the 
fourth voice moves from £-natural up to A-natural; and the bass moves 
from E-flat down to D-natural. Such a technique is based on a large 
degree of melodic independence. 
1 See, e.g., Example 83, measure 4, in which B-flat and A sound 
simultaneously. 
~-
_,.___ .. ;:.Z:_ ... _ 
Example 84. Extract from In Nomine by Tye (f. 2lb). 
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The five compositions are all in the transposed Aeolian mode 
with most intermediate cadences on D, A, and F.. The use of croaa 
relations and minor second dissonances sometimes obscure the mode. 
tye's Later In Nominea 
Among the most significant changes which occur in Tye'a In 
Nomines is the transition from a vocal concept of form to one which 
is almost monothematic. This feature is found in a total of eight 
compositions--"! comme" (folio 29), "Followe me" (folio 6la), ''My 
death" (folio 6lb), "Believe me" (folio 64), "Farwell, my. good 
ll~rdll, for ever" (folio 6Sb), "Surrexit! Non est hie" (folio 70), 
"Rachelle weeping'~ (folio 78), and "In Nomine" (Bodleian manuscript, 
a 4, Number 1). Some of these works are quite unique and deserve a 
great deal more attention than they have previously received in moat 
studies on English aualc. 
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All the works are polyphonic and fugal imitation is consistently 
employed, however, only the initial notes of a specific s~ject are 
usually imitated. Textural contrast is provided only by occasional 
note-against-note style or notes of long duration. The cantua firmua 
is in the second voice in all of the compositions, except the one in 
~ 
the Oxford part-books. I~ infrequently enters into the polyphonic 
play of the remaining voices to emphasize a motive or a cadence. 
The melodic contour of individual vcices, in many of Tye's In 
Nomines~ begins to take Qn a mach more instrumental appearance through 
the use of-upbeats, eighth-note figures, and frequent melodic leaps. 
One of the most outstanding works, in this respect, is_the monothe-
matic In Nomine on folio 29--"I comme"-- the opening of which is 
illustrated in the following example. 
Example 85. Opening of In Nomine "I comme" by Tye (f. 29). 
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Tye very seldom uses an initial subject in its entirety throusb-
out a wark. Usually only the initial motive, or general outline of the 
theme, is employed. This might be illustrated by a compoait~on. 
entitled "Followe me" (folio 6la). in which the first three notes of 
the melody and the descending outline are used. The cantua firaua of 
the work is rather unusual, because it enters into the imitation of.the 
remaining voices on ~hree separate occasions. The initial subject. as 
presented by the superius, and the conclusion of the In Nomine is illus-
trated in Examples 86a and 86b. 
Example 86a. !Pi tial theme from In Nomine ''Followe me" by Tye (f. 6la) • 
.. 
2 - ,_ ~ 
~ j ___ .t 
Example 86b. Conclusion of In Nomine "Followe me" by Tye (f. 6la). 
-
' 
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"Rachelle weeping" is outstanding not only for its monothematic 
nature, but also for its principal motive which is a characteristically 
shaped minor triad. The motive is developed almost throughout the 
entire work--only in the final few phrases is it abandoned--and tb8 
composition, as a whole, represents an early example of "motivic 
writing". The beginning is illustrated in Example 87. 
Example 87. Opening of In Nomine "Rachelle weeping" by Tye (f. 78).· 
----···-·· --------· 
--. .. 
....--· --·--
... 
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Example 87--contiuued. 
As bas been pointed out, English compositions often make use of 
sharp dissonances derived from the simultaneous use of notes a minor 
second apart. This technique is appropriately illustrated in the pre-
ceding example in which F-sbarp and F-natural, or C-sharp and C-natural. 
occur simultaneously in measures five, six, and twelve (marked by arrows). 
In measure five, the dissonance appears between the lower two voices, 
and the parts, if considered separately, seem quite natural. The bass 
is an exact imitation of the superius and F-sharp is to be expected. 
On the other band, the ascending scalewise passage, starting on B-flat 
and ending on F-natural, in the fourth voice also appears·to be natural. 
The resulting dissonance, however, is too sharp to go unnoticed and 
. almost begs for "correction". 
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The dissonance between the two highest voices in the followins 
measure (six) is.just as sharp, although perhaps not as striking. Tbe 
diminished fourth leap in the cantua firmus cannot be avoided by tbe 
use of an editorial accidental on the following F because of the third 
voice (measure seven, F-natural). On the other band, if the C in the 
superius is raised, another accidental is required on B in measur·e 
seven. Although less "objectionable," this would result in a vertical 
tritone between Voices I and III (measure seven). The minor second in 
• 
the last measure of the example (the lowest two voices) is employed in 
essentially the same way as that in measure five, that is, the initial 
mctive is in the bass ·and an ascending passage based on a fifth is ln 
the fourth voice. 
· Minor second dissonances appear with such frequency in English 
music of the period that they become one of the most striking charac-
teristics of English style. The resulting effect is· two-fold: one, 
it gives individual voices an amazing amount of tonal freedom; and 
two, it creates a tonality which is half-modal and half-modern _.jor 
or minor. 
This obscure tonal character is evident in most of Tye's In 
Nominee and might be further illustrated by an extract from "R.Bchelle 
~eeping". The alternation between C-natural and C-sbarp, in the first 
part of the following example, and B-flat and B-natural, in the last 
measure, is to a degree archaic. Particularly noticeable is the cadence· 
iumediately before the last measure which leads, utmistakably, to a tonal 
center in "G". The chord of resolution, however, contains both B-fl,.t 
and B-natural. 
~)· . ... 
~~~--·~-·._;..,.,., .. ,, 
::"'t ......... 
"'--·"•""" ' ...... ..._:,. -·. 
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Example 88. Extract from In Nomine "Rachelle weeping" by Tye (f. 78). 
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An additional extract from one of Tye' s monothematic In Nomioea 
might further emphasize the tonal ambiguity of many works. It is taken 
from "Surrexit! Non est hie" and consists of imitative treatment of the 
~ 
~,1.-···,:..-,"; !· •. ···~. >f. • .<:. 
; ,, 
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initial subject. Throughout the example, cross relatiooa and minor 
second dissonances are found. Particularly noticeable is the cadence 
from measure seven to measure eight. The final chord in measure nwu 
is, from the bass upward, E, B-flat, G-sbarp, and E to D •. It ia 
resolved most satisfactorily to an A major chord, aud if the third 
voice in the following measure had C-sbarp, the tonality of A major 
would be unmistakably ~pbasized. 
. Example 89. Extract fran In Nomine "Surrexit! Non eat hie" by l'ye 
(f. 70). 
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Example 89--continued • 
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The use of such diss~nant combinations and cross relatione 
greatly affects the mode of Tye's "monothematic" In Romines. Although 
cadences often, umnistakably, ~;:cp~asize tonali·ty in a modern sense, 
the chord of resolution might contain both the major and minor third. 
Frequently, .the chord of resolution is normal, however • the preceding 
active chord might be a "dominant" with a major and minor third. One 
of the most expressive combinations is the "dominant" with a major 
third and a lowered fifth. This chord, however, is rather infrequently 
employed. 1 
Despite their obscure tonal nature, most of the "monothematic" 
In Nomines approach a two-scale system. As previously stated, the 
lsuch a chord is illustrated in Example 89, measure 7. 
... 
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individual voices are allowed-an amazing amount of melodic freedaa 
within the mode, and the result is often a combination of modern 
major or minor and modal. On the whole, a decided preference for 
the Aeolian is present with cadences usually on D. A• and F. 
One final development deserves emphasis--that of rhythmic con-
trast. Foor of Tye's works end with sections in triple meter. They 
include "Rounde" (folio 67)~ "Seldom sene" (folio 72), "leporte" 
(folio 73), and "Trye" (folio 28). In addition, "Bowld fa-st" (folio 
74) contains a section near the conclusion which is notated in triple 
rhy«hm through the 'JSe of dotted notes, not a change in meter. 
The most outstanding feature of these works is the acceptance 
of the concept of rhythmic contrast as a factor in instrumental fora. 
There is, however, little connection between the concluding section 
and the opening, the only exceptions being in "Reporte"-and "!rye". 
The works are predominantly in the form of the vocal motet with imi-
tative treatment of successive themes. Again, the single exception 
to the vocal form is found in "Trye". 
Among the In Nomine& ending with a contrasting section in triple 
meter is one subtitled "Rounde". · The initial subject begina with an 
ascending third~ followed by a descending scalewise passage, quite 
similar to Taverner's In Nomine. With the exception of several large 
melodic intervals, most phrases are scalewise and comparatively long. 
The ending (Example 90a), notated by coloration in the manuscript, is 
characterized primarily by triadic motives--the bass being exclusively 
chordal. 
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Example 90a. Extract-from In Nomine "Rounde" by Tye (f. 67) • 
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The number of accidentals occurring in the manuscript at the end 
of the preceding work results in numerous editorial accidental&~ moat 
of which can be justified on melodic grounds. It bas already been men• 
tioned that an accidental usually remains in effect when the voice in 
question returns quickly to the note. The following editorial acciden-
tals can be justified for this reason: 
Voice I ••••• B-natural, measure 12 
Voice II •••• B-natural, measure 8 
Voice IV •••• B-netural, measure 6; F-sharp, measure 12 
Voice V ••••• B-naturals, measure• 9 and 12 
The B-flat accidentals in measure seven of the two lowest voices avoid 
melodic tritones. 
·The only editorial accidental& not accounted for in the above are 
those in measure nine of the fourth voice and measure eleven in the 
second voice. It should be pointed out that the figure in Voice IV' 
(Example 90b) appears three times in the same voice, once each in 
measures five, six, and twelve, and at each appearance, the interval 
is a minor second. Also supporting the addition of sharps in the 
measure is the fact that an F-natural accidental occurs in the follow-
ing measure in the same voice. 
Example 90b. Motive from Voice IV, measure nine, of Example 93a. 
Is ~ 1 J! 
Since B-natural is commonly used in the final measures of the section, 
it would seem that the B's in measure eleven of the second voice are 
natural instead of flat. 
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The melodic style employed in the triple-metered sections of 
Tye'a In Nomines is often characterized by extensive use of equal notes. 
This results in a texture which is homophonic. despite points of imita-
tion which do occur. The technique provides a welcome contrast to the 
opening sections which are almost invariably polyphonic. 
The vertical interval technique is simil~r to the preceding com-
positions with minor second disso~nces and cross relations. There is 
a decided preference for the Aeolian mode. 
Mention might be made of anoth~r work,· "Trust," in· which the 
cantus firmus consists of breves, each followed by £ minima. The time 
signature is duple, although the complete composition is divided into 
. 
quintuple meter. A single extract will illustrate the work. Particu-
larly interesting is the manner in which the bass enters only at 
cadential points. This feature is not carried throughout the compost-
tion. 
Example 91. Extract from In Nomine ''Trust" by Tye (f. 63). 
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The contributions of Christopher Tye.to the development of the 
In Nomine and to the creation of an instrumental style are extremely 
important when it is taken into consideration that many of his worka 
were written in the ~ddle of the sixteenth century. Be was among the 
first to develop ''motivic writing", that is 1 the imitative treatment 
of small characteristic motives. This is, in total effect, .a great 
contrast to the long, vocal-textured melodic lines of the motet and 
the early Ip Nomine •. Realizing the need for unity, be is among the 
first to develop monotbematicism as a formal principle in the In 
Nomine. On the other band, be recognized the need for contrast and. 
therefore, ends some of his works with a section in contrasting meter. 
Finally, his themes take on an instrumental character through the use 
of relatively fast notes and leaps. 
It is interesting to note that be introduces only one or two of 
these developJDi!nts in a single composition. Seven of his works are 
monothematic in character and five make use of concluding sections in 
triple meter. In a few of these compositions, the contour of indivi-
dual themes is predominantly instrumental, however, none of the pre-
viously discussed works combine all features. A single In Nomine-· 
"Trye" (folio 28)--sum:narizes all these contributions into a style 
which is unmistakably instrumental. None of the other In Nomines in 
the British Museum manuscript can compare·to it, either stylistically 
or formall7. 
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'Trye" is based on a motive consisting of very rapid tone repe-
titions. The motive is incorporated into a rather long subject in both 
the first section which is in cluple meter and the second part which ia 
in triple meter. There can be little doubt that the work is inatrumen-
tal. because the initial motive is combined with rapid scale paasagea. 
syncopations, and melodic leaps that are unique. The opening of tbe 
composition is illustrated in Example 92. Particularly noticeable is 
the fact that the motive is always present in some voice. 
Example _92. Opening of In Nomine ''Trye" by Tye {f. 28). 
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Exa~le 92--contiuued. 
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The cadence immediately preceding the final section emphasize• 
D minor and is entered through the dominant of the dominant. Tonality 
in the section, however, hovers between F major and modal due to the 
frequent use of cross relations and minor second harmonic intervals. 
As in the first section, the repeated note motive is always present. 
Example 93. Extract from In Nomine ''Trye" by 'rye (f. 28). 
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The stylistic and formal features of the composition are quite 
unique. Its two sections are well contrasted, yet are unified by the 
constant sounding, repeated-note motive, and the In Nomine cantua fir• 
mus which acts as a unifying thread. The initial motive is remarkable 
in itself, but the manner in which it is dissolved into the melodic 
line makes it even more attractive. The outstanding features of the 
composition have not gone unnoticed, for E. H. Meyer has described 
. 1 
each of its two sections as "complete fugatoe." 
The In Noroines of Robert Parsons 
Robert Parsons, represented by six In Nomines in the two manu-
scripts, is hardly less darir~ and perhaps as outstanding as Tye. 2 
About 1563, he came into prominence when he was appointed a Gentleman 
of the Chapel Royal. 3 He drowned in the River Trent at Newark on 
January 19, 1570, apparently at an early age. Other than these two 
details, nothing is known of his biography. 
A certain amount of confusion is encountered in dealing with the 
composer because of two other musicians by the same name--William Par-
sons and John Parsons. 4 The confusion between Robert and John is mostly 
~yer, op. cit., p. 88. 
2one In Nomine appears in both sources--f. 97 of the B. M. MS. 
and No. 19, a 5 of the,Oxford part-books. 
3Flood states that he came into prominence in 1560, however, the 
earliest this writer can find is 1563. Flood, Early Tudor Composers, 
P• 119. 
4Davey mentions still another Parsons named Robert who was Vicar 
Choral of Exeter in 1634. Davey, op. cit., p. 156~ 
' ' 
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limited to biography, and since the latter was too young to.have been • 
contributor to Additional Manuscript 31,390, he does not concern the 
. . 1 
subject of this dissertation. Be was organist. at Westminster Abbey. 
immediately preceding Gibbons, and died in 1623. 
The confusion between Robert and William Parsons is more acute 
because the two were practically contemporary, and two of the In Nomines 
in the British Museum manuscript are signed with only the last name. 2 
William was born about 1515 and seems. to have been composing at an early 
age, for a Latin Motet of his is found in a manuscript which hae been 
dated as 1537. 3 Active during the reigns of Henry VIII and Queen Mary, 
be wRs e~gaged uy toe Dean and Chapter of Wells as assistant choirmaster 
and copyist in 1551 and remained there until 1561. Nothing is beard of 
him after his contribution to Day's ''Whole Psalms in foure partes" of 
1563, and it is assumed that be died soon afterwards.4 
The two In Nomines which are signed Parsons are the only onea in 
either manuscript for seven voices. They are in the form of the cantua 
firmus vocal motet, and fugal imitation is the most prevalent polyphonic 
idiom~ Aside from the cantua firmus, which is in the first voice, no 
significant unifying device is present. 
1Antbony Wood states that Robert Parsons was born at Exeter, was 
organist to James l, and buried at Westminster Abbey. These remar~ 
apply to John Parsons. Cf. Boyd, op. cit., p. 79, and Davey,~. 
p. 156. 
2rhese works are on folios 24 and 25 of the B. K. MS. 
lrhe motet is in Bodl. Lib. MS. e 423. Flood, op. cit., p. 119. 
4Additional details concerning William Parsons, including numer-
ous payments, are published in Flood, ibi~., PP• 119-121. 
.ro, 
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Textural contrast is much more pronounced in both the worka than 
it is in Tye's In Nomines. Some sections are decidedly chordal and the 
harmony is often very static. Such a passage is illustr~ted in the fol-
lowing extract, taken from folio 24 of the manuscript. The ha~ny ia 
based almost exclusively on two major chords--F and C. This technique 
is quite characteristic of the style of Parsons which seems to be baaed 
on harmony as much as, if not more than, polyphony. It must be empha-
sized, however, ..-c:hat such sections are usually founded on· imitative 
treatment of a motive or phrase which is basically harmonic.· In this 
particular instance, the primary moilve consists of a leap of a fifth 
or a fourth. 
Example 94. Extract from In Nomine by Parsons (f. 24). 
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The melod¥: lines in the works are characterized, to a certain 
extent, by triadic motives, however, they are relatively conjunct in 
comparison to those in Parson's later In Nomines. There is a decided 
preference for subjects which contain repeated notes. 
Although cross relations and minor second dissonances are found 
in .the compositions, the vertical technique employed is relatively con-
.servative. The In Nomine of fol,io 24 is in the transposed Aeolian mode 
with sections in F major, 1 and the one on folio 25 is in the transposed 
Dorian. 
. 
The most outstanding four-part In Nomdne by Parsons is Numbe~ 14 
in the Oxford part-books. Although it iS in the form of the vocal can-
tus firmus motet, instrumental style begins to emerge and contrast 
between sections is based on imitation of short motives and long vocal-
textured themes. 
The work opens with a subject which is centered in the key of G 
minor, however, a very sharp dissonance occurs in the second measure 
(Example 95) between the _Bassus and the Contratenor. The contour of 
melodic lines is vocal and voice-leading is generally smooth. 
1 See, e.g •• Example 94. 
·~ - .. 
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Example 95. Opening of "In Nomine" by Parsons (No. 14, ~ 4). 
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The style of the composition gradually changes as short, charac-
teristic motives are imitated back and forth between voices (Example 96). 
This feature, although employed sparingly in the In Nomine, is extremely 
important to the subsequent development of instrumental music, for it 
recognizes that contrast can be provided by a characteristic instrumen-
tal style in addition to the techniqUes used in vocal music. 
' <" ~· • • ., .... "'-" 
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E. B. Meyer bas described Parsons • s harmony as a mixture of modal 
and ~jor. 1 however. his use of diminished triads often approaches a 
more modern concept. This is illustrated in Example 95 (above) in which 
the tritones, in measures eight and nine. resolve normally (marked by an. 
asterisk). 
The same harmonic treatment is apparent in the following extract 
(Example 96) from the composition. particularly in measures two and 
five. The example also pictures Parsons- as somewhat of an innovator 
since he does not hesitate to end phrases on diminished triads. Mea• 
sures four and five of the example are harmonically interesting; the 
former begins on a first inversion of an F augmented triad. and the 
latter ends on a diminished triad. The tenor begins the succeeding 
phrase in measure six. after a brief rest, on a major seventh from 
the conclusion of the preceding phrase. 
Example 96. ..... Extract from "In Nomine" by Parsons (No. 14. a 4). 
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lMeyer, op. cit., p. 89. 
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-Exainple 96--continuecl. 
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Perhaps the most remarkable In Nomine by Parsons is one which is 
found in both sources--folio 97 -en the Britisb.Museum manuscript and 
' . No. 19, a 5, in the Oxford part-books. The work begins with an anti-
phonal technique, the superius pitted against the lower three voices. 
This style is developed fairly consistently throughout the work, although 
the voices are sometimes divided into three, that is, the superius is 
answered by the contratenor which is, in turn, answerecl simultaneously 
by the tenor and bassus. Example 97 illustrates the operdng of the 
composition. 
. k.--.,. .. ·' f: .~ . 
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Example 97. Opening of "In Nomine" by Parsons (f. 97). 
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Phrases are gradually shortened as the composition progresses. 
until, finally, very short instrumental-type motives are developed 
almost exclusively. This feature is illustrated in Example 98. Parti-
cularly noticeable is the triadic nature of many of the motives and the 
frequent cross relations. The last feature can be seen in measure seven 
in the superius, contratenor, and bassus (B-natural in the contratenor 
and 8-flat in the other voices). In such passages as this, the cantua 
firmus serves to tie together what might ordinarily be a rather "clipped11 
effect. 
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Example 98. Extract from "In Nomine" by Parsons (£. 97) • 
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The ending of the composition contains some sharp dissonances and 
striking cross relations. Sounding simultaneously are B-naturala and 
B-flats (measures one and three, Example 99). The most striking cr~sa 
relations in the work, if not in any of the In Nomines, are found in 
the·next to last measure in which the lowest two voices conaistently 
sound F-natural and the supe~ius has F-sharp. This one measure serves 
to emphasize Canon Fellowes 's remark that Parsons's "skill and feeling 
for curious effects of harmony make him an important.figure in English 
music. 111 
~~~ -- - ~ -·· ~- -~ i-. T •· r ·~· ·"r,- ~---l---r.~. ' • I I 
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1E. H. Fellowes. article on "Robert Parsons" in Grove's Diction-
ary of Music and Musicians, Vol. IV, p. 71. 
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The In Nominee of Robert White 
The Oxford part-books contain four ln Nominee by Robert White 
which are characteristic, in many respects, of the early development 
of the form. The cantua firmus is always in the second voice, melodic 
lines are vocal in character, and long, indefinite, dovetailed phrases 
are most frequent. Rapid runs and leaps, such as used by Tye, or 
"motivic development,'' such as used by Parsons, are not present in 
any of the ·works. 
The compositions are all in the fot·m of the cantua firmus vocal 
-
motet with a succession of themes treated in fugal imitation. There 
is relatively little textural contrast between sections, and the 
general character of each composition is much the same throughout:. 
The most outstanding formal principle in the In Nomines is the 
reliance on a single theme or motive for the melodic material of the 
entire composition. Two of the In Nomines are, in fact, almost mono-
' . ' thematic--Number 16, a 4, and Number 24, a 5. This technique bas been 
seen in Tye's works, although White employs it differently. In the 
f~ve-part composition, for example, the initial motive consists of a 
descending second, an ascending third, and a descending scale passage. 
This motive pervades the entire work. Example lOO.illustrates the 
superius from the In Nomine; the characteristic motive is marked on 
eacb·appearance. Only one rest appears in the entire part--a semi-
breve. 
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Example 100. Superius from "In Nomine" by Robert White. 
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Although the cantua firmus in all the works normally moves in 
equal breves, slightly more freedom is allowed in its treatment in the 
five-part In Nomine. This is illustrated in the following extract; 
( 
the cantua firmus is in the second voice. 
Example 101. Extract from "In Nomine 11 by Robert White (~ 5, No. 24). 
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White's vertical technique i8 quite inte.resting. Particularly 
notable is the use of sevenths and diminished fifths as appoggiaturas, 
ornamental resolutions of suspensions, simultaneous use of minor second 
intervals, and cross relations. Most of these features are illustrated 
in Example 102 which quotes the conclusion of his four-part In Nomine, 
Number 16. In the example, the sevenths and diminished fifths, appear-
ing as appoggiaturas, are marked with an asterisk.and the cross rela-
tions and simbltaneous minor seconds are marked by arrows. 
" Example 102. Conclusion of "In Nomine" by Robert White (a 4, No. 16). 
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All of White's In Nomines are written in tbe transposed Aeolian. 
mode with most cadences on D, A, and F. 
The In Nomines of Henry Stoninge 
and Nichollas Strogera 
The British Museum Manuscript contains one In Nomine that ia 
listed as being by "Stroninges". Harrison suggests that the composer 
might be Oliver Stonyng who was precentor at Eton College from 1533 
to 1535 and who appears to have been active during the first half of 
the century. 1 The same composition, however, is duplicated in the 
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' ' Oxford part-books (Number 14, a 5), along with another (Number 7, a4), 
and the author is listted as "Hent·y Stoninge". The only reference to 
the latter composer that bas been found by this writer i• a short 
statement by Davey to the effect that .be must not be confused wi~h 
William Stonard. 2 
The exact dates of the two composers are unknown, and the 
possibility exists that they might be one and the same. The composi-
tions, however, are instrumentally advanced and would seem to have 
been composed after the middle of the century. Both make use of 
triple meter, numerous eighth and sixteenth notes, as well as leaps 
and relatively rapid scalewise passages. 
The In Nomine which appears in both sources is sectional with 
a certain amount of contrast provided by different thematic materials 
and contrasting rhythms. The first section is characterized by a 
relatively long subject made up of three phrases. Individual voi~ 
1 Harrison, op. cit., P• 35. 
2 Davey, op. cit., p. 1S4. 
·~,,.,~· ........... · 
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enter in fugal imitation of the initial notes of the.first phrase. 
Particularly outstanding in the section is tbe fact that the different 
parts consistently employ the first four notes in variatiou.1 The 
second section is characterized by development of small motives. The 
third section consists of scale passages in eighth notes, punctuated 
by sixteenths and quarters, and the final section is note-against-note 
in triple meter. Example 103 illustrates the begin~ng of the work. 
Example 103. Opening of "In Nomine11 by Henry Stoninge (No. 14, a 5) •. 
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1see, e.g., Example 103 in which the initial motive and ita 
variations are marked by brackets. 
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Example 103--continU.ci. 
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That this In Nomine is characteristic of the changes in style 
which occurred during the second half of the century might be seen in 
the following extract (Example 104). The rapid eighth notes, leaps. 
and motivic development between the outer voices (measures fourteen 
through eighteen) are stylistically instrumental and are not found in 
any of the In Nomines known to be from the first half of the century. 
As in the preceding works, cross relations and minor second dissonance• 
are numerous. An arrow marks two such features in measures six ·and 
nine. The accidental& of Voice IV in these two measures are not pre-
sent in the version from the British Museum manuscript. 
~-
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Example 104. Extract fram "In Nomine" by Henry Stoninge (No. 14, a 5). 
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Example 104--continuecl. 
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Dissonance is strikingly used in measures five. six. and seven 
of.Example 103. In measure five, the accented passing tone in Voice 
IV ("B") and the unaccented passing tone in Voice I ("A") result in a 
dissonance (marked by arrows). The first chord in the following mea-
sure is equally remarkable. If it is analyzed as G major. then the A 
in Voice IV is an anticipation. ·If it is called D major. then a sua• 
pension occurs in the bass and changing tones in the superiua. · The 
fact that the harmony might be analyzed ~o different ways. or that a 
dissonance occurs, is not particularly outstanding. That the dissonance 
appears on the strong part of the tactua is more remarkable. · 
Although the final and cadences indicate the transposed Dorian 
mode, the work is often in the transposed Aeolian. 
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The remaining work by Stoninge is more subdued. Voices move nor-
mally in minimas and, unlike the preceding In NaDine, the entire work ia 
written in duple meter. Short phrases, however, are frequently used iu 
the upper voice and are illustrated in Example lOS. 
Example 105. Extract from "In Nomine" by Henry Stonirige (no. 7, ~ 4). 
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When a note is lowered, either to a flat or to cancel a preceding 
sharp, a flat is almost invariably used in both sources. Stoninge, bow-
ever, sometimes uses a b durum sign (ft). One instance of its use might 
be seen in the superius of Example 104 on F-natural. 
The British Museum manuscript contains three In Nom1nes that are 
signed "Strogers" (folios 10, 55, and 56). Jeffrey Mark states that two 
In Nomines1 in the British Museum manuscript are by E. Strogers (Strowger) 
~rk does not say which two In Nomines are by E. Strogers. 
Jeffrey Mark in article on "Strogers (Strowger), E." in Grove's Diction-
ary of Music and Musicians, Vol. VIti. p. 148. 
·-:.l'. 
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who was an English composer active during the early sixteenth century. 1 
All three works are duplicated in the Oxford part-books (NUmbers 31, 34, 
' ' and 2, a 5), along with another (NUmber 15, a 5), under the composer 
Nichollas Strogers. Works by this latter composer appear in such col• 
lections as the "Fitzwilliam Virginal Book" (from ca. 1562 to ca. 1612), 
"Benjamin Cosyn's Virginal Book" (ca. 1605-1622), and "Jane Pickering's 
Book" (dated 1616), and be is considered as a late sixteenth and ear~y 
seventeenth musician. 2 Ernest B. Meyer, however, gives his death as 
ca. 1585.3 
The true author of the compositions .is somewhat doubtful, and 
it is quite possibLe that the two men have been confused in a number 
of sources besides the ones with which this dissertation is concer~d •. 4 
The fact that three of them are found in the British Museum manuscript 
would place their dates before 1578. Since all five of the compost-
tiona belong styli•tically to the In Nomine of the third quarter of the 
century, they are probably by Nicbollas Strogers, not E. Strogers. 
1 Jeffrey Mark dates E. Strogers's activity to the early part of 
the century by the inclusion of an organ Miserere in Add. MS. 29,996/6b 
which he states is in the band of John Redford. This is the same MS. 
mentioned earlier which was begun by Redford, probably continued by 
Tallis, then by Byrd, and completed in the seventeenth century by 
T. Tomkins. ~ 
2
rhe inclusion of works by Strogers is these collections does 
not serve as proof that he is an early seventeenth composer, because 
they also contain compositions by earlier men--Blitbman (d. 1591) and 
Tallis (d. 1585). 
3Dr. Mey.r does not give the source of this date. Meyer, .22.:.. 
£!!.:., p. 85. 
4 Jeffrey Mark notes this possibility. Jeffrey Mark, op. cit., 
P• 148. 
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The In Nomine on folio 10 of the British Museum manuscript is in 
the form of the cantua firmus motet with fugal imitation of dovetailed 
themes. Although note-againat-note style sometimes tends to Sive the 
effect of chordal writing, the most effective contrast between sections 
is provided by different thematic materiala. 
One of the most outstanding features of the work, and most of 
Strogera's In Namines, is the striking and convincing nature of many 
of his themes. This is evident in the beginning of the canposition in 
which the answers to the initial subject span an octave in a relatively • 
short duration. Although the lower voices have rather long aqd in@fi-
nite phrases, all are based on triads and the highest voice is divided 
into short. ch~racteristic motives. 
Example 106. Opening Of "In Nomine" by Strogers (f 10) • • 
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An effective contrast to the triadic character of the first theme 
is provided by the imitative treatment of scalewise passages in the con• 
eluding section. Although not instrumentally advanced, the technique 
illustrates a growing awareness of the inetruaental style. 
Example 107. Extract from "In Nomine" by Strogers (f. 10). 
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The conservative nature of Strogers'•:•rtical approach is in 
striking contrast to that of other English ca.posers of the period. 
Cross relations are infrequent and adnor seODid dissonances are absent 
from the work. The In Nomine is written ia • Aeolian mode and tonal 
obscurity, which is so characteristic 
is rare. 
-.-~_.,_, 
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An outstanding development of the In Nomine, during the tbircl 
quarter of the century, is that of sectional contrast. This is illus-
trated, to a certain degree, in Strogera's In Nomil_le Number 34, ~ S, of 
the Bodleian manuscript. The first section is concerned w!th imitative 
treatment of a triadic subject; the second empl~s a theme characterized 
by repeated notes and scalewise passages; and the last section ~see tbe 
motivic development technique noted previously. Although the rhythmic 
differentiation between the themes in the first two sections is not 
significant, their melodic contours are well contrasted. The concluding 
secticn is an appropriate climax to the work. The motivic development. 
employed in the final section, is the most important feature, because . 
it is instrumental in concept and contributes the greatest degree of 
contrast. Example 108 illustrates the technique as used by Strogera. 
Example 108. Extract frau "In Nomine" by Nichollas Strogers (No. 34, · 
~ 5) .. 
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Example lOS--continued. 
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The vertical interval technique is similar to that used in the 
preceding In Nomine,and cross relations and minor second dissonance• 
are comparatively rare. Although such combinations can be found in 
the work, the entire composition is extremely consonant, and the mode 
(the transposed Aeolian) is clear. 
Strogers's In Nomine Number 2, in the Oxford part-books (folio 
56 in the British Museum manuscript), is similar in form to the pre-
ceding work. It is diviaed into three sections, howev~r, the subjects 
in the first two are strongly related. The initial motive consists of 
a descending D major triad, starting on D. The principal theme of the 
second section opens with a melodic inversion of this motive, outlining 
a C major triad. The two subjects are illustrated in Example 109. 
Example 109 •. Principal subjects from the first and secon~ sections of 
"In Nomine" by Nicholl as Strogers (No. 56, a 5). 
The concluding section is in triple meter and provides an effective 
contrast to the preceding two parts. Triple meter is employed somewhat 
differently in this particular In Nomine from that in other works of 
the period. The conclusion alternates rather rapidly between triple 
and duple meter, and phrases are comparatively short. Most triple see-
tiona from In Nomines of the period are written with very long, 
"'' ., 
"'· 
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. . 1 
indefinite phrases in constant triple meter. · The movement of the can-
tus firmus. although slight, is more. than is commonly found in moat 
other In Homines of the ti.a. · 
The melodic contour of individual voices is characteri&ed by 
brief phrases which are often based on chords and separated by rests. 
Almost the complete work is based on such a style. This melodic fea-
ture is appropriately illustrated in the openi.ng of the In Nomine 
(Example llO). 
Example 110. Opening of "In Nomine" by Nichcllas Strogers (No. 2, ~- 5). 
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Dissonance is employed more freely in the work than in the pre-
ceding In Nomines. and its use in the two different versions is quite 
significant. The Oxford version is written without flats in the signa-
ture, a sharp even appears on B in the tenor. The version in the British 
1 See, e.g., "Trye" by Tye, "supra. p. 225. 
~t 
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MUseum manuscript bas B-flat in its signature. Although numerous acci• 
dentala on B in the latter version cancel the signature, significant 
differences remain. The preceding example is taken from the Oxford 
part-books. the accidentals in parenthesis are taken frOB the British 
MUseum manuscript.~ Dissonances between B-flat and Bin the British 
Museum version and cross relations in both versions are particularlJ 
noticeable. 
Such differences occur throughout the work, sometime with 
striking results. Example 111 is a transcription from the conclusion 
of the composition. It is taken from the Oxford version and, as in 
the preceding example, differences are no~ed in parentbesie.. 2 Some 
of these differences are purely rhythmical and have little effect on 
the composition as a wbole. 3 Others could be resolved through the 
application of "Musi.ca Ficta". 4 Regardless of the version used, how-
ever, dissonances are frequently etrikiQS •. 
1Example 110 with the addition of accidentals in parenthesis ia 
the same as the version in the British Museum manuscript. 
2By adding the accidental• in parenthesis and substituting the 
notes in parenthesis for those tbey follow, the result will be identical 
with the version in the B. M. MS. 
3Rbythmical differences mi&ht be seen in the Tenor, measures 2, 
3, 7, and 9; Contratenor, measures 10 and 11; Basus, measure 11. 
4It has been mentioned that, in instances of a voice rising and 
falling a major second, a tendency existed to lower the interval to a 
minor second. This would apply to the tenor, measure 1, and the super-
ius, measure 9 (B-flat). This saJDe "rule" could also be used to cancel 
some of the dissonances--measure ·11, tenor could be B-flat. This would 
avoid the clash with the superius. The B-flats in measure 3 of the 
bassus could be the result of those in the preceding measure--the second 
one avoids a melodic tritone. 
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The most outstanding peculiarities of the preceding example 
might be listed. Dissonances which can be resolved through the 
application of ''Musica Ficta" are marked by an asterisk. It is 
interesting to note that all dissonances are at different placea 
in the two versions. 
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British MUseum Manuscript V~raion: 
Measure 6: Voice I ••••• B-flat 
Voice IV •••• A 
1Measure 7: Voice II •••• B-natura1 
Voice III ••• B-flat 
*Measure 11: Voice I ••••• B-flat 
Voice IV •••• B-natura1 
*Measure 12: Voice I ••••• B•flat 
Voice IV •••• B-natural 
Bodle\en Library Version: 
*Measure 3: Voice III ••• B-flat 
Voice V ••• .-.B-natura1 
~a sure 8: Voice I ••••• B-flat, G, 
Voice rv •••• r 
Measure 10: Voice I ••••• F-sharp 
Voice V ••••• F-natural 
Voice III ••• B-flat 
Voice V ••••• B-natural 
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B-flat 
The In Nomine, Number 15, is similar in many respects to the pre-
ceding ones. The chief difference is the use of quintuple meter, even 
though the time signature is duple. Imitative treatment of short, 
triadic motives is perhaps the most outstanding feature, however, some 
phrases are long and indefinite. The second phrase in the superius is 
particularly long--almost thirty measures in the transcription. Synco-
pation plays an important part in the entire composition. Example 112 
lrhis dissonance is unavoidable because of the C-sharp and the E-
natural in Voice II. The "B11 must be natural to avoid an augmented 
second melodic interval and a melodic tritone. This particular disso- · 
nance is, therefore, the result of ''Musics Ficta11 • 
2Tbe 11F" in Voice IV would seem to be "G11 as it is in the British 
Museum version. 
,····· 
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illustrates the opening of the work. In comparison to the preceding In 
Nomine, accidental& and ''Musics Ficta" result in relatively few problems. 
Example 112. Opening of "In Nomine" by Nichollas Strogers (No. 15. ~ 5). 
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Lesser In Nomine Composers from the 
Third Quarter of the Century 
A number of In Nomine& in the two manuscripts are by lesser-
known composers. Included are three each by Osbert Persleye1 and 
2 3 4 5 Clement Woodcocke; two each by Mudd, Poynt, and Brewster; and one 
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each by-Malery6 and Picfortb. 7 Most of these works can be ascribed to 
the third quarter of the sixteenth century on·the basis of style, th~r 
presence in Additional Manuscript 31,390, and the few dates that survive. 
1 Persleye (or Parsley) who died in 1585 bas been mentioned in 
Chapter V. The three works are a~l in the Bodl. MSS.: a 4, No. 17; 
a 4, No. 24; and a 5, No. 37. 
2Nothing is known of the biography of Woodcocke. Tw~ of the 
works are in the B. M. MS.--ff •. 99 and 100--and one is in the Bodl. 
MSS.--a 5, No. 36. 
3Tbe s. M. MS. contains a Single In Nomine signed ''Mudd" and the 
Bodl. MSS. include 0 ne by a "Henry Mudd". The only sixteenth-century 
composers by the name of Mudd that this writer has been able to find 
are John and Thomas Mudd, both of whom were possibly too late to have 
been included in the B. M. MS. John was organist at Peterborough 
Cathedral from 1583 to 1639, and Thomas was born about 1560. If Thomas 
is the composer of the B. M. MS. work, as Davey suggests, it should be 
mentioned that he would have been in h~s late teens when the MS. was 
written. It seems. most likely that both compositions are by.Benry Mudd 
about whom nothing is known. Cf. Davey, op. cit., PP• 202-203. 
4Notbing is known of Poynt who is represented by an In Nomine in 
both MSS.--B. M. MS., f. 48, and Bodl. MSS., a 4, No. 19. 
5An In Nomine in the B. M. MS. (f. 109) is signed "Brewster", and 
one in the Bodl. MSS. (a 5, No. 27) is signed "Bruster" •. This writer 
bas found no record of a sixteenth-century musician by either name. It 
is assumed that the two are by the same composer. 
~lery has been mentioned in Chapter V. The In Nomine h in the 
B. M. MS. (f. 110). 
7Nothing is known of Picforth. The work is in the B. K. MS. (f. 
79)_. 
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The In Nomines of Osbert Persleye, as a group, are not as out-
standing as those by Tye, Parsons. or Strogers. They are not •• 
advanced instrumentally as ~he works of Tye and Strogers. and motivic 
development is slight in comparison to compositions by Parsons and 
Strogers. The only feature in this last respect that should be men-
tioned is the fact that Persleye's lower voices, especially the bass. 
often move in rather short phrases. Very little imitative movement 
is found in the cantua firmus, and the initial subject of works ls 
never repeated at the end. 
Two characteristics are ou~standing. They_are the energetic 
nature of many of Persleye's motives and themes and his freer place-
ment of the cantua firmus. Most In Nomines from the period place the 
cantua firmus in the second voice in the transposed Aeolian mode 
(starting on D). Persleye places the cantua firmus in two of his 
' . ' 
works (a 4. Number 24 and a 5. Number 37) in the third voice and 
in one of the works (Numbex: 37) transposes it to G. The energetic 
quality of his subjects might be seen in the following example. 
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Example 113. Opening of "In Nomine .. by Osbert Persleye (No. 37, ~ 5). 
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The moti vic development that is found in Persleye 's works can be 
best seen in the following extract taken from one of his four-part In 
Nominea. 
Example 114. Extract from "In Nomine" by Osbert Persleye (No. 17, ~ 4). 
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None of the In Nomines by Persleye contain difficult problema 
in transcription, nor do they pose insurmountable puzzles in regard 
to "Musics Pi eta". Their comparative simplicity might well be their 
most outstanding trait. Although passages in the three works and 
final cadences sometimes indicate the transposed Dorian mode, the 
transposed Aeolian is the moat prevalent. 
Each of the three In Nomdnes by Clement Woodcocke presents a 
somewhat different technique. The one on folio 100, for example, is 
monothe~tic in character, while the remaining two are concerned with 
imitative treatment of successively different themes. The texture of 
the In Nomine on folio 99 of the British Museum manuscript is poly-
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' phonic throughout, while the one in the Oxford part-books (a 5, Number 
36) shifts from an antiphonal technique of short phrases to develop-
ment of very brief motives. Although all of them are quite interest-
ing, the one in the Oxford part-books is perhaps the best of-the 
t:~ •·. 
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three. The opening of the work and the general texture are not unlike 
that used by Parsons. It is concerned with antipnonal treatment of a 
subject made up of repeated notes and the overall texture i1 chordal • 
.... Example 115. Opening of "In Nomine" by Clement Woodcocke (a 5, lo. 36)• 
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The antiphonal technique of this same subject is continued fairly 
consistently until the approximate center of the work, where short. two-
note motives are identically treated. The brief motive is gradually 
lengthened, and the technique is changed to imitative treatment by all 
voices. This is illustrated in the following example. 
... Example 116. Extract from "In Nomine" by Clement Woodcocke (a 5, No. 36). 
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At the conclusion of the work, the two-note motive again returns, 
however, it is utilized as part of the melodic line. This enhances con-
siderably the attractiveness of the ~in theme which is as follows: 
Example 117. Subject from conclusion of "In Nomine" by Clement Wood-
cocke (~ S, No. 36). 
"' • '1 ~ • I I • • 'I • I , • I . , .. •• I • • .. 1 . ---~}· .--~ . ··-1···-- .... ·j~···- •· -~ 
) I ___ -·--· II ~ ~~.::_-~ 1.1 ~=~~~~ '--:t~~ .. ~= 
Despite a few striking dissonances, 1 cross relations, and strange 
harmonic combinations, the work, as a whole, is clearer in regards to 
tonality than many In riomines of the period. The frequent 'use of dOIIIi-
nant to tonic harmonic relationjhips in the key of B-flat implies often 
a modern concept of tonality. 
Of the two remaining compositions by Woodcocke, the one on folio 
100, of the British Museum manuscript, is the better. The overall 
character and texture of the work does not change, however, the initial 
theme which provides the basic melodic material is varied throughout. 
Like the technique of Tye 's "monothematicism", Woodcocke utilizes only 
the initial notes of the subject as a foundation. Consisting of three· 
repeated notes, they are consistently repeated throughout the work, 
usually at the beginning of phrases. The following example is an 
extract from the work; the principal subject is marked. 
lsee, e.g., Example 115, measure 3, which contains a dissonant 
entry {superius) and simultaneous use of B-flat and B-natural (measure 
7). 
1. • ' 
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Example 118. Extract- from ''l:n Nomine'' by Clement Woodcocke (f. 100). 
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The remaining In Nomines from the third quarter of the century 
are less distinguished than the preceding works. The only ones which 
are instrumentally advanced are the ones by Malery (British Museua 
manuscript, folio 110) and Bruster (Oxford part-books, a 5, Number 27). 
The others are more vocal in style. One by Brewster (British Museua 
manuscript, folio 109) bas the singular distinction of being the only· 
four-part work ~n the British Museum manuscript, while the most pro-
minant feature of the In Nomines by Mudd is the effective use of 'tbe 
suspension. The one by Pieforth is unusual only because each voice 
is written in a constant sounding of equal notes. Only,a few of 
these features need be illustrated •. 
The In Nom~ne by Mudd in the British Museum manu·~cript h in· 
the form of the vocal cantus firmus motet with imitation of successive 
themes. There is no contrasting section at the conclusion, and the 
melodic contour of individual voices is vocal. The initial subject is 
divided into two short statements, the second of which contains • sua• 
pension that enhances the overall effect. This is illustrated in 
Example 119. Although the work begins in the key of G minor, the 
employment of cross relations and alternation between P-natural AD4 
c-sharp somewhat obscures the tonality. 
·-·. 
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Example 119. Opening of "In Nemine" by Mudd (f. 117). 
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The only remaining example which should be quoted is taken fraa 
the In Nomine by Picforth in which each voice has notes of only one 
value, and the values differ in each part. The work's rather odd nature 
ha_s caused Gustave Reese to state that "Although pedantic in principle, 
the piece 18 surprisingly satisfactory from the standpoint of aound."1 
Example 120. Opening of "In Nomine" by Picforth (f. 79). 
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Swrmary 
Although the In Nomine from the third quarter of the sixteenth 
century retains features of the vocal cantua firmus motet, a decidedly 
instrumental style begins to emerge. This is most evident in the com-
poser's approach to form and the distinct elements which comprise 
structure--contrast and unity. 
lReese, Music in the Renaissance, p. 869. 
.... "' 
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The most important development is found in the composere' reali-
zation of more effective contrasts between sections. Contrast was found 
in the vocal works from the manuscript. however, it was restricted b7 
vocal technique and usually consisted of sections in strict polyphonic 
texture punctuated by occasional note-against~note style. Since sacred 
vocal works provided the foundation for the origin of the In NOmine. it 
was perhaps logical that another form would in some way influence its 
development. The practice of connecting dances in contrasting meters 
was quite common and some In Nomines, particularly those by Tye and 
Strogers, follow this custom~ 
A more effective type of contrast was furnished by melodic fea-
tures and instrumental techniques. Many works from the period employ 
long dovetailed themes, however, motivic writing begins to appear.in 
the In Nomines of Tye. The technique consists of imitative treatment 
of small, characteristic motives frequently based on triads. This was 
perhaps the result of breaking or dividing the disjunct and triadic 
melodic lines of English vocal music. As composers began to realize 
the possibilities of instrumental technique, themes grew more emphatic 
and differentiated. 
Robert Parsons, taking the principle of motivic development from 
his older colleague, employs it to a far greater degree. In some of 
his compositions, he uses the technique in a polyphonic texture with 
all voices treated as equals •. In other works, it is used in an anti-
phonal technique, resulting in a chordal texture •. Although other 
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composers employ this distinctly instrumental style with effectiveness, 
particularly Nichollas Strogers and Clement Woodcocke, Parsons ia per-
haps the most successful. Only .in ''Trye" by Tye is the tecllnique more 
distingubbed.' 
As the long melodic: line began to be broken into small motives, 
the cantus firmus emerged in a new-found importance. Whereas it bad 
added unity to vocal works, it had also contributed to the overall 
character of evenness and reservedness. In works which employ motivic 
development and other distinctly instrumental melodic fea~ures, the 
plainsong is prominent because cf its great contrast to the remaining 
parts. This very prominence c:~siderably emphasizes its unifying 
effect. 
The desire for unifying musical devices, other than the cantua 
firmus, is most evident in Tye's In Nomines. His use of a type of 
monothematicism, especially in "Rachelle Weeping" and "Trye," is out-
standing, yet his themes are sometimes contrasted since he employs 
only the initial notes of a particular subject. In "Trye" the princi-
pal motive is dissolved into the melodic line and treated in both 
duple and triple meters. This technique is followed by Robert White 
who also merges a motive into the melodic: line. His works, however, 
are generally marked by a vocal style and are less distinguished aa 
instrumental composition&. 
The texture of the In Nomines is almost invariably polyphonic, 
and the idiom is usually that of fugal imitation. The triple-metered 
r· 
.....--: .... )·· 
sections from works of Tye and Strogers and the antiphonal technique, 
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as employed by Parsons and Woodcocke, are the most notable exceptions. 
The vertical interval technique employed in the In Homines pre-
sents a contrasting picture. A greater inclination toward a dominant 
to tonic harmonic scheme is present, and the old modal system had been 
almost completely replaced by the two-scale system. There is a decided 
preference for the transposed ~olian mode. This scale system requires 
some explanatio~for it admits the same minor second dissonances and 
cross relations found in English vocal music. Active chords, such aa 
the dominant, and chords of resolution frequently have both major and 
minor thirds. This usually results in a tonality which is half modal 
and half modern major or minor. 
Although this practice is primarily based on melodic indepen-
dence, individual composers often approached the vertical aspect of 
their works differently. Christopher Tye and Robert White, almost 
invariably, employ these combinations as melodic directive devices, 
that is, they are used to reduce whole tone returning steps or to 
raise the seventh in cadences. Although tonality in the compositions 
of both men is often ambiguous, White's use of diminished fifths and 
sevenths, as non-harmonic tones, indicates a more modern approach. 
Robert Parsons often employs minor second combinations or cross 
relations to emphasize melodic direction, and his resolution of dimi-
nished intervals is frequently effective. He does not always confine 
these features to such a purpose, and they often appear to be used for 
effect. He does not hesitate to beg.in a melodic phrase on F-natural 
~--
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in one voice while the remaining parts hold a D major chord. In pas-
sages written in motivic style, some voices outline D major ·triads 
while others outline D minor chords. The result is impressiVe, but 
• 
it borders on an experimental approach to harmony. 
The remaining composers use the same dissonances and harmonic 
combinations, however, Strogers and Woodcocke are exceptional since 
they employ them much more sparingly. 
The same notational pecularities exist in the In Homines as 
were found in the vocal works from the manuscript~ The Bodleian man~ 
script is usually much clearer, however, it contains several mistakes 
and omissions. The most difficult·problems are those concerning the 
application of principles of ·~usica Ficta". These problems are 
greatly enlarged by .the peculiar vertical combinations used by the 
English composers and, in many instances, the solution is baaed on 
personal opinion and preference. 
The In Nomine from this period emerges as an instrumental form 
in which aesthetic satisfaction can be derived directly from·the music 
itself. Contrasts are provided by a growing instrumental style.and 
the continuity of a text, so important to vocal music, is little missed. 
Two men stand out preeminently--Christopher Tye and Robert 
Parsons. Tye is· the most important of the two because of his outstand-
ing contribution to the instrumentalization of the form. His works are 
unified, yet contain effective contrasts. Of all the In Nomines, "Trye" 
stands alone ta formal and stylistic features. Its soaring themes 
utilize ins 
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·later Elizabethans. The work is perhaps the best In Nomine in the 
British Museum manuscript and, considering its date, one of the moat 
outstanding works in the fora. 
Robert Parsons is almost equal to Tye,for his style is full of 
contrasts--it is chordal, polyphonic, antiphonal, and motivic. Despite 
his experimental approach to harmony, his In Nomines, especially the one 
on folio 97 of the British Museum manuscript, are truly significant. 
Nichollas Strogers and Clement Woodcocke are the most prominent 
of the remaining musicians. Their works are distinctly instrumental 
and unusually effective. Both men are conservative, and their compo-
• 
sitions are more subdued than those by Tye and Parsons. 
The In Nomines are, for the most part, attractive and satisfying, 
however, the peculiar vertical aspects produce an archaic effect. Such 
a feeling can be partially dispelled when it is realized that many of 
the combinations are the result of melodic independence and that their 
use gives an amazing amount of force to individual voices. 
CHAPIER VIII 
THE LATE IN l«lMMNE 
The Instrumentation and Gradual 
Decline of the In Nomine 
The importance of the In Nomine in the formation of an instrumen-
tal style and to the large body of English consort music cannot be over-
emphasized. It was, in fact, the most important instrumental form in 
the early Elizabethan period. It set the stage for the growing instru-
mental art and was the found~tion fer the English Fancy. Its primary 
importance, however, began to diminish in the late sixteenth centuty, 
and by the time Morley wrote his famous treatise in 1597, the Fancy 
bad taken its place as "the chiefest kind of music made without a 
ditty."1 
The decline of a form which bad meant so much and had been deve-
loped so extensively was perhaps not strange. To a certain extent, it 
was probably due to the composers' desire to be free from the chains of 
a fixed melody which was customarily sounded in long, equal notes. 
Themes in the newer Fancy were free to wander from one part to another, 
and harmony was not bound to the confines of a cantus firmus. 
The inclinations of composers toward a freer treatment of the In 
Nomine cantua firmus was seen, to a degree, in the development of the 
form during the third quarter of the century. The fixed melody was 
lThomas Morley, A Plaine and Easie Introduction to Practical 
Musicke (Oxford: Oxford University Press, For the Shakespeare Associa-
tion, 1937), pp. 180-181. 
. . 
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transposed and sounded in parts other than the second with increasing 
frequency and, on occasion, was allowed to enter the polyphonic play 
of th~ r~~!n!ng voi~==· s~~~ movement of the cantua firmus~ however, 
was usual~y slight. 
This trend was increased in some works by the late ElizabethaQs~ 
and compositions with titles, such as "In Nomine Pavan" and "In Nomine 
Galliard", abandoned the cantus firmus altogether. 1 In other works, 
? 
such as an "In Nomine Fantasia" by Alfonso Ferrabosco II,- the long-
note cantus firmus is abandoned but the general outline of the old 
melody is retained, to a degree, by all voices. ~o·many composers,. 
the old style In Nomine with a fixed cantus firmus in long, equal 
notes became a kind of "test piece" in which they displayed their 
contrapuntal skill and dexterity. 3 
Despite the decreasing favor of the In Nomine and the somewhat 
derogatory description of "test piece," the form continued to be 
developed. In the hands of the best Elizabethans, such as Byrd and 
Orlando Gibbons, it becomes a true art form of considerably high 
calibre. Expert instrumentalists, particularly Alfonso Ferrabosco II, 
portray a rather remarkable adeptness in the form, while lesser-known 
1An ''In Nomine Pavan" and an "In Nomine Galliard" are in Cam- · 
bridge University Library while another "In Nomine Pavao" was included 
in Morley's "First Book of Consort Lessons" of 1611. Meyer, English 
Chamber Music, p. 86. 
2An "In Nomine Fantasia" by Alfonso Fenabosco II is edited by 
Dart and Coates in Musics Britannica, Vol. IX: Jacobean Consort Music 
(London: . Stainer and Bell, Ltd., 1955), pp. 122-126. 
3Reese, Music in the Renaissance, p. 869, from Roger North, 
Memoirs, 1728. 
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composers, such as Edwarde Gibbons and William Randall who are repre· 
sented by very few works, illustrate that, even though the In Nomine 
had lost its former prominence, much was added to its lustre and 
vitality. 
While the foundation for an independent instrumental style had 
been established during the third quarter.of the sixteenth century, 
the complete instrumentalization of the form was acc~lished in the 
late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. With the exception of 
the use of a cantus firmus, many of the In Nomines are stylistically 
identical to the Fancy. Strong contrasts are provided by both rhythmic 
an..i melodic m~erial, and the general character of individual themes 
becomes much more differentiated. Modern major and minor become more 
firmly established, and the form, as a whole, becomes ~uch more inatru-
mental. 
The In Nomine of William Byrd 
William Byrd holds a position in the development of the late In 
Nomine quite similar to the one christopher Tye occupied in the form's 
transition from vocal to instrumental style. There are, however, seve-
ral important differences. Chief among these is the fact that Tye'a 
output was far greater·than Byrd'a and embraces not only traits of the 
early and middle periods, but also points to the late development of 
the form. Byrd's output ia much smaller and, although significant, is 
not as far-reaching. While ma~y features of the late In Nomine begin 
to appear in his works, some of tbe characteristics of the form's 
··~ 
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development during the third quarter of the century remain. This is 
perhaps to be expected since Byrd's long life overlapped that of older 
composers, such as Tye and Tallis, as well as younger masters like 
Gibbons and Weelkes. He is not as prominent as Gibbons in the develop-
1 
ment of the form because be does not carry it as far as be might have. 
His works, therefore,. stand as pivotal points in the development of the 
late In Noadne. 
A total of seven In Nomines by Byrd are included in the two 
sources--three in the British Museum manuscript and four in the Oxford 
• 2 • 
par~-books. Two in the latter source are quartets, and the remainder 
are quintets. In addition, the latter source contains duplicate copies 
of two of those in the British Museum manuscript. It is interesting to 
note that the best of the In Nomines are these two •. Although difficult 
1Tbe above comparison between the works of Byrd and Gibbons is 
based on the fact that all the known surviving In Nomines by both men 
are included in the MSS. with which this dissertation is concerned. 
Only an incomplete seven-part composition by Byrd is ~ssing (B. M. 
Add. t1S. 32,377). It should be mentioned, however, that some of these 
works exist in other sources and, in some cases, those by Byrd seem to 
have been revised by the composer. Edmund H. Fellowes, William Byrd 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1936), pp. 191 and 199; and Edmund 
H. Fe11owes, Orlando Gibbons and His Family: The Last of the Tudor 
School of Musicians (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1951). p. 100. 
2All of Byrd's In Nomines are printed in Fellowes, The Col-
lected Works of William Byrd, Vol. 17: "Chamber Music for Strings" 
(London: Stainer & Bell, Ltd., 1948), pp. 14, 17, 49, 53, 58, 62, 
and 66. Although they have been consulted in the preparation of 
examples, there are some differences between Fellowes's edition and 
the works, as they are found in the two MSS., with which this disser-
tation is concerned. This is due to the fact that the works are 
found in other sources which have been used in the collected edition. 
For this reason, all examples follow Add. MS. 31,390 and Bodi. Lib. 
MSS. 212-216. The most notable differences are noted in footnotes. 
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to accurately date each composition, they all seem to be from Byrd's 
eatlier period. 
The two four-part In Nomines are less interesting than the five-
part works. They are in the style of the vocal cantua firmua motet, 
and fugal imitation of long, vocal-like linea is the usual technique. 
Neither of them is instrumentally advanced and, other than some move-
ment of the cantua firmus in one (Number 15), neither portrays any 
particularly outstanding feature. 
A single quotation, taken from Number 15, will suffice to illua-
trate the works. As will be seen, cross relations exist as do vertical 
tritones. The reason C-sharp is found in measures onP. and three of the 
third voice is something of a puzzle since the phrase is, otherWiee, an 
exact imitation of the first voice (marked by brackets). The compoai-
tion is in the transposed Aeolian mode. The rest of the first voice 
near the end of the example is in brackets because it is not in the 
l 
original. 
Example 121. ' Extract from "In Nomine" by Byrd (a 4, No. 15). 
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Example 121--continued. 
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The In Nomine on folio 44 of the Briti'sh Muse1.1m manuscript is 
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more outstanding. The cantua firmus is transposed up a perfect fourth 
and sounded in the superius. The work is comprised of two sections. 
the first of which is in duple meter and the longer of the two. The 
second is a very short section in triple meter which closes the com-
position. Each section bas only one principal theme and. although a 
similarity between the two themes might be said to exist, the rhythmic 
differentiation between them provides an excellent contrast. 
The work opens in the manner of a stretto with the subject 
being answered tonally. The texture of this first section is con-
sistently polyphonic. 
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Example 122. Opening. of "In Nomine" by Byrd (f. 44). 
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The conclusion of the In Nomine is notated by coloration in all 
parts with the exception of the cantus firmus--it continues in equal 
Breves. Fellowes quotes this same section, although he states that 
"Byrd sustains the interest by changing the value of the notes in the 
canto fermo to triple measure • .,l Fellowes is ·aware that this parti-
cular work is in Additional manuscript 31,390 and Bodleian.Library 
manuscript 212-216. He must, therefore, be speaking of another ver-
sion. 2 Particularly noticeable is the fact that the voices begin 
their triple sections at different times and, as in the preceding 
example, cross relations are not infrequent. The most outstanding 
feature of this shott section is the rhythmic variety and independence 
obtained from syncopation. Although the individual voices engage in 
imitation, note-against-note style gives the effect of homophony. 
Example 123 illustrates the conclusion of the work. 
1Fellowes, William Byrd, p. 192. 
2This is emphasized by Fellowes's edition in which all voices 
simultaneously begin the triple section and the cantus firmua is 
notated in dotted half notes. Unfortunately, he does not give the 
source of the transcription. Fellowes, Collected Works of William 
Byrd, Vol. 17, p. 49. 
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The melQdi.z contour of individual voices in both sectiooa is 
characterized by extensive scalewise passages and some triadic motives. 
The mode of the work is the transposed Aeolian (starting on G), although 
. 1 
some cadences strongly imply a modern concept of major and minor. 
The form of the In Nomine, during the late sixteenth and early 
seventeenth centuries, is inseparably tied to theme differentiation, 
a feature which appears with increasing frequency in the late In 
Nomines and one which results in a strikingly instrumental flavor. 
This cbaracteristfc is found,to a certain degree, in one of the best 
' In Nomirtes by Byrd--Number 25, a 5. 
The work is divided into two large sections. The first p~rt is 
relatively smooth and subdued in comparison to the second which is 
broken into short, characteristic motives. This last feature is found 
in some of the works from the third quarter of the century, and it 
would seem as though Byrd was familiar with them. The texture of the 
composition is polyphonic, and voices are often paired in fugal entries. 
In the final part, antiphonal style gives a degree of textural contrast. 
The greatest contrast between sections, however, 'is provided by theme 
differentiation. 
The composition begins with the superius and tenor paired and 
sounding a descending scalewise passage which is characterized by a 
dotted minima followed by a fusa (original notation). This rhythmic 
feature pervades the complete section. 
1 See, e.g., the cadence from measures six to seven in Example 
122 which strongly suggests C minor. 
e· 
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Example 124. ' Opening Of "In Nomine" by Byrd (a 5 No 25) • • • 
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The second section is characterized by imitation of short 
motive•. Upon the first appearance of such figures, only the outer• 
most voices are broken by frequent rests, the inner voices continue 
in relatively long phrases (Example 125). 
'-· . 
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Example 125. Extract from "In Nomine" by Byrd (a 5, No. 25). 
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The imitative play between the superius and bassus is developed 
into an antiphonal technique between the highest voice and the three 
lowest vo1ces (Example 126). The contratenor and tenor drop out of 
the effect, again leaving only the outer voices. 
Example 126. ' Extract from "In Ranine" by Byrd (a 5, No. 25). 
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One of the most outstanding features of the composition, parti-
cularly this final section, is the dependence on chords for the raw 
material of motives. Although the work is written in the transposed 
Aeolian mode, the quick alternation of C and.F chords, orr and B-flat 
chords, tends to emphasize r major and B-flat major. 1 When this same 
style was employed by earlier composers, notably Parsons, the tonality 
was usually very obscure because of cross relations and minor second 
combinations. Such features are present in Byrd's work, however, they 
are used much more infrequently. The total effect of Byrd's technique 
is a stronjly implied modern major and minor tonality. 
Perhaps the best of the In Nomines by Byrd, and certainly one 
of the best of the sixteenth-century compositions in the form, is a 
five-part one numbered 12 in the Oxford part-books (folio 59 in the 
British Museum manuscript). One of the chief reasons for its high 
quality is its rhythmic and melodic variety. Each of its three sec-
tiona is well contrasted and transitions between them are expertly 
handled. The texture of the work is consistently polyphonic. 
The first section begins with fugal imitation of ·a subject 
which is similar to that of the preceding work. The initial motive--
a falling scale pattern--is the principal melodic feature of the 
section. 
,. 
j' 
•I 
bd . r 
1 This feature is illustrated in Examples 125 and 126. Only a 
suggestion of B-flat is given in the opening of the latter exam-
cause of the use of E-natural. 
I 
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Example 127. Opening of "In Nomine" by Byrd (~ 5, No. 12) • 
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The second section is concerned with the development of short 
motives. Particularly interesting is the manner in which the aectiOD 
is begun. The first phrase in Example 128 opens with a similar rhythm 
as that of the initial motive--dotted minima, followed by fusas. The 
last four notes of the phrase, however, make up the principal material 
for the section. 
Example 128. . ' Extract from "In Nomine" by Byrd (a 5, No. 12). 
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·The final section leaves little doubt that the In Nomine ha• 
been completely instrumentalized for it is basically a reiteration 
of rapid ruu. 
Example 129. Extract from "In Nauine" by Byrd (~ s. No. 12). 
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The mode of the composition is the transposed Aeolian, althouak 
sections often suggest major or minor. The beginning (Example 127) ia 
centered in the transposed Aeolian, the second section (Example 128) 
is, on the whole, a juxtaposition between D minor and D_major, and tbe 
final section tends toward G minor and B-flat major. The work ends 
with an authentic cadence in G major. 
Byrd's major contribution to the development of the In Nomine 
is his utilization of a distinctly instrumental style as the decisive 
factor in formal development. This is best illustrated in the preced-
ing In Nomine in which the calm theme gf the opening section is con-
trasted with the motivic second part and rapid scale pasaages of the 
conclusion. When In Nomines contain such well-contrasted sections, 
the cantua firmus enjoys a much more important position in the struc-
ture than its sober and deliberate appearance might suggest. Its 
very contrast to the remaining voices gives "it a prominent and dis-
tinguished character not found in other parts. The slow and deli-
berate sounding of equal notes gives each section a common element 
which results in a unified and logical form. 
The composer probably realized the unifying value of a long-note 
cantua firmus, for he very seldom allows it to enter the polyphonic 
play of remaining ,,oices. ·The dates of his works, particularly that 
' of his In Nomine a 5, Number 12, make their significance even more 
remarkable • 1 
1
rhe inclusion of this composition in both manuscripts indicates 
that it was composed before 1578. 
i"o--·~ 
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The In Nomines of Alfonso Ferrabosco II 
A total of six In Nowdnes in the Oxford part-books are by 
Alfonso Ferrabosco. Since three composers by the same name were 
active in England, it is often difficult to determine which Alfon•o 
actually wrote a specific work. 
Alfonso Ferrabosco I, the son of Domenico Ferrabosco. was born 
. in 1543 at Bologna and was established in England before 1662, when 
be was awarded a pension ;,payable during the Queen's pleasure. 111 Be 
lef~ England in i578 1nd was in the service of the Duke of Savoy. 
dying in 1588 at Turin. His contribution to the development of mus1c. 
on the Continent was relatively insignificant, but be is hiRtorically 
important in England for the Italian influence be spread, specifically 
. 2 in the introduction of the madrigal. 
Alfonso Ferrabosco II, one of the two children Alfonso I left 
in England, was born at Greenwich ca. 1575. He was Prince Henry'• 
music master and, during his last years, Composer of the King's Music 
and Composer of Music in Ordinary to the King. Be died at Greenwich 
in March, 1628. No compositions survive from either of his two sons, 
1Reese, Music in the Renaissance, p. 791. Lafontaine, quoting 
Fetis, gives Alfonso I's birth as 1515 and states that he settled in 
England about 1540. This would have been impossible since his father 
was born in 1513. 
2Tbe majority of the madrigals included in "Musics transalpina" 
are by the eldest Alfonso. 
~-----------------------------------------------------~------------------------~ 
= 
....... ~~: .. ~~:; ....... ~ .. 
·Alfonso III and Henry. both of whom are primarily remembered as 
instrumentalists. 1 
Alfonso II is the most important of the Ferraboscoa as • coa-
poser of instrumental ensemble music. Peacham, Simpson, Mace, an4 
North mention biz in their lists of eminent composers and Anthony 
Wood states that: 
He became an excellent composer for instrumental musick, he was 
most excellent at the Lyra viol, and was one of the first that 
set lessons Lyra-way to the Viol, in imitation of the old English 
Lute and Bandora. The ~ost famous man in all the world for Fan-
tazias of 5 or 6 parts. 
Four of" the compositions are instrumentally advanced to the 
extent that Alfonso I would seem unlikely as the author. lbe author-
294 
ship of the remaining two is questionable since both the elder Alfonso 
and his son wrote In Nomines. 3 Neither of these two works portrays 
any particular feature which is characteristic of the late development 
of the form. For the most part, they are similar in outline to vocal 
compositions. The only feature which might give a slight clue to this 
puzzle is that the contour of the final notes of the superius in both 
1 Another Ferrabosco, John, was a composer and possibly the son 
of Alfonso II. 
2 G. E. P. Arkwright in article on "Ferrabosco" in Grove's Dic-
tionary of Music and Musicians, Vol. III, pp. 68-69. Many additional 
details, including the esteem in which Alfonso II was held, are brought 
out by Arkwright in "Alfonso Ferrabosco the Younger" in Studies in 
Music, reprinted from the "Musician" • edited by Robin Grey (London: 
Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent and Co., Limited, 1901), pp. 191-214. 
3Reese, Music in the Renaissance, p. 868. 
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is very similar to that in one of the more advanced In Nomine•. Thi• 
similarity is illustrated in the following extrac~a: 
Example 130a. Final Phrase of the Superius from "In Nomine" by Alfonso 
Ferrabosco (a s. No. 11). 
i•t j • • ·r -·'j • tblj (:\ ~ I I I IT I' •' j ., I M •• - lJI I .... 
Example 130b. Final Phrase of the Superius from "In Nomine" by Alfonso 
Ferrabosco (a s. Nos. 9 and NS9). 
_, 
• 
Example 130c. Final Phrase of the Superius from "In Nomine" by Alfonso 
Ferrabosco (~ 5. Nos. 7 and NS8). 
) 
In all three works. the final cadence is authentic. however. most 
similarities end there. Number 11 is subdued throughout and in duple 
meter; Number 9 is also relatively subdued. although the meter is triple; 
and Number 7 is basically instrumental in style with the exception of 
the openins. 
The similarity between the concluding cadences in the above 
works is not alone sufficient to state that they are all by the same 
composer. It must also be remembered that Alfonso I did not leave 
England until 1578. the date of Additional manuscript 31.390. and while 
in England, was a very good friend of William Byrd. The compositions 
·· .... 
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by Byrd which point toward the late development of the form are all 
from the British Museum manuscript, and it is not unlikely t~at Alfonso 
I would be familiar with them. 1 Be could, therefore, have been the co.-
poser of those which are instrumentally advanced. On the other hand, 
all In Nomines, written during the late sixteenth and early seventeenth 
centuries, are not advanced in instrumental technique. For this reason, 
Alfonso II's possible authorship of all six works should not be· over-
looked. 
In general, Alfonso I's style bas been described as austere and 
severe. 2 This would correspond more closely to the In Nomines numbered 
11 and 9. ·Alfonso II, as a remarkable performer on the viol, could be 
expected to write music which mirrored his skill as an executant. As 
will be seen, this is appropriately illustrated in the remaining four 
compositions, and for this reason, the In Nomines, numbered 7, NSl, 
NS2, and NS3, might be ascribed to the younger musician. 
The music of expert executants always has a special interest, 
and the works by Alfonso II are by no means exceptions. Other than 
the In Nomines of Gibbons, none of the compositions in the two manu-
. 
scripts can approach these works in the sheer demands which are placed 
1 · 1 Evidence of Alfonso s friendship and friendly competition with 
Byrd is described by Fellowes and is based on accounts by Morley and a 
book, ''Medulla Musicke," which was intended to be published in 1603. 
Fellowes, William Byrd, pp. 179-180. 
2 Reese bas described Ferrabosco I's madrigal style as being 
"dignified • • • motet-like • old-fashioned, and austere. 11 R~ese., 
Music in the Renaissance, pp. 428 and 821. 
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on the performers. It must be stated, however, that Ferrabosco'• In 
Homines are more than mere displays of virtuosity. 
All four In Homines are divided into distinct section• with 
well-contrasted themes. Texture is consistently polyphonic and 
fugal imitation is the normal procedure. 
The melodic lines of the works all make use of very rapid 
rhythmic figures, includinzafusas and, in some instances, semifusas. 
When notation is reduced two to one, the overall appearance of many 
passages seems much too fast to have been composed by a Renaissance 
composer because the result i~ a prepond~~ance of sixteenths and 
thirty-seconds. One fact, however, stresses the validity of the 
reduction--in all four compositions, the cantua firmus is sounded 
in equal breves. This was the normal presentation of the cantua 
firmus throughout the form's development. The works were probably 
performed by expert instrumentalists. Very rapid leaps are common, 
and individual voices sometimes span very large ranges in a surpri•-
ingly short duration. 
Although the prevailing mode of the In Homines is the transposed 
Dorian, dominant to tonic relationships in a modern sense are so fre-
quent that a definite feeling of_major and minor tonality is emphasized. 
A number of rather subtle relationships between sections in In 
Nomine Number 7 gives the overall form a degree of ·unity. It is divided 
into·the following sections: A, B, C, D, E, C', CE. The principal 
theme of the second section is an inversion of the general outline of 
the initial subject. The next to the last section begins similarly 
-._ ":· 
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to C but continues with a different theme. The conclusion utilizes the 
1 initial notes of the preceding ~,•bj@et and tbe rhythmic pattern of ~= 
The composition opens rather calmly with the superius being 
answered at a fourth below by the medius, followed by the cantua fir-
mus in the contratenor. The tenor enters next at the unison with the 
medius and is, in turn, answered by the bassus.a fifth lower. Like 
most In Nomines, the complete subject is never allowed to be sounded 
in its entirety before it is answered. 
Example 131. ' Opening of "In Nomine" by Alfonso Ferrabosco (a 5, No. 7). 
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1 Both these sections (E and CE) are characterized by sixteenth 
note scale passages. 
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In the middle of tbe work, voices become engaged in tbe technique 
of motivic development which has been seen in earlier compoaitiona.. The 
feature is presented in a little different way by Perrabosco since dif-
ferent voices present varied segments of the thematic material~ By 
separating individual phrases with rests, the texture of the example 
is considerablr lightened. 
Example 132. Extract fr0111 "In Nemine" by Alfonso Ferrabosco (a 5, No. 7). 
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Example 132--continued. 
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. 1 
Th~ work ends with rapid semiminima runs in all voices. 
The In Nomine, numbered 1 at the end of the Oxford part-books, 2 
is in the general form of a chain canzona with relatively long, con-
trasting sections. There is a brief suggestion of the initial subject 
at the conclusion, however, the most important unifying device is the 
cantua firmus. The texture is consistently polyphonic, as in all of 
Alfonso's In Nomines from the manuscript, and fugal imitation is the 
normal idiom. 
The composition opens calmly, although this feature is short-
lived, for the melodic lines gradually become more marked by syncopa-
tions and rapid figures. This feature is illustrated in Example 133. 
Especially interesting in the extract is the fact that individual 
voices are relatively free and that the parts imitate rhythmic figures 
as much as melodic motives. 
1For an example of the final melodic phrase in the superius, see 
Example 130c. 
2A modern reprint of this work, edited by Dart and Coates, is in 
Musics Britannica, Vol. IX, No. 51, pp. 88-89. 
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' Example 133. Extract from "In Narlne" by Alfonso Ferrabosco (a s. NSl). 
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The nine-note figure in the bassus of Example 133 is probably a 
mistake in the manuscript; an alternate version is placed immediately 
below. It is in imitation of the figure in the third voice and is the 
principal motive for the concluding section of the work. That the In 
Nomine bas arrived at a final stage of instrumentalizstion can hardly 
be denied, for this section seems almost heavy from rapid passages. 
An extract from the ending is quoted in Example 134 in which sixteenth-
note passages are often in thirds. The fact that the superius is divi-· 
ded into sho~t phrases, separated by res~s, gives a sense of relief to 
a passage which•might otherwise be heavy. 
Example 134. Extract fr~ "In.Nomine" by Alfonso Ferrabosco (a 5, NSl). 
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Example 134--continued 
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As in many of the late In Nomines. the modern sense of major and 
minor is often approached. This is especially noticeable in the cadence 
from the fourth to the fifth measure of Example 133. Ferrabosco often 
uses the deceptive cadence to great advantage, particularly at cadential 
points which are quite emphatic. 1 
Ferrabosco's In Nomine NS3 is the better of the two remaining 
works and one of the finest compositions from the manuscript. Its form 
is quite unique. The first section is large and is divided into three 
subsections, each with its own theme. Such subdivision is deceptive. 
however, because the complete section i~ in reality, a large theme and 
variations. The contrasting subjects of subsections consist of primary. 
1
see, e.z •• measures 5 and 6 of Example 134. 
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motives from the initial subject. A short transition separates the 
first iarge section and the conclusion. The work ends with rapid six-
teenth-note passages, punctuated with thirty-second notes. The overall 
form is A-A' -A"-B-C. 
Theme differentiation cannot be separated from form in many of 
the late In Nomines. This is ·appropriately illustrated in the work 
which begins immediately with an unmistakably instrumental subject. 
Rapid figures, together with syncopations, characterize the first 
sub1ection; a relatively calm theme is presented in the second sub-
~ection; and the final subs~ction again features rapid sixteenth-
note passages. The transition is characterized by a comparatively 
subdued theme, and the conclusion consists of rapid figures. 
The contrasts between sections are provided by instrumental 
technique, not by texture. The complete work is polyphonic; only in 
the short transition is there an inclination toward note-against-note 
style. 
Example 135 illustrates the beginning of the In Nomine. There 
can be little doubt that Alfonso's virtuoso technique, as an instru-
mentalist, affected the w~k. 
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Example 135. Opening of "In Nomine" by Alfonso Ferrabosco (a 5, 
No. 3). 
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Example 135~-continued. 
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A definite dominant to tonic succession of chordal relationships 
are in evidence throughout the composition, although a definite tonal-
ity is usually short-lived. 1 The predominant tonality is G minor. The 
most prevalent non-harmonic tones are suspensions and neighboring tones. 
Ferrabosco 's style indicates that he was an extremely capable and 
skillful composer and that his work deserves a great deal more attention 
than it bas previously received. His melodic technique is often bril-
liarit and borders on improvisation. This is appropriately illustrated 
at the conclusion of the last In Nomine and represents the composer at 
his finest. 
1see, e.g., the definite cadence inC minor in measure three of 
. Example 139. 
•, 
Example 136. Conclusion of "In Nomine" by Alfonso Ferrabosco II 
(NSJ). 
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The In Nominee of Orlando Gibbona 
Orlando Gibbons is represented by four In Nomines in the Bodleia~ 
manuscript. Born at Oxford in 1583, he came from a musical family like 
Alfonso II. His father, William, was a wait at Cambridge, and one of 
his brothers, Ferdinanda, was a wait at Lincoln. His two remaining 
brothers, Edward and Ellis, and his son, Christopher, were composers. 
Orlando was a stude~t of his brother, Edward, at King's College 
in 1596 and, in 1604, succeeded Arthur Cock as organist of the Chapel 
Royal. It is of some interest that this was one of the most honored 
posit~ons in England and the composer was only twenty-one at the time. 
In 1605, be was awarded the Music Bachelor's degree at Cambridge, snd 
in 1622, the Music Doctor's degree at Oxford. He became organist of 
Westminster Abbey in 1623 and died soon afterwards in 1625. 
The importance of Gibbons rests largely on his excellent compo-
sitions for the Anglican Church which includes approximately fifteen 
1 full anthems and twenty-five verse anthems. He was, however, one of 
the greatest, if not the greatest, composers of consort ~sic, and 
there are altogether about thirty-seven surviving works for strings. 2 
1E. H. Fellowes, Orlando Gibbons and His Family: The Last of the 
Tudor School of Musicians (Oxford:· Oxford University Press, 2nd ed., 
1951), P• 57. . 
2 Ibid., P• 90. 
f.*' 
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The only surviving four-voice In Nomine by Orlando Gibbons is 
included in the Oxford part-books. 1 The complete work is relatively 
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subdued throughout and, with the exception of a few fusas and ve~ few 
semifusas (original notation), portrays very little in the way of 
advanced instrumental technique. It is, in fact, almost vocal in con• 
cept. Since only two principal themes.are used in the composition, 
the overall form is A-B, however, there is no clear division of the 
two sections, nor is there a great deal of theme differentiation. 
The .cantua firmus is sounded by the medius, as was common, and enters 
into the po1yphon1c movement of the remaining voices very briefly on 
only two occasions. Although the beginning of the initial subject is 
based on a triad, the work is largely scalewise. 
Only in the tendency toward a modern concept of major and minor 
tonality is the work characteristic of the development of the In Nomine 
during the early seventeenth century. This is accomplished chiefly 
through the use of raised leading tones, satisfactory resolution of 
diminished chords and harmonic intervals, and a preference for the 
authentic cadence. 
A single extract will suffice to illustrate the composition 
(Example 137). Particularly noticeable in the example are the follow-
ing authentic cadences: measure four to five in F major; measure nine 
to ten in C major; and measures eleven and twelve in d minor. The 
emphatic nature of this last cadence is due to a number of reason8: 
1A list of Gibbons's surviving compositions for consort is printed 
ibid., p. 100. A modern edition of this particular work, edited by Dart 
and Coates is printed in Vol. IX, Musics Britannica, No. 28, pp. 42-43. 
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(1) the cadence is repeated, (2) the use of the second inversion of the 
dominant seventh at the beginning of measure eleven, (3) the rhythm of 
the third voice in measure eleven. and (4) the use of the seventh aa a 
passing tone by the bassus in measure eleven. 
Example 137. ' Extract from "In Nomine" by Orlando Gibbons (a 4, No. 10). 
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The remaining five-part works are a marked contrast to the four-
part In Nomine. All are sectional with much more differentiation 
between sections. The beginnings of phrases are made more convincing 
through the use of upbeats.and many of them end with emphatic cadences 
and long notes. The texture is consistently polyphonic. 
The opening of In Nomine Number 23 illustrates the melodic tech-
nique of Gibbons. Each voice enters with an imitation of the initial 
subject, yet each voice is varied and often sixteenth-note runs are in 
thirds or sixths. The instrumental nature of themes is considerably 
enhanced through the use of syncopations, scalewise runs, octave leaps, 
and a certain degree of melodic and rhythmic independence. Although 
different subjects are employed throughout the composition, a general 
feeling of unity is provided by _the use of dotted notes and syncopations. 
Example 138. Opening of "In Nomine" by Orlando Gibbons (~ 5, No. 23). 
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Example 138--continued. 
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The emphatic nature of many of Gibbons's cadences might be seen 
in an extract from the same composition (measures one to two, Example 
139). Also noticeable in the example is.the strong and continued use 
of syncopation, as well as the movement of the cantua firmus (medius). 
This last feature is something which should be emphasized, for Gibbons 
is extremely reluctant to bring the fixed melody into the polyphonic 
play of the remaining voices. Instead, his freedom in the form is con-
fined to the rhythm and melody of the other parts. The cantua firmus 
almost invariably continues as a long, equal-note stream of sounds. 
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Example 139 • Extract from "In Nomine" by Orlando Gibbons .... (a s. B!>. Z3). 
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The work, as a whole, is outstanding and advanced when compared 
with many works of other composers from the period. In comparison to 
his remaining two In Nominee, however, it is but a p~elude. 
The two separately .numbered In Nomines at the end of the part-
books--NS4 and NSS--are characterized chiefly by rhythmic energy, 
variety, and independence. In Nomine NS4 consists of four secti·ons.l 
The initial subject is marked by strong syncOpations, rapid runs, and 
octave leaps. At the beginning, the tenor sounds a whole note as if 
it were the cantua firmus. The contratenot, answered at the fifth ~ 
the bassus, is co9cerned with a scalewise figure in syncopation. The 
• 
cantus firmua enters in the fourth measure, pitched a fourth higher 
than was normal, along with the initial subject sounded in the superius. 
Example 140. Opening of "In Nomine" by Orlando Gibbons (a 5, NS4)~ 
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1 Modern edition, edited by Dart and Coates, is in MUsics 
Britannica, Vol. IX, No. 52, PP• 90-92. 
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Example 140--continued 
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The work progresses in much the same manner as the Italian can-
zona with individual subjects connected in chain fashion. The second 
section is characterized by rapid runs like the first, but they are 
often short and almost motivic. The third section is relatively short 
and serves the purpose of a transition. Melodic material consists of 
descending scalewise passages in semiminimas (original notation). A 
striking climax to the composition is presented at the conclusion 
which is truly in the virtuoso realm. The basic melodic material is 
an ornamented, scalewise passage in fusas and semifusas (original 
notation). 
Example 141. ., Extract from "In Nomine" by Orlando Gibbons (a 5, NS4). 
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Example 141--continued. 
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It is interesting to compare the opening of this work (Example 
140) with the extract from the closing (Example 142). Both are 
rhythmically advanced and greatly contrasted. A subtle relationship 
might be said to exist in that both are scalic. The opening and 
closing are brought even closer together by a brief suggestion of 
the initial subject in the final phrase of the superiua. 
Example 142. Final phrase of the superius from "In Nomine" by Orlando 
Gibbons (~ 5, NS4). 
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The tonality of the composition is sometimes ambiguous, however, 
numerous authentic cadences are emphasized and a growing major and minor 
,---,-------------------:-----
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feeling is evident. At the opening of the work (Example 140), the 
tonality seems in G minor, but the absence of ,a full cadence and the 
preponderance of F-naturals center it in B-flat major. In the fourth 
measure, a cadence on C minor is dispelled rather suddenly by the use 
of B-flats. The first truly emphatic cadence occurs in measures 
eleven and twelve in G minor, although here the sudden entrance of 
the tenor on E-flat somewhat destroys the illusion. The fairly con-
sistent use of F-natural and E-flat, however, tends to give the feei-
ing of B-flat major throughout the work. Harmonic variety is provided 
by occasional cadences in C minor and _G minor. 
The remaining In Nomine by Gibbons is eq~ally as outstanding as 
the preceding work. It is also in fou~ sections, and the initial sub-
ject, instead of being based on a descending scale, is primarily an 
arpeggio. 
Example 143. Opening of "In Nomine" by Orlando Gibbons (~ 5, NSS). 
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Example 143--c:ontinued.· 
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The basic: idea used in the initial subject (arpeggios) pervades 
much of the seemingly different material throughout the composition. 
In this respect, the work is similar to the preceding In Nomine. 
Example 144 is taken from the second section. It will be noted that 
the principal subject is basically an inverted outline of the arpeggio 
effect from the opening with the rhythm considerably altered. 
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Example 144. Extract from 11ln Nomine" by Orlando Gibbons (a s. NSS). 
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The climax of the composition comes approximately in the center 
in which a falling scalewise passage is ornamented in almost the same 
manner as in the In Nomine, numbered 4. 
Example 145. 
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Extract from "In Nomine" by Orlando Gibbons (a 5, NSS). 
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Example 145--continued. 
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The tonality of the In Nomine is centered in G minor with numer-
ous cadences in G, D, and C. Occasionally, passages alternate rapidly 
between figures based on F and B-flat major triads, g~ving the appear-
ance of B-flat major. 
Gibbons's technique centers around such a striking rhythmic 
energy that be can be considered as a peak in the development of the 
In Nomine. It must be pointed out, however, that the passages quoted 
are, in reality, embellished scales or chords and, if ornaments were 
removed, much would appear aa exercises. Although the works, as a 
whole, present one contrasting theme after another in chain fashion, 
many o~ the subjects have subtle relationships which tend to unite 
seemingly different materials. 
Particularly noticeable in his technique is an acute sense of 
contrast and balance. In the latter works, there is 8 tendency to 
balance 8 passage, consisting of rapid falling figures, with one based 
on rising figures. This is seen in the final three examples in which 
the first is descending, the second ascending, and the last descending. 
Also noticeable is his tendency to follow a relatively slow passage 
with one much more rapid. 
Not to be overlooked is the function of the long-note cantua fir-
mus. In one respect, it can be considered archaic and old-fashioned, 
however, the fact that it is sounded in long, equal tones has the over-
all effect of a unifying thread which serves to tie different sections 
tightly together. In such virtuoso passages, as those illustrated in 
Examples 141, 144, and 145, the fixed melody is extremely important. 
' .. ; 
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In disjunct passages, such as that illustrated in Example 143. the. 
overall effect, without the cantus firmus, would border on the "ragged". 
Gibbons's inborn sense of balance and contrast, together with the 
unifying tendency·of the cantus firmus and subtle relationships between 
different thematic materials, results in a truly remarkable technique. 
He is, without a doubt, one of the brightest stars. in the development 
of Elizabethan consort music. 
Other In Nomines from the Late Sixteenth 
.• 
E~rly Seventeenth Centuries 
The Bodleian manuscript contains a number of In Nomines by·well· 
known musicians, such as, Thomas Weelkes, John Bull, William MUndy, and 
John Mundy, who are primarily remembered as composers in fields other 
than that of consort music. Also included are works by relatively 
obscure composers, such as, William Randall, Edwarde Gibbons. Richard 
Allison, John Eglestone, Leonarde Woodeson, Arthur Cocke,and Elway 
Beven. The quality of some of these works is, admittedly, not on a 
level with the compositions by Byrd, Orlando Gibbons, or Alfonso II, 
although many of them, particularly those by Randall and Edwarde 
Gibbons, are advanced to the extent that they must be classed among 
the best of the period. 1 
1A similar statement has been made by Dr. Terry: ·~ experience 
Lin the In Nomin~7 is confined to the collection in the Bodleian, about. 
ninety of them, for four, five, and six voices. The extraordinary thing 
to me was to come across names that I had never before heard of coupled . 
with music which was as good as anything of the period." Dr. Terry in 
the Proceedings of the Musical Association. 46 (1921), p. 19. The sub-
ject of the In Nomine aros~ .,..hen Bridge noted that the ''Musical Cries" 
by Gibbons made use of the In Nomine cantua firmua. 
i .. . (;!· 
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Thomas Weelkes, represented by three In Nomines, is perhaps the 
best-known of these composers. Born ca. 1575, he was organist of 
Winchester College from about 1598.. After graduating with the Music 
Bachelor degree from Oxford in 1602, he became organist of Chichester 
Cathedral, a post which he held until his death in 1623. 
Weelkes is primarily remembered as a madrigalist and a composer 
of Services for the Anglican Church. His power in the former role has 
resulted in his being described alii the "boldest and most individual of 
the English madrigal composers." 1 Although none of his Services have 
survived in complete copies, Canon Fellowes has restored three. They 
are of such. high quality that Fellowes calls Weelkes "the most original 
and perhaps the greatest of all the English Service-writers in the 
Golden Age with the exception of Byrd.••2 
The In Nomines by Weelkes are not instrumentally as advanced as 
many of those by later Elizabethans, however, melodic figures are fre-
quently instrumental in concept rather than vocal. Of the three, NwD-
ber 35 is perhaps the least interesting. 3 It presents one theme after 
1 Reese, Music in the Renaissance, p. 826. Fellowes similarly 
praises the composer: "Weelkes must, in fact, be regarded as one of 
tbe·greatest of the English madrigalists, surpassed only by Wilbye • 
• • • he certainly surpassed all his contemporaries in wealth of 
imagination and in originality, and the whole of his work reaches a 
wonderfully high level of excellence." Edmund H. Fellowes, "Thomas 
Weelkes" in Proceedings of the Musical Association (London: Novello 
and Co., Ltd., 1916), p. 137. 
2E. H. Fellowes, English Cathedral Music from Edward VI to. 
Edward VII (London: Methuen & Company, Ltd., 4th ed., 1948), p. 94. 
~odern edition, edited by Dart and Coats, op. cit., No. 53, 
PP• 93-94. 
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·another in chain fashion and has little change in either style or tex-
ture. It begins similarly to the In Nomine by Taverner, and individual 
voices enter after rather long time durations. Voices are often paired 
in scalewise passages, and cadences are frequently emphasized by the 
simultaneous approach of all voices. The following example quotes the 
opening of the work. The D in brackets in the tenor (measure nine) is 
sharp in the manuscript. The editors of Volume IX of Musics Britannica 
state that the accidental is misplaced and applies to the B in the 
following m.asure. 1 
Example 146. Opening of "In Nomine" by Thomas Wee[i_/ku (~ 5, No. 35). 
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1 Dart and Coats, ibid., p. 224. 
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Example 146--continued. 
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Of the two remaining In Nominee by Weelkes. the one numbered 39 
~ 
contains the most outstanding texture and style changes. Although not 
instrumentally advanced. the work is sectional with each part contraa~e~ 
with the preceding section. It begins in G minor and moves to a cadence 
in the dominant (measure four of Example 147). Despite strong cadences 
in G major, G minor. C major, and C minor, the effect of cross relations 
on key notes has the effect of obscuring the tonality and results in 
something between modal and major or n-.i.nor. The following quotes the 
opening of the composition. the second section starting in the final· 
five measures. 
Example 147. Opening of "In Nomine by Thomas WeeL-Lfkes (~ s. No. 39). 
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Example 147·-continued • 
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Although the tonality of the work shifts from modal to modern 
major and minor. some short sections are tonally clear. Such a section 
is illustrated in the following extract which is motivic. It begins in 
G minor and moves to a cadence in G major (third measure). The F-natural 
of the cantua firmus (fourth measure) shifts the key center to B-flat and 
the example returns to G minor in the last measure. 
Example 148. Extract from In Nomine by Thomas WeeL1_7kes (No. 39). 
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Example 148--eontinued. 
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Although the In Nomines of Weelkes are not without interest, 
they are not as outstanding as those by Byrd, Gibbons, or Ferrabosco. 
They contain all the features of instrumental music, but the contrast 
between sections, the subtle relationships which tend to unite, and 
distinct formal divisions are not pronounced. The most prominant 
single feature is the clearer concept of tonality, however, even 
this is somewhat destroyed by false relationa. 
A remarkable In Nomine is by Edwarde Gibbons, the eldest 
brother of Orlando Gibbons. He was born in the 1560's, graduated 
with the Music Bachelor's degree at Cambridge, and was "incorporated 
in the same degree at Oxford on the 7th July 1592."1 According to 
1E. H. Fellowes in Orlando Gibbons and His Family, pp. 20-21 from 
Poster's Alumni Oxon., sub Edward Gibbons; and Wood1·s Fasti Oxon., ed. 
Bliss, vol. i, 258. 
l'f· . 
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many writers, he was organist and Precentor at Bristol Cathedral, how-
ever, Fellowes states that "recent research proves clearly that he 
remained a layman to the end of his life."1 Although a layman, he 
became one of the priest-vicacs of Exeter Cathedral, perhaps as early 
as 1598, and waa later installed as Succentor. The exact date of his 
2 death is unknown, however, it is probable that he died before 1650. 
It is unfortunate that only a few works by Edwarde Gibbons 
hav£ survived, because the In Nomine in the Oxford part-books is 
outstanding. This work is sectioaal with every other section related, 
that is. the first section is related to the third, the second to the 
fourth, and the fifth is somewhat of a contrast to all three. 
The composition begins in much the same manner as Taverner's 
In Nomine--an ascending minor third followed by a descending scalewise 
passage. The cantua firmus is sounded by the second voice, but is 
transposed up a perfect fourth from the normal pitch. 
1 Fellowes, ibid., p. 22. Cf. Davey, op. cit., pp. 238-239. 
2 Other interesting details, concerning Gibbons, including hie 
being charged with neglect of his duties, the protest lodged that he 
was not in the Holy Orders yet held the position of priest vicar in 
the Cathedral, and his wealth through marriage are given by Fellowes, 
ibid., PP• 20-28. 
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Example 149. Opening of "In Nomine" by Edwarde Gibbons (a 5, No. 10). 
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The second section begins in G minor, the initial phrase is an 
ascending passage, consisting of fusas (original notation). This sec-
tion is completely instrumental in concept and presents a striking con-
trast to the preceding section. The following extract illustrates the 
beginning· of the section. 
' Example 150. Extract from "In Nomine" by Edwarde Gibbons (a S, No. 10). 
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Throughout the work, contrasting sections alternate. The third 
section is subdued in comparison to the preceding one, and the fourth 
section is animated by passages that are primarily in fusas. The final 
section is a rhythmic contrast to the complete work, but there is no 
change in meter. The change is accomplished through the use of eynco-
'-pations of alternating .minimas and semiminimas (original notation). 
Although the tonality of the .composition is centered in G minor, 
E-natural is frequently employed in rising passages. The majority of 
cadences are in G minor. 
' . One of the most outstanding of the In Nomines is one by William 
l Randall who was ••of Exeter" and entered ·the Chapel Royal in 1584. Be 
was still listed as a "Gentleman of the Chapel Royal 11 in 1603 at the 
• 
funeral of Queen Elizabeth. 2 Other than an anthem, "Give sentence with 
men, •• ip the British Museum and this particular In ·Nomine, nothing is 
known of his biography or his work. 3 
His In Nomine is of interest primarily because two of its voices, 
the superius and the contratenor, are in strict canon throughout--the 
canon being broken in rhythm at one place. The work is sectional, how-
ever, the contrast between sections is not as pronounced as that in 
Edwarde Gibbons's In Nomine. The following extract will illustrate the 
general texture of the composition. Particularly noticeable is the 
1 Davey, op. cit., p. 203. 
~afontaine, op. cit., pp. 43-44. 
3 Davey, loc. cit. 
.-·.f. 
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fact that the lower two voices· move in fairly long melodic lines and 
the "canonic" voices engage in interplay of small motives and phrases. 
Example 151. Extract from "In Nomine" by William Randall. 
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The initial theme in the work is a descending scalewise passage 
between the interval of a sixth, and it is interesting to note that the 
concluding section, which is in triple meter, begins with a-very st.ilar 
figure. The beginning of the section is illustrated in Example 152. 
The rhythmic break of the canon is marked in the fourth measure. 
Example 152. Extract from "In Nomine" by William Randall. 
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Throughout the work, the basic requirements of the modern concept 
of tonality are present--cadences emphasized by a tominant to tonic 
relationship and satisfactory resolution of diminished chords. Example 
151, for instance, begins inC major, modulates to D minor and back to 
C major. Rather emphatic cadences in different keys are, however, close 
together, and a single .tonality is rarely present for any length of 
time. 
The Oxford part-books contain two anonymous In Nomines, one of 
which is r2ther remarkable--NS7. It is multi-sectional and contains 
very brief, well-contrasted sections. Fugal imitation of successive 
~hemes is the most prevalent idiom, however, most sections are preceded 
by a note-against-note, or distinctly homophonic, passage.1 
The melodic lines of the work are distinctly instrumental and 
are characterized by extensive scale figures, large leaps, and arpeg-
gio effects. Example 153 illustrates the general style of the work. 
1 The only distinctly homophonic passage in the work is illus-
trated in Example 154. 
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Example 153. Extract from an Anonymous "In Nomine" (tr.H). 
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One of the chief reasons for the compositionis interest is the 
clearer feeling for modern major and minor tonality. Some cadences, 
in fact, are outstanding. Such a progression is illustrated in Example 
154, taken from the conclusion of the second section. The extract 
begins in G minor which is the prevailing key of the work. it then 
modulates to A-flat major, passing through C minor and E-flat major. 
An harmonic analysis is immediately below the example. 
Example 154. Extract from "In Nomine" by Anonymous (NS7). 
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G min.: I 6 v7 I E-flat: IV VI v I 
c min.: v I I6 VI A-flat maj.: v I 
The remaining In Nomines have little to offer which has not 
already been mentioned. ' Other than the ones by Richard Allison (a s. 
No. 33) and William Mundy (aS, No. 33), all are much closer to vocal 
music than the preceding works. Both the works by Allison and Mundy 
make use of sections in triple and duple meter and end with a varia-
tion of the initial theme. This last characteristic is seen quite 
frequently in the works by the late Elizabethans, and one last 
example might serve to illustrate the technique. It is the initial 
and the concluding themes from the work by William Mundy. 
Example 155. Initial and Concluding Themes fr·om In Nomine by William 
Mundy (~ 5, No. 32). 
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Late Elizabethan composers, utilizing many of the techniques · 
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employed by their immediate predecessors, developed the In Nomine into 
a distinctly instrumental form. Although it no longer enjoyed the dis-
tinction of being the principal form, the best Englishmen endowed it 
with qualities which raised it to new heights. On occasion, it is 
equal to the best of the period. 
The form of the late In Nomine is not altogether unlike that of 
the cantus firmus vocal motet, since both feature a succession of themes 
in fugal imitation and utilize a cantus firmus. The chief difference 
between the two is the fact that sections in the In Nomine are extremely 
well-contrasted by an all important feature--theme differentiation. 
Thematic differentiation, as a formal concept, must b8"considered 
a development of the greatest significance. It is a direct result of 
a rapidly growing instrumental technique and the need for appropriate 
,:--··, 
... :.' 1" - ._: .~ ....... ~ 
·' ·; 
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music. The melodic lines of the In Nomine& become much more inatru-
mental in concept and technically demanding. Strong, vigoroUs tbemat!e 
materials are combined with an amazing regard for rhythmic independence. 
Melodies become more marked by syncopations, arpeggio effects, rapid 
runs, large melodi~ leaps, and heavy ornamentation. 
The instrumentalization of melodic lines is not, in itself, as 
significant as the manner in which the best composers, especially 
Orlando Gibbons, employ it as a formal device. Elaborately ornamented 
themes of one section are f~equently followed by a section characterized 
by. relatively subdued thematic material. Ascending themes are often 
followed by descending themes. Thematic differentiation divided the 
form into a succession of characteristic and contrasting pictures, 
unified by the ever-present cantus firmus. It becomes the most domi-
nating force in the formal development of the In Nomine. 
Polyphony is still the most propelling element and homophonic 
texture is infrequently used. Although fugal imdtation is the most · 
common procedure, canonic writing is emplQ1ed in the work by William 
Randall, and some antiphonal technique is present in the compositions 
by William Byrd. The most distinctive use of the motivic technique is 
found in the In Nomines by Byrd and Alfonso II. 
1the need for distinctly inst~umeotal music is further emphasized 
by the·tremendous influx in sources during the period. E. H. Meyer states 
"it is true that more vocal music than instrumental was printed, but far 
more instrumental music than vocal survives in manuscript, and the sum 
total of instrumental music composed surpasses that of secular vocal 
m~sic. It was an age not only of instrumental music, but especially of 
instrumental group-music--a true chamber music. Of the instrumental 
pieces intended and composed for home consumption, music for groups of 
instruments is far more frequently met than music for virginal or lute 
or guitar alone." Meyer, op. cit., p. 125. 
... 
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An important and noticeable change in the In Nomine occurred in 
the vertical synthesis of voices. While a growing dominant to tonic 
harmonic relationship was developing during the preceding period, the 
preponderance of cross relations and minor second dissonances resulted 
in a tonality which was half modal and half major or minor. In the 
late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, this growing affection 
for the authentic cadence, together with.less cross relations and 
minor second dissonancei, firmly estab.lished major and minor •. Chordal 
progressions and modulations in a modern sense were developing, however, 
key relationships, as formal devices, were still comparatively insigni-
ficant and a definite tonality was usually short-lived. This last fea-
ture was due to the tendency to raise the sixth and seventh degrees in 
ascending passages and lower them in descending passages. 
Although the motivating principle of the In Nomine (a long-note 
cantus firmus) is archaic and the form, as a whole, is somewhat academic, 
many works of a surprizingly high calibre were written. A most amazing 
aspect is the fact that a few relatively unknown composers were so adept 
in the form. Edwarde Gibbons, for example, seems to grasp the formal 
significance of sectional differentiation and the aesthetic result of 
contrast. William Randall, while being particularly successful at 
canonic writing, was also aware of contrast and unity. His composition 
is divided into sections, the last of which is in a different meter 
from the beg!nning, yet is related in thematic material. The anonymous 
In Nomine at the end of the Oxford part-books is one of the best works 
from the manuscript. It is multisectional with contrasting themes and 
r:·. 
'--:. .. :~~- "1 
displays a remarkable awareness for tonal clearness. Despite the 
attractiveness of these works, three Elizabethans tower above the 
rest--William Byrd, Alfonso Ferrabosco II, and Orlando Gibbons. 
The gradual division of the In Nomine into distinct sections 
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was present, to a degree, in the works from the preceding period, how-
ever. the most distinctive use of sectional division by theme differ-
entiation is first noticed in the works of William ~yrd. Written before 
1578, they are products of an extremely capable and unusually gifted 
young man. His In Nomine on folio 59 of the British Museum manuscript 
best illustrates the growing tendency toward thematic contrast. · It is 
in three sections, each of which is a logical formal division. 
Although Byrd's contribution to the formal development of the In 
Nomine is significant, the work of Alfonso Ferrabosco II and Orlando 
Gibbons stands out preeminently. Alfonso's remarkable ability as 8 
performer, no doubt, affected the form of his .works, for they consist 
of contrasting sections, many of which utilize ornate and technically 
difficult themes. Although virtuosity is a main feature, it is not 
allowed to reign supreme. This is especially evident in two of his In 
' Nomines--Number 5, a 5, and NS3. The former composition is divided 
into seven sections, of which the last two contain subjects connected 
with preceding themes. Each section is well-contrasted, and the work, 
as a whole, is expertly constructed. In Nomine NS3 employs a similar 
but more unique formal technique. The first three sections consists 
of a theme presented in fugal imitation, followed by two variations 
based on motivic material from the beginning. This is followed by a 
transition leading into an ornate, but excitingly appropriate, conclusion. 
· .. ·• ...... 
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Orlando Gibbons must be considered as the master of the form, 
not only for his consistent application of logical structural princi-
plea, such as contrast and balance, but also for the genuine attractive-
ness of his works. Only his four-part In Nomine is below the level of 
quality which he established for himself. His form, like that of Ferra-
bosco's, is based on thematic differentiation, and his thematic material 
is often elaborately ornamented. Any one of his five-part In Nominea 
could stand comparison to the work of his contemporaries. He balanC.s 
' rising passages with falling figures, slow sections with rapid sections, 
and chordal themes with scalic themes. One of the most outstanding of 
his formal features is the use of rather subtle relationships between 
sections. Quite often, a section characterized by a descending arpeggio 
effect is followed by a much more animated section, featuring a theme 
based on an ascending arpeggio. This is used in his In Nomine at the 
end of the Oxford part-books numbered 5. His works stand at the peak 
of the instrumentalization of the form. He stands as the zenit~ for 
he succeeds in drawing more out of the In Nomine than most of his 
contemporaries. 
CHAPTER· IX 
MISCELLANEOUS INSTRUMENIAL WORD 
BY ENGLISH COMPOSERS 
The In Nomine was developed so extensively and for such a lengthy 
.. 
period of time that its role in the development of E~glish consort music 
is of considerable, if not paramount, importance. It· should -be stressed 
that it was not the only Elizabethan form in which significant contribu-
tions were made to the growing instrumental art. Developing alongside 
it were compositions based on other sa~red canti firmi, such as, the 
''Misserere" and the "Dum trancisset," and other t~or:ks in which secular 
melodies were treated as a foundation. In addition, a number of compo-
sitions survive which are free in regard to cantus firmus treatment. 
Additional manuscript 31,390, although not as rich in other 
instrumental forms as it is in the In Nomine, does include nineteen 
such works. They are principally by the same authors who were active 
in the development of the In Nomine during the third quarter of the 
century and, as would be expected, many similar fe·atures are found. 
Despite these similarities, some of the compositions contain new 
characteristics. 
Works in the Style of the In Nomine 
by Christopher Tye 
In addition to being a leader in the composition of In Nomines, 
Christopher Tye also wrote a number of instrumental works which make 
.. ::!:-' .... " 
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use of other canti firmi. Among these are four settings of the respon-
sory, "Cum transisset11·-the same cantua firmus used in vocal worka by 
Shepherde, Tallis. Taverner, and Rolland. 
All of the works are in the form of the cantua firmus vocal 
motet with fugal imitation of successive themes. Each compositions is 
dividedinto parts; the ones on folios 33 and 66 are in two parts. and 
the ones on folios 69 and 71 are in three parts. The parts of the 
works are usually separated by a full close. 
Tye treats the cantua firmus much more freely in these works 
than he does in the In Nomine. It moves in semibreves and minimaa 
rather than breves and enters the polyphonic play of the remaining 
voices more·often. It is sounded by the second voice in three of 
the works and by the third_voice in the other. In two of the compo-
sitions. all voices enter in imitation of the fixed melody. Aa in 
the In Nomine, the cantus firmus remains in the voice which first 
introduces it. 
Although the melodic lines usually contain certain features of 
instrumental writing. the works are not instrumentally advanced. The 
compositions, as a group, are not as outstanding as his In Nominee. 
"Dum transisset once agayne" (folio 33) is in two parts with 
each part separated by a full close. Successive themes are presented 
in im~tation, one after the other, with no repeat of the initial sub-
ject at the conclusion of either section. 
It opens with all voices in imitation of the first three notes 
of the cantua firmus, however, each entrance is varied. The opening is 
illustrated in Example 156. 
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Example 156. Opening of "Dum transisset once agayne" by Tye (f •. 33) • 
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The composition is WTitten in the transposed Aeolian mode with 
some passages strongly suggestive of a modern concept of major and 
minor. This is accomplished through the satisfactory resolution of 
diminished chords and an inclination for dominant· to tonic cadences. 
Many of such cadences are approached by all voices simultaneously, 
although the work generally employs phrases which are dovetailed. 
The majority of the short phrases are restricted to the lowest voices, 
principally the bass. Example 157 illustrates an extract from the 
first section of the composition. Particularly noticeable is the 
cadence in measure two which is VII6 to I and the one in measures 
six to seven which is dominant to tonic. ' Also quite noticeable is 
the melodic leap of a tenth in the third voice (measure four). 
Example 157. Extract from "Dum transisset once agayne" by Tye (f. 33) • 
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"Dum trancisset Sabatum" (folio 68) is perhaps more outatandiaa. 
Like the preceding composition, it is in the form of a cantua firmua 
vocal motet of the period and in two parts which are separated by a 
full close. The individual voices do not enter in imitation of the 
cantua firmus, however, a ~ery subtle relationship does exist in t~ 
first and fourth voices (Example 158, marked by brackets). An inter• 
eating technique is employed in the composition which is illustrated 
in the example. While the three lowest voices imitate the initial 
triadic motive, the superius sounds a meliamatic passage _as a solo. 
Example 158. Opening of "Dum trancisset Sabatum11 by Tye (f. 68). 
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The work is written in the transposed Aeolian mode, however, the 
final does not play a significant part in the formation of intermediate 
cadences. As in the preceding composition, tonality approaches a modern 
concept of minor, chiefly through a convenient use of the authentic 
cadence. In this particular work, the feeling for minor is considerably 
enlarged through the use of numerous motives which are based on minor 
triads and phrases which encompass the interval of a fifth. Not all the 
voices in authentic cadences are satisfactorily resolyed, as can be seen 
in· the highest voice of Exa~le 159 (measures five and six). Here the 
• third of the dominant, instead of rising to the root of the tonic, skips 
a diminished fourth to the third. A more satisfactory resolution-of the 
same chord can be seen in measure seven of the same example. As is often 
the case, the bass moves in short phrases. Parallel ninths occur in 
measure five between the two highest voices. 
Example 159. Extract fran "Dum trancisset SabatUIIl" by Tye (f. 68) • 
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Example 159--continued. 
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The third setting of the aame cantua firmus ( 11Dum trancisset 
Saba tum~" folio 69) is similar in form to the other works. It is in 
three parts, each separated by a full close with a short codetta at 
the conclusion. There is, however, one significant difference. The 
preference for falling scalewise passages in all sections of the work 
creates the illusion of monothematicism. Example 160 illustrates the 
opening of the composition. The tonality of the first section alter-
nates between Aeolian mode, D minor, and D major, ending in the latt.er. 
Other than the large ranges used by individual voices, the section ia 
vocal in concept. 
.... ~ ' 
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Example 160. Opening of "Dum trancisset Sabatum" by Tye (f. 69) • 
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A final extract from the work might be used to illustrate the 
similarity between principal themes in the different sections. It ia 
taken from the final section and is, in reality, a variation of the 
initial phrase. Two features from the example are interesting--first. • 
the tendency to base phrases on the interval of a fifth, and second. 
the use of cross.relations (measures two and three, C-natural and c-
sharp). Two authentic cadences are quite noticeable, both of which 
are centered in D minor (measures f~ and eight). The clear implies• 
tion of D minor is shattered, however, by the numerous minor second 
. . . . . 
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dissonances and cross relations. In measure six, C-sharp is used in tbe 
first voice while C-natural is in the fourth voice. The cadence in tbe 
last measure of the example portrays the usual use of such dissonances--
the simultaneous major and minor third of a chord (two highest voices). 
Example 161. Extract from "Dum trancisset Sabatum" by Tye (f. 69) • 
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The fourth setting of the "Cum trancisset" melody is the moat 
instrumental in concept and, in many ways, the most satisfying of the 
four compositions. Although it, too, is formally in the style of the 
vocal cantua firmus motet, each of its three sections is a contraat to. 
and unified with, the other parts. Part of this unification is accom-
plished through the repetition of the closing theme of one section in 
the succeeding section. 
------------------------~~-- " 
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The composition opens relatively subdued, the most noticeable 
features being occasional use of diminished triads (measure fi~, 
Example 162a) and the proportional notation of the cantua firmua. 
Example 162a. Opening of "Dum trancisset" by 'fye (f. 71). 
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Example 162b. Cantua Firmus in original notation from "Dum trancisaet" 
by 'fye (f. 71). 
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The tonality of the work is made somewhat obscure by the .use of 
conflicting signatures which change within the different voices. Aa a 
point of interest, it might be mentioned that the second voice baa a 
B-flat in the sianature of two of its four staves and that these two 
staves are the only ones in the voice which do not contain a B. In . 
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general, the tonality is modal and a dominant-tonic relationship is not · 
as prevalent in the work,as a whole, as it is in the other aettinaa. 
Many authentic cadences do occur, however, which, together with triadic 
motives, often give the impression of modern major or minor. This 
might be seen, to a degree, in the following extract from the first 
section which tends toward F major. 
Example 163. Extract from "Dum trancisset" by Tye-(f. 71). 
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In the final section of the composition, the semiminima runs 
which provide the principal melodic material for the complete section 
give it a ~ecidedly instrumental flavor. Among the most outstandina 
features in this last section is the harmony. In measure four of 
Example 164, for instance, the bass moves from fifth to fifth while 
the harmony moves from E major seventh1 to A major to D major to Q 
1The D in the first voice is, in reality, a suspension which 
acta aa a seventh. 
" 
3S8 
minor. Such movement of chords is unusual, not only in this specific 
composition, but also in other works ·from the .anuacript. 
Example 164. Extract from "Dum trancisset" by T,ye (f. 71). 
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The two remaining cantua firmus compositions by Tye are iettinga 
of the Sarum Chant, "Christus Resurgens." (folio 76) and the Gregorian 
Chant, "lam sol rec:edit," the latter entitled "O lux"(folio 75). The 
first of these works is less interesting as an instrumental composition. 
With the exception of a few melismas in the superius and some rather 
large melodic skips, it is quite vocal in concept. The most outstanding 
characteristic: is the use of the raised leading tone which gives .pas-
sages a feeling of modern tonality. This is often short-lived. however, 
because of numerous 'cross relations. 
"0 lux" is the most instrumental of the six works and one of the 
most unusual compositions in the British Museum manuscript. Like the 
preceding compositions, the form is identical to that of the cantua 
firmus vocal motet, although it is not divided into definite sections, 
separated by full closes. 
Although there is a tendency toward dominant to tonic harmonic 
relationships, the composition is not particularly outstanding in ita 
tonality. By far the most striking and prominent characteristic ia 
the rhythmic freedom of individual voices in the closing section. 
Rhythmic changes are notated in the original by syncopated or dotted 
notes and not by coloration or time-signature changes. It is, in 
reality, an extreme example of hemiola which is characteristic, to:a 
degree, in most Renaissance music. 
Example 165, on the following page, illustrates an extract from 
the closing section. The section opens with the superius and the bassua 
in dotted minimas (original notation) while the cantua firmus continues 
in long notes of equal value. The two remaining parts, third and 
fourth voices, move in minima a and semiminimaa which at times are 
used in syncopation. The lowest voice functions as an harmonic baaa 
throughout the section,_ although syncopations often tend to give it 
a degree of melodic character. Among the moat notable features in 
the section are the expert combinations of triple meter against 
quadruple and the Bartok-like three plus three plus two in the 
superius. That all voices end the composition simultaneously is 
quite remarkable. There can be-little doubt that the work is 
instrumental. 
Ex..:~mple 165. Extract from "0 lux" by Christopher Tye (f. 75) • 
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Example 165--contioued. 
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Compositions in the Form of a Continuoue .Variation 
A few of the compositions from the British Museum manuscript are 
in the form of a continuous variation, or a passacaglia, and are based 
on sacred, secular, and freely-composed melodies. Auiong these is • 
single "Misserere" (folio 58) by "Stroninges" (Henry Stoninge1). · The 
melody is the "Clarifies me Pater" printed in the Liber usualis, 2 how-
ever, the text does not mention the work "Miserere". It has, therefore, 
been s~ggested that a body of compositions might exist that are based oa 
the Gloria or Agnus of an unknown ''Missa Clarifies 'me Pater". 3 
The melody was well-known during th~ sixteenth century and was 
the subjectmr a friendly competition between Alfonso Ferrabosco I and 
William Byrd.4 A total of nineteen miserere puzzle canons by B)~d are 
in Additional Manuscript 31,391 of the British Museum and settings for 
keyboard and lute by Bull, Tallis, and Byrd also survive.5 
The single work in the manuscript is hardly enough for any 
specific conclusions to be reached for the form, as a whole, however, 
the treatment of the plainsong and the work, as an instrumental com-
position, deserve comment. Like the In Nomine, the cantua firmus is 
sounded in long and nearly equal notes. Although it is varied, such 
1
"Henry Stoninge" is written at the end of the bassus part. 
2Liber usualis, 266. 
3Reese, Music in the Renaissance, p. 858. 
~ellowes, William Byrd, pp. 179-181. 
5 Reese, op. cit., pp. 846 and 858, and Fellowes, ibid. 
··-,· 
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variation does not obscure the chant. Unlike the In Nomine, and more 
like the Brownings in the manuscript, the cantua firmus.is sounded in 
each of its five voices. Tbe overall form is similar to the passacaglia, 
or continuous variation. The chant, as it appears in the various voices, 
is illustrated in Example 166. It is first in Voice III, then in Voices 
I, IV, V, and ending in II. 
Example 166. Cantua firmus from "Misserere" by Henry Stoninge (f. 58). 
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The work begins relatively sub~ued and much like vocal music, 
however, the final variation is considerably animated. Tonality tends 
toward F major in sections with cadences in C major arid G major. This 
is accomplished through the use of a tonic-dominant harmonic scheme and 
the satisfactory resolution of D few diminished chords. It should be 
mentioned, also, that the practice of raising the seventh ift an ascend-
ing passage and lowering the same note in a descending passage often 
364 
obscures the tonality and results in one which is half major and half 
modal. Although the work, as a whole, is interesting, it is not •• 
outstanding as a Browning by the same composer. 
More prominent· are three Brownings by Henry Stoninga, Clement 
Woodcocke, and William Byrd, all based on the rel_atively simple "The 
Leaves be greene" tune: 
Example 167. "The Leaves be ~eene." 
# ,l]j ut --- J li £JJl4 l lr , I • I! 
The leaves be greene, th~ nuts be brawne, they hange 80 
:; . I -~ I 
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high they will not come downe. 
In all of the compositions, the melody is sounded by each voice and 
the overall effect is that of a continuous variation. Tbe exact 
origin of the name, "Browninge, my dere," is somewhat obscure, although 
it might pos_sibly have some relationship to the text of the tune 'a 
second phrase. 
"Browning~h my dere" by Henry Stonings (folio 60b) is the 
shortest of the three compositions. The melody appears successively 
in the fourth, fifth, third, first, and second voices. Although the 
melody is always in the same pitch, the harmonizations in each varia-
tion are not always the same. The tonality constantly shifts between 
B-flat major, G major, G minor, and P major. The texture also alter-
nates between polyphonic and homophonic. 
36S 
The ftrat variation. Example 168. is written for only four voicee. 
It begins in what appears to be B-flat major. but the constant shiftlns 
between B-flat and B-natural obscures the tonality. The cadence in 
measures four and five centers in G. with B-natural and B-flat. and the 
final cadence is in P major. 
Exauple 168. Opening of "Browninge. my dere" by Henry Stonings (f. 60b) • 
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There is not a great deal of contrast between variations except 
that the final two are homophonic. The fourth variation and the beain• 
nina of the last variation are illu:trated in Example 169. It opene in 
G minor which ia somewhat obscured by the appearance of B•natural in the 
second measure and B-flat in the third measure. The fourth variation 
/ 
ends in F major with a cadence which is remarkably clear. Starting in 
measure seven of Example 169. the harmony is tonic, subdominant, super-
tonic, dominant, tonic. 
Example 169. Extract from "Browninge, my dere" by Henry Stonings (f. 60b) • 
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Example 169--continued. 
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Woodcocke's Browning (folio 102) is longer and more interesting. 
It consists of ten variations with the melody sounded by each of its 
five voices. The tonality is clearer than that of Stoninge's work, 
primarily because there is no shifting between B-flat and B-natural. 
There is a large degree of contrast between·variations, although the 
texture of one variation frequently overlaps into the succeeding one. 
The first variation is the lightest in texture. The melody is 
sounded by the fourth voice, accompanied by the two highest voices. 
As if to balance this section, the fifth variation is also relatively 
light-textured (Example 170a). In the variation, the third and fifth 
voices enter only to emphasize cadences, the last of which is unmis• 
takably in F major. Although the texture tends toward homophonic, it 
• 
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is interesting to note that some of the voices have distinct and 
attractive melodies in their own right. This is particularly true in 
regard to the second voice in which the tune is lilting and catchy. 
The first half of the superius. in the example, is little more than • 
voice to fill out the harmony, however, the second part is attractive. 
It seems as though Woodcocke has taken an attractive melody and divided 
it into sections for the two voices (cf. Example 170b). 
Example 170a. Fifth variation from "Brownynge, f1fY dere" by Clement 
Woodcocke (f. 102). 
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Example 170b. Theme derived from Voices I and II of the fifth variation 
from "Brownynge, f1fY dere" by Clement Woodcocke (f. 102). 
J I i' 1E I; 
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The comparatively light texture of the fifth variation ia 
carried over into the sixth, however, the voices which enter to empha• 
size cadences are changed. Near the conclusion of the sectioo, tbe 
texture 11 changed to a more polyphonic one in whkb short phrases are 
imitated by the highest three voices. This becomes the style of the 
seventh variation (Example 171). The melody is sounded by the fourth 
voice, and the lowest voice functions as an harmonic bass. The 
phrases are shortened in the second half of the variation into 
characteristic little motives, many of which are basically. triadic. 
Example 171. Seventh variation from "Brownynge, ray dere .. by Clement 
WQodcocke (£. 102). 
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The motivic texture of the seventh variation overlaps into the 
eighth variation. There is a gradual lengthening of phrases in the 
ninth variation and, in the final section, a homophonic texture is 
adopted. This conclusion is an appropriate climax to the work. 
Example 172. Final variation from "Brownynge, my dere" by Clement 
Woodcocke (f. 102). 
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Woodcocke's Browning containe most of the important attribUtes of 
an instrumental technique, although the work is never demandins or 
instrumentally advanced. The idea of contrast is provided in the dif• 
ferent variations, yet all are connected, not only by the constant 
repetition of the "Leaves be greene" tune, but also by the aaeltiq of 
techniques and textures between sections. Tonali~ at the beginniD& 
of each variation is usually akin to modal,·however, each ends with sn 
authentic cadence, usually F major. The composition, as s whole, is· 
very satisfying and, in comparis~m to many of the works in the manu-
·script, quit6 remarkable. 
An appropriate climax to the Brownings in the manuscript is 
provided by William Byrd's "The leaves be greae" •1 It is at the end 
of the source, and in a later band, so is probably of a later date 
than the preceding two works. The longest of the three, it consists 
of twenty variations on the tune which 11 passed to each of its five 
voices. All variations are well-contrasted througb the use of dif-
ferent rhythms, textures, and techniques. Although the work is 
generally polyphonic, some variations contain figures harmonized in 
thirds and sixths. As in Woodcocke's composition, the different 
variations are often connected by the melting of techuiques aDd 
textures. 
1 ' 
A performing edition, edited by E. B. Fellowes, is in The Col-
lected Works of William Byrd, Vol. XVII, p. 30. Tbe examples on the 
following pages have been taken from this edition, except that the 
pitch has been transposed back to that of the origiual and the note 
values-changed to conform to the practice adopted throughout this 
dissertation, i.e., the reduction from 2 to 1. 
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The Browning melody appears in each voice four times iD tba 
following order: 
Variation ~. . Variation Vo:Lg 
1 v 11 u 
2 .IV 12 II 
3 v 13 IV 
4 I 14 II 
5 II 15 III 
6 III 16 II 
7 v 17 III 
8 I 18 I 
9 IV 19 v 
10 III 20 IV 
The theme is transposed in many of the variations, usually up or ·dowu 
a fifth. Although the harmonizations are not always in the d~nant· 
or the tonic, this transposition indicates a growing awarenes• of the 
dominant-tonic relationship as a formal device. Tonality often shifts 
rapidly from major to minor, depending upon the melodic directi.on of 
individual voices, and there is still a tendency to raise the ai.xth 
and seventh degrees in ascending passages, or to lower them iD dea-
cending passages. The overall tonality of the canposition ie B-flat 
major~ 
The composition opens with the melody in the bass. The tex-
ture is almost homophonic • 
. ··-· 
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Example 173. Opening of "The leaves be grene" by Byrd (f. lZS). 
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The second variation is nearly a duplication of the first. The 
voices change parts; the second ancl fifth parts have rests. 1 This is 
the most obvious repetition in the composition, although there is a 
tendency to utilize preceding motives in new and contrasting themea. 2 
A few examples are sufficient to illustrate ~cl's wealth of 
melodic invention. The first is taken from the beginning of the 
eighth variation. The melody is in the superius ancl the lower voices 
imitate an ascending scalewise passage. The accompanying melodic 
figures appropriately decorate the theme. 
lrhis is illustrated in Example 173 by letters. 
~e second voice in the third variation, for example., begiu 
with the initial motive of the ume ancl continues with a new theme •. · 
-· ·. " -·~· . 
Example 174. Opening of the eighth variation from "The leaves be 
grc.ae" by Byrd (f. 125). 
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The nineteenth variation provides a cli~x to the work through 
the use of triple rhythm. The accompanying voices are scalewise and, 
as in the eighth variation. appropriately decorate the theme. 
Example 17 5. Opening of the nineteenth variation from "The leaves be 
grene" by Byrd (£. 125). 
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Throughout the work, the melodic material is distinctly inatru-
mental. The degree of contrast is much greater than in previous Browu-
ings, and the composition must be considered as a miniature aasterpiece. 
It should be stressed that the work is from a slightly later period than 
Woodcocke's work, and a comparison between the two is perhaps unfair. 
The final work, in the style of a continuous variation, is "A 
knell" by Robert Johnson (folio 26). The title refers to the aoundin& 
of a bell to announce a death or to gi!e a sad sound. This probably 
has some reference to the phrase on which the complete composition is 
based--a descending, scalewise passage between the interval of a fifth 
and with a minor third. The pllrase consists of only five notes and is 
always present, starting .on "D". Although it varies from its rhytha 
when the time signature changes, the basic relationship between the 
notes is the same. The phrase, in its two forms, is as follows: 
Example 176. Basic phrase from "A knell" by Johnson (f. 26). 
·' 
The work is in triple meter and is basically in two sections, 
the second of which is notated in coloration. The first section opena 
with the basic phrase in the third voice. Succeeding voices enter with 
the initial phrase at two-measure intervals. The harmony of the two-
measure sections is varied, as D~ch as possible, within the ra~ber 
strict confines of the initial phrase. There is a tendency to begia 
on a G ndnor or D minor triad, although B-flat major is often used. 
----~------~ 
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The phrases tend to end in major, usually G and C, but sometime• the 
chord is minor. Example 177 illustrates the beginning of the eoaapod-
tion. The texture is note-against-note and the tonality tends toward 
G minor, despite the erose relations. 
Example 177. Opening of "A knell" by Jbonson (Robert .Johnson ?) (f. 26). 
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Example 177--continuecl • 
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The composition is gradually animated toward the·center,.leacling 
into the second section. This last part opens with all voices sounding 
small melodic fragments and lea_ds into a relatively heavy-texturecl note-
against-note style. The beginning of the.last section is actually more 
interesting than the section, as a whole, because of the imitative play 
between voices. The two lowest voices engage in a canonic interplay on 
one subject, while the highest two voices are in canon with different 
motives. The remaining voice (third) goes its own way. All voicea are 
held together by the basic motive which is passed .down through the 
voices, starting with the supe.rius. Unfortunately, the technique la 
broken after only a few meaiurea. 
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Example 178. Bxtract frOID "A knell" by Jbonaon (f. 26) • 
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Other instrumental Works 
The remaining instrumental compositions in the British Museua 
manuscript are generally simple and homophonic. Although most of thea 
are relatively undistinguished, a few are noteworthy and deserve 
mention. 
The most outstanding works are by Robert Parsons. Tbey include 
''Mr. Parsons his Songe" (folio 11), "Je fij lc" (folio 5lb), "A songe 
of Mr. Parsons" (folio 60a),.and "De la court" (folios 81 and 83). 
"Mr. Parsons his Songe" is in two parts, the first of which is 
in duple meter, and the second in triple meter. Tbe melodic lines are 
usually scalic and the work, as a whole, tends toward a chordal style 
despite imitative passages. It opens with a short phrase in the second 
voice which is harmonized by voices three, four, and six. This is 
answered at a two-measure interval by the first, third, fourth, and 
fifth voices with the same passage. Although the second statement 
is slightly varied, the technique is an approximation of the stimmtausch 
style practiced in the thirteenth century. The first voice repeats, 
almost exactly, the phrase of the second voice; the third and fourth 
voices exchange phrases; and the fifth voice repeats the passage of 
the sixth voice. The technique isfDllowed throughout the work. 
Example 179 illustrates the opening of the composition, the phrases 
are marked by the letters A, B, and C. 
-:. 
) 
Example 179. Opening of ''Mr. Parsons his Songe" by Robert Parsou 
(f. 11). 
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Near the conclusion of the first section, the rhythm becomes 
more animated and the individual voices engage in imitative play of 
short, characteristic motives. As illustrated in the following 
example, only the outermost voices continue with the technique of 
the opening. 
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Example 180. Extract from ''Mr. Parsons his Songe" by Robert Parsona 
(f. 11). 
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The conclusion of the composition i8 in strict chordal style ancl 
in triple meter. The 'identical technique of the beginning is employecl •. 
Example 181. Extract from ''Mr. Parsorshis Songe" by Robert Paraona 
(f. 11). 
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The tonality of the work is F major with an emphasis placed on 
authentic cadences. Example 180, for instance, is almost exclusivel7 
based on F and C major chords. 
"Je fijle" is also simple and homophonic. The work b written 
in an A-B-A form and is in triple meter •. The melodic lines are based' 
on scalewise movement and are dance-like. 
The technique employed in the composition is, to some extent, 
more simple than that of the preceding work. At the beginning, a 
stmple, eight-measure phrase is introduced by the highest three 
voices. This is answered by an equally simple, eight-measure phrase 
sounded in all five voices. The order is then reversed, and the iow-
est three voices sound a phrase which is answered by all parts. This 
same style is followed throughout the work. The opening of the campo-
sition is illustrated in the following example. The most outstanding 
feature is the attractive, folk-like melody. 
Example 182. Opening of "Je fijle" by Parsons. 
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Example 182--contioued. 
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The work is written in ·the transposed Dorian mode. The mosr 
noticeable vertical aspect is a few cross rela~ons and minor second 
dissonances. 
The remaining compositions are quite similar to the precedins 
works and only a few specific features need be mentioned. The princi-
pal interest in 11De la court the second pte" is found in an alternate 
ending which is improvisory in style. The melodic interest of this 
ending is centered in the second voice and has little connection with 
the rest of the work. 
; ....... 
. . 1 
"Hackney,'' by Clement Woodcocke • is similar to the works of 
Parsons. It is relatively simple and, although it contains some 
examples of antiphonal writing, it is mostly chordal. 
~dern reprint edited from MSS. 984-8, Ch. Cb. • Oxford by 
Peter Wax· lock and Andre Mangeot. London: J. Curwen & Sons. Ltd. • n.d. 
I 
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"A phancy of E. Blankes 11 bas the distinction of being one of tbe 
earliest English fancies. It is in two sections, separated by a abort, 
chordal section in triple meter. Its interest ends at this point, and 
it has been apprgpriately described by E. B. Meyer as ''moderately vocal 
1 in outlook, being at the same time fairly homophonic." 
The final composition, "Sol re Sol my sol" by Malery, is lons 
and quite monotonous, for the style changes little. Although iU title 
suggests that it is based on a particular figure throughout, the notes 
G, D, G, E, and E are utilized only in the initial subject. 
SUZ~~Dary· 
Although the In Nomine represents the most ambitious attempts at 
early consort composition, other forms were being developed with vary• 
ing degrees of success. Since the British Museum manuscript does not 
contain a large number of such works, only the most general conclusions 
can be reached. 
The compositions by Christopher Tye are in the form of the vocal 
motet and, except for the freer treabment of the cantua firmus, are 
almost identical with his early In Nomines. One of the works, "Dua 
trancisset" (folio 71), utilizes musical repetition, aa a musical 
unifying device, and the preponderance of descending scale passages 
in another (folio 69) suggests a degree of monothematici ... 
Although melodic leaps and a. few semiminima runs imply instrumen-
tal performance, the melodic contour of individual voices is often vocal 
in style. 
1Meyer, -o~e-·~c;i_t_., p. lOS. 
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A decided preference for the Aeolian mode is evident in ·the worka. 
As ·in the In Homines and vocal compositions from the period, cross rela-
tiona and minor second dissonances are coamon. Nevertheless, the graclual 
development of a modern concept of major and minor can be seen throush 
.~ . 
the satisfactory resolution of dominant and diminished chords. 
The formal principle,represented in the miaserere, browninss, and 
knell, represents an advance over that of the In Nomine. The unifyins 
effect of the cantua firmua is retained, however, the use of a aborter-
note cantua firmus in the misserere,and the secular tune in the brown-
ings, results in a higher degree of m~lodic interest. Moreover, the 
technique of allowing different voices an opportunity to sound the 
theme results in an additional contrast. Of these compositions, the 
brownings by Woodcocke and Byrd are by far the most outstandina. They 
provide numerous contrasts in orchestration, texture, and themes. The 
variations are connected by the merging of different techniques so that 
contrast is usually gradual and a high degree of continuity is attained. 
The melodic contour in the continuous variations is usually 
marked by instrumental figures, especially in Byrd's work. Tonality 
often shifts between modal and major or minor. This is particularly 
noticeable in the works by Stoninge and Johnson, slightly leas so in 
those of Woodcocke and Byrd. 
• 
Little need be said of the remaining works. They are, for the 
most part, simple and folk-like or contain relatively little contrast 
of techniques. The most prominant are those by Robert Parsons. "Mr. 
Parsons his Songe" is interesting because of ite foz:1DB1 division and 
stimmtausch technique, however, the constant repetition of relatively 
simple phrases tends to become monotonous. The texture varies vithiu 
the work and the tonality is F major. ".Je fijle" 1e aleo si.-ple. 
however, this very simplicity, together with attractive contrasts 
provided by orchestration, gives it a charming nature. 
CHAPTER. X 
SUHHARY AND CONCLUSIOIIS 
NUmerous mediaeval references to instruments and illumination. 
of instrumentalists tend to indicate that instrumental art was practiced. 
to a large degree during the M[ddle Ages. The scarcity of pure inatru• 
mental pieces, however, suggests that the development of instrumental 
music was not &!together independent of vocal music. Sacred vocal music 
was the official art,and most surviving evidence indicates that inatru· 
• 
menta were primarily em~l~ed with voices, by wandering minstrels, or in 
some sort of improvisory·manner. 
Industrialization, together with the growing importance of the 
English Chapel Royal, began to break the church's influence as the 
dominant force in artistic development, and secular music began to 
Bourisb. The reign of King Henry VIII was particularly important in 
this process of secularization, and the size of his instrument collec-
tion indicates that instrumental art bad begun to be developed with 
much more energy. Surviving sources from the period are more numerous, 
and although the music began to take on a different character than that 
of sacred vocal music, it still could not claim independence because it 
was functional. Compositions of the period were dance-like, simple, and 
homophonic. Polyphonic non-dance music for instrumental consort wa1 
extremely rare. 
During the second half of the sixteenth century, more 11 heard 
of English instrumentalists, and in the seventeenth century 1 they were 
.. . . 
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even preferred by some Continental courts. Although this was to some 
extent a by-product of the patronage system, the quality of such talente4 
instrumentalists, as Dowland, Bull, Phillips, Simpson, and Brady, indi-
cates a rather remarkable development of English instrumental music. 
The level of Elizabethan achievement in instrumental art, parti-
cularly consort music, ca.nnot be judged by printed collections· from the 
sixteenth century since the great influx of printed sources, both vocal 
and instrumental, did not begin until the last years of the century. 
Although the number of printed vocal works exceeds that of instrumental, 
a great mass of instrumental compositions survives in manuscripts. Many 
of these sources are entitled "apt for voices or viols" and have, thus, 
led some writers to mistakenly assert that the music is primarily vocal. 
A closer examination of the manuscripts, however, shows that many of the 
compositions are instrumental in style and that a new and vigorous art 
medium bad begun to blossom. 
Additional Manuscript 31,390 from the British Museum and Manu-
scripta D. 212-216 from the Bodleian Library at Oxford are outstanding 
among Elizabethan sources of consort music. The British Museum manu-
script dates from about 1578 and contains 128 compositions, includini 
sacred and secular vocal works by English and Continental composers. 
In addition, it contains forty-two In Nominee and nineteen miscellaneous 
instrumental compositions. The Oxford source dates from the early seven-. 
teenth century and includes seventy-one In N~nes. The w.orks in both 
sources are without text, and compositions by some of the greatest 
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masters from the period are represented. In addition, some obscure, but 
very skillful, English composer• are included. 
The significance of the manuscripts, aside from the generally 
high quality of the composers represented, lies in the fact that 
together they contain approximately two-thirds of the known survivina 
In Nomines for instrumental ensemble. The contents of the British 
Museum manuscript presents Continental practice, as it was known in 
Elizabethan England, as well as a general survey of English sacred 
vocal music. An analysts of these compositions illustrates that Con-
tinental and English styles were quite different. The large number of· 
In Nomines presents the beginning and development of Elizabethan con-
sort. music through one of the earliest forms. Finally, a general, but 
.incomplete, picture of other early English instrumental forms is pre-
sented by the miscellaneous compositions for consort. 
The vocal compositions in the British Museum manuscript are 
characterized by a certain degree of uniformity. The form of the 
sacred works was that of the classical motet with fugal imitation of 
generally long, dovetailed phrases. Contrast between sections was 
usually slight and confined to alternation of polyphonic and inter-
mediate texture. The most notable exceptions to this feature were 
the motets of Orlando di Lasso and Thomas Tallis, both of whom some-
times employed an imitative procedure which resulted in homophonic 
style. The Continental secular works showed a decided preference for 
an A-B-A.form, and textural contrast was more marked than that of the 
sacred compositions. 
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Unifying musical devices, .other than the cantua firmua, were less 
significant in the English works than in the Continental composition.. 
The most outstanding techniques were employed by Orlando di Lasso, 
Clemens non Papa, Thomas Tallis, and William Mundye. Both Clemens aDd 
Tallis utilized a variation technique in which successive themes were 
a variation of, or similar to, preceding subjects. MUndye, on the 
other hand, employed repetition. Lassus 's technique wat quite out• 
standing since he utilized his initial subject in fugal imitation and 
varied it at the conclusion in a more chordal style. The most signi• 
ficant use of canonic writing was found in Byrd's "O ialutaris hostia" 
in which three of the six voices were in strict canon throughout the 
work. 
Although both Continental and English melodic practice was 
characterized by conjunct movement, the English works employed a sreat 
many more disjunct melodic intervals. Ranges of individual voices iu 
the Continental works were usually restricted to an octave and a fourth •. 
The English were not bound by this restriction, and parts often covered . 
large ranges in leaps or scalewise passages. Such a melodic technique 
frequently breaks the serene quality of Renaissance vocal polyphony and 
sometimes merges the plagal and authentic forms of the mode. When mel~ 
die contours outlined triads, as was often characteristic of the Tudor 
church compositions, the effect emphasized a modern concept of major 
and minor. 
Modern chordal progressions were extremely rare and harmonic 
laDguage, in a modern sense, was almost non-existent in both the 
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Continental and English styles. The vertical synthesia of individual 
voices was largely determined by the melodic material employed. Tbema-
tic material. consisting of descending thirds. for instance. resulted 
in chordal root movement by thirds. Usually chordal movement vaa 
characterized by conjunct motion. varied by occasional disjunct motion. 
This is the same feature found-in the melodic practice. 
The vertical interval technique employed in the English compoai-
tions offered a noticeable contrast to that in the Continental. parti-
cularly in the Englishmen's continued use of cross relations. vertical 
tritones. minor second dissonances. and other rather strange combina-
tiona. These were inevitably the result of principles of ·~sica 
Ficta". A rising passage in one voice often utilized F-sbarp and a 
descending passage employed F-natural--the minor second sounding 
simultaneously. Sometimes. the vertical result was a~zing. Byrd. 
for example. often employed chords with both a flat and a sharp. All 
these combinations must be viewed as melodic devices. resulting from 
an amazing amount of melodic and vertical freedom. 
While a tendency toward a two-scale system was present in the 
Continental works. it was adop~ed by the English to a far greater 
degree. Most Tudor works from the manuscript were in the Aeolian or 
the Ionian mode. The English system requires clarification since the 
composers employed rather odd combinations and tonality was often 
obscure. When modal writing was present. the number of different 
cadences were large and relatively free. A Tudor work. _far example, 
might be written in the transposed Aeolian mode with B-flat in the 
signature, yet have a final cadence on 1. 
It was to be expected that composers would ~urn to existiD& 
forms for guidance in the development of instrumental music. On the 
Continent, the motet had provided the beginnings for the ricercar and 
the chanson had led to the canzona. English composers directed their 
efforts in a form which was long established, the cantua firmus vocal 
motet. The In Nomine thus became one of the first English polyphonic 
non-dance forms for instrumental consort. 
The earliest knowu In Nomine was.by John Taverner and was an 
arrangement of the Benedict"s from his "Missa Gloria tibi ·Tr.initas". 
The form and style of these. early compoSitions were .. ~lmost identical 
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to that of the vocal motets. The long-note cantus firmus was sounded 
in the same voice throughout the work and rarely entered the polyphonic 
play of remaining voices. The form consisted of a succession of themes 
treated in fugal imitation. Textural contrast between sections was not 
marked except in the In Nomines by Tallis. Melody was vocal in concept 
and minor second dissonances and cross relations were frequent. Aa in 
the vocal works, a tendency toward the two-scale system was noted witb 
the transposed Aeolian mode the most prevalent. 
As instrumental technique began to develop in the third quarter 
of the century, new features appeared. The overall form was still essen-
tially the same as the motet with a succession of themes in fugal imita-
tion, however, many of the In Nomine a were divided into two sec tiona • a 
duple followed by a triple. One of the more significant tendencies froa 
-·;·"::·-', 
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the period was the utilization of a characteristic motive in order to 
achieve unity. This trait was employed quite effectively by Christopher 
Tye and Robert White. 
Although fugal imitation was the usual feature, some of tbe co.-
posers, particularly Parsons and Woodcocke, employed a chordal or anti-
phonal style. The triple-metered sections of the In Nominee from this 
period we~e usually written in a note-against-note style. 
The most significant element of contrast was provided ~ the 
themes, themselves, whi_ch became more instrumental. The most outatand-
ing melodic development was the motivic style employed by Tye, Parsons, 
and Strogers. This was the result of breaking the already disjunct 
melodic lines of vocal polyphony into short motives, often from two to 
four notes, and developing them in imitation. A distinctly instrumental 
technique, the motivic style added considerable contrast to the formal 
development of the In Nomine. 
Despite a,growing inclination toward dominant-tonic chordal rela-
tionships and the adoption of a two-scale system, the In Nomines from 
the period were written in a half modal and a half major-minor tonality. 
This was due to numerous cross relations and minor second dissonances. 
One of the most distinctive differences between c~osers was found in 
this technique. Tye and White, for instance, almost invariably employed 
these combinations as melodic directive devices while Robert Parsons 
sometimes seemed to be infatuated with their effect. Nichollas Strogers 
and Clement Woodcocke employed such dissonances but much more infrequently. 
In this period, the In NOmine becomes a more satisfying instrumental fana. 
• 
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Instrumental technique developed to virtuoso proportions in the 
late eixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, and thematic material 
became more marked by large melodic leaps, strong syncopations, and 
rapid passages. This provided the most dominating ~orce in the In 
Nomine from the period--theme differentiation. The form was divided 
into short, characteristic sections, and contrast between sections 
consisted of contrasting themes. In the hands of the beat composers. 
such as, William Byrd, Alfonso Ferrabosco. II, and especially Orlando 
Gibbuns, the In Nomine achieved a high level of excellenc~for the. 
element of balance was merged with that of contrast. Elaborately 
ornamented passages were foll~ed and balanced by comparatively sub-
dued passages, or sections characterized by descending figures were 
followed by ascending figures. This style is most apparent in the 
works of Orlando Gibbons who must be considered as the foremost 
figure in the development of the In Nomine. 
Fugal imitation was still the main polyphonic idiom~ althoush 
canonic writing was effectively utilized in the In Nomine by Williaa 
Randall. Homophonic texture, although apparent in some works, vas 
relatively insignificant. 
The consistent utilization of a dominant to tonic harmonic 
relationship established major and minor tonality, although there wae 
still a tendency to raise tones in ascending passages and lower thea 
in descending figures. Chordal progressions, in a modern sense, were 
beginning to be employed but were not, as yet,_.a distinctive feature 
· of the music. 
Other instrumental forma, based on a cantua firmus and in the 
style of the In Nomine, were practiced in Elizabethan England. Tbe 
British Museum manuscript contains a number of such compositiona bf 
Christopher Tye. They are vocal in form and style, despite a few 
instances of instrumental subjects, and are generally less distin-
guished than the composer's In Homines. The most outstanding, "0 
lux," 1~ primarily interesting for its rhythmic differentiation at 
the conclusion. This, however, was as much a contrapuntal trick as 
it was a logical instrumental development. 
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The most important aspect of the remaining instrumental works 
was found in the "Misserere" by Stoninge.and the "Brownings 11 by 
Stoninge, Woodcocke, and Byrd. The long-note cantua firmus in the 
former work and the secular theme in the latter compositions were 
repeated and allowed to enter each of the voices. The form ia that of 
a continuous variation. These works utilize polyphonic and homophonic 
texture as formal devices, and the contrast between sections, .parti-
cularly in those by Woodcocke and Byrd, results in a logical and satis-
fying structure. Byrd's "Browninge" is a miniature masterpiece, how-
ever, it was added at the end of the manuscript and is probably the 
work of a slightly later periOd. In this respect, it is perhaps unfair 
to compare it to the other works. The remaining compositions from the 
British Museum manuscript are charmingly simple but disappointina. 
Although the basic requirements for an instrumental style are present, 
the works are not on the same level as the In Homines from the period. 
They do indicate, however, that instrumental art was developina and 
that it would gradually be free from its~cal origin. 
.. ··-····. 
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Important developments are invariably brought about through need 
and founded in the past. The growth of instrumental technique created 
a demand for an intrinsically satisfying body of suitable muaic and 
performers quite naturally turned to existent literature. 
The British Museum manuscript illustrates that English vocal 
works were considered playable on instruments and that compositione by 
Continental mast_ers were known in England. The significance of the 
manuscript is considerably enlarged by the inclusion of such works. A 
comparison between the two styles emphasizes that certain English vocal 
features were carried over into the early instrumental compositions. 
Certain of these features were employed by the English and not by their 
• 
Continental counterparts for historical reasons. The Renaissance period 
reached England somewhat later than it did the Continent and older 
characteristics continued. The long-note cantua firmus and the cross 
relation, for example, were both remnants of the past. 
If the English vocal works were judged by the standards of the 
Continent, some of them might be considered parochial, archaic, or even 
clumsy. It should be emphasized, however,· that a few of the very fea-
tures, which seem to cling to the past, are often quite logical and, in 
a sense, extremely modern. Sixteenth-century vocal polyphony was pri-
marily a combination of melodic lines; the vertical aspect was secondary 
to the horizontal. A melodic.passag~rising from A to B-flat and return-
ing to A, gave emphasis to its melodic direction. Likewise, a passage 
from C to B to C accomplished the same result. Both Continental and 
English composers utilized these same melodic motives, however, the 
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Englishmen often employed them simultaneously, or in close proximity. 
Although the aural effect is frequently bewildering, the technique 
emphasizes the marvelous melodic and vertical freedom so characteristic. 
of English vocal polyphony. In many respects, the style ia character-
istic of more recent periods. Another modern aspect of the English 
works was their adoption of the two-scale system at a relatively early 
date. The peculiar vertical features, however, often succeed in obscur-
ing the feeling for-· modern major and minor. · 
Despite the high quality of many of the vocal compositions from 
the period, they were works of art for another medium ~nd wererestricted 
by vocal technique. Only the best composers were able to endow their 
compositions with qualities which were equal to th~ test of transition 
from vocal to instrumental. Their importance to the developing instru-
mental art, however, was paramount, for they served as the molds for 
early instrumental fora. 
The choice of a fixed melody, as the basis for an instrumental 
form, was not strange since the cantua firmus technique had existed longer 
in England than it had on the Continent. The earliest In Nomine& were 
written at a time when the sacred technique was well established and 
when secular music was just beginning to blossom. The selection of 
the "Gloria tibi trinitas," however, must remain a mystery •• 
The In Nomine's Continental counterpart was the ricercar. Both 
forms developed from the sacred motet and often approacbP.d a learned 
and serious style. The peculiar features of English vocal polyphony 
and the utilization of a cantua firmus gave the In Nomine a distinctive 
character. 
. ' . ·-
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Since the earliest In Nomines were actually vocal·motets without 
text, they suffer the same aesthetic shortcomings that vocal music 
experiences when performed by instruments alone. In the hands of such 
composers as Christopher Tye and Robert Parsons. the In Nomine besan 
to leave the vocal confines of its origin and to establish itself as 
an independent art form. The style became more instrumentalized and 
contrast was based on instrumental techniques. This gradual instrumen-
talization was not only due to the talents of a few composers, but also 
to the growing instrQmental ~hnique and to the pu~lic acceptance of 
consort music. It is, in fact, a manifestation of the development of 
the secular arts in the Elizabethan period. 
In the late sixteenth century, instrumental technlqu2 developed 
enormously, and the melodic lines of the In Nomine became marked with 
elaborately ornamented figures. This provided the element needed for 
the climax of the form's development. Sections became brief movements 
that were extremely well-contrasted. The form had attained its peak 
-
and composers, such as, Alfonso Ferrabosco II and.Orland Gibbons, repre-
sent its masters. The technical demands illustrated by the late In 
Nomine gives considerable evidence of the outstanding·abilities of 
Elizabethan instrumentalists. 
By utilizing a well-established form, the English were able to 
develop an outstanding and, in many ways, unique instrumental style. 
That they were giants in the instrumental world of the late sixteenth 
and early seventeenth centuries is emphasized by the technical features 
of the late In Nomine. The three most distinctive elements of the f~'•. 
late development--contrast, balance, and climax--were all based OD an 
instrumental style. 
39!1. 
While the use of a cantua firmus had given a fir. foundation to 
the early development of Elizabethan instrumental art, i.t began to be 
an obstacle and other forms arose. Although the contents of the British 
Museum manuscript indicate that the chief early forms were based on 
other melodies, they also illustrate that instrumental art was growing. 
Such forms were over-shadowed by. the historical importance of the In 
Nomine, for ~t was ·the principal form during the instrumental art 
medium's infaney and provided the foundation for future development. 
All works of art must be judged in the light of their times. 
The In Nomine's historical significance is important, yet the more 
adept composers were able to draw from it much more thaD ita his-
torical position might indicate. The cantua firmus tecbn1.que connected 
it to the past, yet in the bands of the best composers, it reached into 
the future and touched the individualism portrayed by ita successor, 
the English Fancy. Some of the works by Tye,·Parsons, and Strogers 
attain an amazing depth and breadth of perspective, despite their con-
glomeration of decaying medievalism and budding Renaissance. the c~ 
positions of Byrd, Ferrabosco, and Gibbons even touch upou·iuexhauati-
bility. 
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'NO MANUSCRIPTS OF INSTRUMENTAL ENSEMBLE 
MUSIC FROM THE ELIZABETHAN PERIOD 
(British Museum Add. MS. 31390 ancl 
Bodleian Library MSS. D. 212-216) 
(Library of Congress Ho. Hie. ) 
Donald Rochester ley, Ph.D. 
Boston University Graduate School, 1960 
Major Professor: Karl Geiringer, Professor of the History 
and Theory of Music. 
The purpose of this study was to examine the development of 
Elizabethan consort music from its weal origin as presented in two 
manuscripts from the period. The following ~oQditions governed the 
selection of the manuscripts: (1) they should contain a representative 
number of composers from the period; (2) they should pictqre, as clearly 
as possible, the evolution of Elizabethan instrumental ensemble music; 
and (3) they should contain a. sufficient number of works in one inatru-
mental form so that a valid analysis of that form could be concluded. 
The two manuscripts chosen on the basis of the forementioned conditions 
were British Museum Additional Manuscript 31,390 and Bodleian Library 
Manuscripts D. 212-216. Together they contained almost two hundred 
vocal and instrumental compositions by both Continental and English 
composers from the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Approx-
imately half the contents of the two sources were In Nominee, an English 
instrumental form based on a cantua firmus from the Benedictus of 
Taverner's ''Missa Gloria tibi Trinitaa". 
The major_ portion of the study was concerned with the anilyaia 
of compositions from the two manuscripts. Particularly emphasized were: 
'·· ' 
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(1) the development of a characteristic instrumental style; (2) form.l 
features, including musical unifying deVices, texture, and contrapuntal 
idiom; (J) melodic characteristics; (4) the vertical interval technique, 
including consonance, dissonance, and the use of modes; (5) ~sic. 
Ficta," notational features, and problems of transcription. 
Findings and Implications. Although instrumental. music was, no 
doubt, practiced prior to the sixteenth century, instrumental consort 
music, as an independent art medium, was largely the creation of the· 
Elizabethan Period. During the second half of the sixteenth century, 
English instrumentalists were quite famous, and in the seventeenth cen-
tury, they were favored by some Continental courts. 
The level of Elizabethan achievements in instrumental art, par-
ticularly consort music, can~ot be judged by printed collections froa 
the period since the great mass of instrumental compositions survive• 
in manuscripts. Although many of the sources, entitled "apt for voices 
or viols," include vocal works, a large number of distinctly instru-
mental compositions are also in evidence. 
The most ambitious efforts at instrumental composition, durina 
the sixteenth century, were centered in the In Nomine. The earliest 
In Homines were identical to the English vocal cantua firmus motet of 
the period. The long-note cantua firmus was sounded in the same voice 
throughout the work and rarely entered the polyphonic movement of the 
remaining parts. The form consisted of a succession of themes, treated 
in fugal imitation. 
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By utilizing a well-established form, the English were ab~e to 
develop an outstanding and, in many respects, a unique instrumental 
style. They carried vocal features into the In Nomine which were baaed 
on an amazing amount of melodic and harmonic freedom. Minor secoDd 
dissonances, vertical tritones, and other equally striking harmonic 
combinations were characteristic of the f~. 
Aa instrumental technique developed, the In Nomine left the 
confines o( its vocal origin, and in the third quarter of the ce~tury, 
composers employed a distinctly instrumental style. In the late 
Elizabethan period, instrumental technique developed enormously, and 
the form became marked with elaborately ornamented figures. Theme 
differentiation became the most distinctive formal devi~e. 
The In Nomine is historically important, because it was the 
principal form during the English instrumental art medium's infancy 
and because it provided the foundation for future development. 
Although the cantus firmus technique connected it to the past, tbe 
more adept composers were able to draw from it much more than ita 
historical position might indicate. Some of the works by Christopher 
Tye, Robert Parsons, William Byrd, Alfonso Ferraboseo II, and Orlando 
Gibbons attain an amazingly high level of excellence and deserve per-
formance today. 
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APPENDIX 
LIST OF TRANSCRIPTIONS 
I. Continental Compositions 
A. (Thomas) Crequillon, "It perfice" (second part of. "Deua 
virtu tum") 
B. Phillipes (van Wilder), "Si de beau compe(re) 11 
c. Phillips (van Wilder), "Amour me vaye" 
D. (Verde lot), "Madona au mia cor to" 
E. (Dyrick) Gerardus, "Chera la fountayne" 
F. (Sperindio Bertoldo ?) , "Or sa bien cavien" 
11. Transcriptions of Vocal Works by English Compoaera 
111. 
A. (John) Shepherde, "Sabatum" 
B. E(dward) Blankes, "Credo quod Redemptor" 
c. (Robert 1) Duglaa, "In convertendo" 
D. {William) Byrd, "0 Salutaria hostia" 
E. W(illiam) Mundye, "Let the sea make a noyes" 
Early In Nominee 
A. (John) Taverner, "In Nomine" (f. 101) 
B. Thomas Tallis, "In Nomine" (a 4, No. 18) 
c. Thomas Tallis, "In Nomine" (a 4, No. 3) 
D. (William) Whitbrooke, "In Nomine" <• 4, No. 23) 
B. Anonymaua, "ln Nomine" (f. 92) 
- - ------'" -
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IV. In Nominee from the Third Quarter of the Sixteenth Century 
A, (Christopher) Tye, "In Nomine" (a 4, No. 1) 
B. (Christopher) Tye, In Nomine, "Followe me" (a 5, No, 21) 
c. (Christopher) Tye, In Nomine, "Trye" (f. 28) 
D, Robert Parsons, "In Nomine" (a 5, No. 19) 
E, Nichollas Strogers, "In Nomine'' (a 5, No, 2) 
F, Nichollas Strogers, "In Nomine'' (a 5, No. 34) 
G, Clement Woodcocke, "In Nomine" (a 51 No, 36) 
v. Late In Nominea 
A, Alfonso Ferrabosco (II), "In Nomine" (NSJ) 
B. Orlando Gibbons, "In Nomine" (NS5) 
C, Edwarde Gibbons, "In Nomine" (a 51 No. 10) 
D. William Randall, "In Nomine" (a 5, No. 17) 
E. Anonymous, "In Nomine" (NS7) 
VI. Hiaeellaneous Instrumental Compositions 
A. Doctor (Christopher) Tye, "0 lux" (f. 75) 
B. (Robert Paraons ?), "Je fijle" (f. 51b) 
c. Robert Paraons, "Songe" (f. ll) 
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